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- I -
NTRODUCTION
This study was begun early in 1966. That was a time for opti-
mism. It was a time when it appeared that a more vigorous and forthright
attack upon the problems of the ghetto and residential segregation would
soon be forthcoming. First, the poverty program promised to lessen Negro-
white disparities and create an environment in which the white community
would more honestly confront the inequities of poverty and discrimination.
Second, the Watts riot of August, 1965, signalled the failure of the
Civil Rights Movement and civil rights legislation to affect, in a sig-
nificant way, the conditions of life for the Negro in the Northern ghetto.
It appeared that concern might advance beyond elimination of de jure se-
gregation to encompass the de facto segregation of the North. Third,
President Johnson, in a message before Congress, had requested legisla-
tion to eliminate discrimination in housing. Fourth, the newly created
Department of Housing and Urban Development provided a vehicle for a more
active Federal role in housing desegregation. Fifth, recent public opin-
ion polls had indicated that the white population was much more willing
to accept a Negro neighbor than had been indicated in the past.
When this study was initiated it thus appeared that the key
problem was not whether there should be an active policy of housing de-
segregation, but rather, what type of policy would most successful ly ac-
complish desegregation. This study was, consequently, originally designed
to include four major parts: the first to define the need for change,
the second to diagnose the pressures for and against change, the third to
recommend policies and programs for change, and the fourth to define the
implications of change programs for change agents.
However, as this study advanced, the mood in the nation changed,
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and the critical issues changed along with the mood. The war in Viet-
nam blunted the thrust of the poverty program. The Watts riot and sub-
sequent riots, rather than awakening the white community to the need
for change, served to stiffen white resistance to change. The white
"backlash" was evident in many of the elections throughout the nation
in November, 1966. Congress reflected this national attitude and re-
fused to pass the Civil Rights Act of 1966, primarily because of the
provision in the act against discrimination in housing. The Department
of Housing and Urban Development, dependent upon Congress for appro-
priations, offered little leadership in fostering housing desegregation.
Finally, Civil Rights groups did shift their attention from the South
to the Northern urban ghettoes, but, with the exception of Dr. Martin
Luther King in Chicago, they pressed for improvements within the ghetto
and relinquished demands for the opportunity to escape from the ghetto.
Black Power advocates, Negroes and white liberals alike, perceived
residential desegregation as a means of dissipating black power and
lessening the likelihood of achieving improvements within the ghetto.
By 1967 Negroes and whites in America were again wondering whether resi-
dential desegregation would be worth the effort.
As a result of these changes in the nation, the focus of this
study has shifted from the development of programs for desegregation to
an analysis of the costs and consequences of residential segregation.
Although little is known of what might constitute an effective program
of desegregation, it has become quite clear in the past year that this
lack of technical knowledge has not inhibited the development of a de-
segregation policy. Rather, there has been a lack of political will and
public support for effecting such a policy. It is, therefore, the pur-
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pose of this study to more clearly identify the costs of residential se-
-K gregation and to thereby assist civil rights groups, planners, politi-
cians, administrators, and the general public to better assess the impor-
tance of housing desegregation and to assign it the appropriate priority
in public policy.
To advocates of desegregation the costs of segregation appear
clear and the case for a policy of residential desegregation appears ob-
vious. To the opponents of desegregation, the case against such a pub-
lic policy appears equally obvious. The arguments for and against de-
segregation have often been clouded by emotional conviction, or fear,
and much of the thinking upon the subject has become rigid and stereo-
typed. Important questions have been debated, but the assumptions basic
to the arguments have remained untested, or they were tested at a pre-
vious time when different conditions pertained. The basic assumptions
of these arguments have been numerous.
First, there have been those arguments that are founded upon
moral conviction.
* Some urge desegregation, as the late President Kennedy
declared, "Because it is right." For these advocates, the promise
of the American creed cannot be fulfilled without assuring equal
opportunity in housing choice, as in al I other areas of human ac-
tivity.
* Some oppose a policy of desegregation because of the be-
lief in the primacy of property rights over human rights. They be-
lieve that it is wrong to deprive the property owner of the right
to discriminate in the sale or lease of his property.
* Some oppose a policy of desegregation because of the con-
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viction that the races should remain separated. Typifying this po--
sition is the following excerpt from the classroom text officially
proposed by the White Citizen's Council of Mississippi for third
and fourth grades in all Mississippi schools:
"God wanted the white people to live alone. And he wanted
colored people to live alone. . . . Do you know that some
people want the negroes to live with white people? These
people want us to be unhappy. . . . God has made us dif-
ferent. And God knows best. Did you know that our country
will grow weak if we mix the races?" [Cited 175, p.149]*
These arguments will not be explored within this study. These
positions are essential ly "gut" positions, and those that hold one or an-
other of these positions are not apt to be swayed by reason.
However, there is also serious disagreement regarding the im-
portance of desegregation among those who agree in the primacy of human
rights over property rights and among those who want to see the Negro
given an equal chance in America. These disagreements are in regards to
the best tactics for achieving equal status for Negro Americans, and
they derive from differing assumptions about the causes of the compara-
tively low socio-economic status of the Negroes. It is to this debate
that this study is directed.
Those who, for tactical reasons, do not assign a high priority
to residential desegregation or those who oppose integration may base
their position upon several different, though not mutual ly exclusive,
assumptions.
& The low socio-economic status of the Northern urban Negro
results from the difficulties of adapting rural ways to urban needs.
* Citations of publications and tables will appear in the text within
brackets. Numbers, as "l75" above, refer to numbered items in bibli-
ography. Items cited as "I IF-3" refer to Table I IF-3 in the Appendix.
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A corollary of this assumption is that ghettoes may offer necessary
supports in the process of adaptation.
* The low socio-economic status of the Negro results from
low self-esteem. If the Negro is to develop confidence in himself
it will be necessary for him to develop pride in his race. Segre-
gation affords the opportunity to develop a positive ethnic identi-
ty, whereas desegregation results in the loss of ethnic identity
and represents an attempt to become white, or to be like white Amer-
icans.
* The low socio-economic status of the Negro population re-
sults from the lack of power of that population. Segregation facili-
tates political organization, upon which political power is based,
and it permits the concentration of enough Negroes in a voting dis-
trict to enable the Negroes to control the outcomes of political
elections in those districts in which they are concentrated. Thus
segregation can contribute to an increase in political power and
self determination for Negro Americans.
* White Americans now control the political institutions
and they will continue to dominate those institutions. However, Ne-
groes can bargain with whites within the political arena. As the
white population opposes residential integration, efforts by Negroes
to desegregate will alienate them from the white population and re-
duce white support for needed programs of social and economic develop-
ment.
* White power is irredeemably corrupt. In the words of Mal-
colm X:
"It is not a case of wanting integration or separation, it is
a case of wanting freedom, justice, and equality. . . . we
don't think that it is possible for the American white man in
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sincerity to take the action necessary to correct the unjust
conditions that 20 million black people here are made to suf-
fer . . . . instead of asking or seeking to integrate into
the American society we want to face the facts of the problem
the way they are, and separate ourselves." [262, p.363]
Those who argue in favor of desegregation base their position on
a number of different propositions.
* Segregation contributes directly to the low socio-economic
status of the Negro population. Segregation results in the loss of
social and economic opportunities.
* A corollary of the above assumption is that the difficul-
ties of the urban Negro do not result from problems of adapting rural
life styles to the urban situation. Rather, a realistic adaptation
to the limited possibilities of urban life in the ghetto results in
the development of life styles inimical to upward mobility. The
adaptation to life in the ghetto is an assimilation into a self-per
petuating culture of poverty.
* The low.socio-economic status of the Negro population re-
sults from low self-esteem. However, segregation itself, and the
loss of social and economic opportunities that result from segrega-
tion, serve to lower self-esteem. Furthermore, Negroes wi I
able to overcome feelings of inferiority unless they are afforded
opportunities to measure their worth in direct competition with white
Americans. Segregation deprives Negroes of this opportunity.
* The low socio-economic status of the Negro results from
acts of discrimination by white Americans. Such discriminatory prac-
tices stem from racial prejudice. Since increasing interracial con-
tact often serves to reduce prejudice, residential desegregation may
serve to reduce prejudice and thereby reduce racial discrimination.
not be
-
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Conversely, segregation may contribute to the perpetuation of exist-
ing patterns of prejudice and discrimination.
* The low socio-economic status of Negroes results from their
lack of political power. However, since Negroes comprise only about
10 percent of the American population, they cannot win political
power alone. As the Civil Rights theorist, Bayard Rustin, has stat-
ed:
"We need allies. The future of the Negro struggle depends
on whether the contradictions of this society can be re-
solved by a coalition of progressive forces which becomes
the effective political majority in the United States. I
speak of the coalition that staged the March on Washington,
passed the Civil Rights Act, and laid the basis for the
Johnson landslide -- Negroes, trade unionists, liberals,
and religious groups." [271, n.p.]
It is likely that a program of integration and equal opportunity
may provide a firmer basis for such a coalition than one of sepa-
ratism.
These various foundations upon which arguments for segrega-
tion or desegregation are erected are subject to systematic investigation.
The resolution of these arguments depends, in large part, upon a better
understanding of the present conditions and future possibilities for life
in the ghetto -- it depends upon an understanding of the functions of the
Negro ghetto. For, if segregation does not serve to reduce social and
economic opportunities, then there may be no urgent need for desegrega-
tion, and the maintenance of the ghetto may serve to enhance Negro self-
esteem and create a power base, at least at the local level. On the
other hand, if the confinement of Negroes to ghetto areas does serve to
reduce social and economic opportunities, then one must carefully weigh
possible gains in Negro self-esteem resulting from group cohesion against
the possible losses in self-esteem resulting from lost social and economic
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opportunities. Furthermore, one must also weigh possible gains in po-
litical power resulting from segregation against possible losses in
economic and other forms of power that may also be concomitants of se-
gregation. If segregation does indeed reduce socio-economic opportuni-
ties, then Negroes could well end up controlling the ghetto -- but this
may be an empty victory if the ghetto is isolated from the broad spec-
trum of American economic and social opportunities and if it is in con-
flict with the political organizations of the rest of America.
This study thus focuses upon the functions of the Negro ghetto.
An initial assumption of this study was that large ghettoes in large
metropolitan areas may differ in important ways from small ghettoes in
smaller communities. This study has been limited to the larger metro-
politan areas, and it explores relationships between the ghetto and the
metropolitan area as a whole. While some of the findings of this study
may be relevant to all situations where segregation exists, it should
be remembered that these particular findings have been derived, primari-
ly, from conditions in the large metropol ises.
The present conditions and future poss
the ghetto depend, in part, upon the size of the
changes that are occurring within the ghetto and
the metropolitan area. Thisistudy therefore beg
growth and concentration of the Negro population
tan areas and it ends with a projection of these
If one is to evaluate the significance
rural South for the present socio-economic condi
these larger metropolitan areas, it is necessary
the importance of migration in the growth of the
ibilities for life in
ghetto and population
within the remainder of
ins with a review of the
in the larger metropol i-
trends.
of in-migration from the
tions of the Negroes in
to know something of
Negro populations in
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these areas; it is necessary to know something of the background and
characteristics of the migrants into these areas; and it is important
to know how well these migrants adjust and compete, relative to the Ne-
gro population born in these areas. These topics are explored in the
first three chapters.
Before one can speculate upon the consequences of segregation,
it is necessary to find out about the conditions of life in these larger
metropolitan areas. A number of questions should be answered. Are Ne-
groes living in the larger metropolitan areas better off than Negroes
living elsewhere in the United States? Have Negroes in these areas ad-
vanced socio-economical ly in recent years? Have some groups been ad-
vancing while others have made little or no progress? Are those who mi-
grated from the South less successful than those who were born in the
Northern urban areas? Have socio-economic disparities between the lower
segment and the upper segment of the Negro population been narrowing or
widening? Have socio-economic disparities between the Negro and white
populations in these areas been narrowing or widening? The third chapter
is addressed to these questions.
The next chapter deals directly with the relationships between
segregation and the socio-economic conditions of the Negro population.
It begins with an analysis of the historical and psychological meaning
of the ghetto for the Negro American and it explores the relationships
between segregation and self esteem. Next, it evaluates the relation-
ships between residential segregation and educational opportunity, mo-
tivation, and achievement. Then it defines the relationships between
job opportunity and ghetto-ization. Next, the relationship between the
condition and cost of housing and segregation are defined. Finally, the
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inter-relationships between self-esteem, educational achievement, job
opportunity, housing, and income are defined. This chapter defines the
specific means by which segregation hinders upward mobility.
The final chapter confronts the following questions. What
would happen if existing trends continue -- what would happen to the Ne-
gro population in the major metropolitan areas and what would happen to
the metropolitan population as a whole -- Negro and white? If citizen
action and public policy were directed towards improving conditions
within the ghetto, what changes might be hoped for? What would be the
limitation of such an approach? If citizen action and public policy
were focused upon desegregation, what changes might occur? What would
be the limitations of this approach? What opportunities exist for mean-
ingful change for the Negro population and for the relationships between
Negroes and whites in America?
One cannot answer these policy issues without an understanding
of the consequences of segregation. One cannot understand the conse-
quences of segregation without interpreting the socio-economic.changes
of the Negro population in the larger metropolitan areas. One cannot
interpret these changes without a knowledge of the impact of immigration
and the growth and concentration of the Negro population in these areas.
This study begins with the exploration of the growth and concentration
of the Negro population in the larger metropolitan areas.
CHAPTER I
GROWTH AND CONCENTRATION
OF THE NEGRO POPULATION
GROWTH AND CONCENTRATION OF THE NEGRO POPULATION:
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEGRO POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES BY STATE AND CITY OF RESIDENCE: 1910 AND 1960
1910
1960
Note: Each dot represents 10,000 Negroes. Population concentrations
are indicated by clusters of dots.
Source: [174, pp. 88f.]
I
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One of the great population changes of modern history is de-
picted in the maps on the preceding page. Fifty years ago the Negro
American was likely to have lived in a Southern rural area. Today he is
more likely than a white American to be living in an urban area, and an
increasing proportion of the Negro population is living in the large
Northern metropolitan areas. The future for the American Negro will, to
a large extent, depend upon his future in the major Northern metropoli-
tan areas, and the future of those areas wi I I depend upon what happens
to the Negroes there.
0 More than three-fourths of the nonwhite population now
live in urban areas.
* Nearly 30 percent of the nonwhite population are living
in the twelve largest metropolitan areas in the United States.
Over 60 percent of the nonwhite population outside of the deep
South live in these twelve areas.
* Within the twelve largest metropolitan areas 5 out of 6
Negroes, compared to less than 3 in 6 whites, are living in the
central cities. In Chicago 91 percent of the nonwhites live in the
central city and in Cleveland 97.5 percent of the metropolitan non-
white population is concentrated in the central city.
* Within these cities Negroes are largely confined to ghet-
to areas. In the center cities of the twelve largest metropolitan
areas over two mi Ilion nonwhites, more than 40 percent of the non-
white population in those cities and more than 10 percent of the
nonwhite population in the United States, live in those Negro
areas. The ghetto in St. Louis contains almost 100,000 and is 96.6
percent Negro. The Baltimore ghetto contains over 140,000 and is
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96.4 percent Negro. The Manhattan ghetto holds over a quarter of a
million Negroes. The Chicago ghettoes are the largest, containing
nearly a half million Negroes. Negroes in suburbs are also likely
to be confined to ghetto areas.
* Between 1950 and 1960, more than 40 percent of the non-
white population growth in the United States occurred in the cen-
tral cities of these twelve metropolitan areas.
* For every two Negroes living in these cities in 1940,
there were more than 5 living there in 1960. In the period 1940 to
1960 the Negro population of New York City increased nearly two and
one-half times, to over I million. The Negro population of Phila-
delphia doubled. In Detroit the Negro population more than tripled
and in Los Angeles County.it increased sixfold.
* The Negro population growth in these major metropolitan
areas has been occurring in the central cities. In contrast, the
white population growth has been in the suburbs. Indeed, the white
population in a number of cities has been declining. Between 1940
and 1960 the white population of the city of St. Louis declined by
24 percent. Cleveland and Detroit's white populations declined by
nearly 20 percent, and the white population of Washington, D.C.
declined by more than 25 percent.
* As a result of the loss of the white population and the
increase in the Negro population, this nation's capital city had
become more than 50 percent nonwhite in the 1950's. It is likely
that a number of other major cities wi I I have majority nonwhite
populations before the end of the 1960's.
The growth and concentration of the Negro population in the
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centers of the largest metropolitan areas is the result of long range
shifts in the population of the United States.
* The annual growth rate of the population has increased
markedly in the postwar period. The nonwhite population has been
increasing at a substantially faster rate than the white.
e The regional distribution of the population has been
shifting for many decades. There has been a long-term trend for
population to move from the South to the North and West. There has
been a secondary population movement from the East to the West.
* For many decades the population of the United States has
been shifting from rural to urban areas. Whereas at the turn of
the century a substantial ly smal ler proportion of Negroes than
whites were living in urban areas, by 1960 a higher proportion of
Negroes than whites were living in urban areas. Negroes have been
particularly attracted to the larger metropolitan areas.
* The metropolitan areas have been growing rapidly and
their populations have been redistributing themselves within these
areas. Most of the increase in the metropolitan Negro population
has taken place in the central cities. In contrast, the growth in
the white population has been occurring in the suburbs.
The dynamics of the cities and the future of the Negro in the
cities cannot be understood without consideration of these major popu-
lation shifts. These shifts wil I be traced, therefore, in greater de-
tail.
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POPULATION GROWTH [198, pp.llf., p.756; 199, p.21]
In 1770, Negroes accounted for twice as large a proportion of
the United States population as they do today. At the time of the first
census of the United States, 1790, there were about 3.2 mil lion white
persons and 757 thousand Negroes. Negroes constituted almost one-fifth
of the population at this time (19.3 percent). During the next forty
years Negroes remained about one-fifth of the population, as both the
Negro and white population gained primarily by natural increase, the ex-
cess of births over deaths. From the mid-Nineteenth Century until 1930
the Negro population declined in relationship to the white population,
as the Negroes continued to gain primarily through natural increase
while the white population entered a period of rapid growth during the
major period of migration from Europe. By 1930 the Negro population was
less than one-tenth of the population (9.7 percent). The immigration
laws of the 1920's reduced the flow of European immigrants to a slow
trickle, and in the following period both Negroes and whites again
gained primarily through natural increase.
During the depression and early war years both the Negro and
the white populations had declining birth rates, although the Negro
rates remained substantial ly above that of the white population. How-
ever, in the post-war years there has been a sharp increase in birth
rates and population growth, and the Negroes have continued to increase
at a substantial ly more rapid rate than the whites. Between 1945 and
1965 the white population increased about 35 percent while the Negro in-
creased about 50 percent. In 1965 there were 20.9 million Negroes in
the United States, representing 10.9 percent of the population.
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2 NEGRO AND WHITE POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES: 1630-1960
(A) POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, BY RACE
Population (millions)
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(B) PERCENT NEGRO OF TOTAL POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES
Percent Negro
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Sources: [E198, p. 756; 199,.p. 2 1]
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FAC FORS CONTRIBUTING TO RECENT NATURAL POPULATION GROWTH
3 RATES OF NATURAL INCREASE, BY COLOR: 1920-1963
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Source: [122, p. 4]
The rapid increase in Negro population in the post-war period
has resulted from the convergence of a number of factors. Natural popu-
lation increase results from the excess of births over deaths. Birth
rates are influenced by the age distribution of the population (the per-
centage of the population that are women of child bearing age), fertili-
ty rates (the number of births by women of child-bearing age), and mar-
riage and illegitimacy rates for various age groups in the population.
Among the most important factors influencing the death rates are the age
distribution of the population (an older population would have a higher
death rate), the life expectancy of the population, and infant mortality
rates. Thus natural population increases result from a combination of
several important factors. During the short run, the most publicized
and dramatic changes occur in the fertility rates. However, over the
longer term, changes in the age distribution of the population, infant
mortality, and life expectancy may be equally important, more stable,
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and easier to predict.
The increase in Negro population has resulted from the fol-
lowing changes:
o Infant mortality has declined steadily throughout this
century. In 1915 the nonwhite infant mortality rate was 181.2 per
thousand live births, compared to 98.5 per thousand for the white
population. By 1964 the nonwhite infant mortality rate had de-
clined to 41.1, compared to 21.6 for the white population. Both
the white and nonwhite population appear to be pursuing a long run
trend towards lower infant mortality rates. [94]
e Life expectancy at birth has increased steadily from 33.0
years in 1900 to 63.6 years in 1965 for the nonwhite population.
During the same period the life expectancy of the white population
increased from 47.6 years to 70.6 years. The increase in life ex-
pectancy during these years was due primari ly to the numerous im-
provements in medicine and the improvements in the socio-economic
status of the population. As medical science continues to develop
and if the socio-economic status of nonwhites improves, a further
increase in the life expectancy may be expected. [34]
* The median age of the nonwhite population is substanti-
al ly lower than the white population, and the gap between the two
has continued to grow. In 1950 the median age of the nonwhite
population was 26.1 years, compared to 30.8 years for the white
population. By 1964 the median age of the nonwhite and white popu-
lations had decreased to 21.9 and 29.3 years respectively. [198,
p.11; 199, p.23] The comparative youth of the nonwhite population
tends to increase the birth rates and lower the death rates rela-
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EI tive to the white population.
. Between 1935 and 1960 nonwhite birth rates (per 1,000
women aged 15-44) increased from under 100 to over 160 while white
birth rates increased from about 75 to over 110. From 1947 to 1960
nonwhite birth rates increased at a much faster rate than white
birth rates. The demographer, Philip Hauser, attributes the rapid
rise in nonwhite fertility to "the striking rise in nonwhite urban
fertility, largely because of the decrease in childlessness brought
about by improved health." [87, p.854] Since 1960, birth rates for
both the white and nonwhite populations appear to have declined
somewhat, and it is difficult to foretell what may happen in the
coming years. [122]
In 1960 less than half (48.6 percent) of all nonwhite
women were married and living with their husbands while almost two-
thirds (63.7 percent) of white women were married and with their
husbands. However, while the rate of stable household formation
for white women is nearly 50 percent higher than for nonwhites, the
effect upon the birth rates is mitigated by a nonwhite illegitimacy
ratio nearly 8 times that of white population. In 1963 3.07 per-
cent of the births to white women were illegitimate compared to
23.6 percent for nonwhite women. Both family stability and illegi-
timacy rates are affected by employment and income. [228] It may
be anticipated that if the economic status of the Negro improves,
there will be a consequent increase in family stability resulting
in an increase in legitimate births and a reduction in illegiti-
mate births.
While fertility rates are difficult to predict for the coming
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years, the decreasing infant mortality rates, increasing life expectancy,
and lower median age of the nonwhite population favor a continuing rapid
increase in population, and at a rate substantial ly greater than for the
white population. If the nonwhite rate of population growth in 1960 is
sustained, the population will double in a little over thirty years. At
the 1960 growth rate, the white population will require more than 50
years to double. However, because of migration by the nonwhite popula-
tion, the impact of the population increase will vary considerably in
different regions of the country.
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4 FERTILITY RATE, BY COLOR: 1910-1963
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5 INFANT MORTALITY RATE PER 1,000 LIVE BIRTHS, BY COLOR: 1915-63
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6 DEATH RATE, BY COLOR: 1900-1960
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CHANGES IN THE REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEGRO POPULATION
9 PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEGRO POPULATION, BY REGION
Percent of Negro population
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Source: [182, p. 104]
In 1964 a little more than half (54.4 percent) of the Negro
population of the United States lived in the South. In 1910 nearly
nine in ten (89 percent) Negroes lived in the South. By 1960 New York
State had a larger Negro population than any state in the South. These
changes in the distribution of Negroes represent large scale migrations
of Negroes from the South to other regions of the country. [182, pp.
106f.]
The Negro population remained concentrated in the South from
the birth of the country until shortly before World War I. With the on-
set of the war in Europe, the immigration that was bringing more than a
million Europeans to the Northern industrial cities each year was brought
to a halt. At the same time, United States preparations for war re-
quired a continued expansion in the industrial labor force. Many North-
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ern firms sent recruiters into the South to encourage the migration of
Negro laborers. As Negro workers came North, they sent for their rela-
tives and friends, and the exodus from the South had begun. Between
1910 and 1920, net migration of Negroes from the South totaled 454,300.
The migration increased each decade, except during the depression
years, until it reached a peak of 1,457,000 between 1950 and 1960. Be-
tween 1910 and 1960 the South lost more than 4 million Negroes through
net migration to other regions of the country. More than 70 percent
of these migrants were absorbed by six states: New York, Illinois,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and California. Whereas in 1910 about 10
percent of the Negro population resided outside the South, by 1960 about
20 percent of the Negro population resided in the Northeast, about 20
percent in the North Central, and about 8 percent in the Western region
of the United States. [182, pp.108-114]
Since 1960 the pattern .of migration has shifted somewhat.
Whi le the number of Negroes leaving the South continues to increase,
the number of Negroes returning to the South has also increased. As a
result the average annual net migration out of the South since 1960 has
been almost half of what it was between 1940 and 1960. However, much of
this change in net migration from the South resulted from the migration
of Negroes from the North Central region into the South. A second im-
portant change in migration patterns has been the increasing flow of Ne-
groes to the West from the Northeast and North Central regions. Where-
as in 1959-1960 only 2 thousand nonwhite in-mi grants to the West came
from the North, by 1964-1965 the number of in-migrants had increased
to 17 thousand. Thus the Negro population, like the white population,
has begun to migrate from the North to the West, and particularly to
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California. [212]
The statistics on net-migration understate the impact that
this migration has had upon the redistribution of Negroes in the
United States. Many of the migrants have been of childbearing age.
Their migration out of the South has therefore tended to reduce the
birth rates in the South while increasing the birth rates in other parts
of the country. Thus the growth in population resulting from migration
was much larger than the migration rates alone would indicate. The Ne-
gro population in the South increased less than 30 percent between 1910
and 1960, while it increased about 600 percent in the remainder of the
country. The statistics on net-migration out of the South further un-
derstate the impact of the migration because while the origin of the mi-
gration was dispersed throughout the South, the destination of the mi-
gration was often focused upon the urban areas, and particularly the lar-
ger metropolitan centers outside the South.
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URBANIZATION AND METROPOLITANIZATION OF THE NEGRO AMERICAN
10 PERCENT OF THE POPULATION URBAN, BY RACE AND REGION: 1900-1960
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The migration of the Negro from the South to other parts of the
nation has in part been the migration from rural areas into urban areas.
In 1910, when most Negroes were in the South, 73 percent of the Negro
population of the United States lived in rural areas. Fifty years later,
73 percent of the Negro population lived in urban areas. In a period
less than the span of a lifetime, the Negro population was transformed
from a predominantly rural population to a predominantly urban one. In-
deed, since the mid-1950's, Negroes have been more highly urbanized than
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the white population of the United States.
The rapid urbanization of the Negro that occurred after 1910
resulted not only from the pull of Northern industries, but also from
the push off the land in the South. The boll weevil invaded the Southern
cotton areas after 1910, destroying much of the crop and intensifying
the already difficult plight of the Negroes in rural areas. "The mer-
chant got half the cotton, the boll weevi I got the rest" went a Negro
ballad. Severe floods in 1915 and severe erosion and soil depletion in
Georgia and South Carolina forced still others off the land. In more
recent years the mechanization of agriculture has further reduced the
need for Negro labor. In the South exclusive of Texas and Oklahoma, in
1950 only I percent of the cotton crop was harvested by machine. By
1960 over half of the cotton crop was harvested by machine, and this
trend is continuing. Further mechanization of agriculture and the con-
tinuing consolidation of small farms into larger ones offers the pros-
pect that Negroes will continue to migrate from the rural to urban
areas. [IH]
The pattern of urbanization of the Negro and the relationship
between Negro and white urbanization have been different in the South
and in the rest of the United States. The process of urbanization in
the South has proceeded at about the same pace for Negroes and for
whites. Both increased from a little over 20 percent urban in 1910 to
nearly 60 percent urban in 1960. In contrast, in the North and West,
the Negro has always been more of an urban dweller than the white. Be-
tween 1910 and 1960, in the North and West, the percentage of Negroes
living in urban areas increased from 77 percent to 95 percent, while the
percentage of whites increased from 57 percent to 77 percent. In other
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words, in the North and West the white population did not achieve the
degree of urbanization the nonwhites had achieved in 1910 until 50 years
later, in 1960. [225, p.67]
Most of the urban Negroes are concentrated in the larger urban
centers. Nearly nine in ten (89 percent) urban Negroes live in metro-
politan areas, and more than a third (35.6 percent) of al I urban Negroes
live within the twelve largest metropolitan areas. Metropolitanization
is certainly a national phenomena evidenced by both white and Negro popu-
lation growth in the metropolitan areas. However, Negroes are concen-
trating in the nation's metropolises and their population there is grow-
ing at more than twice the rate of the white population. Between 1940
and 1960 the white metropolitan population increased by about 50 percent
while the Negro more than doubled. Furthermore, the impact of the me-
tropolitanization of the Negro is unevenly distributed. The impact is
concentrated in the largest metropolitan areas. Moreover, it is con-
centrated within the central cities of these areas.
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II GROWTH AND METROPOLITANIZATION OF THE NEGRO POPULATION: 1910-60
(A) POPULATION GROWTH IN 12 LARGEST METROPOLITAN AREAS AS A
PROPORTION OF ALL METROPOLITAN GROWTH AND OF NATIONAL GROWTH
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NEGRO CONCENTRATION AND WHITE DISPERSION IN METROPOLITAN AREAS [205]
The white population of the United States has been suburbaniz-
ing for a number of decades. Since 1920 the white population in the
suburbs has been increasing at a faster rate than the population in the
central cities. This trend started earlier and is more pronounced in
the larger metropolitan areas. In the twelve largest metropolitan areas
the suburban white population increased by nearly 18 million between
1910 and 1960. In this same period the center city population increased
by a little less than 6 million. Between 1950 and 1960 the population
in these center cities actually declined by about 2 million. By 1960
more than half of the white population in these metropolitan areas were
living in the suburbs.
In contrast, most of the Negro population growth has been oc-
curring in the central cities of the metropolitan areas. Between 1910
and 1920 the Negro population in the central cities of metropolitan
areas increased by 40 percent; between 1920 and 1940, by 83 percent; and
between 1940 and 1960, by 123 percent. The rate of growth in the largest
cities was even more striking. Between 1940 and 1960 the Negro popula-
tion in the central cities of the twelve largest metropolitan areas in-
creased by nearly 3 million, or 160 percent. Furthermore, a smaller per-
centage of Negroes lived in the suburban areas of these metropolitan
areas in 1960 than in 1910. Whereas in 1910 about 4 out of 10 Negroes
in these 12 metropoli lived in the suburbs, by 1960 less than 2 in 10
were living in the suburbs.
In all the major metropolitan areas the central cities have been
receiving a declining proportion of the white population. In most of
the major metropolitan areas the suburbs have been receiving a declining
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proportion of Negroes. However, there are significant differences be-
tween the major metropolitan areas. In Cleveland and Chicago the Ne-
groes are highly concentrated in the central cities. The city of Cleve-
land contains 97.5 percent of the metropolitan Negroes in contrast with
about 40 percent of the metropolitan white population. Chicago contains
over 90 percent of the metropolitan Negroes, but less than 50 percent
of the metropolitan white population. In Boston nearly a third of the
Negro population was living in the suburbs in 1940, but this proportion
has been declining steadily, and by 1960 less than one-fifth of the me-
tropolitan Negroes were living in the suburbs. Pittsburgh, San Fran-
cisco, and Los Angeles have a substantial proportion of their Negro
populations living in the suburbs. In San Francisco the proportion of
the Negro population living in the suburbs increased in the 1940's and
declined in the 1950's, though in 1960 it remained relatively high, with
more than a third of the metropolitan Negroes living outside of San
Francisco City. Los Angeles has provided the major exception to the
general trend. Between 1940 and 1960 the number and proportion of Ne-
groes living outside the central city has increased steadily from only
|1 thousand to about 120,000, from under 15 percent to over- 25 percent
of the Negroes in the metropolis.
Although the suburbs have generally been receiving a declining
proportion of the Negro population, the Negro population growth in the
suburbs has nonetheless been substantial in a few of the major metro-
politan areas. Between 1950 and 1960 the Negro population outside the
central city increased by nearly 70 thousand in New York and nearly 80
thousand in Los Angeles. However, the suburbs of Cleveland gained only
2 thousand Negroes, those of Boston gained about 3 thousand, and those
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of Baltimore gained 7 thousand. The gains of the other major metro-
politan areas fell between these extremes.
The result of the decline of the white population and the in-
crease in the Negro population in the central cities is the rapid in-
crease in the proportion of Negroes in these cities. Thus by 1960 Ne-
groes comprised over a quarter of the population in Cleveland, St. Louis,
Detroit, and Philadelphia; over a third of the population of Baltimore;
and more than one-half of the population of Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C. provides a particularly vivid example of the
changing distribution of the metropolitan populations. In 1900 Negroes
comprised about thirty percent of the metropolitan population. Between
1900 and 1920 the proportion of Negroes in the metropolitan area declined
to about 25 percent. Since 1920 the proportion has remained at about the
25 percent level. However, although the proportion of Negroes in the
metropolitan area has remained constant over the past 40 years, the pro-
portion of Negroes in the central city has increased from about 25 per-
cent in 1920 to about 55 percent in 1960, and about 65 percent in 1965.
Thus the rapid growth of the Negro population in the central city does
not reflect the rapid urbanization or high birth rates of the Negro
population nearly so much as it reflects their concentration within the
central city, at a time when the white population is increasingly leav-
ing the central city for the suburbs.
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12 METROPOLITAN POPULATION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL CITIES,
BY RACE: 1910-1960
(A) RATIO: CENTRAL CITY TO OUTSIDE CENTRAL CITY POPULATIONS FOR
ALL METROPOLITAN AREAS COMBINED
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SEGREGATION OF THE NEGRO
Not only are the Negroes largely confined to the central
cities in the largest metropolitan areas, but they are also largely con-
fined to Negro areas within these cities.. In the central cities of the
twelve largest metropolitan areas only a little over 5 percent of the
nonwhites live in census tracts that are less than 10 percent nonwhite,
whereas over 40 percent live in tracts that are 90 percent of more non-
white. In the city of Washington, D.C. half of the Negro population
live in census tracts that are 90 percent or more Negro. More than one-
fourth of the population of the city is thusly confined to about 5 per-
cent of the land area of the city. In Chicago nearly two-thirds of the
city Negroes live in tracts that are 90 percent or more Negro. These
tracts comprise only 4 percent of the land area in the city. In Manhat-
tan, Baltimore City, and Cleveland City more than half of the Negroes
are confined to tracts that are 90 percent or more Negro. Of the cen-
tral cities of the twelve largest metropolitan areas, only in Boston do
more than 10 percent of the Negroes reside in tracts that are less than
10 percent Negro. [225, pp.7-13; IIIA-9]
The growth of the Negro population and their concentration
within the central cities has created huge ghetto areas. The Manhattan
ghetto, a community that is about 98 percent Negro, contains over one-
quarter'of a million Negroes. Brooklyn also has a large ghetto with a
population of over 90 thousand, more than 95 percent Negro. Two ghetto
areas in Los Angeles have a combined population of over 60 thousand,
more than 96 percent Negro. Washington, D.C., Baltimore, and Cleveland
have ghetto areas with populations of over 180 thousand, over 140 thou-
sand, and over 115 thousand respectively. They average more than 96
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percent Negro. The largest ghettoes are in Chicago though. The four
ghetto areas of Chicago, all more than 96 percent Negro, contain more
than 480 thousand Negroes. [37, p.25] Of the central cities of the
twelve largest metropolitan areas only San Francisco and Boston do not
have areas that are so solidly Negro. Even in Boston, though, Negroes
are effectively excluded from most areas of the city, and in San Fran-
cisco only about 6 percent of the Negroes have found their way into
census tracts that are less than 10 percent nonwhite.
Segregation is not confined to the large cities. The soci-
ologist Karl Taeuber has chosen an "index of residential segregation"
which represents the percentage of nonwhites that would have to shift
from one block to another to effect an even, unsegregated distribution.
The index was calculated for 207 cities. This study indicated that in
0 1960:
there is a very high degree of segregation of the residences
of whites and Negroes. This is true for cities in all regions
of the country and for all types of cities -- large and small,
industrial and commercial, metropolitan and suburban. It is
true whether there are hundreds of thousands of Negro residents,
or only a few thousand. Residential segregation prevails re-
gardless of the relative economic status of the white and Negro
residents. It occurs regardless of the character of local laws
and policies, and regardless of the extent of other forms of
segregation or discrimination." [181, pp.35f.]
The study also analyzed changes in the index of segregation.
"Between 1940 and 1950, increases were slight in the Northeast
and in the West, moderate in the North Central, and larger in
the South. . . . On the other hand, during the 1950-60 decade,
cities in every Northern and Western division experienced
average decreases in segregation, whereas cities in al I of the
Southern divisions again experienced average increases in se-
gregation." [181, p.43]
Whether or not segregation is increasing may depend upon how
one chooses to measure segregation. Another means of assessing the
changes in segregation is to investigate the number and percent of non-
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whites living in census tracts that are predominantly nonwhite. Such a
measure may provide a more accurate indication of the consequences of
segregation. When the central cities of six of the largest metropolitan
areas are compared in 1950 and 1960, the number of nonwhites living in
predominantly nonwhite census tracts increased. The number living in
census tracts that were 75 percent or more nonwhite increased in the de-
cade by over 15 percent in New York; the number in Chicago and Washing-
ton, D.C. nearly doubled; in Los Angeles and Philadelphia the number
more than doubled; and in San Francisco the number increased more than
tenfold. Within these six cities the number of Negroes living in such
predominantly nonwhite areas nearly doubled during the decade, in-
creasing from about I million to about 2 million -- more than 10 per-
cent of the total Negro population in the United States. [II IA-9] In
terms of sheer numbers, segregation is affecting many more Negroes in
the 1960's than it did in the 1950's.
Furthermore, an "escape" from the central city for the Ne-
gro does not necessarily mean an escape from segregation. [L I IA-8]
For example, between 1950 and 1960 the Negro population in the metro-
politan area outside the city of Chicago increased by nearly 80 per-
cent, from 44 thousand to 78 thousand. More than half of this increase
resulted from Negroes moving from the center city to the suburban areas.
However, more than half of this suburban increase in Negro population
occurred in already existing Negro neighborhoods in such industrial
suburbs as Evanston, Chicago Heights, Maywood, or Waukegan. More than
half of the remaining Negro population increase occurred in "Negro sub-
urbs", "entire communities or separate sections of communities developed
expressly for the purpose of providing new suburban housing for Negroes."
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[182, p.134] Most of the remaining Negroes moved into already existing,
small Negro enclaves. A study by the Chicago Commission on Religion and
Race reports that between 1945 and 1963 only 9 nonwhite families were
known to have moved into all white residential neighborhoods. The same
study suggests some slight improvement in the period since 1963, noting
that between 1963 and 1966, 146 nonwhite families moved into 37 previ-
ously all white suburbs. [97] When it is remembered that the large
ghetto areas of Chicago hold over a half-million Negroes, such a quick-
ening pace of integration in the suburbs can hardly be considered as
encou rag i ng.
Chicago is known as one of the most segregated metropolitan
areas. Yet suburban Los Angeles, an area that has experienced a large
growth of the Negro population in the decade 1950 to 1960 evidences a
similar pattern. In the county of Los Angeles in 1960, about 63 thou-
sand Negroes lived in the 67 incorporated cities outside of Los Ange-
les City. However, almost 95 percent of these Negroes lived in 5
largely segregated cities: Compton, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasadena, and
Santa Monica. In the remaining 62 cities there were fewer than 4 thou-
sand Negroes, comprising 0.20 percent of the population. The city of
Los Angeles itself is a large, sprawling city of over 450 square miles,
including many communities. Between 1950 and 1960 the Negro population
in the Central District of this vast city nearly doubled, increasing by
over 150 thousand, whereas outside the Central District it increased by
only a little over 12 thousand. Furthermore, nearly 90 percent of these
12 thousand joined other Negroes in the segregated areas of San Pedro,
Venice, and Pacoima. In the Valley, the fastest growing section of Los
Angeles City, the number of Negroes living outside of the Negro area of
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Pacoima actual ly decreased during the decade. Between 1950 and 1960, 98
percent of the population growth in the city of Los Angeles occurred out-
side of the Central Area, San Pedro, Venice, and Pacoima. Yet, less than
I percent of the Negro population growth occurred outside these areas.
_152, 153]
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14 NONWHITES IN SEGREGATED AREAS, SELECT CITIES: 1940-1960
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CHAPTER 11
MIGRATION
MIGRATION:
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
America has always been a highly mobile civilization. For de-
cades white Americans have been moving from the South to the North, from
the East to the West, from rural to urban areas, and from the central
cities to the suburbs. Negroes have also been on the move. They have
been moving from the South to the North, and more recently from the East
to the West. Above all else, they have been moving into the central
cities of the major metropolitan areas. Furthermore they have been mov-
ing into a limited number of areas within these central cities. Of the
9 million Negroes added to the population between 1910 and 1960 more
than 8 million were accommodated in the center cities of the nation's
212 metropolitan areas. The center cities of the 12 largest metropoli-
tan areas accounted for nearly 50 percent of the population growth, in-
creasing their share of the Negro population from less than 2 percent to
more than 25 percent of all Negroes in the United States.
Clearly much of the population growth in these cities resulted
from the in-migration of Negroes from the rural South. However, the
character of Negro migration is changing, and the conventional wisdom
and stereotypes of yesterday serve to obscure the nature and conse-
quences of migration today. Recent migration experience indicates:
* The nonwhite population is less mobile than the white
population. Although nonwhites are more likely to move, most
moves are short distances. Nonwhites are less likely than whites
to move to a different county or state.
* The relative importance of migrationto the growth of the
nonwhite population in the metropolitan areas is diminishing. The
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excess of births over deaths now accounts for a larger share of the
population increase than does net migration.
e In none of the large metropolitan areas have even half of
the nonwhite population been born in the South.* In many of the
metropolitan areas there are Negroes whose families have lived in
the areas for many generations.
* Less than half of the in-migrants to the major metropoli-
tan areas arrive from non-metropolitan areas. The stereotype of
the urban Negro as a rural in-migrant from the South has little
validity today.
e The migrant is on the average younger, better educated,
and more likely to be a white-collar worker than the resident of ei-
ther the area he leaves or the area to which he moves. As a result,
the net effect of migration is to lower the socio-economic potential
of the area from which the Negro migrates, and to raise the socio-
economic potential of the nonwhite community into which he moves.
This is not to say that in-migration may not contribute to an in-
crease of low income, poorly educated Negroes, but rather to assert
that it also contributes to an increase in the number of well-edu-
cated Negroes, and that the net effect is an overall gain in the
education and skill level of the host population.
* The in-migrant is more likely than the non-migrant popu-
lation to live in the suburbs. Those in the central cities are
somewhat less likely than non-migrants to be living in the estab-
lished ghetto areas.
* In Washington, D.C. and Baltimore those born in the South would
exclude those born in the District or born out-of-state in the
case of Baltimore.
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THE ORIGINS OF THE URBAN NEGRO IN 1960
Despite the high rates of Negro migration out of the South dur-
ing the past 50 years, less than half of the nonwhite residents living in
the North and West were born in the South. Furthermore, many who came
from the South came from urban areas in the South. In the center cities
of the twelve largest metropolitan areas nearly 50 percent of the non-
whites were born in the state or region of residence in 1960. Two of
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Thus the Negro urban dweller today can hardly be stereotyped as the re-
cent migrant from the rural South. [IIIB-1, IIIB-2]
Indeed some Negro families have spent m;ny generations in
their cities of residence. For example, the Negro community in Boston
has had a long and distinguished history. In Boston Common stands a
monument to Crispus Attucks, a Negro leader shot in the Boston Massacre
of 1770. The Bunker Hill Monument contains the musket of Peter Salem,
a Negro who shot and killed the British commanding officer, and was
killed himself, during the battle of Bunker Hill. Many Boston Negroes
have deeper roots in the city than most of the white.community. Re-
portedly, the first permanent settler where Chicago now stands was
French speaking Jean Baptiste Point de Saible, described by a British
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officer of that time as "a handsome Negro well educated." [53, Vol. I,
p.31] Some years later Chicago was to become one of the terminals of
the underground railway, along which thousands of Negroes escaped from
the South. Washington, D.C., New York, New Orleans, Baltimore, Phila-
delphia -- many of the major American cities have had Negro residents
from the early years of American history. All of these cities had es-
tablished Negro communities long before the first waves of migrants ar-
rived from Ireland, Italy, Germany, Poland, and elsewhere.
Certainly, the Negro populations in these cities were compara-
tively small before the Twentieth Century. In no city were there more
than 100 thousand Negroes in 1910, though by 1960 there were 18 such
cities. Part of this increase resulted from in-migration, but part oc-
curred through the natural increase of the resident population. While
the Negro populations of the major cities were comparatively small, in-
migration accounted for a large part of the population increase. But
as the Negro populations have grown larger, the resident population,
through natural increase, has contributed a larger share to the popula-
tion growth. It is likely, in the period between 1910 and 1950, that a
significant segment of the Negro populations in the major cities were re-
cent migrants from the rural South. However, by 1950, the balance be-
tween growth through migration and growth through natural increase seems
to have shifted in the major metropolitan areas. In the central cities
of the twelve largest metropoli, about 3 out of each 4 new inhabitants
between 1940 and 1950 were added through migration. Between 1950 and
1960 the proportion of growth resulting from migration had dropped to
less than half. In the 1960's in-migration can be expected to play a
substantially smaller role in population growth. [IIIA-4, IVA-4]
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Furthermore, in-migrants to the metropol itan centers are in-
creasing from other metropolitan areas. In the early years of the cen-
tury, when the majority of Negroes lived in rural areas, undoubtedly
many of the new arrivals in the major cities came from these areas. How-
ever, in recent decades, most Negroes have been living in metropolitan
areas. The U.S. Bureau of the Census has collected detailed information
on the origins of the in-migrants between 1955 and 1960. These figures
indicate that less than 40 percent of the in-migrants to the twelve lar-
gest metropolitan areas were from non-metropolitan areas. Most of the
migrants into the metropolitan areas today are coming from other metro-
politan areas. Many are coming from Southern cities, but an increasing-
ly large share are moving between cities in the North and West.
In all the major metropolitan areas the proportion of popula-
tion growth resulting from migration in the 1940's was less than in the
1950's, and the proportion of in-migrants from other metropolitan areas
was undoubtedly greater in the 1950's than in the 1940's. Nonetheless,
important differences remained among the cities. In Detroit, Pittsburgh,
and St. Louis the number of in-migrants declined during the 1950's, and
in the last half of the decade more Negroes departed from the cities
than arrived in them. In contrast, Boston and Los Angeles began the de-
cade with comparatively small Negro populations. Much of their growth --
nearly 60 percent in Boston and 70 percent in Los Angeles -- resulted
from migration. However, in Boston less than 30 percent of the in-mi-
grants arrived from non-metropolitan areas, and in Los Angeles less than
25 percent came from the non-metropolitan areas. [IIIA-4, IIIB-2]
There may be a conspicuous minority of Negroes in the major
metropolitan areas today who are recent migrants from the rural South.
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However they account for a smal I part of the Negro populations in these
cities today, and they will be an even smaller part of the Negro popu-
lations in the future. The large majority of Negro families in these
cities have had many years, and perhaps generations, of urban experi-
ence.
Although migration from the rural South is of rapidly dimin-
ishing significance, the migration patterns of the Negro remain of im-
portance. The ebb and flow of the Negro population will be important
to the growth of some areas and the decline of others. The character-
istics of the movers will affect the types of problems and opportunities
that will result from the population movements.
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WHITE AND NONWHITE RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
Mobility is a characteristic of modern societies. It is not
therefore surprising to find that both Negroes and whites are frequent
movers in the United States. On the average, between 20 and 25 percent
of the population moves each year. The majority of these moves, for Ne-
groes and whites alike, are short distance moves -- changes of residence
within the same community (county).*
Important differences also exist in the moving behavior of the
white and nonwhite populations. Recently, about one in four nonwhites
and one in five whites move in a year. Although nonwhites are somewhat
more likely to change their place of residence in any given year, they
are less likely to move long distances. Nearly twice as high a percent-
age of nonwhites as whites move within the same county each year. Among
those who move, whites are about twice as likely as nonwhites to move
into a different county or a different state.
Although nonwhites are less likely than whites to move long
distances, the net effect of long distance moves is greater for the non-
white population. The flow of nonwhite migrants between any two points
is typically comparatively light, but it is predominantly in one direc-
tion. In contrast, the flow of white migrants between two points is ty-
* The Bureau of the Census distinguishes between "local movers" as
those who move within the same county and "migrants" as those who
move between counties. The conditions resulting in local moves
are usually quite different from those leading to longer distance
moves. The consequences of local moves may also be quite differ-
ent for the movers and for the community. It is therefore helpful
to maintain these distinctions during a discussion of residential
mobility. However, it should be noted, in the analysis of the
characteristics of migrants into the large Northern metropolitan
areas, the definitions have been changed. There, migrants are de-
fined as those from a different state and non-migrants or local
movers are those from the same state.
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pically heavier, but it is more likely to be balanced so that the flow
into any area more nearly equals the flow out of that area. For exam-
ple, during 1964 the white in-migrants to a region never varied by more
than 25 percent from the number of white out-migrants, whereas in noi
case of interregional migration by nonwhites did the:number of in-migrants
vary by less than 60 percent from the number of out-migrants. [212]
In the 1950's much of the Negro migration out of the South
seemed to follow well defined channels. The major Eastern cities --
Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston -- were
receiving most of their Southern immigrants from the South Atlantic
States of Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia. The North Central cit-
ies -- St. Louis, Cleveland, Detroit, and Chicago, were receiving most
of their Southern migrants from the East South Central States of Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and Kentucky. Most of the Southern mi-
grants arriving in Los Angeles and San Francisco came from such West
South Central states as Texas and Oklahoma. [II IB-2]
In recent years Negro migration patterns have tended towards
those of the majority white population. The number of long distance
movers appears to be increasing, and the flows between points appears
to be less one-directional and more complex. Negroes are beginning to
follow the white popu4ation, moving from the North to the West. [212]
Whether or not long distance moves among nonwhites will continue to in-
crease, and continue to be accompanied by an improved balance between
in-migration and out-migration within regions remains to be seen. There
are indications that it will. The factors that bear on these trends
will be discussed below.
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WHY PEOPLE MOVE
The reasons prompting local movers are quite different from
those leading to long distance moves. Dissatisfaction with present hous-
ing, or neighborhood, or school system; desire to live closer to rela-
tives or friends; or forced relocation through urban renewal -- these
are the types of situations that result in short distance moves. In con-
trast, the major reason for long distance moves is to improve job oppor-
tunity. Housing, community, and family are generally of much less im-
portance.
A survey in 1946 found that more than half of the migrants in
the previous year had moved either to take a job or to look for work.
[2 11] A survey in the early 1960's found that among recent migrants, 6
out of 10 migrants mentioned only job-related reasons for moving, and
nearly 3 out of 4 mentioned job related reasons in combination with other
reasons. [194] Among the job-related moves, those related to unemploy-
ment, to transfers and re-assignments within a company, and to obtai ning a
better or higher paying job were roughly of equal importance. Only about
20 percent of recent moves involved community reasons in some way. Most
of these migrants spoke of the positive qual ities of the community to
which they were moving. Only about 3 percent spoke of the undesirable
qualities of the community they had left behind. About one-fifth of the
migrants mentioned family reasons for moving. Most of these moves were
made to be closer to relatives.
This same survey revealed important differences between Negro
and white moving behavior. [195] Negroes were more than twice as likely
as whites to want to stay in the area in which they were presently I iv-
ing. About 30 percent of the Negroes, compared to about 45 percent of
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the whites, mentioned some disadvantages in remaining in their present
community. Among Negroes this was probably not so much a reflection of
satisfaction with their community of residence, but rather an expression
of fear of the unknown -- of the discrimination that they might face in
another, unfamiliar community. It is probably for this reason that
relatives play a more important role in facilitating and guiding move-
ment among Negroes. Negroes are much more likely than whites to state
the desire to be closer to relatives as their reason for moving. Yet
for the Negro, job and family considerations are often inseparable.
Relatives are the major source of job information and often help the
migrant to find work. Family ties can certainly provide an element of
security when moving to another community. This same study concluded:
"Thus it appears that emotional or family ties to a place,
or uneasiness about unfamiliar surroundings, are barriers
to mobility among the Negro population primarily when econo-
mic incentives to move are weak. . . . Having relatives else-
where may bring better job opportunities to the Negro worker's
attention; and at the same time it may lower his reluctance to
leave a familiar place or residence. . . . Most likely, the
elimination of discrimination would lessen the Negro's uneasi-
ness about findi-ng a job and suitable housing in a new com-
munity." [195, pp.20f.]
Fear of discrimination undoubtedly contributes to the compara-
tively low migration rates of the Negro population. An exploration of
the characteristics of movers reveals additional contributing factors.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MIGRANTS AND NEGRO-WHITE DIFFERENCES IN MIGRATION [195]
In the American population as a whole, age, occupation,- and
education account for a large part of the difference in mobility between
individuals. Young people, college graduates, and professionals and
managers are much more likely to migrate than are those who do not have
these characteristics.
The young are much more likely to migrate than are the old.
They are more likely to be looking for a job, to be relocating after dis-
charge from the service or completion of school, or to be moving for such
personal considerations as marriage. Within a recent 5 year period over
30 percent of those under 35 migrated, compared to about 10 percent of
those 35 years old and over. When considering age alone, the compara-
tive youth of the Negro population should favor higher migration rates
among Negroes than whites.
The more education the head of a family has, the more likely
he is to migrate. As younger people are generally better educated, it
is instructive to compare educational levels for the same age groups.
Among males 25 to 29, 55 percent of college graduates migrated between
1955 and 1960, compared to 29 percent of those who completed but did
not go beyond high school. A still smaller proportion of those who did
not complete high school migrated.* As 27 percent of white family heads,
compared to 12 percent of Negro fami ly heads, have had some college, it
might be expected that white families would be more likely to migrate
* During the War years there appears to have been a weaker associ-
ation between education and mobility rates. One study of mobility
in the 1940's indicated that those who had not completed elementary
school were more mobile than those who had some high school, but
were less mobile than those who had completed high school. [19]
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than Negro families. It might also be expected that improvements in the
levels of education for the Negro will be accompanied by higher rates of
Negro migration.
Since education and occupation are closely related, it is not
surprising to find that those occupations associated with higher educa-
tion are also characterized by a higher level of geographic mobility.
About half of the men 25 to 29 years of age in professional, technical,
and kindred occupations migrated between 1955 and 1960, compared to less
than a third of the clerical workers and an even smaller proportion of
the blue-collar workers. In a modern economy a substantial share of geo-
graphical mobility occurs because people with highly specialized knowl-
edge must be matched with job openings that call for specific knowledge
and training. This matching of specialized jobs and people affects pri-
marily professionals, managers, and skilled technical workers. As Ne-
groes are disproportionately concentrated in the lower skiIled occupa-
tions, it is not surprising to find that they have lower migration rates.
Again, as the occupational position of Negro workers improves, it may be
expected that Negro migration will increase.
However, only part of the difference between Negro and white
migration rates can be attributed to differences in education and occu-
pation. Although among both Negroes and whites higher mobility is as-
sociated with higher education and job skills, when Negroes and whites
-of the same education or occupation are compared, Negroes are still
less mobile than the white population. For example, between 1957 and
1962 about 28 percent of white college graduates migrated, compared to
only 11 percent of the Negro college graduates. In the same period 30
percent of white professionals and managers migrated, compared to only 8
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percent of the Negroes in these occupations.
One impediment to migration by higher status Negroes is their
customary dependence upon secondary wage earners. The higher the fami ly
income, the more likely are families to depend upon more than one wage
earner. In 1959, about 80 percent of nonwhite families with incomes be-
tween $6,000 and $10,000 and 90 percent of those with incomes over
$10,000 had two or more wage earners. In all income classes, Negro fa-
milies were more likely than white families to have more than one wage
earner. It is more difficult for these families to move, because two
or more, rather than just one, must find work in the new location in
order to maintain the family income. [124, March 1965, p.156]
However, even when all factors are considered, it is still
likely that discrimination accounts, in part, for the persistence of the
differences in Negro and white mobility. It is likely that the lowering
of the barriers of discrimination will increase Negro migration two
ways -- by reducing the disparity between Negro and white migration with-
in specific educational and occupational categories, and by raising the
educational levels and job skills of the Negro population.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NEGRO MIGRANTS INTO LARGE METROPOLITAN AREAS
The Negro migrants are the younger, the better educated, and
the more highly skilled in the population. As a result the South has
been losing many of the more able Negroes. Some come North for their
education. Some are educated in the South, and then move North for bet-
ter job opportunities. In the five years, 1955 to 1960, the South lost
one-fifth of the nonwhite college educated men between the ages of 25
and 29, but only 6 percent of those with elementary school education mi-
grated out. [225, p.78]
The Negro migrants into the larger metropolitan areas have
been, on the average, young and comparatively well educated. In the
large Northern metropolitan areas non-migrants between the ages of 17
and 25 accounted for less than 15 percent of the population over 17,
whereas among in-migrants those between 17 and 25 were nearly 40 percent
of the population 17 and over.*
When Negro non-migrants and in-migrants in these areas are
compared, the in-migrants are better educated than those already in the
larger metropolitan areas. In-migrants were nearly 3 times as likely to
have had some college education. Slightly more than 50 percent of the
in-migrants had not completed high school, compared to about 70 percent
of the resident populations in these metropolitan areas.** [IIB-1] While
the educational attainment of non-migrants and in-migrants varies con-
* Large metropolitan areas are defined as those with populations of
greater than I million in 1960. Non-migrants are those who were in
the same state in 1955 and 1960.
** As the younger members of the population are better educated, at
least part of this difference between the non-migrant and in-migrant
population can be attributed to their age differences. However,
even when in-migrants and non-migrants of similar ages are compared,
it appears that in-migrants have more years of schooling. However,
the education received in a given number of years is not the same
throughout the country.
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siderably in different metropolitan areas, in-migrants are better edu-
cated than the non-migrants in al I of the major metropolitan areas.
[111B-4]
Negro in-migrants are more likely to be in the labor force --
both in the armed services and the civilian labor force -- than are Ne-
gro non-migrants in the large Northern metropolitan areas. As a conse-
quence of the higher labor force participation rate, a slightly larger
proportion of Negro in-migrants are employed than are non-migrant Ne-
groes, even though the unemployment rate for non-migrants is about 12
percent, compared to more than a 15 percent unemployment rate for the
in-migrants. ElIB-3] When individual metropolitan areas are compared,
there tends to be substantial differences in unemployment rates, though
in-migrants are generally more likely to be unemployed than the non-
migrants. [IIIB-4]
In the large metropolitan areas Negro in-migrants and non-
migrants are about equally likely to be employed in white collar occu-
pations. However, nearly half of in-migrant white collar workers are
in professional and kindred occupations. In-migrants are about twice
as likely as non-migrants to be professionals, but they are less likely
than non-migrants to hold managerial, clerical, and sales jobs. In the
blue-col lar and service jobs in-migrants and non-migrants are about
equally likely to be craftsmen or foremen; in-migrants are less likely
to be operatives, and more likely to work as laborers or in household
service and other service jobs. However, except for the comparatively
large proportion of in-migrants in professional occupations, the occupa-
tional differences between non-migrants and in-migrants does not appear
to be large. [IIB-2] When non-migrants and in-migrants in the 12 largest
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metropolitan areas are compared, there are substantial differences be-
tween the individual areas. However, in-migrants are decidedly more
likely to be white collar workers than non-migrants in all areas except
in New York and Chicago, in which cases non-migrants and in-migrants are
about equally likely to be white collar workers. [1I1IB-4]
Thus, on the average, the Negro in-migrants must be viewed as
assets to the resident Negro community. Their comparative youth and
higher educational and skill levels permit the in-migrants to serve as
potential resources in the advancement of the Negro population in the
major metropolitan areas. However, the comparatively high education
levels are not fully reflected in the jobs obtained by the in-migrants,
and the income of the in-migrants does not reflect their skill levels.
Thus, although in-migrants are better educated and more likely to be em-
ployed than are non-migrants, the earnings and family income of in-mi-
grants are substantial ly lower than that of the non-migrants. [I IB-4,
I IB-5] About 45 percent of in-migrants, compared to about 30 percent of
the non-migrants, live in families with incomes of less than $3,000 per
year. Whether the comparatively low income of the in-migrants reflects
a temporary situation resulting from a brief period of adjustment to a
new location and whether the comparatively high educational and skil I
levels of the in-migrants will serve, in time, to raise the economic
levels of the Negro community cannot be predicted with any sense of cer-
tainty. However, it is clear that the in-migrants represent a potential
resource to the Negro communities of the larger metropolitan areas.
Not only do in-migrants fare rather poorly in earnings and
family income, but they are less adequately housed than are the non-mi-
grant populations of the large metropolitan areas. In-migrants are more
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likely to be renters; they are more likely to live in overcrowded hous-
ing; they are slightly more likely to live in substandard housing; and
they are likely to pay a much larger percent of their income for rent
than the non-migrant Negro population in these metropolitan areas. [IIB-6]
In earlier periods it was often noted that the Negro migrants
to the larger cities located in the slum-ghettoes. [55, 57] Freedman,
analyzing Negro migration into Chicago in the period 1935-1940, found
that the low status Negroes from the South located in such areas, but
that the few migrants from the North and West were not so concentrated
in those areas. [70, p.202] The Taeubers have analyzed the location
patterns of Negro in-migrants to a number of the larger cities for the
period 1955-60.* They found that the Negro migrants were distributed
throughout the cities in much the same manner as the total Negro popu-
lation, except that the in-migrants were somewhat less likely than the
resident population to be living in the core ghetto areas, and the in-
migrants were somewhat more likely than the total Negro population to
be among the first into areas which were previously all white. [181,
pp.144-50]
Nearly three out of four in-migrants to the large Northern me-
tropolitan areas move into the central city. Nevertheless, even though
most in-migrants move to the central city, in-migrants are more likely
than non-migrants to live in the suburban areas of these metropolitan
areas. When individual metropolitan areas are examined, no clear pat-
tern emerges to distinguish between those who move to the suburbs and
those who migrate to the central cities. [II IB-5] In New York, Chi-
* The cities studied were Detroit, Cleveland, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Washington, D.C., Baltimore, New Orleans, Atlanta, Birmingham, and
Memphis.
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cago, San Francisco, St. Louis, and Pittsburgh those who moved to the
suburbs were similar in educational attainment to those who moved into
the central city. In Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore those moving
into the suburbs were general ly better educated. In Los Angeles, De-
troit, Washington, D.C. and Cleveland those moving into the central city
were, on the average, better educated. The relative occupational status
of those moving into the central cities and suburbs provides an equal ly
inconsistent pattern. However, in no city were the in-migrants less
likely than the non-migrants to have completed some high school. In the
central cities of Boston and Washington, D.C. the in-migrants were some-
what less likely than the non-migrants to be white collar workers, but
in the remaining 10 cities the in-migrants were more likely to be white
collar workers than the resident population.
There is little reliable data on the characteristics of Ne-
gro migrants in previous periods. The best studies exist for the city
of Chicago, and many of the assumptions about Negro migrants have been
drawn from this data. Freedman, in his study of migration into Chicago
between 1935 and 1940 noted that "the Negro migrants of the present
period . . . are predominantly persons of low educational status, with-
out capital or financial reserves, unskilled and ready to enter the la-
bor market at the bottom of the occupational ladder." [70, p.210] Otis
and Beverly Duncan, in their study of Chicago, noted for the following
period: "Improvement in the educational status of Chicago's non-white
population between 1940 and 1950 was retarded by the absorption of mi-
grants to the city whose educational attainment was less than that of
the population living in the city in 1940." [57, pp.59f.] The Taeubers
repeated the Duncan analysis for a number of large cities and concluded
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that for the decade 1940 to 1950 the in-migrants were of lower educa-
tional status than were the resident population. [181, p.142] There had
thus been a significant shift in the characteristics of the nonwhite in-
migrants to the major metropolitan areas in recent years.* Unlike the
earlier decades of this century, the recent Negro in-migrants have served
to raise the educational and occupational levels of the Negro community.
If the stereotype of the Negro in-migrant as uneducated, unskilled, and
from the rural South typified a previous period, it is not characteris-
tic of the Negro in-migrant today. If the in-migrant today has diffi-
culty earning a living and finding adequate housing in the major metro-
politan areas, it is not because he lacks the educational and job skills
and the will to work, for he is better educated and more likely to be
working than the non-migrant Negro in these areas today.
* A further indication of this shift in the characteristics of mi-
grants is reflected in comparisons between those living in the lar-
ger Northern metropolitan area who were born in the state of resi-
dence and those born in the South. If the characteristics of in-
migrants are changing, and if in-migrants tend to be the younger
segment of the population, then one would expect that when those
born in the South and living in these larger Northern areas are
compared to those born in the state of residence, that the younger
in-migrants may be at least as well educated as the non-migrants,
but that the older in-migrants from the South would have had fewer
years in school than those of similar age born in the North. This
is exactly what is found. See the discussion in the following
chapter, pp. 93-96.
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15 SELECT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEGRO POPULATION, 17 YEARS OLD
OR OVER, IN NORTHERN METROPOLITAN AREAS OF I MILLION OR MORE,
BY MIGRATION STATUS: 1960
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CHAPTER III
THE NEGRO IN THE METROPOLIS
THE NEGRO IN THE METROPOLIS:
INTRODUCTION
For some, the changing character of Negro migration is a cause
for optimism. They believe that the difficulties that the Negro experi-
ences in the city are the difficulties of adapting rural ways to the re-
quirements of urban living. They believe that the city is a great "melt-
ing pot," and that the longer individuals or ethnic groups live in a
city, the better adapted and integrated they become. They believe that
with hard work the most recent immigrant group will lift themselves up
and join the mainstream of American society, just as the earlier immi-
grant groups had done.
Such beliefs must indeed be comforting. White Americans are
obsolved from guilt, for the difficulties of the Negro are nothing more
than those experienced by their white predecessors from rural European
communities. Furthermore, the present problems will solve themselves
in time if only the Negroes apply themselves as previous immigrant groups
have done. All that is needed is patience, and hard work by the Negroes,
and the urban problems resulting from the growth of the Negro population
will disappear.
Recent experience casts doubts upon such comforting beliefs.
Whether the major urban areas of America are functioning as the land of
opportunity for the American Negro as they have for previous immigrant
groups can be examined. The examination will proceed in the following
manner.
. First, Negroes living in the major metropolitan areas
will be compared to those living in smaller urban and in rural
areas on the basis of education, job opportunity, income, and hous-
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ing.. Such a comparison can reveal if the major metropolitan areas
are indeed the land of opportunity for Negroes living elsewhere.
* Second, changes in the education, employment, income, and
housing opportunities of Negroes in major metropolitan areas wil I be
analyzed and then compared with changes occurring elsewhere in the
United States. Such an analysis will reveal if those residing in
the major metropolitan areas advance their levels of living over
time, and if they advance their levels of living more rapidly than
those living in other areas.
* Third, various segments of the Negro population living in
the major metropolitan areas will be compared on the basis of their
employment, income, and housing. Such an analysis will uncover
whether or not some segments of the Negro population may be advanc-
ing at the same time that other segments are remaining stationary
or indeed falling behind. It will also indicate whether there is
a growing socio-economic cleavage within the Negro population.
* Fourth, the Negroes living in the large Northern metro-
politan areas and born in the state of residence will be compared
to those who were born in the South and then migrated to these
areas. Such a comparison wil I serve to indicate whether the socio-
economic advance of the Negroes in these areas has been retarded
by the in-migration of the Southern Negro.
* Final ly, whites and nonwhites in the major metropolitan
areas will be compared on the basis of education, employment, in-
come, and housing. These comparisons will, be extended over time
in order to reveal the nature and extent of the gap between Negro
and white opportunity and in order to determine whether the gap is
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decreasing or increasing.
Such an analysis should clearly reveal whether the city is in-
deed the great."melting pot" into which ethnic groups enter on the road
to full participation in American opportunities and life-ways. Such an
analysis should clearly indicate if the move to the major metropolitan
areas is a rational move on the road to advancement, and if, once in the
metropolitan areas, the course ahead is more likely to be greater iso-
lation from the mainstreams of American society.
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NEGROES IN THE MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS AND NEGROES LIVING ELSEWHERE
Education
In 1960, the average Negro in the South had not completed ele-
mentary school. The average Negro in the North, living in areas of less
than 500,000 population, though better educated than his Southern coun-
terpart, has also not completed 8 years of schooling. Only in the lar-
ger Northern metropolitan areas have more than 50 percent of the Negro
population completed 8 or more years of schooling. Only in the Northern
metropolitan areas of more than 500,000 population had more than 25 per-
cent of the Negro population completed 12 or more years of schooling.
[IC-1]
Differences in years of schooling are of course reflected in
school enrollment da1 . Whereas the schooling of those over 25 years
of age indicates past educational opportunities, the current school en-
rol lment figures give an indication of the situation of nonwhite youth
today. Between the ages of 7 and 15, 90 percent or more of Negro youth
are enrolled in school. For the ages 16 and 17, the percent drops, in-
dicating that most Negroes, throughout the United States, are getting
some high school education, that the majority complete high school, but
that a substantial minority still drop out of school before earning a
high school diploma. When metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas are
compared, the data for 1965 reveals little overall difference. In the
former 17 percent of Negroes, age 16 or 17, are not enrolled in school,
compared to 16 percent for the latter. However, when the enrollment rate
by sex is analyzed, important differences arise. In metropolitan areas
females are more likely to remain in school, whereas in non-metropolitan
areas the males are more likely to remain. Thus 19 percent of the male
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Negroes, ages 16 and 17, in metropolitan areas are not enrolled in school,
compared to 12 percent in non-metropol itan areas, and compared to 15 per-
cent of females in metropolitan areas. The highest nonenrol Iment rates
appear to be among Negro males in the urban North and West. [40, pp.452-
457]
However, attendance in school and achievement in school are
not equivalent. When Negro pupils in the same grades are compared on a
number of standardized tests, those in the non-metropolitan South are
consistently lowest, and those in the metropolitan North are consistently
highest. The differences in performance increase with the number of
years in school. By twelfth grade, verbal ability tests reveal Negroes
in the metropol itan North to be half a year ahead of those in the metro-
politan West, I year ahead of those in the metropolitan South and the
non-metropolitan North, and nearly 2 years ahead of those in the non-me-
tropolitan South. The same general pattern of performance is also evi-
dent on reading comprehension and mathematical achievement tests. [40,
pp. 2 18-274]
In order to determine whether or not these differences in
achievement reflected differences in ability or differences in educa+<
tional opportunity, a number of studies have attempted to compare Ne-
gro students in northern urban school systems on the basis of their mi-
gration status and length of residence in the areas. These studies
all found that the.earlier a student entered a Northern urban school
system and the longer he remained in that school system, the better he
performed. Attendance in Northern urban school systems served to raise
both the student's l.Q. and his record on achievement tests. [ 16, 136,
179]
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The Negro who moves from the rural area to the metropolis, the
Negro who moves from the South to the North, and the Negro who moves from
the smaller metropolis to the larger -- each improves his educational op-
portunity. Although there is a slightly higher drop-out rate among Negro
males in Northern urban areas, those who complete high school in those
areas are more likely to receive more advanced education. The Northern
metropolitan Negro learns more in a given number of years and he is like-
ly to receive more years of education than Negroes I iving elsewhere.
Job Opportun ity
Nonwhites in rural areas have lower unemployment rates than
nonwhites in urban areas, and nonwhites in the South have lower unemploy-
ment rates than those in other regions of the country. Variations in un-
employment rates in the major metropol itan areas appear to depend more
upon the industrial structure than upon the size of the area. In 1960,
unemployment in rural areas was 7.5 percent; in the South, 8 percent;
in urban areas, 9 percent; and in the twelve largest metropolitan areas
unemployment averaged over 10 percent. However, in these metropolitan
areas unemployment varied from a low of 5.5 percent in Washington, D.C.
to a high of -more than 17 percent in Detrolt. [IIIID-2]
In metropolitan areas, employment of nonwhites might be re-
garded as a reasonable risk-taking venture in that while unemployment
may be higher, the gains from employment are also higher. The relative-
ly low unemployment in the rural areas and in the South in general re-
flects the traditional low unemployment in agriculture. However, the
work is hard; it requires little skill; it provides few prospects for
advancement and it provides little in the way of economic rewards. The
rural nonwhite farm family earned only $1,155 in 1959. Those working
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for wages earned an average of only $5.00 for a day's work. [-I, p. 191]
Furthermore, those err
the largest metropol i
or more hours a week,
more weeks during the
Everywhere
service occupations.
bor force is employed
is employed in skille
60 percent is employe
pected, white collar,
likely to be found in
ployed in metropolitan areas, and in particular,
tan areas, were more likely to be working a full 40
and they were more likely to have worked 50 or
previous year. [10-3, ID-4]
nonwhites are concentrated in the blue collar and
Nationally, only about 13 percent of the Negro la-
in white collar jobs, and an additional 27 percent
d and semi-skilled blue collar jobs. The remaining
d in unskilled jobs or on farms. As is to be
ski l led, and semi-ski I led workers are much le
rural areas than in urban areas, and they are
ex-
ss
I ess
likely to be in the South than in other regions of the country. The
larger metropolitan areas have the largest proportion of the Negro work
force in white collar jobs, and the smallest proportion in unskilled
jobs. However, the proportion of the Negro labor force in ski I led and
semi-skilled blue collar jobs is about the same in Northern metropolitan
areas of less than 500,000, those 500,000-l,000,000, and those of
1,000,000 or larger. [ID-I]
Thus, for the Neg ro who i s w i I I i ng to r i sk unemp Ioyment, the
move to the larger metropolitan areas provides an opportunity to improve
his employment status. He is more Ili-kely to find semi-skilled, skilled,
and white col lar jobs in these areas than elsewhere. Indeed, a recent
study has indicated that the move to such areas has contributed to much
of the improvement in nonwhite occupational status that has occurred in
the past several years. [83]
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Income
Income and employment opportunity are closely related. It is
not therefore surprising to find that nonwhite income is highest in those
areas with the best employment opportunities. Indeed, income can almost
be considered another measure of employment opportunity.
The nonwhite median family income is more than twice as high in
urban areas as it is in rural areas. In 1959 nonwhite median family in-
come was $l,739 in rural areas; $3,711 in urban areas; $2,322 for the
South; and well over $4,000 for the remainder of the United States. An-
other way of looking at the economic advantages of different locations
is to compare the proportion of the population who are in poverty and
the proportion who are comparatively wealthy. In the South, 63 percent
of Negroes live in families with incomes below $3,000 a year, and only
about I percent have incomes of $10,000 a year or more. In contrast,
in the North 33 percent of the Negroes live in families with incomes of
less than $3,000 and 6 percent live in families with incomes of $10,000
or more. However, in the Northern metropolitan areas those living in
the larger areas and those in smaller metropolitan areas have similar
income distributions, except that those in the larger metropolitan areas
are more likely to have incomes of $10,000 a year or more. Thus econo-
mic opportunities are clearly greater in the Northern metropolitan areas
than elsewhere, and the opportunities for earning comparatively large
incomes appear to be greatest in the largest metropolitan areas. [IE-liJ
A better sense of what living with a $3,000 annual income means
can be attained from reviewing what might be a reasonable budget for a
nonwhite family of 4: husband, wife, and two school-age children.
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item monthly expenditure
shelter $45
utilities 25
clothing 25
personal incidentals 12
household supplies 12
medical supplies 6
school supplies 5
transportation 12
food 108
total $250
per year $3,000
The nonwhite family which is able to find shelter for $45 per
month is fortunate. Many will be in substandard housing, and many will
be overcrowded. Utilities include gas, electricity, and heat. In some
areas winter heating costs alone can run $20 a month. The sum of $25 is
not adequate to include a telephone.* The clothing allowance should be
adequate to get the children to school, but it does not allow any finery.
The monthly allotment for incidentals could be used up if the family made
two trips to a first run movie house in the month. More likely it will
be used in bits and pieces -- a small church donation, a Sunday news-
paper, some candy for the children, and a meal out once in a while.
Household supplies include a minimum of towels, sheets, cleaning materi-
als, kitchen utensils, and other essentials. The medical allotment in-
cludes medical and cosmetic supplies -- aspirin, razor blades, and the
like. One serious illness could force the family to far exceed this
meagre al lowance. The transportation al lowance of $12 per month aver-
* Fifty percent of the Negroes, compared to 17 percent of whites in
the United States, live in households without a telephone. In the
large Northern metropolitan areas Negroes and whites are most like-
ly to have telephones. However, even in these areas 31 percent of
Negroes and Il percent of whites live in households without tele-
phones. [IG-1]
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ages 10 cents per person per day. If one member of the family commuted
to work, this entire allowance could be easily used up with nothing left
over for other types of trips. The food allowance breaks down to 90
cents per person per day, or 30 cents per person per meal. Such an al-
lowance could include smal I portions of fish, or poultry, or cheap cuts
of meat a few times a week; eggs at least twice a week; green and yel-
low vegetables most of the week. Fats, dried beans, and cereal would
have to be used frequently. A family can survive with such an income.
Indeed, if meals are carefully planned, adequate levels of nutrition
can be maintained. But the family is.vulnerable. If housing cannot be
found at the necessary cost, food expenditures may have to be reduced.
If the family buys furniture, a vacuum cleaner, T.V., or anything else
on credit, the high interest rates that the poor often pay could upset
the budget. Most of these families will have a television set.* But if
one remembers that if the fami ly went out to dinner and to a movie more
than once a month they would exceed their budget, this may not seem to
be such an extravagance. Prolonged sickness, temporary unemployment, a
necessary and unexpected trip -- any of a multitude of everyday occur-
rences could bring the family to the brink of disaster. While nonwhites
may be economically better off in the major metropolitan areas than
elsewhere, it should nonetheless be remembered that nearly one third of
the nonwhite families in the major metropolitan areas have incomes of
* Only a small segment of the population in the United States live
without television. In the United States about 5 percent of whites
and 20 percent of Negroes live in households without a television
set. Negroes and whites in the larger metropolitan areas are more
likely to own television sets. In -the large Northern metropolitan
areas only 2 percent of the white population and 8 percent of the
Negro population are in households without television sets. [IG-1]
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$3,000 a year or less. For some the income may be much less. For others
the income may have to support 5, 6, or 8 people, and not just 4. Con-
ditions may be better in the major metropolises, but they are by no means
good for many of the nonwhites living there.
Housing
Although in any given area, wealthier Negroes are more likely
to be home owners than poorer Negroes, Negroes are nonetheless more like-
ly to be home owners if they live in the South rather than the North, if
they live in non-metropolitan rather than metropolitan areas, and if they
live in smaller metropolitan areas rather than larger metropolitan areas.
The larger the metropolitan area, the less likely is a Negro family liv-
ing in that area to be occupying their own home. [IF-1]
Nowhere in the United States is the condition of housing oc-
cupied by the nonwhite population adequate. More than 35 percent of the
homes and nearly 50 percent of the rental units occupied by the nonwhites
in the United States are substandard. However, conditions are much worse
in some areas than in others. In rural areas nearly 80 percent of homes
and over 90 percent of the rental units are substandard. In contrast, in
urban areas about 20 percent of the homes and less than 40 percent of the
rental units occupied by nonwhites are substandard. [145, pp.78f.] With
all the talk of slum conditions in the largest metropolitan areas, non-
whites are better housed there than elsewhere. In the twelve largest
metropolitan areas, the average for substandard homes runs less than 10
percent and for apartments under 25 percent. Furthermore, overcrowding
tends to be less in these areas than elsewhere. One study comparing
housing conditions in the poorest Negro areas in Chicago, Detroit, and
New York to housing conditions in the South found that the majority of
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the poorest Negro neighborhoods in these cities had a larger percentage
of standard housing and less overcrowding than nonwhite housing in the
South as a whole. [142, p.505]
Another important measure of the Negro's ability to obtain
adequate housing is the ratio of the cost of housing to family income.
It is general ly considered that more than 25 percent of income spent for
housing is excessive. The lowest rent income ratio is paid by Negro
families living in non-metropolitan areas in the South; the highest ratio
is paid by Negroes living in metropolitan areas of less than 500,000 in
the North and the South. Outside of the Southern non-metropolitan areas
lowest rent-income ratios are paid by those living in metropolitan areas
of 500,000 to 1,000,000 in the North and those in metropolitan areas of
1,000,000 or more in the North and South. [IF-4]
However, lower income families are more likely to be paying
higher rent income ratios, and the Northern metropolitan Negroes have
substantially higher incomes than those living in the South. Data are
not available to permit comparisons between Negroes with family incomes
below $3,000 a year in metropolitan areas of various sizes in the North,
however, when those in the North are compared with those living in the
South, it is clear that the low income Northern metropolitan Negroes are
paying a substantially larger percent of their income for rent than are
those living in the South. [IF-4]
The Negro population, as a whole, living in the larger North-
ern metropolitan areas do not appear to be paying more for their hous-
ing than Negroes living elsewhere, with the exception of those in the
non-metropolitan South. However, Negroes in these larger Northern com-
munities appear to be receiving better housing. Although they are less
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likely to be home owners, they are more likely to live in standard hous-
ing that is not overcrowded. However, when the lower income populations
are compared, it appears that those Negroes living in the larger North-
ern metropolitan areas must pay a substantially larger proportion of
their income in order to obtain the better housing in which they live.
Infant Mortality [94]
Infant mortality rates are often considered a useful guide to
the overall living conditions. The infant mortality rate is clearly re-
lated to the socio-economic standing of a community or group. Better
housing, better nutrition, better medical services, better education,
higher income, and lower unemployment -- all have been associated with
lower infant mortality rates.
In the period 1960-1962 the nonwhite infant mortality rate in
rural areas was 46.1 deaths per l,000 live births, compared to 39.8 in
urban areas. Data are available for cities rather than metropolitan
areas. For the central cities of the 12 largest metropolitan areas the
nonwhite infant mortality rate averages a little above 37. Thus, on
the average, nonwhites do better in the larger urban centers than they
do in smaller urban communities or the rural areas of America. How-
ever, there are substantial differences among the various cities. New
York and St. Louis are highest, with an infant mortality rate of nearly
42, compared to 27.5 in San Francisco. New York, St. Louis, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore -- all have infant mortality rates above that for al l urban
areas combined. Such high infant mortality rates are somewhat surpris-
ing, considering the relative prosperity, educational attainment, and
housing conditions in these areas compared to the other urban areas in
the United States. These findings serve to remind one that although
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many nonwhites do comparatively well- in the major metropolitan areas,
there nonetheless is a substantial segment of the nonwhite population
in these areas who have not managed wel I.
Summary: the Promised Land
For the nonwhite, the move to the larger metropolitan areas
represents a striving for better living conditions and greater oppor-
tunity. To recent arrivals, the larger metropolitan areas might indeed
be the promised land. Nonwhites in these areas, on the average, receive
more and better education, find employment in better jobs, earn higher
incomes, and are better housed than nonwhites living elsewhere. Yet
such gains have not come easily. While employment opportunities for bet-
ter jobs may be available in the major metropolitan areas, unemployment
is also more widespread there. While better housing is available in
these areas, the costs of housing are higher. While the gains are per-
haps most clearly reflected in the higher incomes of nonwhites in the
large metropolitan areas, the difficulties are clearly reflected in the
high infant mortality rates in most of the major metropolitan areas.
Once outside the South, the nonwhite clearly has greater op-
portunities and lives better in the larger metropolitan areas. How-
ever, the differences between those Northern metropolises of 500,000 to
1,000,000 population and those of more than 1,000,000 are not clear and
consistent. Negroes in the largest metropolitan areas are somewhat more
likely to be unemployed, but those employed are more likely to work full
time, and they are more likely to be employed in white collar jobs. How-
ever family incomes tend to be slightly higher in metropolitan areas of
500,000 to I million than they are in those over I million. In the larg-
est metropolitan areas Negroes are less likely to be home owners, but
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they are more likely to live in standard housing that is not overcrowded.
However, they pay a larger proportion of their income for such housing.
In those Northern metropolitan areas of over 500,000 population, oppor-
tunities for the Negroes do not appear to increase as metropolitan size
increases. However, opportunities in Northern metropolitan areas of
500,000 or more are decidedly better than in smaller metropolitan areas.*
While the larger Northern metropolitan areas may be the prom-
ised land for those moving from the South, from rural areas, and from
smaller metropolitan areas, it is also important to find if these larger
metropolises remain the promised land for those already there. It is
therefore desirable to investigate the gains that the nonwhites have
made in these areas during the last decade, between 1950 and 1960.
o
* This finding is contrary to popular opinion, as indicated recently
in a Gallop Poll. The poll question was: "Do you think that Ne-
gro families who live in smaller towns and cities of the North have
a better life than Negro families living in the biggest cities, or
a worse life?" Seven in ten Northern whites believed that Negroes
lived better in small towns and cities and Negroes agreed, by a mar-
gin of 3-to-1. [22, August 17, 1966] Nevertheless, Negro migration
has been more rationally guided than such opinion indicates, for
the Negro population in the larger metropolitan areas has been in-
creasing more rapidly than in the smaller ones.
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NEGRO ADVANCES SINCE 1950
Education
Within the 12 largest metropolitan areas, only 23 percent of
the nonwhite population over 24 years old had completed high school in
1950. By 1960, 30 percent of the nonwhite population had completed high
school. However, the gains in educational opportunity were much larger
than these percentages indicate, for they include those who had left
school 10, 20, and 30 years ago. Most of the nonwhite population who
passed through the school system in the decade 1950-1960 completed hi
school, whereas most who had lived in these metropolitan areas in an
earlier period did not complete, or perhaps even attend, high school.
These improvements occurred not only in the major metropolitan areas,
but throughout the nation. [225, p.195; IIB-I]
The gains in higher education are more difficult to estimat
Data are available for the educational attainment of the nonwhite pop
lation by place of residence. However, particularly for college grad
ates, the place of residence in 1960 may provide a poor indication of
the place where they received
years. However, irrespective
the proportion of the nonwhite
1950's increased over previous
of the total nonwhite populati
doubled between 1950 and 1960,
their college education in the preceding
of place of residence, it is clear that
population completing college during the
decades, but remained a smal I percentage
on. The number of college graduates
increasing from 3 percent to 4 percent
of the nonwhite population.[II IC-l] However, while the major metropoli-
tan areas continue to hold more than their share of nonwhite college
graduates, relative to the population, they lost some of their dominance
in the period following 1950. While 63 percent of the nonwhite popula-
gh
e.
u-
u-
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tion increase between 1950 and 1960 occurred in these areas, only 42
percent of the increase in nonwhite college graduates resided in these
areas in 1960.
Fewer than 1,000 Negroes in the United States had ever attained
doctorates in all the years before 1950. Between 1950 and 1960 more than
1,000 earned their doctorates. However, more than 60 percent of these
doctorates were earned in Negro colleges, primarily in the South. In
this decade only a little over 400 Negroes earned doctorates in integrat-
ed colleges. [20, p. 564] Thus the number of doctorates awarded to Ne-
groes in the major metropolitan areas must certainly have remained small
during the 1950's. Negroes are increasingly entering the highest realms
of academic education, but the pace of entry is extremely slow..
In summary, nonwhite educational opportunities have increased
between 1950 and 1960. Most nonwhites in the major metropolitan areas
are now completing high school, and a larger and larger proportion are
completing more advanced studies. However, although in 1960 educa-
tional opportunities are generally better in the major metropolitan
areas, they appear to be improving more rapidly in the rest of the na-
tion.
Job Opportunity [IIID-1]
Nonwhite unemployment continues to be higher in the major me-
tropolitan areas than in the nation as a whole, but the differences are
declining. In fact, whereas the national rates of nonwhite unemployment
were higher in 1960 than in 1950, the average unemployment rate for the
12 largest metropolitan areas was lower in 1960 than in 1950. EIIID-2]
Job opportunities increased in the major metropolitan areas
during this decade. Indeed, all of the jobs added to the male nonwhite
labor force between 1950 and 1960, for the country as a whole, can be
accounted for within the 12 largest metropolitan areas. Not only were
jobs for nonwhites being created, but higher skil led occupational op-
portunities were opening up. The number of nonwhite male professional,
technical, and kindred workers more than doubled during the decade, and
the major metropolitan areas increased their share of the national dis-
tribution of nonwhites in these jobs from 34 percent in 1950 to 41 per-
cent in 1960. These jobs stil I represented a smal I part of the male,
nonwhite labor force, though the share increased from about 3 percent
in l950 to 5 percent in 1960. Most of the job openings that nonwhites
were filling were in the fields of social welfare, recreation, religion,
and education. However, in this decade nonwhites entered many scienti-
fic, engineering, and other fields for the first time.
The number of nonwhite managers and proprietors remain few.
In the major metropolitan areas their numbers increased by 6 percent,
and their share in the total nonwhite male labor force declined from
3.7 percent in 1950 to less than 3 percent in 1960. Nonetheless, in
1960 the 12 largest metropolitan areas held over 40 percent of the mana-
gers and proprietors and 30 percent of the increase in their number be-
tween 1950 and 1960 occurred in these areas.
Clerical and sales jobs continued to open up. The number of
such jobs held by nonwhites in the 12 largest metropolitan areas in-
creased by nearly 60 percent in the decade of the 50's. Most nonwhite
clerical and sales jobs were in the major metropolitan areas. In 1960,
56 percent of the clerical and sales jobs held by nonwhites were in
these areas, and more than 50 percent in the increase, nationally, in
these jobs between 1950 and 1960 occurred in these 12 metropolitan areas.
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In the 12 largest metropolitan areas male white collar workers
increased by nearly 60 percent, from 158 thousand in 1950 to 248 thousand
in 1960. However, white collar workers remained a relatively small part
of the male nonwhite labor force, increasing from a little over 16 per-
cent in 1950 to 19 percent in 1960. Most jobs were still held by skilled
and semi-ski I led workers, laborers, and service workers. In the decade
of the 1950's male nonwhite craftsmen and foremen in the major metropoli-
tan areas increased by over 40 percent, operatives increased by over 30
percent, and laborers and service workers increased in the same general
order of magnitude. However, the proportion of the nonwhite labor force
in these various blue collar and service job categories declined in the
1950's. The major metropolitan areas do not play as important a role in
blue collar job opportunities as they do in white collar. Skilled and
semi-skiIled workers are only slightly more concentrated in the major
metropolitan areas than they are in the remainder of the United States.
Between 1950 and 1960 over 40 percent of the increase in the number of
nonwhite operatives and service workers (excluding private household)
occurred in the 12 largest metropolitan areas. Only about 10 percent
of the gain in nonwhite craftsmen and foremen occurred in these areas
during that period. The nonwhite gains as craftsmen and foremen were
largely made in the 1940's in the war industries in the major metro-
politan areas. Nonwhites elsewhere were catching up during the 1950's.
In the decade of the 50's nonwhite job opportunities were
being fi Iled more rapidly in the major metropol ises than elsewhere. In
fact, while the male nonwhite labor force increased by 35 percent in the
12 largest metropolitan areas, it actually declined slightly in the re-
mainder of the United States. It also appears that the major metropoli-
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tan areas are where nonwhites first enter into new occupations. Much
of the occupational advances that the nonwhites made during that period
was made in the major metropolitan areas.
Income
For the twelve largest metropolitan areas, the average median
income of nonwhite persons with income was $1,724 in 1949.* By 1959 the
median income had increased to $2,435, or by more than 40 percent. The
proportion of those with incomes below $3,000 declined from more than
85 percent in 1949 to less than 60 percent in 1959, though their number
increased slightly. The proportion of those with incomes of $6,000 or
more increased from 0.6 percent to over 6 percent between 1949 and 1959.
If an income of $6,000 could be considered sufficient for entry into the
middle class, then the number of nonwhites in the major metropolitan
areas who had achieved middle class, though they remained few, increased
by more than sixteen fold during the decade. The 12 major metropolitan
areas increased their share of U.S. nonwhites with incomes above $6,000
from about 45 percent in 1949 to more than 60 percent in 1959. Nonwhites
in the major metropolitan areas were more than three times as likely to
have incomes of $6,000 or more than nonwhites living elsewhere in the
United States. Nonwhite incomes, even in 1959, were not particularly
high in the major metropolitan areas, but clearly they were higher than
elsewhere, and many of the gains in nonwhite income between 1949 and 1959
* It should be noted that these income figures are for persons with in-
come, whereas some of the early income figures cited were for fami ly
income. Family income provides a better index of living conditions
for the nonwhite. However, data for nonwhite income in metropolitan
areas in 1949 were not available for families. Therefore, in order
to measure the changes that occurred between 1949 and 1959, income
of persons was used. Family income might be expected to be higher
than personal income.
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occurred in these areas. Compared to elsewhere, the major metropolitan
areas appear to be the land of economic opportunity for the nonwhite.
[IlIE-1]
Housing
Between 1950 and 1960 the condition of housing occupied by the
nonwhite population in the major metropolitan areas improved substantial-
ly. The percentage of substandard owner occupied units declined from
about 18 percent to about 10 percent, and the percentage of substandard
rental units occupied by the nonwhite population declined from 46 per-
cent to 23 percent. [II IF-3] Housing improved even more than these
figures indicate. Generally, home owners are better housed than are
renters, and the number of nonwhite home owners in the major metropoli-
tan areas more than doubled in the decade 1950 to 1960. The increase
in home ownership ranged from a low of 83 percent in Chicago to a high
of over 170 percent in the San Francisco metropolitan area. [ IIF-I]
However, these improvements in housing quality were not inex-
pensive. Special tabulations have been made by the Bureau of the Census
for 1950 and 1960 for 5 of the larger metropolitan areas: New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, and St. Louis. The increase in rents, for
nonwhites, in the 5 metropolitan areas ranged from a low of about 60 per-
cent to a high of over 100 percent. Part of this increase reflects the
higher incomes of the nonwhite population in 1960. But housing costs
increased more rapidly than income, and when nonwhites of the same in-
comes are compared in 1950 and 1960 there have been large increases in
the cost of housing within all income groups. EIIIF-5] The condition of
housing for the nonwhites improved substantially during the decade of
the 1950's but these improvements resulted in a substantial increase in
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the cost of housing.
Whether or not the condition of housing has continued to im-
prove in the decade of the 1960's is open to question. A study by Mayor
John Lindsay's Housing and Urban Renewal Task Force showed that between
1960 and 1965 the number of unsound housing units in New York City in-
creased from 420,000 to over 520,000 while the median rent/income ratio
also rose. [Cited in 85, p.5] The only Census study since 1960 has been
in Los Angeles. There the census reveals that among Negroes in South
Los Angeles the number of units that were unsound increased, between 1960
and 1965, from 18 percent to more than 30 percent and that during the
same period the median cost of homes increased from $11,300 to $15,000
and the median gross rent increased from $70 to $79. [213, pp.56f.] In
other words, on the basis of the limited data available, it is likely
that since 1960 the condition of housing occupied by Negroes has become
worse while at the same time the cost of housing has continued to in-
crease.
Summary: the Promised Land?
If the major metropolitan areas were the promised land for in-
migrants from other areas, they were perhaps less of the promised land
for those living there for some time. Between 1950 and 1960 there were
important gains in the number and percent of nonwhites who were completing
high school. However, gains were slow at more advanced levels of educa-
tion. Unemployment remained high during these years. Yet the nonwhite
labor force increased greatly during this period, and a larger proportion
than ever before moved into the white col lar world. Improved employment
opportunity was well reflected in the increases in income that occurred
during this decade, and, at least by income measures, the rapid growth
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of the nonwhite middle class. The condition of nonwhite housing also
improved greatly during this period, and nonwhite home owners became
much more prevalent.
Thus the conditions of life for the nonwhite population as
a whole improved during this period. Whether or not it improved for
all segments of the nonwhite population is a matter for investigation.
It is possible that the gains were evenly distributed throughout the
population. It is also possible that the "rich got richer" and the
'poor got poorer.
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16 CHANGES IN THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE NONWHITE POPULATION
IN THE 12 LARGEST METROPOLITAN AREAS AND ELSEWHERE: 1950-1960
(A) YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY POPULATION 25 YEARS OLD OR MORE
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WHO IS ADVANCING: UPPER AND LOWER SEGMENTS OF THE NEGRO POPULATION
Education
The educational attainment of the lower segment and the upper
segment of the nonwhite population in the 12 largest metropolitan areas
improved in the decade 1950 to 1960. However, in some metropolitan
areas the lower segment advanced more rapidly, while in other areas the
upper segment increased more rapidly. The gap in educational attainment
between the lower and upper segments of the nonwhite population widened
in Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Detroit while it narrowed in New York,
Los Angeles, and a number of other major metropolitan areas. [IIIC-2]
Employment [IIID-1]
If one looks again at the changes in the nonwhite labor force
between 1950 and 1960, one discovers that the importance of managers,
officials, proprietors, and semi-skilled workers declined. Those who
would have been managers, officials, or proprietors in 1960 if these jobs
had maintained the proportional representation in the labor force, were
more likely clerks, or perhaps professionals or technicians. The propor-
tion of nonwhites in white col lar occupations increased in al I the major
metropolitan areas in the decade.
On the other hand, the relative loss of importance in semi-
skilled jobs was important. In part this decline could be interpreted
as representing an up-grading of the nonwhite labor force. In part, it
must also be interpreted as declining job opportunity in these areas.
Some who would have held semi-skilled jobs in 1960, if these jobs had
maintained their importance in the job market, undoubtedly became skilled
craftsmen or white col lar workers. However, many joined the ranks of the
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unemployed. Others found employment as laborers and household workers.
The proportion of the nonwhite labor force working as laborers or in
private household or other service jobs actually increased in a number
of metropolitan areas between 1950 and 1960.
Thus, for those better prepared, or perhaps merely more for-
tunate, white collar employment opportunities opened up during the de-
cade 1950 to 1960. However, for those less fortunate, semi-skilled
jobs declined in importance, and many who could have worked in such
jobs found difficulties in locating other jobs.
Income
Instead of calculating the median income for the nonwhite popu-
lation as a whole, it is possible to calculate the median income for the
lower half and the upper half of the population. When such calculations
are performed, it is found that, as the average for the 12 largest metro-
politan areas, the median income of the lower half increased from $870 in
1949 to $1,083 in 1959, while the median income for the upper half in-
creased from $2,503 to $4,059 during this same period. In other words,
while the median income of the lower half of the nonwhite population with
income increased only a little over $200, the median income of the upper
half increased over $1,500, or by more than seven times as much. Fur-
thermore, this same general pattern of widening income disparities pre-
vailed in all of the 12 largest metropolitan areas. [IIIE-1]
This finding is extremely important for two reasons. On the
one hand it indicates a widening class cleavage within the nonwhite
population. On the other hand, it indicates that the poorer segment of
the nonwhite population made little progress, at least in the major me-
tropolitan areas, during the decade 1950 to 1960.
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In terms of changes in the standard of living, the disparity
between the lower half and upper half of the nonwhite population is
even more sharp. In terms of purchasing power, $1.00 in 1949 was worth
only $.81 in 1959. When the nonwhite incomes are adjusted to reflect
changes in purchasing power, the median income of the lower half of the
nonwhite population increased by only $7.00, while the median income of
the upper half increased by $785, or more than one hundred times as
much.
Two special census taken in 1965 indicate that the polariza-
tion of the Negro community is continuing and that the poorer segments
of the population are making little or no progress. In Cleveland the
U.S. Bureau of the Census identified 6 areas in which most of the Negro
poor were concentrated. [214] In these six areas the median income of
the Negro families increased from $4,953 to $5,085 between 1959 and
1964.* In four of these six areas the median family incomes actually
declined. In Hough, perhaps the best known ghetto area -- the one that
exploded in the summer of 1965 -- the median fami ly income declined from
$4,732 to $3,966 between 1959 and 1964. In contrast, the median family
income of Negroes living outside of these areas increased from $6,178
to $7,285, or by more than $1,000, during this same period.** The Cen-
sus survey of South Los Angeles indicates similar changes occurred in
Los Angeles in the period since 1960. [213] Both of these studies indi-
* In constant 1964 dollars
** Some of this change may have resulted from more prosperous Ne-
groes moving from the low income to higher income areas. This
possibility is supported by the decline in population in the low
income areas and the increase in higher income areas. Conse-
quently the above figures probably reflect both changes in family
income and changes in residential patterns.
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17 MEDIAN INCOME OF NONWHITE PERSONS WITH INCOME: AVERAGE FOR THE
UPPER AND LOWER SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION IN THE 12 LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREAS: 1950 AND 1960
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cate that it is likely that, although some Negroes have been making
rapid economic advances, the vast majority of Negroes have made little
or no economic progress and,iJindeed, that the poorer segment of the
Negro population may be poorer in the later part of the 1960's than they
were at the beginning of the decade.
Housing
The condition of housing improved for all groups, though, as
would be expected, poorer nonwhites continued to be more likely to live
in substandard housing than those with higher income. Perhaps more im-
portant than changes in the quality of housing were changes in the cost
of housing. To a large extent, the reduction in substandard housing
units -between 1950 and 1960 resulted from the destruction of some units
and the rehabilitation of others. In the one case, part of the sub-
standard housing supply was simply eliminated; in the other case it was
imp-roved. However, improvements usually resulted in higher housing
costs. It should not therefore be surprising that housing costs in-
creased more rapidly for the lower income nonwhites than for higher in-
come nonwhites during this period. These increases placed a greatly in-
creased burden upon the lower income groups. For example, for house-
holds with incomes between $2,000 and $3,000, rents nearly doubled in
St. Louis, increasing from $31 to $56 per month between 1950 and 1960.
In Chicago, rents for nonwhite families with incomes between $2,000 and
$3,000 increased from $44 in 1950 to $80 in 1960. [IIIF-5] Thus, the
poor Negro, the one least able to bear increased housing costs, is the
one who has experienced the greatest increase in those costs. By 1960,
more than 80 percent of the Negro households in the largest Northern me-
tropolitan areas were paying an excessive proportion (more than 25%) of
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their income for rent. [IF-4]
Socio-economic Segregation within the Negro Community
The constraints upon housing choice for Negro families has led
to the tendency for poorer and wealthier Negroes to be living near each
other, within the confines of the ghetto. Nevertheless, those familiar
with the internal structures of the ghettoes are usual ly able to identi-
fy the poorer and better areas within. Karl and Alma Taeuber have at-
tempted to measure the degree of socio-economic segregation of Negroes
in a number of cities and to identify trends in socio-economic segrega-
tion within the nonwhite community. They have used occupation as the
measure of socio-economic status. They found that Negro residential
areas are becoming increasingly stratified -- that is, that the lower
status Negroes are becoming increasingly isolated from the higher status
Negroes. These changes were most pronounced among those in white col-
lar occupations who were becoming increasingly separated from each other
and from those in blue collar occupations. Craftsmen, foremen, opera-
tives, and laborers within the blue collar occupations did not increase
their separation from each other to any substantial degree during this
period. Thus the widening gulf within the Negro population, evidenced
in the income data, is also expressed in the changing patterns of resi-
dential location. [181, pp.180-184]
The Two Worlds of the Metropolitan Nonwhite
It is now possible to tentatively construct a picture of what
happened to the nonwhite population in the major metropolitan areas dur-
ing the decade 1950 to 1960. It is likely that the general progress that
was noted by the aggregate figures concealed the possibility that only a
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part of the nonwhite population shared in this progress.
It now appears that job opportunities were opening up for the
upper segment of the nonwhite population. A number of nonwhites moved
into white collar jobs, and the improvement in job status was reflected
in the rising incomes of the upper half of the nonwhite population. Fur-
thermore, housing improved for the upper segment. Many became home
owners for the first time, and many others moved from substandard hous-
ing into standard housing.
For the lower segment of the population, the situation appears
quite different. They were caught in an economy where many blue collar
jobs were being rendered unnecessary through technological innovation.
Some managed to move into higher skill jobs, but many appear to have been
caught between unemployment and moving into perhaps a lower skil led job
than they had previously. This is reflected in the extremely small gains
in income that the lower segment of the nonwhite population made during
the decade. Furthermore, while their housing improved, rents increased
much more rapidly than income. As a result it is likely that the lower
segment of the population, paying more for shelter while receiving little
additional income, may actually have been economically worse off in 1960
than in 1950.
It is impossible to determine whether the lower segment of the
nonwhite population represented the same families in 1950 as in 1960. It
is possible that some families who were better off declined in their for-
tunes. It is also possible that some of the lower income families in
1950 moved upward, and that their place was taken by new in-migrants.
However, it must be remembered that the in-migrants, on the average,
were better educated and possessed more job skil Is than the resident
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population. Some certainly filled the ranks of the lower segment of the
population, but it appears that not many of the low income families in
1950 could have moved upward very much by 1960. It is likely that more
of the "new poor" in 1960 were the sons and daughters of the "older urban
poor" than new migrants to the metropolitan areas.
Even the upper segment of the population did not move ahead
that much during the decade 1950 to 1960. The proportion of white col-
lar workers increased from over 16 percent to 19 percent of the labor
force, or by less than 3 percent. True, the number of professionals
and technical workers increased rapidly, but even by 1960 they accounted
for less than 5 percent of the labor force. The number of persons with
incomes above $6,000 also increased dramatically, but again, by the end
of the decade they accounted for only about 6 percent of those with in-
come. By the end of the decade nearly 60 percnt of aII-nonwhite per-
sons with income had incomes below $3,000 per year.
Many nonwhites made important gains during the decade. Many
of these gains were highly .visible, for nonwhites were seen in new roles
and in new places. But most nonwhites made little or no progress during
this decade. Furthermore, what little evidence exists suggests that
while a few Negroes have continued to advance rapidly in the period
since 1960, the majority of the Negro population may have actually
slipped backward in the struggle for socio-economic advance.
The decade 1950-1960 should not be characterized as one in
which the metropolitan Negroes advanced their position in society. It
may be more accurately described as one in which a few Negroes moved
ahead, many made little or no progress, and the gap between the lower
status Negro and higher status Negroes widened significantly. This was
a period in which the lower status Negro became more isolated.
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18 NEGROES, 17 YEARS OLD OR OVER, IN THE NORTHERN METROPOLITAN
AREAS WITH POPULATIONS OF I MILLION OR MORE, WITH INCOMES
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WHO IS ADVANCING: THOSE BORN IN THE SAME STATE AND THOSE BORN IN THE SOUTH
If one segment of the Negro population in the larger Northern
metropolitan areas is advancing while another segment is making little or
no progress, it may be commonly assumed that those born in the North would
be advancing while those born in the South would be those making little
progress because of the difficulties of adapting to the Northern urban en-
vironment. If those who had lived longer in the Northern metropolitan
areas were more likely to advance socio-economically, then one would ex-
pect that when those born in the North are compared to those born in the
South, that those in the North would be better educated, would be more
likely to have found work, have better jobs and higher incomes, would
have achieved a more stable family life, and would occupy better housing
than those who had been born in the South. In short, one would expect
that those born in the North, and living in large metropolitan areas in
their state of birth, would have adapted better and advanced more than
those who had been born in the South and then migrated to the larger
Northern metropolitan areas. These expectations can be tested against
data provided by the 1960 census.*
Education
When those living in the larger Northern metropolitan areas and
born in the state of residence are compared to those born in the South it
* Those born in the South should not be confused with the recent mi-
grants referred to in a previous section. Not al I recent migrants
were born in the South, and only a small minority of those living in
these areas and born in the South recently migrated. As migrants
tend to be the younger population, it is likely that the age of the
Negro from the South provides some indication of his length of stay
in the Northern metropolitan area -- that is, older Negroes have
probably lived in the Northern metropolitan areas longer than the
younger ones.
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is found that those ages 17 to 24, from the South, are about equal ly
educated but that the older migrants from the South have received fewer
years of schooling than those born in the state of residence. [,1B-l]
Emp I oyment
When those living in the larger Northern metropolitan areas
and born in the state of residence are compared to those born in the
South, those born in the South, in all age groups, are more likely to be
in the labor force, either working or actively seeking work, than are
those born in the state of residence. Unemployment rates vary for the
different age groups, but for the total civilian labor force, those
born in the South are somewhat less likely than are those who were born
in the state of residence to be unemployed. [I IB-3]
Although those born in the South are more likely to be em-
ployed than those born in the state of residence, they are less likely
to be employed in the higher status jobs. On the basis of education,
this would be expected for those over 25, but not for those 17 to 24
years old. [IIB-2]
Income
In spite of the comparative educational and occupational dis-
advantage of those Negroes born in the South, they compete successfully
in terms of income with those living in the larger Northern metropolitan
areas and born in the state of residence. Ironically, the younger in-
migrant from the South, the one most equal ly matched in educational
achievement with the Negro born in the North, is also the one who com-
petes least successful ly with his Northern counterpart. When those ages
25 to 44 are compared, the in-migrant from the South and the Negro born
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in the state of residence are about equally likely to live in families
with incomes above $3,000. For those Negroes over 45 years old, those
born in the South are likely to have higher incomes than those who were
born in the North. For the total population, 17 years old and over, the
family incomes of migrants from the South and of those born in the North
are quite similar. [I1B-5] Evidently the educational and occupational
handicaps of the migrants from the South are largely overcome, and in
part, at least, by their greater rate of participation in the labor force.
This data tends to support the previous findings that recent
in-migrants to the large Northern metropolitan areas, though comparatively
well equipped educationally, do not compete effectively economically.
However, this data also suggests that the migrant from the South adapts
rather quickly, and that before long he may be economical ly better off
than those who were born in the North. This finding is particularly
striking inasmuch as the older migrants from the South were particularly
disadvantaged in comparison to those born in the North in terms of edu-
cational and occupational attainments.
Housing
Residents in the larger Northern metropolitan areas who were
born in the South also compete quite effectively with those born in the
state of residence in terms of housing. When those born in the South
are compared to those born in the state of residence, those born in the
South are about equally likely to live in the suburbs; they are more
likely to be home owners; they are less likely to be paying an excessive
amount of their income for rent; and although they are somewhat more
likely to live in substandard housing, they are less likely to live in
overcrowded housing. [I IB-6]
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Family Composition
The family compositions of those living in the larger Northern
metropolitan areas who were born in the state of residence and of those
who were born in the South are quite similar. Migrants from the South
and those born in the state of residence are about equally likely to be
in households where both the husband and wife are present. About the
only clear difference between those born in the South and those born in
the North is that those born in the North are likely to have a larger
proportion of households with children under 18 that are broken. [111B-7]
Summary
When younger Negroes living in the larger Northern metropoli-
tan areas and born in the state of residence are compared with the
counterparts who have migrated into these areas from the South, it ap-
pears that they are relatively evenly matched educationally, but that
the migrants from the South initially do poorly economically. That
this situation is only temporary is suggested by the fact that when older
Negroes living in these areas and born in the state of residence are
compared to those of similar age born in the South, those from the South,
although possessing less education and fewer occupational skills are
more likely to be employed, and manage to attain equal or higher family
incomes and more or less equally adequate housing. Furthermore, those
born in the South are more likely to bring their children up in stable
family environments. In short, although earlier migrants from the South
arrived with less education and fewer occupational skills than their
Northern counterparts, they nonetheless have adapted at least as well,
and possibly better, to opportunities in the Northern metropolitan
areas than those of similar ages born in the North. If anything, the
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migrants from the South, after a brief initial period of adjustment, ap-
pear to be the more upwardly mobile of the Negro inhabitants in these
larger metropolitan areas.
19 SELECT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEGRO POPULATION, 17 YEARS OLD
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20 SELECT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEGRO POPULATION IN NORTHERN
METROPOLITAN AREAS OF I MILLION OR MORE, BY PLACE OF BIRTH
AND AGE: 1960
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NEGRO-WHITE DIFFERENCES
Education
If nonwhites living in the larger metropolitan areas are bet-
ter educated than nonwhites living elsewhere, whites living in these me-
tropolitan areas are also better educated than whites living elsewhere.
If the educational attainment of nonwhites increased in the decade 1950
to 1960, so did the educational attainment of the white population. As
a result there continues to be a substantial gap between the educational
level of the white population and the nonwhite population, though this
gap is being reduced. In 1950 the average median years of schooling for
the nonwhite population living in the 12 largest metropolitan areas was
8.5 years, compared to 10.5 for the white population. By 1960 nonwhites
had advanced to 9.5 years while the white population advanced to 11.2
years. [IlC-I, IIIC-2] The gap in educational attainment between the
white and nonwhite population is less in the major metropolitan areas
than it is in the remainder of the United States, and the gap has been
closing more rapidly in these areas than elsewhere in the United States.
Nonetheless, nonwhites remain at a considerable disadvantage
in comparison to the white population. One vantage point from which to
view the relative disadvantage of the nonwhite population is to compare
the amount of schooling acquired by the white and nonwhite populations
25 years old and over. In 1960, 45 percent of the white population in
the 12 largest metropolitan areas had completed high school, compared
to 30 percent of the nonwhite population. When it is remembered that
younger individuals are better educated than their elders, and that the
nonwhite population is considerably younger than the white population,
the disparity between the white and nonwhite population becomes even
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larger. Nonwhites have been gaining relative to the white population.
Whereas in 1950 whites were nearly twice as likely to be high school
graduates as were nonwhites, by 1960 they were 50 percent more likely
to be high school graduates. These gains are not insignificant. None-
theless, if nonwhites continue to close the gap at the same rate as they
did between 1950 and 1960, that is, to reduce it by the same number of
percentage points each decade, nonwhites will not be equally likely to
have completed a high school education before 2010 A.D., or for nearly
50 years.
Such a calculation is relatively crude, though, because it
does not take into account differences in the various age groups. How-
ever, more refined data are available only for the nation as a whole,
and then only for the more recent years. These data reveal that during
the decade 1950 to 1960 the nonwh i te schoo I pop ul at i on made rap i d ga i ns
at the high school level, relative to the white population. [225, p.195]
However, during the 1960's, the situation appears to have deteriorated.
Between 1960 and 1964 the percent of white high school dropouts declined
from 24.3 percent to 19.7 percent. During the same period, the propor-
tion of nonwhite dropouts declined from about 49 percent to about 39
percent, but then rose again to 48 percent in 1964. [17, 44] Further-
more, these disparities are probably greater in the major metropolitan
areas than they are elsewhere. A study in 1965 indicated that white
high school retention rates are higher in metropolitan areas whereas non-
white retention rates are higher in non-metropolitan areas. [40, p.456]
It is therefore possible that the gains made by the nonwhite high school
population, relative to the white, during the 1950's may now be in the
process of being lost, at least in the major metropolitan areas.
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Pr As slow as the relative gains of the nonwhite population were
in the 1950's in terms of high school education, they were better than
in the case of college education. In the major metropolitan areas, non-
whites have actually lost ground relative to the white population during
the decade 1950 to 1960. In 1950 5 percent of the white population over
24 years old had finished 4 or more years of college, compared to 3 per-
cent of the nonwhite population. However, in the 1950's the major me-
tropolitan areas became much more the centers of learning for the white
population than they did for the nonwhite. As a result, by 1960 about
12 percent of the white population had 4 or more years of college, com-
pared to only 4 percent of the nonwhite population. The likelihood of
achieving 4 or more years of college thus increased much more rapidly
for the white population than for the nonwhite. [II IC-1]
O0 The disparity between white and nonwhite students who receive
Doctoral degrees is even much greater than the disparity at the under-
graduate college level. In the nation as a whole, between 1955 and 1959
Negroes received doctorates at the rate of about 137 a year. From 1960
to 1962 the rate increased somewhat, to about 160 a year. However, dur-
ing that same period the rate increased more rapidly for the white popu-
lation. Between 1955 and 1959, 64 white students received a Doctorate
degree for each Negro student. Between 1960 and 1962, the ratio of white
to Negro students awarded Doctorates increased to 68 to I. Furthermore,
if only those Negro students in integrated colleges are included, the
ratio increases to a phenomenal 194 to I. [20, p.564]
The educational disparities between the nonwhite and white
populations are even greater than the figures on years of schooling and
degrees earned indicate. The educational attainments of nonwhites are
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- () below those of whites at the same grade levels. A recent study indi-
cated that, in metropolitan areas outside of the South, nonwhites are
performing a little less than 2 grade levels below whites by sixth grade,
about 2-1/2 grade levels behind by ninth grade, and well over 3 grade
levels behind by twelfth grade. In other words, nonwhites in the twelfth
grade were performing below white students in ninth grade. This pattern
prevailed in the various academic subjects tested -- verbal ability,
reading comprehension, and mathematical achievement. [40, pp.218-290]
A few school systems have maintained data on test performance
by race. These schools afford the opportunity for a more intimate look
at the disparity between white and nonwhite educational performance and
opportunity. In these school systems the same general pattern prevai Is
as in the nation as a whole. Nonwhites drop further and further behind
white pupils as they advance through the school system, and by the junior
high school level they are far behind.
In Boston, on reading tests, Negro schools fall behind white
schools by more than a half year between the second and sixth grades.
What is even more significant, in second grade Negro schools are per-
forming above the national averages, whereas by sixth grade, they are
a full year behind. [127] In New York, Negro students are performing
at the national average in third grade, although they are a year behind
the white students in the New York city schools. However, by sixth
grade, Negro students are performing a year below national average, and
two years below the white students in the same school system. [136] The
pattern is even more clearly etched in Central Harlem. Central Harlem
pupils are a year and a half behind by third grade, but they fall nearly
three years behind their white contemporaries i n New York by sixth grade.
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In other words, whereas the white students advance the expected three
years between third and sixth grade, Central Harlem pupils advance only
about half as far. Whereas in third grade about 30 percent of Central
Harlem pupils were reading below grade level, by sixth grade more than
80 percent were behind grade level. The Haryou study of Central Harlem
concludes: "The basic story of academic achievement in Central Harlem
is one of inefficiency, inferiority, and massive deterioration. . . .
the further students progress in school, the larger the proportion of
them who are performing below grade level." [248, p.166]
Chicago is one of the best studied school systems. At the
sixth grade level Negroes perform about a year below the national aver-
age on word meaning, reading, and social studies tests, about a half
year below on science tests, and above the national average on mathe-
matics. However the students in the white schools perform about a year
to a year and a half ahead of the national averages, so that the dis-
parity between white and Negro students remains about 2 years in Chi-
cago as elsewhere. In Chicago, as in many of the larger cities, most
of the Negro pupils are confined to predominantly Negro schools. When
Negro schools are compared to white schools, a number of additional
disparities emerge. The salaries for teachers, on a per pupil basis,
in Negro schools average about 15 percent less than for teachers in
white schools and uncertified teachers are more than twice as likely to
be found in Negro schools. Other per pupil expenditures are 75 percent
greater in white schools than in Negro schools. Negro schools are lar-
ger, and there is an average of about 5 more pupils per classroom than
in white schools. Finally, there are twice as many library books per
pupil in white schools as in Negro schools. [5, 43] By any of the con-
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ventional educational standards, educational opportunity is less in Ne-
gro schools than in white schools.* These, and similar findings else-
where, led to the conclusion in a background paper for the recent White
House Conference on Education:
"Sadly, the blunt truth is that 'Negro education' is generally
grossly inferior to 'white education' in both the North and
South; it typically involves less expenditure per child, less
trained and experienced teachers, and less adequate facilities;
and it often prepares Negro youth through both its explicit and
implicit curricula to assume only low-skilled employment be-
fitting 'the Negro's place. . ." [1-49, p.98]
The following conclusions emerge from the various studies of
Negro-white differences in education. There are wide variations in
achievement levels among Negroes and among whites. There are always
some Negroes who perform better than some whites. In some areas, at
least in the early years of schooling, average Negroes are performing
better than are the average whites in some other areas of the country.
Nonetheless, when Negroes and whites are compared in the same area, Ne-
groes achieve less well than whites, and the difference increases with
the number of years in school. In the major metropolitan areas Negroes
not only perform below whites with the same number of years of school-
ing, but they are likely to receive less schooling. Furthermore, while
the gap may be closing slowly at the secondary level of education, it
is widening at the college level. The Negro in the major metropolitan
area who looks at the education of Negroes elsewhere in the United
States, or at the education of Negroes in the same metropolitan area 10
years earlier, may find cause for satisfaction and hope. But if the same
* The relationship between educational achievement, educational op-
portunity, and other factors will be more fully explored in a later
chapter. For the moment it is sufficient to say that genetic dif-
ferences cannot explain the differences between Negro and white
achievement.
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Negro compares his condition to that of the white population in the same
community, it is more likely that he will have cause for despair, for he
has been making very little headway in closing the gap in education be-
tween the Negroes and the whites, and there is sti II a long way to go.
Indeed, just as it appears that the nonwhite may close the gap at the
high school level, the white population is pulling further ahead of the
nonwhite at the more advanced levels of education.
Job Opportunity
In 1930 nonwhites were less likely than whites to be unem-
ployed. By 1940 nonwhites were somewhat more likely to be unemployed,
and the ratio of nonwhite to white unemployment has continued, increas-
ing steadily. Since the mid-1950's nonwhites have been more than twice
as likely to be unemployed as whites. The relatively low unemployment
rate of the nonwhite population in 1930 was the result of the compara-
tively large proportion of nonwhites in agriculture, an occupation with
low unemployment for everyone. However, in agriculture and in industry
nonwhite unemployment has been higher than white, and the disparity has
been increasing. [138, pp.748-752] In 1950 and 1960 nonwhite unemploy-
ment in the 12 largest metropolitan areas averaged over 10 percent, and
the nonwhites were about two and one-half times as likely to be unem-
ployed as whites. [IIID-2]
Part of the comparatively high nonwhite unemployment results
from their position in the occupational structure. Nonwhites are con-
centrated in the lower skilled jobs, and unemployment is more prevalent
in the lower skilled jobs. However, when whites and nonwhites in the
same occupations are compared, nonwhites are still more likely to be un-
employed than whites. Furthermore, the disparity is greater among white
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collar workers than among blue col lar workers. [225, p.88]
Unemployment is much higher among teenagers than
of the population. Data are only available for the nation
among the rest
as a whole,
but it is likely that the national figures reflect trends in the major
metropolitan areas and that they underestimate the extent of the condi-
tions in these areas. In the nation, teenage unemployment was compara-
tively low in the period immediately following World War II, and the
disparity between white and nonwhite teenagers was smal I at this time.
However, during the 1950's unemployment increased, and it has remained
high since 1958. Furthermore, the disparity between white and nonwhite
teenage unemployment increased since the end of the war. In 1948 white
teenage male unemployment stood at 8.3 percent, compared to 7.6 percent
for nonwhite males. In contrast, in no year between 1958 and 1965 did
nonwhite teenage unemployment for boys
girls it did not fall below 25 percent
age male unemployment varied between I
females it never exceeded 13.6 percent
and nonwhite teenage unemployment have
adult population, and in the period of
sion of 1958 teenage unemployment has
as adult unemployment. [225, pp.83f.]
fall below 20 percent, and for
During this period white teen-
1.8 and 14.2 percent, and for
The disparities between white
been even greater than for the
prosperity following the reces-
not declined to the same extent
As dismal a picture as the na-
tional figures portray, they understate the plight of nonwhite teenagers
in the ghettoes of the large cities. For example, a survey around 1960
for the Conference on Unemployed, Out-of-school youth in Urban Areas re-
vealed the following:
"In a slum section composed almost entirely of Negroes in one
of our largest cities the following situation was found. A
total of 59 percent of the male youth between the ages of 16
and 21 were out of school and unemployed. They were roaming
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the streets. . . .
"An even worse state of affairs was found in another special
study in a different city. In a slum area of 125,000 people,
mostly Negro, a sampling of the youth population shows that
roughly 70 percent of the boys and girls ages 16-21 are out-
of-school and unemployed. . . ." [42]
There can be no doubt that the nonwhite is at a considerable dis-
advantage relative to the white in terms of unemployment, that the rela-
tive disadvantage has been increasing, and that the unemployment rates
of nonwhites, particularly teenagers, in the major metropolitan areas
has risen to a near disaster level.
The unemployment rate is measured by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census and is defined in such a way as to include those without a job who
are actively seeking employment. Such estimates may seriously underesti-
mate the extent of unemployment, for those who have lost hope of finding
work and simply withdrew from the labor force are not considered as unem-
ployed. The labor force participation rates give some indication of those
who may have so withdrawn from the labor force. When white and nonwhite
labor force participation rates are compared, nonwhite males have lower
participation rates than white males, while nonwhite females have higher
rates than white females. A recent study of employment in the larger
metropolitan areas indicated that among males in the prime working years,
25-54, nonwhites were about two and a half times as likely to be outside
of the labor force. [239, p.1110] Nonwhites in poverty areas are particu-
I ar ly I i ke I y to be outs i de the I abor f orce. A recent study i n Watts found
the unemployment rate to be slightly more than 13 percent, or more than
three times the rate of the nation as a whole. This study also indicated
that the Negro male civilian labor force participation rate was 20 per-
cent less than that for white males in the nation. [213, p.42; 124, March
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1966, p.154] It is thus possible that a more accurate measure of unem-
ployment in Watts would be 33 percent, not 13 percent, of the male popu-
lation.
The figures on unemployment understate the problem for the
nonwhite. Unemployed nonwhites are likely to remain unemployed for long-
er periods of time than unemployed whites. Furthermore, among those em-
ployed, nonwhites are likely to work fewer hours than whites and they
are less likely than whites to work a full 50 to 52 weeks a year. Of
those in the civilian labor force in the large Northern metropolitan
areas in 1960, 41 percent of the Negroes, compared to 51 percent of the
whites were employed, working 40 or more hours a week, and had been em-
ployed for 50 to 52 weeks in the previous year. [ID-4]
Estimates of the employ 't difficulties of Negroes are likely
to further understate the problem. It appears that in low income Negro
areas 15 to 30 percent of the adult males may be uncounted in the census
enumerations. [IIID-3] It is likely that these are the more transient
of the population, that these are the ones most likely to be unemployed
or marginally employed. The omission of this group in the census studies
probably results in an undercount of those with the greatest employment
difficulties.
It is likely that if these various difficulties in enumerating
Negro employment difficulties were overcome, that an even greater dis-
parity between the employment situation of whites and Negroes in the
major metropolitan areas would be revealed.
Among the employed, nonwhites are also at a comparative disad-
vantage. In spite of the gains made by nonwhites during the 1950's, they
still remain concentrated in the lower skilled jobs. Among the nonwhite
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male labor force in 1960 in the major metropolitan areas, 19 percent were
in white collar occupations, Il percent were skilled workers, 25 percent
were semi-skilled workers, and the remaining 55 percent were unskilled
and service workers. In contrast, among the white male labor force 44
percent were in white collar occupations, 21 percent were skil led work-
ers, 18 percent were semi-skilled, and only 17 percent were in unskilled
and service jobs. [IIID-l]
Although nonwhite professional, technical, and kindred work-
ers in the major metropolitan areas increased by 125 percent in the
1950's, they increased as a proportion of the nonwhite labor force from
2.9 percent to 4.9 percent, or by 2 percent. During this same period
the proportion of the white male labor force in professional, technical
and kindred jobs increased from 10.7 percent to 13.8 percent, or an in-
crease of more than 3 percent. Thus the absolute gap between white and
nonwhite professional and technical workers has widened. National figures
indicate that nonwhite professional, technical, and kindred workers have
been increasing more rapidly recently, but it is impossible to estimate
if the increase has been sufficient to narrow the gap in the major metro-
politan areas.
Between 1950 and 1960 the number of managers, officials, and
proprietors in the United States increased somewhat, but the number de-
clined in the major metropolitan areas. The proportion of the male non-
white labor force in these occupations declined from 3.7 percent to 2.9
percent while the proportion of whites declined from 13.6 percent to 12.2
percent. Whites were more than 4 times as likely to work as managers,
officials, and proprietors as were nonwhites in 1960. While the gap is
closing, it is closing at an extremely slow pace. It is likely that op-
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portunities for the small entrepreneur will diminish much further in the
major metropolitan areas before nonwhites have gained an equal footing
with whites in these occupations.
Between 1950 and 1960 male nonwhite clerical and sales workers
in the major metropolitan areas increased by nearly 60 percent, and they
increased as a proportion of the nonwhite male labor force from 9.7 per-
cent to 11.3 percent. During this same period the white male clerical
and sales personnel increased in number but declined as a proportion of
the white labor force from 18.1 percent in 1950 to 17.8 percent in 1960.
Thus the proportion of nonwhites increased by 1.6 percent while the pro-
portion of whites declined by 0.3 percent. If the gap between whites
and nonwhites continues to close at the same pace, nonwhite male workers
will not have the same likelihood of being clerical and sales workers
as whites until the decade 1990 to 2000, or for another 40 years.
In the decade 1950 to 1960 the number of skilled workers in
the major metropolitan areas increased slightly and the number of semi-
skilled workers declined somewhat. Within the male nonwhite labor force,
the proportion of skilled workers increased from 10.4 percent in 1950
to 11.0 percent in 1960. During this same period the proportion of male
white skilled workers declined from 22.1 percent to 20.9 percent. By
1960 whites were still nearly twice as likely as nonwhites to be skilled
workers. Again, if nonwhites in the major metropolitan areas continue
to close the gap at the present rate, they will not have succeeded be-
fore the early part of the twenty-first century.
Nonwhites have been better represented in the semi-ski I led oc-
cupations than in the skilled occupations. Indeed, a larger proportion
of nonwhite males are semi-skilled workers than are white males. How-
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ever, although jobs in these occupations have been increasing in the
United States, they have been declining in the major metropolitan areas.
It is these jobs that are readily lost to advances in technology.
Thus in spite of the improvements in the nonwhite occupational
structure, nonwhites have been moving into the white collar jobs extreme-
ly slowly. The gap between white and nonwhite professionals and techni-
cal workers may not be closing. The gap between white and nonwhite cleri-
cal and sales workers is closing, but extremely slowly. The same is true
among skilled workers. While the gap is also closing between white and
nonwhite managers, officials, and proprietors, the nonwhite gains are
slow, and they are occurring at a time of decreasing opportunity in these
fields. Most nonwhites are caught in the semi-skilled and unskilled jobs,
and these are the jobs that are being most rapidly reduced through tech-
nological innovation. These are also the jobs that are least rewarding
financially and where unemployment is highest. In spite of recent gains,
it can hardly be surprising that nonwhites are worried and dissatisfied
with their occupational status.
It has been argued that the comparatively poor education of
the nonwhites is responsible for their predominance in the lower levels
of employment. Data relating employment status to education are avail-
able for the central cities of urbanized areas in 1960 for the white and
nonwhite populations by age groups. The following comparisons are for
white and nonwhite males, ages 35 to 44. [182, p.146]
When whites and nonwhites in the blue collar jobs are compared,
it is clear that education is not a major factor contributing to the com-
parative low status of nonwhite blue collar workers. Within the lowest
status category, that of laborer, nonwhites are more likely to be in such
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jobs than are whites at each educational level. Indeed, whites with less
than 5 years of schooling are about as likely to be laborers as nonwhites
who have had some high school. Whites with 5 to 7 years of schooling
rank equally with nonwhites who have completed high school. The most
ski l led blue collar jobs, those of craftsmen and foremen, are dominated
by white workers. White workers with no schooling are still more likely
to be foremen than are nonwhites, no matter how much education nonwhite
workers may have had. About 19 percent of white workers with no school-
ing and 30 percent of whites with I to 3 years of high school are em-
ployed as skilled workers in comparison to 8.1 percent of nonwhites with
no schooling and less than 15 percent of nonwhites with I to 3 years of
high school. Among those whites with I to 3 years of college, less than
13 percent are in semi-skilled, unskilled, and service jobs compared to
more than 40 percent of nonwhites with some col lege education. For the
nonwhites, even some college education does not appear to provide an
escape from the low status jobs.
Among white collar jobs whites and nonwhites appear to have
equal opportunity only in the professional and technical jobs, and only
for those who have completed 4 or more years of college. At lower edu-
cational levels, whites are much more likely than nonwhites to occupy
professional and technical jobs. In the other white collar jobs, whites
with at least some high school education predominate as managers, of-
ficials, and proprietors while nonwhites are over-represented as clerks
and semi-skilled blue collar workers. Except among college graduates,
whites are about 3 times as likely to be managers, officials, or pro-
prietors as are nonwhites of similar education. These comparisons pro-
vide ample evidence that, at least for the nonwhite, education does not
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provide a firm bridge to job opportunity.
I n come
While the average median income of nonwhite persons in the 12
largest metropolitan areas increased from $1,724 to $2,435 between 1949
and 1959, the income of whites increased from $2,524 to $3,841. While
the median income of nonwhites increased by a little over $700, the median
income of whites increased by more than $1,300. The gap between the me-
dian nonwhite income and the median white income increased from $800 in
1949 to over $1,400 in 1959. [IIIE-1]
Various explanations have been offered to explain the disparity
between nonwhite and white income. Some may note that nonwhites have
less education, and it would therefore be expected that they would have
lower incomes. Some note that nonwhites are concentrated in the lower
paying occupations and that therefore they must naturally earn less than
whites. Data relating education and income; occupation and income; and
occupation, education, and income are not available for the individual
metropolitan areas, but they are available for the nation as a whole.
It is likely that the national data reflect trends in the major metro-
politan areas, even if there might be some variations occurring within
the individual metropolitan areas.
When the income of white and nonwhite families is compared on
the basis of the education of the head of the household, nonwhites still
earn much less than do whites, although for both whites and nonwhites
income increases with increasing education. Nonwhites with, 4 years of
high school earn less than whites with only an elementary school educa-
tion. Nonwhites with I to 3 years of college earn less than whites with
I to 3 years of high school. [49, p.786] When the lifetime earnings of
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nonwhite males are compared to that of white males, nonwhites with I to
4 years of high school earn 60 percent of what whites with the same edu-
cation earn, and nonwhites with 4 years of col lege earn less than 50 per-
cent of what white males with 4 years of college earn in a lifetime. [23,
p.260]
The comparatively high rates of unemployment among nonwhites
does not provide an adequate answer either. Among nonwhite families with
the male head unemployed, nearly 50 percent were living in poverty, com-
pared to less than 25 percent of white families with unemployed male heads.
Furthermore, employment does not necessarily lift nonwhite families out
of poverty. In -fact, the disparity between white and nonwhite fami lies
is more pronounced among those families with working heads. Among those
families with an employed male head, only 7 percent of white families
were Iiving in poverty compared to over 30 percent of nonwhite fami Iies.
Among those families with an employed male head, nonwhite semi-skilled
workers are 3 times as I ikely to l ive in poverty as white semi-ski I led
workers; nonwhite skilled workers are 5 times as likely to live in
poverty as white skilled workers; and nonwhite clerical, technical, and
professional workers are 6 times as Iikely to Iive in poverty as wlaite
families with the heads employed in the same occupation. These dispari-
ties reflect, of course, differences in the earnings of whites and non-
whites in the same occupation. When white and nonwhite males of the
same age and in the same general occupation are compared on the basis
of their earnings, only among clerical workers do nonwhite earnings ex-
ceed 70 percent of white earnings. In all the other major occupational
groups nonwhite workers earn between 60 and 70 percent of what white
workers earn in the same occupation. [144, pp.75,80]
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The tendency for nonwhites to receive jobs in lower status and
income occupations than whites with similar education had been previous-
ly noted. But even within the same occupation, nonwhites remain at a
disadvantage in comparison to whites with similar education. In each
of the white collar occupation groups nonwhite male workers with 16
years of school are earning about the same as whites with 8 years of
schooling. Among skilled, semi-skilled, and service workers and labor-
ers nonwhites who have completed high school earn substantially less
than whites who have completed elementary school, but have had no high
school education. [124, March 1964, p.108]
Thus the income gap between white and nonwhite families in-
creased between 1950 and 1960. The comparatively low nonwhite income
cannot be explained by laziness, for nonwhite poor are more likely than
white poor to be working. It cannot be explained by a less adequate
education, because when whites and nonwhites with similar education are
compared, nonwhites still earn substantially less than whites. It can-
not be explained by low occupational status, because within the same
occupations nonwhites earn less than whites. Indeed, within the same
white collar occupation group, nonwhites with a college education earn
less than whites who have never gone beyond the eighth grade. Nonwhites
must be wondering what is necessary to close the income gap, because
working, better education, and higher occupational status have not proved
to be sufficient.
Housing
In spite of the rapid improvements in the condition of housing
occupied by nonwhites in the major metropolitan areas, nonwhites continue
to occupy less adequate housing than whites. In the large Northern me-
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tropolitan areas nonwhite home owners are four times as likely as whites
to be living in substandard housing, and nonwhite renters are nearly
three times as likely as white renters to be living in substandard dwell-
ing units. Furthermore, whites are nearly twice as likely to be home
owners as nonwhites, and home owners are less likely to be in substandard
housing. As a consequence, nonwhites in these areas are nearly five
times as likely as whites to be living in substandard units. [IF-3]
These differences cannot be explained as a consequence of the
comparatively low income of nonwhite households. When whites and non-
whites of similar incomes are compared, nonwhites are still much more
likely to live in substandard housing. In short, nonwhites are paying
more for poorer quality housing than are whites. For example, a study
in Baltimore found Negroes paying an average of $10 a month more for
housing that was, on a rating scale, 19 percent worse than those of their
white neighbors. A study of families receiving aid to dependent children
in Chicago found that white families were paying an average of $65 a
month, that nonwhite families were paying an average of $83 a month, and
that nonwhite families lived in poorer housing. [Cited in 171, p.841 In
the central cities of I of the 12 largest metropolitan areas, nonwhites
who were paying more than $120 a month were, on the average, more likely
to live in substandard units than were whites who were paying less than
$80 a month. Furthermore, the relative disadvantage of nonwhites may
have increased between 1950 and 1960. The ratio of the percent nonwhite
to percent white substandard rental housing decreased somewhat during
the decade, but the ratio increased for homeowners. [II IF-3]
Negroes are nearly three times as likely as whites to be liv-
ing in overcrowded housing. When Negroes and whites of similar incomes
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are compared, the disparities between the two increases further. About
38 percent of all Negroes in these areas live in overcrowded housing,
and the likelihood of living in overcrowded housing diminishes only
slightly with increases in income. [IF-2] Furthermore, overcrowding
among white households decreased more rapidly than among nonwhites be-
tween 1950 and 1960 in five of the eight large metropolitan areas for
whi'ch the data are available. [IIIF-3]
Another important index of the adequacy of housing is whether
it is available at a cost the families can afford. In the larger North-
ern metropolitan areas 33 percent of Negroes, compared to 21 percent of
whites, are in households that are paying an excessive amount -- more
than 25 percent of annual income -- for rent. When Negroes and whites
of similar incomes are compared, these differences diminish substantial-
ly. [IF-4] However, in four of the five metropolitan areas for which
data are available, rents increased more rapidly for nonwhites than for
whites during this decade. [IIIF-6]
When the various measures of housing adequacy are considered
together, Negroes are more than twice as likely as whites to live in in-
adequate housing. Fewer than 50 percent of Negro households are ade-
quately housed in the larger Northern metropolitan areas. [I IF-2]
Nonwhites are improving their housing, but they are paying
more for the improved housing, and they are paying much more than are
whites for comparable housing. Furthermore, these disparities may be
increasing.
Summary
In all the major metropolitan areas, and indeed, throughout
the United States, there is a wide disparity between the Negro and white
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populations. Furthermore, in some instances this disparity is decreas-
ing slowly, but in other instances it is widening. If present trends
little likelihood that Negroes and whites will assume
equal positions in American soci
In education progress
groes are closing the gap at the
is widening the gap at the more
present trends continue, there i
main at the bottom of the ladder
ety.
is uneven. At the same time that Ne-
high school level, the white population
advanced levels of education. Thus, if
s every likelihood that Negroes will re-
of educational achievement.
Negroes are much more likely to be unemployed than are whites,
and the disparity between white and Negro unemployment rates seems to
be widening slightly. Within the Negro population unemployment could be
said to be reaching a near disaster level. Furthermore, employment does
not of itself provide an adequate solution to deprivation. Poor Negroes
are more likely to be working than are poor whites, and Negroes who are
working are much more likely to be poor than are whites who are working.
Even within the same occupations, Negroes are more likely to be unem-
ployed, underemployed, and to receive less income than their white count
parts. While Negroes are beginning to move into higher skilled jobs, they
are nonetheless advancing slowly relative to the white population.
In the decade of the 1950's nonwhite income declined relative to
white income. Advances in education and emp'loyment status were not suffi-
cient to help close the income gap. When whites and nonwhites of similar
education are compared, the white workers tended to be in much better
jobs. When whites and nonwhites in the same jobs were compared, white
workers tended to earn much more for similar work. In each of the major
white collar occupation groups nonwhite male workers with 16 years of
continue, there is
er-
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school are earning about the same as white workers with § years of
school. Among skilled, semi-skilled, and service workers nonwhites
who have completed high school earn substantially less than whites who
have had no more than 8 years of schooling.
When the housing of whites and nonwhites were compared, whites
are able to attain much better housing than Negroes for comparable expen-
ditures. At similar income or investment levels, whites are more likely
to be home owners, less likely to live in substandard or overcrowded
units, and less likely to be paying more than 25 percent of their income
for rent. In short, the Negro is unable to compete with the white on
equal terms in the housing market.
While the extent of relative deprivation experienced by the
Negro varies somewhat among the major metropolitan areas, it is nonethe-
less quite clear that in al I the major metropolitan areas the Negro popu-
lation is not participating fully in education, employment, income, or
housing opportunities and there is little prospect that he will, do so if
the existing rate of change continues.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Perhaps the single best measure of the position of the Negro
in American society is income. When income is examined in the major me-
tropolitan areas the following conclusions clearly emerge:
* The Negro in the larger metropolitan areas is likely to
have a higher income than Negroes living elsewhere. Therefore the
move from rural or smaller urban areas to the larger metropolitan
areas is generally instrumental in achieving economic. advancement.
* The Negro population as a whole has advanced economical ly
in the major metropolitan areas, as it has elsewhere in the United
States. However, not all Negroes have shared in this advance. While
the upper segment of the population appears to have made considerable
advances in the past 15 years, the lower segment of the population
appears to have made jittle or no gains. Indeed, on the basis of
what little evidence exists, in the period since 1960 the lower seg-
ment of the population, living in the large urban ghettoes, may have
actually suffered a decline in income.
* The relatively low income of the Negro population cannot
be accounted for by the in-migration from the South, for it appears
that, after an initial period of adjustment, Negroes born in the
South and liv-ing in the major Northern metropolitan areas are earn-
ing as much, or more, than those Negroes who were born in the state
of residence.
e There has been a widening cleavage in the Negro popula-
tion. The income gap between the lower and upper segments of the
Negro population has been widening.
* In the major metropolitan areas the median income of the
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Negro falls substantially below that of the white population, vary-
ing between about one-half to three-quarters of white income in the
12 largest metropolitan areas. Furthermore, the gap between white
and Negro income has been increasing during the post-war period.
Therefore, it would appear that the cities are failing to per-
form the classic function as an instrument of assimilation and upward mo-
bility for the newcomer. Large numbers of Negroes are trapped within the
city and are not moving ahead. Furthermore, those who are not moving
ahead are becoming more and more isolated within the metropolitan popu-
lation. The growing economic gap and residential separation between the
lower and upper segments of the Negro population and between the Negro
and white populations indicates this increasing isolation from the main-
stream of society.
It is therefore necessary to next investigate the functions
of the city, and to explore the manner in which it can contribute to the
isolation or better integration of minority groups into the mainstreams
of American society. One must ask why large segments of the Negro popu-
lation are not melting into the great "melting pot" that at least parti-
ally assimilated the many other immigrant groups arriving in the major
urban centers during the past century.
CHAPTER IV
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE
NEGRO GHETTO
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE NEGRO GHETTO:
I NTRODUCT ION
Why haven't the majority of urban Negroes reduced the socio-
economic gap between themselves and white Americans? Why are they not be-
ing assimilated into the mainstreams of American culture? Is the socio-
economic isolation of the lower segment of the Negro population related
to their segregation in the ghettoes of the major metropolitan areas? In
the past, have ghettoes assisted in the process of assimilation for other
immigrant groups? Do ghettoes today enhance the opportunities for their
Negro inhabitants to share in the opportunities of American cities, or do
the ghettoes serve to isolate their inhabitants from these opportunities?
Do the ghettoes today function in the same manner for their present in-
habitants as earlier American ghettoes did for previous immigrant groups?
If not, what is unique about the contemporary Negro American urban ghetto?
These are the questions to which this chapter is addressed.
The focus will be upon the relationships between segregation and socio-
economic opportunity. Such a focus does not imply a dismissal of the
importance of other forms of discrimination. If it can be demonstrated
that segregation, in and of itself, contributes to the loss of socio-
economic opportunity, it cannot therefore be inferred that a reduction
in segregation, without a reduction of other forms of discrimination, wi I I
be sufficient to reduce the socio-economic inequalities prevalent in Amer-
ican society. It may mean, though, that desegregation is a necessary,
though not sufficient, condition for socio-economic equality in America to-
day.
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URBAN ADAPTATION: UPWARD BOUND?
Although much has been written on the immigrant to America, lit-
tle is actually known about the process of assimilation of immigrants or
the role the ghetto may have played in this process. Most immigrants ar-
rived in the major cities of America and most began their entry and as-
cent in the American socio-economic system in these cities. America, and
particularly the major cities of America, thus came to be thought of as
great "melting pots." Most observers of the American scene have also no-
ticed, though, that the cities receiving the new immigrant populations
developed distinct, separate ethnic communities into which the immigrants
of each nationality often entered, and in which their descendents often
remained. Thus alongside of the image of American cities as great melt-
ing pots must be placed that of the city as a pluralistic social system,
with Oriental, Italian, Irish, Puerto Rican, Negro, and other ethnic en-
claves and cultural variations. As the Negro has often been compared to
previous immigrants, and the Negro ghetto has often been associated with
those of previous immigrant groups, it may be instructive to turn briefly
to the traditional images and functions of the city before more ful ly
exploring the role of the Negro ghetto today.
American cities have long been thought of as melting pots in
which new immigrants would be formed in the mold of the dominant Ameri-
can culture. As early as 1782 Jean de Crevecoeur wrote of "a fami ly
whose grandfather was an Englishman, whose wife was Dutch, whose son
married a French woman, and whose present four sons have now four wives
of different nations. He is an American, who leaving behind him all his
ancient prejudices and manners, receives new ones from the new mode of
life he has embraced. . . . Here individuals of all nations are melted
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into a new race of men." [46, pp.54f.] A successful play in 1908, titled
"The Melting Pot," proclaimed: "America is God's Crucible, the Great
Melting Pot where all races of Europe are melting and reforming! . . .
German and Frenchman, Irishman and Englishman, Jews and Russians -- into
the Crucible with you all! God is making the American." [249, pp.37f.]
Entering the crucible was painful. It meant the disruption of
old and established ways; it meant learning a new language and culture;
it meant living in slum ghettoes -- though life in these slums may well
have been better than life in the old country; and it meant long hours,
days, and years of hard work. But if life in the crucible of American
cities was painful, it was made bearable by the promise of emergence
from the crucible, by the rewards of success offered to those who joined
the mainstream of American culture.
The Negroes have followed the German ana Frenchman, the Irish-
man and Englishman, the Jews and Russians. They are the most recent im-
migrants to the large cities. Until recently, they, like many before,
arrived from rural areas, poor, uneducated, and unskilled. It is perhaps
not that surprising that Professor Hauser, chairman of the Sociology De-
partment at the University of Chicago, should believe that "The problems
which confront the Negro today, although perhaps differing in degree,
are essentially the same kinds of problems which confronted our migrant
groups in the past." He finds the problems that the Negro now confronts
to be "problems of transition and readjustment" resulting from Negroes
having "been drawn from a primitive folk culture into a metropolitan way
of life." [87, p.315; 175, pp.36f.]
Comparing the Negro to the earlier immigrants provides an in-
teresting perspective. There is a certain familiarity in the descrip-
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tions of the earlier immigrants at the turn of the century.
"These southern and eastern Europeans (mostly peasants) are of
a very different type from the north Europeans who preceded
them. Illiterate, docile, lacking in self-reliance and initia-
tive, and not possessing the Anglo-Teutonic conceptions of law,
order, and government, their coming has served to dilute tre-
mendously our national stock, and to corrupt our civic life."
[48, pp.15f.]
Concern about these immigrants, and the future of urban areas,
was heightened by fear of crime, violence, and the juvenile delinquency
which was prevalent during the Nineteenth Century. The situation in New
York over one hundred years ago was described thusly:
"For many years the Bowery Boys and the Dead Rabbits (both Irish
gangs) waged a bitter feud. . . . The greatest gang conflicts of
the early nineteenth century were fought by these groups. . . .
Sometimes the battles raged for two or three days without cessa-
tion, while the streets of the gang area were barricaded with
carts and paving stones, and the gangsters blazed away at each
other with musket and pistol, or engaged in close work with knives,
brickbats, bludgeons, teeth, and fists . ... all of the great
brawling, thieving gangs . ... had their sycophantic gangs of
youngsters. There were the Forty Little Thieves, the Little Dead
Rabbits . . . the members of which emulated their elders .
along the waterfront were the Little Daybreak Boys, composed of
lads from eight to twelve years of age who were almost as fero-
cious as the older gangsters whose name they adopted and whose
crimes they strove mightily to imitate." [9, pp.29,239]
But, so the story goes, the cities of America, working in their
wondrous ways, succeeded in acculturating the "i literate," the "docile,"
and the criminal. Many of these immigrants, or their children, or their
children's children, moved upward into the middle class. Some moved in-
to the upper classes. Within the past decade, the grandson of Irish im-
migrants had become President of the United States. If the poor, ignor-
ant, downtrodden Irish peasant immigrants could find their way into the
mainstreams of American society -- so the reasoning seems to go -- should
not the Negro follow in due time.
But reasoning by analogy can be dangerously misleading. In
the first place, it would be a mistake to believe that the early immi-
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grants have become fully assimilated, losing their ethnic identities and
joining the middle class. In the second place, it would be a mistake to
believe that when immigrants enter the city that they are necessarily ex-
posed and indoctrinated into the dominant middle class American culture.
In the third place, history rarely repeats itself. The Negro is unlike
the white in that he has a skin color that unmistakably marks his ethnic
identity, and the cities of 1960 are unlike the cities of 1860 or 1910 in
many important ways.
One can find tremendous variety in the urban ways in any major
American city. While it is true that the various ethnic groups had large-
ly lost their old world language and culture by the second and third gen-
eration, many nonetheless have maintained separate and distinct ethnic
identities. They are American because their old world ways were trans-
formed by the conditions of life in America, but they are not American
in the sense of having fully assimilated the attitudes, values, and be-
havior of the dominant middle class culture.
In the cities today live second, third, and fourth generation
descendants of the European immigrants. Many still live in ethnic com-
munities which have establishederelativly stable. viable subcultures
that differ from the majority ideal. Members of these communities often
are comparatively satisfied, and they do not want to exchange the bene-
fits of living in such communities for those of joining the middle class
culture. Indeed, the desire to preserve their own subculture may be suf-
ficiently strong that such communities censure their members if they try
to achieve according to middle class standards. The good student may be
taunted, the businessman who holds to the middle class business ethos
may be ostracized, and the politician who mingles with the broader com-
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munity will .be suspect. [72, 76,
Some in these communiti
Some try and succeed; some fail;
of failure. Some feel that
standards are withheld from
other channels. Recent stud
linquent in many communities
in the big city, but rather
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The poor in these slums may
most are white. Some may be
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es may want to join the middle class.
and others are afraid to try for fear
the opportunities to succeed by middle class
them. They may thus strive to achieve along
ies of juvenile delinquency reveal the de-
not as a pathological individual set adrift
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cities are slums filled not with new immi-
rd, and fourth generation city dwel lers.
have many faces. Some may be black, but
alcoholics; some may be drug addicts; many
will be disabled or too old to work. Some will be women without hus-
bands, others will be their illegitimate offspring. But most wil I be in
stable families that are just too poor to be able to move out of the
slums. Some may even have developed an attachment to the slums, and
their friends in the slums. Most, though, will dislike their way of
life, but feel unable to change it. Many feel trapped in what has re-
cently been termed "the vicious cycle of poverty." They are part of a
culture of poverty that perpetuates itself from one generation to the
next. This culture is urban, and it is disturbingly stable. The an-
thropologist Oscar Lewis defines the situation thusly:
"I want to draw attention to the fact that poverty in modern
nations is not only a state of economic deprivation, of dis-
organization, or of the absence of something. It is also some-
thing positive in the sense that it has a structure, a rationale,
and defense mechanisms without which the poor could hardly carry
on. In short, it is a way of life, remarkably stable and per-
sistent, passed down from generation to generation along fami ly
lines. The culture of poverty has its own modalities and dis-
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tinctive social and psychological consequences for its mem-
bers." [117, p.XXIV]
When the migrant enters the city he is introduced not to the
culture of the majority community, but to the culture of the subcommunity
in which he resides. The neighborhood in which he lives, the friendships
he establishes, the services that the city extends to his neighborhood,
the opportunities available to his neighbors and to himself -- these,
and not the more remote and indirect influence of the dominant culture,
shape his life in the city. The neighborhood acts as an intermediary
between the migrant and the larger community. The neighborhood may be
a number of independent households, but more likely it will be tied to-
gether as a community with shared attitudes, values, and behavior. The
members of the neighborhood may encourage or hinder the migrant's assimi-
lation into the majority community. If the subgroup desires, or is com-
pel led to maintain a distinct identity, it may encourage the migrant to
cooperate with, avoid, or conflict with the majority community. There
is nothing inevitable about which course will be taken.
The neighborhood that many Negroes enter, or are born into,
is the racial ghetto. For an increasing share of American Negroes, the
experience of growing up in America is that of growing up in the ghet-
toes of the major metropolitan areas. The Negro ghetto, like other
ghettoes, must perform certain functions successfully if the inhabitants
are to gain some semblance of equal opportunity in America.
* The ghetto must provide some sense of psychological
security -- that is, the ghetto must foster the development of a
sufficiently strong sense of individual identity. The belief that
one can achieve precedes the will to achieve and the actual achieve-
ment.
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* The ghetto environment must provide access to the educa-
tional opportunities which are necessary for effective entry and
advancement in American society.
e The ghetto must provide access to employment opportuni-
ties through which economic advancement is possible.
* The ghetto must provide adequate shelter for its popu-
lation. Such housing must not only meet certain physical standards
of adequacy, but it must be available at a cost that the residents
can afford.
The ghetto must contribute in many other ways to its resident
population. However, it is the above four functions of the ghetto that
will be discussed below. These four functions have been singled out be-
cause they are important indices of the differences between the Negro
American ghetto today and the immigrant ghettoes of past eras, and be-
cause these differences help to contribute to an understanding of why
today's ghettoes serve to widen the disparities between the Negro and
the rest of American society.
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THE HISTORICAL MEANING OF THE NEGRO GHETTO
The European immigrant came to America voluntarily, and with
the hope of participating in the opportunities available in America. He
brought with him his European culture, his European heritage. The ghetto
into which most of these immigrants moved provided a sense of security --
a sense of the familiar in a strange land. In these ghettoes the new im-
migrants could continue to practice their former religion; they could
eat familiar foods; and often they could visit with friends from the same
village of their homeland. The ghetto often provided a place of transi-
tion in which they could relish and share their past experiences and cul-
tural attitudes, values, and beliefs while at the same time learning what
was necessary to perform effectively in the new world. As long as the
ghetto was perceived as a bridge between the European past and an Ameri-
can future, it served as a source of psychological security. As long
4
as the European heritage was looked upon with a sense of
pride, the bridge to the past was satisfying.
For the American Negro the ghetto is something
pleasure and
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Separation from the African Past
An understanding of the differences between the Negro in Africa
and the Negro in America has been slow to evolve. For a long time the
assumptions about the African Negro were more myth than reality, and many
of these myths still persist. Thus, typical of popular assumptions, Til-
Iinghast wrote in 1902: "The question is: did American slavery develop
in the Negro his indolence, carelessness, brutality to animals, and apt-
ness in deception, or did it merely fail to eradicate them as wel I as
some better devised system might have done? Every characteristic just
S named we know to have been an integral part of the West African's nature
long before any slaver ever touched our shore." [184, p.148]
In contrast, modern historical and anthropological research
has uncovered a variety of West African cultures.* These cultures had
distinct and different languages and forms of artistic expression; com-
plex economies characterized by a high degree of specialization and di-
vision of labor; and a variety of elaborate and well defined religious,
legal, and political organizations. That these cultures had consider-
able ability to mobilize resources and utilize power is evidenced by the
inability of Europeans to penetrate beyond the coastal areas until the
late Nineteenth Century and by the 100 years of warfare before the British
were finally able to subjugate the Ashanti. If anything like a typical
West African tribesman existed, he was clearly neither a savage; nor in-
dolent, nor careless. To the contrary: "The typical West African tribes-
man was a distinctly war-like individual; he had a profound sense of fami-
* The territory from which most of the slaves came from is now encom-
passed by the states of Nigeria, Dahomey, Togo, Ghana, and the
Ivory Coast. There is a rapidly growing literature on the histori-
cal cultures of these areas. [64, 88, 89, 161]
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ly and fami ly authority; he took hard work for granted; and he was ac-
customed to live by a highly formalized set of rules which he himself
often helped to administer. . . . He was the product, in any case, of
cultural traditions essentially heroic in nature. . . . Fifty years
ago, if the American Negro was congratulated for anything, it was for
his remarkable advancement from a state of primitive ignorance. Now,
however, looking back upon the energy, vitality, and complex organiza-
tions of West African tribal life, we are tempted to reverse the ques-
tion altogether and to wonder how it was ever possible that all this
native resourcefulness and vitality could have been brought to such a
point of utter stultification in America." [59, pp.97f., 93]
Irrespective of how heroic the Negro may have been in Africa
or how stultified he may be in America, it is certainly clear that lit-
tle of the attitudes and behavior of the American Negro can be under-
stood by the African past. Indeed, the Negro in America was inten-
tionally and thoroughly detached from his prior cultural identity in
Africa. This detachment from Africa began with the capture and trans-
port of the slaves, and ended with the socialization experience they
received upon arrival in America.
Part of this detachment was the result of the shock, brutali-
ty, and physical detachment evidenced in the capture and transport of
the slaves. The first shock was capture. The second shock was experi-
enced during the long march to the sea. "Under the glaring sun, through
the steaming jungle, they were driven along like beasts tied together
by their necks; day after day, eight or more hours at a time, they would
stagger barefoot over thorny underbrush, dried reeds, and stones. Hard-
ship, thirst, brutalities, and near starvation penetrated the experience
of each exhausted man and woman who reached the coast." [59, p.99]
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Upon arriving at the coast, the captives were crowded into
pens until they could be examined and purchased. Those rejected would
be abandoned to starvation. Those accepted would be branded, given num-
bers, and put on shipboard to await the "Middle Passage" -- the trip
across the Atlantic.
Some ships spent six months trying to fill their holds with
their "black cargo." The trip across the Atlantic added another few
months to the time spent on shipboard. Conditions on shipboard have
been vividly portrayed by diaries preserved from that time:
The height, sometimes, between decks, was only eighteen
inches; so that the unfortunate human beings could not turn
around, or even on their sides, the elevation being less than
the breadth of their shoulders; and here they are usual ly
chained to the decks by the neck and legs. In such a place
the sense of misery and suffocation is so great, that the Ne-
groes . . . are driven to frenzy. They had on one occasion,.
taken a slave vessel in the river Bonny. . . . They heard a
horrid din and tumult among them, and could not imagine from
what cause it proceeded. They opened the hatches and turned
them up on deck. . . . Their horror may be well conceived,
when they found a number of them in different stages of suf-
focation; many of them were foaming at the mouth, and in the
last agonies, -- many were dead. . . . Many unfortunate crea-
tures, on other occasions, took the first opportunity of
leaping overboard, and getting rid, in this way, of an in-
tolerable life." [Rev. Walsh, cited 183, pp.24f.]
Another author reported:
"The stench below was so great that it was impossible to stand
more than a few minutes near the hatchways. Our men who went
below from curiosity, were forced up sick in a few minutes;
when al I the hatches were off. What must have been the suf-
ferings of those poor wretches, when the hatches were closed!
. . . None but an eye witness can form a conception of the
horrors these poor creatures must endure in their transit
across the ocean." [Cited in 183, pp.25f.]
The arrival in the New World was not to put an end to these
frightful experiences:
The arrival in port was announced in advance by the
firing of a gun, and the crowd of purchasers rushed upon the
ship and manhandled the frightened Negroes lined up for in-
spection. . . . The Negroes desired were marked out by the would-
be purchaser by some sign, and the frightened, naked creatures
were looked over, measured, felt, and haggled about like cattle
at any market, and finally sold to some purchaser, who would then
decorate his prize with a hat and a handkerchief and march him
off to be branded. [183, p.28]
The Negro was thus prepared to begin life anew in the New
World. It is difficult to know precisely how many Negroes were thus
transported, and what the tol I in human suffering and death may have
been. Some scholars suggest that the slave traders may have transported
13,000,000, others suggest 20,000,000. Some estimate that about a third
of the Negroes died during the trip to the coast and while waiting at
the embarkation stations, and that another third died crossing the ocean
and in the "seasoning." [183, pp.28ff.] Whatever the estimates, there
can be little doubt that the capture and transport of slaves was a trau-
matic experience in the lives of the Negroes involved. This trauma, it-
self, served to detach the Negro from his African heritage. Not that
these traumatic experiences caused the captives to forget their past --
they merely rendered the past meaningless. The old attitudes, beliefs,
standards, behavior patterns -- they no longer furnished guidance or as-
sistance for adjusting to completely new life expectations.* This series
of traumas thus served to detach the Negro from his African past, and to
create something of a tabula rasa upon which subsequent experience could
be etched. It prepared him to be socialized into a totally new role, a
new way of life, in the New World.
The roots of the past are not just preserved and transmitted
* Perhaps the closest modern experience to the capture and transport
of the Negro slaves can be found in the concentration camps of Ger-
many. Elkins provides a stimulating analysis of the parallel psy-
chological consequences of the African Negroes and the victims of
the concentration camps. [59, pp.103-133] For descriptions of the
consequences of the concentration camps, cf. [14, 38, 109].
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through the lives of individuals. They are preserved, affirmed, and
transmitted in the lives of families and, in the case of Africa, with-
in the framework of the tribe. The slave traders made a conscious ef-
fort to destroy the family and tribal affiliations. They counted upon
the variety of tribes, the diversity of languages and the consequent
inability of Negroes of different tribes to communicate with one an-
other, as a means of minimizing the danger of insurrections on ship-
board. Thus Elkins quotes a writer of the Eighteenth Century as ad-
vising: "the safest way is to trade with the different Nations, on ei-
ther side of the River, and having some of every Sort on board, there
will be no more likelihood of their succeeding in a Plot, than of finish-
ing the tower of Babel." [59, p.91]
How systematic and successful the slave traders were in sep-
arating families is difficult to ascertain. Clearly, the heavy death
toll itself served to detach many individuals from their families. Per-
haps typical of the results is the record of four slave ships arriving
in New Orleans in 1834 and 1835. Among the 646 slaves these ships trans-
ported, 396 were owned by one firm and detailed records are available.
[183, pp.78ff.] There were only 2 families, 20 husbandless mothers with
33 children, and 337 were single. Even if the family arrived intact,
there was no guarantee it would remain together. Typical of the adver-
tisements of the period was one appearing in the New Orleans Bee:
"NEGROES FOR SALE. -- A negro woman, 24 years of age, and her
two chi Idren, one eight and the other three years old. Said
negroes will be sold separately or together, as desired. The
woman is a good seamstress. She will be sold low for cash, or
exchanged for groceries. For terms, apply to Matthew Bliss &
Co., I Front Levee." [183, p.77]
However, the traumatic separation from Africa and the break-
up of family and tribal affiliations, cannot account fully for the thor-
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ough separation of the Negro American from his African past. These same
experiences were presumably shared by the slaves arriving i'n Latin Ameri-
ca during the same period. Yet much more of the African culture appears
to have survived among Latin American Negroes. In Brazil it is not un-
common to encounter religions and cults, folklore, social institutions,
habits, and practices transplanted from Africa. [150, 158] In the
United States, once one rejects the mythological stereotypes of the Afri-
can Negro as ignorant and indolent, it is difficult indeed to find traces
of an African cultural past. Thus one must conclude that the transpor-
tation of the African Negro did not in itself result in a complete de-
tachment from African culture. Rather, it might be interpreted as great-
ly reducing the probability of preserving the African past. The separa-
tion of the individual from his family and tribe greatly reduced the like-
lihood that he could preserve and transmit his cultural heritage from one
generation to the next. The trauma of the passage facilitated the Negroes'
complete socialization into a new culture and way of life in America. It
is then the differences in experiences of Negroes in the United States and
those in Latin America that must account for the comparative thoroughness
of the separation of the American Negro from his African culture.
Socialization of the Negro in America
Perhaps the single feature that distinguished American slavery
from other forms of slavery was the near absolute power of the master.
The traditional types of institutions for preserving a cultural tradi-
tion -- family, religion, education, law, etc. -- all concentrated power
in the hands of the master, thereby providing additional means for the
separation of the slave from his African past.* In other words, under
* Comparisons of the slave systems in the United States and Latin
America can be found in [59, 183].
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the American slave system, no institutional forms or personal improvi-
sations for preserving the African culture were permitted.
In the first place, the family, the primary instrument of
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The education of slaves was forbidden. Every state in the
South, except Maryland and Kentucky, had enacted laws forbidding the
teaching of reading and writing to slaves.** In North Carolina it was
* Perhaps the closest to a meaningful exception to this was a Louisi-
ana law forbidding the separation of children under 10 from their
mothers.
** In the North, free Negroes often exhibited an eagerness for learn-
ing. Thus in Washington, D.C., 52 schools for Negro children were
established between 1807 and 1861, and 40 of these were founded and
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even illegal for a slave to have a Bible. It was believed that "teach-
ing slaves to read and write tends to dissatisfaction in their minds,
and to produce insurrection and rebellion." [78, p.321]
Religious instruction was not always forbidden to the slave,
but the conditions of instruction were always regulated by the masters
of the slaves, and not the church. Religion was not to be an instrument
of education, or for saving souls. Rather, it was perceived as an instru-
ment for assuring compliance of the Negro.
Negro man (ca. 1850's): "The niggers didn't go to the church,
building; the preacher came and preached to them in their
quarters. He'd just say, 'Serve your masters. Don't steal
your master's turkey. Don't steal your master's chickens.
Don't steal your master's hogs. Don't steal your master's
meat. Do whatsomever your master tells you to do.' Same
old thing all the time." [Cited 54, p.31]
Numerous constraints were set by law or the practice of the
slave owners to assure that religion might not serve some other purpose
than instilling a sense of duty to the master. Typical of the rules
established were those forbidding Negro preachers, prohibiting meetings
before sunrise or after sunset, and forbidding meetings without the pre-
sence of the master or overseer. [59, pp.60f.; 183, pp.86ff.]
What stands out here as the unique feature of American slavery
is the near absolute authority and power of the master. The institutions
of society which normally afford some protection to its members -- the
run by Negroes. In Baltimore, for example, there existed the "Young
Men's Mental Improvement Society"; in Pittsburgh there was the "Young
Men's Literary and Moral Reform Society". Almost every Northern city
and many vil lages with any number of Negroes had literary societies
which provided forums for literary debate and provided libraries and
reading rooms. However, most of the Negroes that participated in
these activities had already been separated from their African past
by at least a generation of slavery. Furthermore, and more important,
the form and content of these educational opportunities was American,
not African. [175, pp.102f.]
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state, the church, the courts, the schools, and the family -- all had
vested much of their normal authority in the slave master. The master's
power was real, and it was exercised. [176, pp.141-191] The master's
aim was to create a slave, and a slave system, which would serve his
ends. The preservation of an African cultural past would have threaten-
ed these ends. It would have allowed the slave an identity other than
that of complete subservience and it may have permitted a group cohesive-
ness that could have led to "insurrection or rebellion." Separating
families, forbidding education, and controlling religious instruction
and other types of group gatherings served both to prohibit the slave
the means for preserving his cultural traditions and to illustrate the
power that might be exercised in other domains to control the sociali-
zation of the slaves. Whether masters exercised their power benevolent-
ly or cruel ly, it is clear that they demanded absolute obedience -- the
complete surrender of an African identity and the complete acceptance of
the identity of Negro American slave. The absolute power of the slave
master permitted him to achieve this demand.
Tne absolutism, the concentration of power in the hands of the
slave master in the American slave system, is starkly etched when con-
trasted with the slave system that existed in the Spanish and Portuguese
colonies in Latin America. [59, 183, 150, 158] In Latin America, the
church insisted on the sacraments and clearly considered the slave as a
person. The master had an obligation to protect the spiritual integrity
of the slave. If the slave was married, the church endowed the family
with dignity and responsibility.* The state, also, might intervene be-
* For example, "slaves could marry against the will of their masters
if they continued serving him as before. Once married, they could
not be sold apart, except under conditions permitting them to live
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tween the slave and his master more readily. Furthermore the system was
more open. The slaves were guaranteed the right to some time to work
outside the slave system, to earn wages, and to purchase their freedom.
There were Negro priests, Negro bishops, Negroes in public office -- Ne-
groes were commonly accepted as equals among whites. Finally, the more
open system of Latin America was more permissive of the African culture
that the Negroes brought with them, and many elements of the African
past are apparent in Latin America even today.
These differences evolved as a consequence of fundamentally
different concepts of the slave in the United States and in Latin Ameri-
ca. The Latin American concept of slavery evolved over many centuries,
and its roots are found in the Justinian law and Mediterranean legal
mores. In this tradition all men were considered equal. The condition
of slavery was viewed as an accident of history and an individual mis-
fortune; free men might have been slaves. Slavery was treated much like
serfdom -- as a contractual arrangement with mutual obliations between
slave and master.
In contrast, the United States had no such tradition or in-
stitutional history for dealing with slavery. In fact, such institu-
tional arrangements would have been difficult to reconcile with the Ameri-
can constitution, a contract for free and equal men. Ironically, the in-
compatibility of slavery and the constitution may have been responsible
for forcing slavery outside the normal institutional safeguards of soci-
ety -- the church, the state, and the law. It was less a compromise of
as man and wife. . . . If married slaves owned by separate masters
could not live together because of distance, the church should per-
suade one or the other to sel I his slave. If neither of the masters
could be persuaded, the church was to buy one of them so that the
married slaves could live together." [183, p.49]
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the American creed if these institutions ignored rather than mediated
the relationship between the slave and the master in a humane way. It
was less a contradiction if the slaves were considered outside the nor-
mal social system. Slavery would be more readily rationalized in a
"free and democratic" society if slaves were considered as innately in-
ferior and therefore outside the system, and if the power for dealing
with the slaves was left largely outside the democratic institutions of
society -- within the hands of the slave owners. Such concentration of
power with the slave masters permitted the relative "totalism" of the
American slave system.
The "totalism" of the Southern slave system thoroughly "de-
Africanized" the American Negro and thoroughly "Americanized" him. Not
that he was Americanized in the same manner as the white American -- yet
he was a thoroughly American product. Unlike the European immigrants
who brought strong cultural traditions with them, the American Negro had
been completely stripped of his past and severed from any culture except
that which he acquired in the United States.* In the words of the Negro
* In the early years of the nation, around 1800, about 10% of the Ne-
groes were living in the North as free men. They often tried to
distinguish themselves from the slaves by calling themselves Afri-
can and establishing such institutions as the "African Baptist
Church", the "African Lodge of Masons", The African Methodist Epis-
copal Church", or the "Free African Schools". However, such iden-
tification with Africa was in name only. The institutions made no
attempt to discover or preserve African culture. Rather, they were
Negro adaptations of the American Baptists, Masons, Episcopalians,
or the American free schools. Indeed, that "African" prefaced such
distinctly American institutions indicates how far removed these
Northern Negroes were from Africa. Furthermore, by 1830, "African"
had fal.len into disrepute. Free Negroes were by that time gladly
rejecting any African identity because (1) several whites had or-
ganized a "back to Africa" movement and the Negro wanted to be con-
sidered citizens of America, and (2) they had accepted the white
stereotypes of Africans as barbarians and savages in contrast to
the civilized Western civilization.
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leader, W.E.B. Du Bois, "there is nothing so indigenous, so completely
'made in America' as we." [56, pp.130f.]
The Negro author, Ralph Ellison, has articulated this same
sense of American identity.
"The whole problem about whether there is a Negro culture
might be cleared up if we said that there were many idioms of
American culture, including, certainly, a Negro idiom of Ameri-
can culture in the South. We can trace it in many, many ways.
We can trace it in terms of speech idioms, in terms of manners,
in terms of dress, in terms of cuisine, and so on. But it is
American, and it has existed a long time."
And Ellison carries his discussion beyond this point:
"One concept that I wish we would get rid of is the concept of
a main stream of American culture. . . . I do not think that
America works that way at all. I would remind us that before
there was a United States, a nation, or a form of a state, there
were Negroes in the colonies. The interaction among the diver-
sified cultural groups helped to shape whatever it is we are who
call ourselves Americans. This, I think, is a very important
distinction to make." [185, pp.415,414]
Negro American identity goes much deeper than the "contribu-
tions" of such Negroes as Jackie Robinson, Marian Anderson, Duke Elling-
ton, or Ralph Bunche to American culture. Indeed, just as America is
an inseparable part of the Negro's identity in the United States, so is
the Negro an inseparable part of the American identity. American his-
tory and the present conditions of American society intimately link the
white and the Negro. In the early years of this country, one in five
residents were Negro. Negro labor helped build America. More important,
the working out of the relationships between Negro and white fundamental-
ly affected the institutions and the history of this country -- shaping
both Negro and white. The Civil War is inconceivable without the Negro
in America, and American history is inconceivable without the Civil War.
The consequences of the Civil War are a part of today's events. Ameri-
ca is sti II trying to work out the relationships between Negro and white,
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and these efforts are of consequence to America -- the shaping of
an American identity -- both at home and in international affairs.
To think of the Negro in America in terms of the contribu-
tions of a few prominent Negroes simply misses the point.* Al I Ne-
groes are American. The thorough "Americanization" of the Negro in the
United States is clearly revealed by comparing the cultural expressions
found in the Negro ghetto with those found in other ethnic enclaves.
Such factors as language, food, religion, or music which differentiate
one group from another might be examined.
In the Negro ghetto one would not expect to find any language
other than English (or American?) spoken. The language may differ from
the predominant version of English spoken elsewhere -- it may have a dis-
tinctive rhythm, syntax, and vocabulary. But these differences do not
have roots outside of the United States. They have evolved in the United
States, and often the "hip" language of the ghetto finds its way quickly
into the "mainstream" of American slang. Conversely, if the familiar
English language is not heard ,in other ethnic areas, it is more likely
to be Italian, Polish, Yiddish, or any number of other languages --
foreign languages rather than an American slang.
The same is true of food. American cities abound in Italian,
Chinese, Mexican, or French restaurants. In Italian areas, for example,
the markets will be filled with Italian imports, or their American imi-
tations. In contrast, in the Negro areas there is no African cuisine.
If there is a distinctive diet in Northern Negro ghettoes, it is the re-
* This has been the trend in the recent "enlightened" textbooks on
American history. It is certainly psychologically more comfortable
to think of those Negroes who triumphed over a system of racism than
it is to acknowledge the role of race prejudice in American history.
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gional specialities of the South -- fried chicken, greens, or hominy
grits. It is American.
The same pattern is evidenced in religion. Variations from
the predominant denominational practices in America originated in
America. Unlike the Irish or Italians, for example, who have their
"ethnic" saints of European origin, the Negro Americans do not have
their African saints or Gods. Their distinctive "storefront" churches
and religious practices evolved in the United States.
If there is a distinctive Negro music, it is that of the blues
or jazz. These also evolved in the United States, and indeed, have of-
ten come to be considered as distinctly American music. The recitation
of such familiar and obvious information may appear trivial. However,
it is of deep significance to the Negro American. It serves to illus-
trate and underscore that those differences from the "mainstream" of
American life found in the Negro ghetto are products of life in America,
whereas those found in other ethnic enclaves are more likely products
from abroad. If there is such a thing as a Negro culture in the ghetto,
it is a decidedly. American culture, it has been created in America more
completely than that of any other immigrant group.
The Negro American has no viable cultural alternative to an
American identity. In fact, it is precisely because he is American that
he has the inescapable difficulty of reconciling his own sense of worth
with the American ascription of Negro inferiority. The Negro author,
James Baldwin, expresses this clearly:
"I remember coming home from school, you can guess how young
I must have been, and my mother asked me if my teacher was
colored or white, and I said she was a little bit colored and
a little bit white. . . . And as a matter of fact I was right.
That's part of the dilemma of being an American Negro; that
one is a little bit colored and a little bit white, and not
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only in physical terms but in the head and heart, and there are
days -- this is one of them -- when you wonder what your role
is in this country and what your future is in it; how precisely
you are going to reconcile it to your situation here and how you
are going to communicate to the vast headless, unthinking, cruel
white majority, that you are here. And to be here means that
you can't be anywhere else. I could, my own person, leave this
country and go to Africa, I could go to China, I could go to
Russia, I could go to Cuba, but I'm an American and that is a
fact." [Cited 36, pp.5f.]
The Negro social scientist, Kenneth Clark states:
"An inescapable reality is the fact that the American Negro is
inextricably American. In spite of the psychological appeals
of identification with Africa, and the temporary props to a
sagging ego which can be found in occasional discussions and
seminars about 'our African heritage', the American Negro is
no more African than he is Danish, or Irish, or Indian. He is
American. His destiny is one with the destiny of America. His
culture is the culture of Artiericans. His vices and virtues are
the vices and virtues of Americans. His dilemmas are essential-
ly the dilemmas of Americans. He cannot escape this stark fact,
in spite of understandable attempts to evade the bitter reality
that he has been treated, more often than not, as an alien in
his own land."* [37, p.219]
The goals and activities of the civi l rights movement under-
score how inescapably American the American Negro is.** Thus Whitney
Young, executive director of the National Urban League, identifies the
goal of the civil rights movement as "securing first-class citizenship
for all Americans now." [246, p.104] Martin Luther King states: "The
Negro is an American. We know nothing of Africa. . . . This is a revo-
lution to get in . . . it's a revolution calling on the nation to live
up to what is already there in an idealistic sense." [Cited 232, pp.216,
* This is not to argue that the recent rise of free nations in Africa
has not been important to the American Negro. It may be extremely
significant as a disclaimer of innate racial inferiority, but it
cannot contribute a realistic African identity for the American Ne-
gro. For a good discussion of the impact of Africa upon the Ameri-
can Negro's self-concept, cf. [98].
** For a summary of the goals of the various Civil Rights Organiza-
tions, cf. [114].
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218, emphasis added] Ralph Ellison states: "Thus we are determined to
bring America's conduct into line with its professed ideals. . . . Ne-
groes are forcing the confrontation between the nation's conduct and its
ideal, and they are most American in that they are doing so." [Cited 232,
p.339] That racial discrimination created a fundamental problem for
American democracy has long been recognized. [139] That the Negro lead-
ership would respond to the problem of racial discrimination by being
'more American than white Americans" -- by confronting America with her
ideals -- is significant.
Public opinion polls demonstrate that the mass of Negroes
shares this sense of identification with America -- shares this Ameri-
can identity. The overwhelming majority of Negroes stated that they
would fight for America, and the majority of these explained their po-
sition was based upon the belief that "It's home, don't know any other
country, I was born here" and "This is my country." In answer to the
question if Negroes wanted to form their own separate state in the
United States or in Africa, only 4 percent of the rank and file and
I percent of the leaders said they did.* This is in spite of the be-
lief of the majority of Negroes that they are second class citizens --
that they receive less pay for comparable work and pay higher rents for
* It is interesting, and relevant to this point, to note that the ma-
jor Negro separatist movement today argues for a separate state in
the United States rather than a return to Africa, and while often
rejecting their "American" names and Christianity, they nonetheless
emulate the American middle-class values and behavior patterns.
Thus Muhammed-Speaks, the movement's newspaper, exhorted the mem-
bers to "Observe the operations of the white man. He is success-
ful. He makes no excuses for his failures. He works hard. . . .
You do the same." [Cited 148, p.85] Rather than separation being
a rejection of the "American way of life", it is perceived as the
only means for Negroes to behave as other Americans. Thus one Mus-
lim minister explains the goals of the movement: "To get the white
man's foot off my neck, his hand out of my pocket and his carcass
off my back." [Cited Il9, p.27]
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comparable housing than do whites. [24, pp.199f., 119, 55, 59] In
short, the Negro feels himself a part of, and identifies with, a so-
ciety in which he also feels he is not allowed to participate in fully
and in which he is considered an inferior.
Negro as Inferior and Separate as Unequal
That the Negro slave was considered inferior hardly needs to
be belabored. However, the impact of the institution of slavery was so
pervasive, that merely freeing the Negro was not at al I the same thing
as conferring upon him equal status with whites. Abraham Lincoln, the
Great Emancipator himself, before he became President, expressed his be-
liefs thus:
"I wil I say then that I am not, nor ever have been in favor
of bringing about in any way the social and political equality
of the white and black races . . . and I will say in addition
to this that there is a physical difference between the white
and black races which I believe will forbid the two races liv-
ing together on terms of social and political equality. And
inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do remain together,
there must be the position of superior and inferior and I as
much as any other man am in favor of having the superior posi-
tion assigned to the white, race." [Cited 175, pp.92f.]
In his inaugural address he stated:
"I have no purpose, directly or indirectly, to interfere with
the institution of slavery, in the states where it now exists.
I believe I have no lawful right to do so, and I have no incli-
nation to do so." [Cited 190, p.23]
After he had decided to issue the Emancipation Proclamation,
he stated:
"My paramount objective in this struggle is to save the Union,
and not either to save or destroy slavery. If I could save the
Union without freeing any slave, I would do it. . . . What I do
about slavery, and the colored race, I do because I believe it
helps to save the Union; and what I forbear, I forbear because
I do not believe it would help to save the Union." [Cited 190,
p.24]
The Emancipation Proclamation was not intended to assure
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equality for the Negro and, despite the efforts of many Northern liber-
als, it did not serve to achieve that end.
The years immediately following the Civil War were years of
rapid progress for the Negroes. However, this progress was forced upon
the South by Northern reformers and militia. As Northern insistence
lessened, Southern resistance to reform increased. With slavery abolish-
ed, the South had to evolve new institutions to assure the Negro's in-
ferior status in society. Separation of the races became the accepted
mode of enforcing inequality.
The first segregation laws applied to passenger trains. When
a Louisiana resident , "one-eighth African blood", boarded a coach re-
served for whites, this led to his arrest, conviction, and the historic
United States Supreme Court case of Plessy v. Ferguson. The court ruled
that legislative separation of the races was legal. Justice Brown, in
writing the majority opinion, argued:
"Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial instincts or to
abolish distinctions based upon physical differences and to
attempt to do so can only result in accentuating the diffi-
culties of the present situation. . . . If one race be inferior
to the other socially, the Constitution of the United States
cannot put them on the same plane . . ." [151]
Private acts and public laws segregating the races quickly
followed. A sampling of these laws gives some indication of their in-
genuity and pervasiveness.* In various states segregation laws covered
passenger trains, street cars, hospitals, residential housing, and hous-
ing for the aged, the indigent, orphans, the blind, the deaf, and the
dumb. Some of the laws for penal institutions and mental hospitals
spelled out in detail proscriptions for the housing, working, feeding,
* The segregation laws are elaborated in the able discussion by C.
Vann Woodward. [244]
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transportation, and chaining of prisoners. In a South Carolina code
of 1915, not only couldn't Negro and white employees work in the same
room, but they were forbidden to use the same entrances, pay windows,
exits, doorways, stairways, lavatories, toilets, drinking water buckets,
pails, cups, dippers, or glasses at any time.
A Louisiana law of 1914 even covered circuses, tent shows, and
side shows, and required separate entrances, exits, ticket windows, and
ticket sellers that would be kept at least twenty-five feet apart. The
city of Birmingham applied the law to "any room, hall, theatre, picture
house, auditorium, yard, court, ball park, or other indoor or outdoor
place," specifying that the races be "distinctly separated . . . by well
defined physical barriers." [244, pp.84f.] The Oklahoma legislature
required the telephone companies to maintain separate booths for whites
and Negroes. North Carolina and Florida required that textbooks in the
public schools should be kept separated for Negroes and whites. Atlanta
courts had separate Bibles for Negro and white witnesses. There was a
proliferation of signs indicating "Whites Only" or "Colored". Sometimes
the law prescribed their dimensions, in inches. In one case, it even
speci.fied the kind and color of paint.
The near pathological insistence of the separation of the races
evidenced in these laws and their accompanying practices placed a meaning
upon segregation for the Negro that was quite different from that experi-
enced by any other minority group. There was no doubt that separate meant
unequal -- and not only in the facilities or opportunities provided. For
the Negro, separation isthe symbolic reminder and practical assurance
of racial inferiority. For the American Negro, segregation has an especi-
ally vivid significance. In psychological terms, separate is inherently
unequal.
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This is not to argue in terms of historical necessity. The
meaning of segregation, as any other social institution or practice, is
continually defined anew -- though never in complete independence from
the past. Perhaps historical meaning may best be conceived as heavily
weighing and emotionally charging the day-to-day evidence which give
meaning to today's institutions and practices.* Thus, before the his-
torical meaning of segregation is likely to change, it will be necessary
for day-to-day evidence contradicting the historical meaning to far out-
weigh that confirming that segregation is equivalent to inferiority for
the Negro American.**
Such overwhelming contravening evidence is yet -to be forth-
coming. The daily newspapers are a constant reminder of the continuing
white resistance to the Negro's struggle for equality. Much that is not
even considered newsworthy in the big city dailies appears in the Negro
newspapers and the Negro radio stations existing in most large cities.
The Civil Rights Movement is a national movement now, and events that af-
fect the Negroes in one city may be known in other Negro communities
throughout the nation while never being known in the white community in
* This is not to say that the historical evidence is precise and de-
tailed in the minds of the typical Negro. Indeed, it is likely that
the historical evidence may be present as an emotional response, a
diffuse feeling towards facts long forgotten. Such emotions or feel-
ings, though, may be more salient and more real to the subject than
any collection of historical "facts". As such, emotions and feelings
are "evidence" which have consequence for the attitudes and behavior
of everyone. They may be more persistent and resistant to change
than "objective facts".
** It is conceivable that a smal I segment of the Negro community may
utilize segregation as an opportunity to assume "superior" status --
a status, in fact, that they may not have been able to achieve in an
integrated community. While such a group may be noted, it presently
constitutes such a smal I segment of the Negro community that it is
not considered in the following discussion. [68, 163]
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the same city in which the events may have occurred.
The "word" that spreads along these elaborate and informal
networks is apt to be a blending of fact and fantasy and it is apt to be
highly selective. Negroes, like whites, will tend to listen to, believe,
and pass on that information that confirms their previous beliefs. How-
ever, such selection and possible distortion of information does not mean
that Negroes are deceiving themselves when they believe that they are
living in a society in which many believe Negroes to be inferior to whites
and that the two races should consequently be kept separate.
The national opinion polls provide some indication of, at least,
what people say they believe. The question often repeated on these polls,
that perhaps provides the best measure of beliefs of Negro inferiority
asks: "in general, do you think Negroes are as intelligent as white peo-
ple -- that is, can they learn things just as well if they are given the
same education and training?" In 1944, less than 30 percent of Southern
whites and less than 50 percent of Northern whites believed that Negroes
were potentially as intelligent as whites. By the mid-fifties, opinion
had changed somewhat, and just under 60 percent of Southern whites and
about 85 percent of Northern whites acknowledged that, with similar op-
portunities, Negroes might be as intelligent as whites. Polls taken up
to 1965 have indicated little progress beyond this point. Furthermore,
and not surprisingly, as beliefs in Negro inferiority have lessened,
favorable attitudes towards desegregation have become more prevalent.
Thus in 1942, fewer than 60 percent of Northern whites were in favor of
integrated public transport, schools, or residential neighborhoods. By
1963 the situation had improved substantial ly. In the North, between
1942 and 1963 support for integrated schools increased from 40 percent
to 75 percent; those supporting integrated public transport increased
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from 57 percent to 88 percent; and those supporting integrated neigh-
borhoods increased from 42 percent to 70 percent. [95, 96]
The millenium has obviously not been ushered in. Another
large national survey in 1963 indicated that whereas most whites agreed
that Negroes were not inferior and did not have less native intelli-
gence, the majority of white Americans stil I felt that Negroes tend to
have less ambition, that they smell different, and have looser morals.
[24, pp.138-141] Some of the comments of the respondents were recorded
at the time. Thus a 56 year old Detroit man noted: "There was a good
Negro living around here and my boy shook hands with him and then he
turned his hand over and looked at it and the Negro said, 'it won't
rub off on you.' I never forgot that. It's the idea of rubbing up
against them. It won't rub off but it don't feel right, either." A
Pennsylvania housewife commented: "I don't like to have to touch them,
it just makes me squeamish. I know I shouldn't be that way but it
still bothers me." An elderly resident in California noted: "They're
human beings the same as the rest of us. Why should you feel uncom-
fortable with anyone not of the Caucasian race? I've even square danced
with them." A young man from East Springfield, Massachusetts explained:
"I feel as though I can't trust them. I think they'll start a fight. I
might pick up some type of disease." A Michigan housewife qualified her
feelings:"I don't mind them unless they are very dark or if they're very
odorous." The comments of Southerners were often less equivocal. [24,
pp.138-l41]
The language of the dialogue between Negroes and whites may
have changed, but the Negro still interprets it as the ascription by
whites of his inferiority. He may not be thought of as innately in-
ferior any more, but he is still thought of by the majority of white
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Americans as lazy, having a distinctive odor, and immoral. It is common-
ly believed that neighborhoods will deteriorate if Negroes move in, or
that schools will decline in achievement levels as the population shifts
from white to Negro.* To the Negro, the enlightened white Northern de-
signation of "culturally deprived" may indicate that he is no longer in-
nately or biologically inferior, but rather that he is merely culturally
inferior.** Such distinctions, though important for policy implications,
serve more to soothe the liberal white's conscience than to improve the
Negro's self-concept. Furthermore, "cultural deprivation" has been
linked to the "neighborhood school" to provide a modern educational ra-
tionale for maintaining a segregated school system, affirming again for
the Negro that segregation and inferior status are intimately associ-
ated. In this context, it should be noted that in a national sampling
of Negroes, less than 40 percent thought that Northern white attitudes
towards Negroes were better than Southern. The most common explanations
were "attitudes same, laws different," "whites are whites", and "white
Southerners more honest about prejudice." [24, pp.228f.]
In all likelihood, for the Negro the meaning of segregation,
* The decline in neighborhoods as a result of Negro "invasion" has
been systematically studied, and disproved, though it is still a
common belief. While schools may decline as the percentage of Ne-
gro students increases, there is evidence to suggest that this may
be more a consequence of education policy than student ability.
Final ly, more sophisticated analysts argue that these results are
consequences of changes in the socio-economic class of neighbor-
hoods and schools, rather than the consequence of racial change.
However, such fine academic distinctions offer little consolation
to a Negro, of whatever class, when he is refused access to neigh-
borhoods or schools because it is believed they will deteriorate
as a result of his presence.
** That some white children may also be classified as "culturally de-
prived" is of little consequence to the rank-and-file Negro. He
knows that most Negroes are considered in this category whereas at
most, a minority of whites are considered as culturally deprived.
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whether de facto or de jure, is essential ly the same. Historical events
have given a vividness to the interdependence of ascribed Negro inferi-
ority and racial segregation that current events have failed to deny.
The Negro ghetto thus has a meaning, both to the Negro inhabitants and
the rest of society, that sets it apart from the "ghetto experience" of
other immigrant groups. For the Negro, the ghetto stigmatizes the group
just as slavery had in a previous era, and the invisible walls of the
ghetto act as the walls of a prison. Such a response to the ghetto ex-
perience is clearly portrayed in the recent statement of Mr. Dunmeyer
while testifying before a committee of the U.S. Senate. Mr. Dunmeyer
is a Negro who was born and raised in Central Harlem and who has been
in prison several times. He told the committee: "Jail is on the street
(of Harlem) just like it is on the inside (of prison). . . . You are in
jail in the street or behind bars. It is the same thing, a matter of
existing, and this thing of feeling like a person. . . ." [65, p.1095]
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THE GHETTO AS AN INFORMAL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The Negro does not need a lesson in history to understand the
meaning of the ghetto. Growing up is a learning experience and growing
up in a Negro ghetto is a special kind of learning experience. The edu-
cating experiences outside of school are often more decisive for an in-
dividual than are the formal educational opportunities at school. The
family, the peer group, and the neighborhood provide the setting for
many of the important learning experiences. Also, today, even the
closest family and the most segregated neighborhood are penetrated by
the mass media which project an image of the outside world, and which
establish a basis of comparison between the ghetto world and the world
beyond.
Growing up in the Negro ghetto provides certain inescapable
learning experiences. The following attributes of the ghetto cannot go
long unnoticed:
* Ghettoes are inhabited almost exclusively by Negroes.
To the young child the world may be perceived as inhabited by mostly
Negroes. At a later age it will be clear that there are many whites
and it will be important to know why Negroes do not live next to
whites. It will not be long before the ghetto dweller suspects that
he is not wanted in white America -- at least not next door to white
Americans.
* Because of the wide socio-economic disparities between
the Negro and white populations in the United States, the world of
the Negro ghetto will clearly be inferior to the middle class world
of white America portrayed in the mass media. These differences
teach the Negro something of his place in America and provide him
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with a basis for assessing the opportunities that may be available
to him. Furthermore, because the prosperous world outside is por-
trayed as almost exclusively white, and the Negro ghetto world is
almost exclusively nonwhite, the Negro is likely to infer that be-
cause of his skin color there may be something immutable about his
position in society, that because of his color he will have a
limited ability to control his destiny.
* As the ghetto dweller's family and neighbors also live
in the ghetto and as they are undoubtedly aware of the disparities
that exist between the colored ghetto and the white world outside,
it is likely that they will reinforce his previous perceptions of
his place in the American social system. Furthermore, as family,
friends, and neighbors are also undoubtedly Negro, the normal range
of social experiences will not serve to prepare the ghetto dwel ler
for cooperation or competition in a multi-racial world. In the
poorer areas of the ghetto -- there are also wealthy sections in
most ghettoes -- there will be little opportunity for contact with
successful individuals which can provide patterns of behavior or
seemingly realistic targets for accomplishment.
* Those whites who penetrate the invisible walls of the
ghetto are primarily the shop keeper, the school teacher, the so-
cial worker, and the policeman. At night, only the white policeman
remains in the area. These types of direct experiences that the
ghetto dwellers have with white society are apt to be ones where
the Negro is dependent and/or where the white is the authority
figure. Such contact provides a narrow, but significant lesson
about the nature of race relations.
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All of these experiences teach that the color of one's skin
makes a difference in where one lives, in expectations for achievement,
and in relative status in inter-racial contact. These experiences of
growing up in the Negro ghetto are fundamental ly different from the
experience of growing up in previous ethnic enclaves because differ-
ences based upon color are relatively unchangeable compared to those
based upon national origin. The European immigrant could hope to ac-
quire a new language and nationality, if not for himself, for his
children. The Negro cannot expect to become white. The Negro came to
America in chains, the white man came to escape his chains. The Euro-
pean immigrant could hope that his family would move towards economic
prosperity within a couple of generations. The Negro has been in the
United States for more than 8 generations, and he is stil I at the bottom.
Furthermore, the European immigrant arrived in a comparatively poor na-
tion where the differences between his own socio-economic status and that
of the other segments of society were not large and were not constantly
in evidence through direct experience or the mass media. In -contrast,
the Negro in today's ghetto suffers from poverty in a relatively afflu-
ent society, and these differences between his plight and the condition
of most of the rest of America are constantly in evidence in all the
mass media. Thus the differences between the Negro and the rest of Ameri-
can society are much more sharply etched than those existing between pre-
vious immigrant groups and the more settled Americans, and these differ-
ences appear much less subject to change. These are lessons that the
Negro in the Negro ghetto learns and which are bound to have an important
impact upon his adjustment to life in America today.
Furthermore, the presence of an involuntary Negro ghetto af-
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fects the life of Negroes living outside the ghetto. The ghetto serves
as a constant reminder that although those living outside may have es-
caped its physical confines, they are still living in a society where
other Negroes are confined because they are colored. The very presence
of an involuntary ghetto serves to alter the relationships of Negroes
living outside of the ghetto with their white neighbors and with other
Negroes who still Ilive in the ghetto. The maintenance of the ghetto
teaches everyone that the color of one's skin makes a difference. This
lesson is learned not only by Negroes inside and outside the ghetto, but
by.white Americans.
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THE GHETTO AND FORMAL EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
Schools also provide learning experiences. However, the
schools in the ghettoes of Nineteenth Century America did not have the
significance that ghetto schools have today. Before 1900 less than 10
percent of the population were receiving a high school education. By
the 1960's, more than 90 percent of the population were receiving some
high school education. [220, p.14] At the turn of the century, entry
into the world of work was not contingent upon a good education. There
was a large demand for unskil led workers, and at that time the will to
work was sufficient for obtaining a job. In today's modern industrial
economy, education is more and more perceived as a necessary bridge to
the world of work. As jobs become more complex, the demands for edu-
cation become more clear. Furthermore, with a labor surplus, employers
wil I select the better educated, even when the job does not require it.
In 1900 hardly anybody had a high school education. Now a high school
diploma is virtually a prerequisite for obtaining work. The increasingly
important relationship between education and life-opportunities is clear-
ly reflected in income. Among males 25 years old and over, the differ-
ence in annual mean income between an elementary school education and a
college diploma in 1939 was about $1,600; in 1949 it was about $3,700;
and by 1961 it was well over $6,000. [220, p.125] The school has thus
become a major instrument through which society manages the status and
life-chances of the individual. When schools serve particular groups --
the poor, the rich, the Negro, the Mexican American, the white Anglo-
Saxon Protestant, the Catholic -- they may serve to assign the status
and life-chances for the group. Schools are thus major agencies of dis-
tributive justice, or injustice, in a modern economy.
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Horace Mann, over one hundred years ago, perceived the schools
as an important instrument of any democratic society, as "the great
equalizer of the conditions of men." However, the schools in America
are failing to serve as the "great equalizer." Studies in the public
school systems in New York, Chicago, Boston, and Los Angeles indicate
that the gap between Negro and white aptitude and achievement widens
while the students are in school. [5, 126, 127, 136] A recent study
of 600,000 students throughout the United States, the largest study of
its kind ever undertaken, also found that disparities between Negro
and white educational achievement widen during schooling. Harold Howe,
U.S. Commissioner of Education, in commenting upon this study, stated
that "whatever may be the combination of nonschool factors which put
minority children at a disadvantage when they enter first grade . . .
the schools have not only failed to make up the difference: they have
let these youngsters slip further away from the mainstream of our na-
tional life." [Cited 65, p.346]
To what extent the failure of the schools is conditional upon
residential segregation is difficult to determine. The web of circum-
stances that has led to the failure of the schools is complex, tangled,
and difficult to unravel. Nonetheless, it is possible to identify a num-
ber of factors which are related to school achievement and to indicate
something of the nature of the influence of residential segregation upon
these factors.
The study of educational opportunity sponsored by the Office of
Education provides the most thorough analysis of achievement factors
available, although it does not deal with the issue of residential se-
gregation directly. It may therefore be useful to begin this exploration
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by identifying each of the factors correlated with achievement and de-
fining in what manner residential segregation may be influential. The
factors are, in descending order of importance: student attitude, fa-
mily background, social composition of the school, teacher character-
istics, and school facilities and curriculum.
Student Attitude
The study found that student attitudes were more closely as-
sociated with achievement than were all the family background factors
or all the school factors. The study also found that, for children
from advantaged groups, achievement appeared closely related to their
self-concept as a student. In contrast for children from disadvantaged
groups, achievement appears most closely related to their beliefs about
their ability to control their environment: whether they believed that
their environment would respond to reasonable efforts, or whether they
believed it was uncontrollable. [40, p.321] Furthermore, the study
found that these attitudes were not closely associated with family back-
ground -- including such characteristics as father present, parents'
education, income, etc. -- but that there was a consistent correlation
with school integration. As the proportion of white students in the
school increases, the Negro child's sense of control of the environment
increases. [40, pp.319-325]
It is not hard to understand that a student may achieve bet-
ter academically if he believes that he can achieve better through his
own efforts and if he believes that through his own efforts better aca-
demic achievement may lead to higher socio-economic achievement. It is
also not hard to understand why the ghetto child may not hold these be-
liefs. In the first place, on the basis of objective evidence already
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indicated, Negroes do not improve their job opportunities and income to
anywhere near the same extent as do whites as a result of higher edu-
cational accomplishment. In the second place, as previously indicated,
Negro teenage unemployment is very high in the ghetto. Furthermore, re-
cent evidence suggests that Negro high school graduates are about as
likely to be unemployed as Negro drop-outs. Third, the ghetto child
learns through comparison between the ghetto and the world of the mass
media that his skin color, which he cannot change, may predetermine, to
a large extent, his life-chances. He learns that there are probably
strict limits upon his ability to control his environment, even in the
most elemental sense of moving into another neighborhood, as a conse-
quence of his unalterable skin color. That an integrated school en-
vironment serves to enhance the child's sense of control over his en-
vironment suggests that an integrated neighborhood may also be an im-
portant influence. Of course, this does not imply that simply inte-
grating the child's environment will, of itself, completely restore
his sense of control over the environment, although it is likely to be
an important ingredient.
Family Background
Family background variables, though substantially less im-
portant than student attitudes, were the second most important set of
variables associated with academic achievement. Overall, family back-
ground variables were somewhat more closely correlated with academic
achievement for white students than for Negro students. Also, it ap-
peared that educational ly related characteristics of the home -- such
as parents' education and reading material avai lable at home -- were
more important for white children while the economic level of the family
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was more significant among Negro children. In addition, parents' in-
terest in and aspirations for their children's education were consider-
ably more important in influencing the achievement of white children
than of Negro children. [40, pp.298ff.]
These findings suggest that for the Negro child the economic
circumstances of the family affect school achievement, though the spe-
cific nature of this relationship is not clear. The relationship be-
tween residential segregation and economic opportunity will be explored
in the following section. For the moment let it suffice to say that
there is an important relationship.
Student Body Characteristics
The study found that attributes of other students account for
far more variation in the achievement of minority group children than
do attributes of school facilities and slightly more than do attributes
of staff. The study also found that academic achievement was more closely
associated with student body characteristics for Negro students than for
white students. Among Negro students this association is virtually ab-
sent up to the third grade, but it increases thereafter and is strongest
at the ninth-to-twelfth grade level.
Two characteristics of the student body appear to be particu-
larly relevant. First, regardless of a student's own family background,
he achieves better in schools where most of his fellow students are
from advantaged backgrounds than in schools where most of his fellow
students are from disadvantaged backgrounds. Second, the study indi-
cates that as the proportion of white students in a school increases,
the achievement of Negro students increases. The study further finds
that the improved achievement levels in integrated schools are not as-
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sociated with better facilities and curriculum in these schools so much
as the presence of more advantaged students in these schools. The study
concludes: "If a large part of the effect of a school on a student is
accounted for by the achievement level of other students in the school,
then in a segregated system, if one group begins at an educationally
impoverished level, it will tend to remain at that level." [40, p.310]
The impact of residential segregation upon the racial compo-
sition of the student body is clear. Because of the conventional depend-
ence on the neighborhood school, even a city with a comparatively small
ghetto area is likely to have highly segregated schools. For example,
Boston, with slightly more than 10 percent of the population Negro, has
about 80 percent of the Negro school children in schools in which the
majority of pupils are Negro. [192, Vol.11, p.5] As the Negro ghettoes
grow, it becomes less likely that students will attend integrated schools.
In New York City, for example, the proportion of minority students con-
tinues to increase. It is not surprising that a recent report by the
Board of Education should note that: "Despite Open Enrollment, re-zon-
ing, and associated efforts, segregation, city wide, has not been re-
duced. On the contrary, the overall level of segregation has increased."
[256, p.5] Between 1960 and 1965 the Negro population in the New York
public schools increased by nearly 50 percent; in Boston, it increased
by more than 50 percent. Simi lar increases have been recorded in most
of the large Northern cities. [IllC-3, IIIC-4] If Negroes continue to
be confined to the central cities and to segregated areas within these
cities, it is likely that public policy will not be able to diminish
school segregation, except, perhaps, at extremely high economic and po-
litical costs.
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Furthermore, those students included in the study who attended
segregated schools probably lived in segregated neighborhoods. There-
fore the characteristics of the student body also reflected the charac-
teristics of the neighborhood associations. If students continued to
live in segregated neighborhoods, but attended desegregated schools, the
influence of neighborhood associations and school associations may work
at cross purposes, and it is not at all clear what the results would be.
Teacher Characteristics
The study finds that teacher characteristics are much more
closely associated with the achievement level of Negro students than of
white students, and that this effect becomes more pronounced as the
student advances in school. The most important characteristics of teach-
ers identified in this study were verbal skills, and the educational back-
ground of the teacher and the teacher's family. 140, pp.316-319] Unfor-
tunately, no attempt was made to measure the racial attitudes or class-
room behavior of the teachers.
A number of studies indicate that teachers prefer appoint-
ments in the better suburban schools, and that among inner city school
teachers, most prefer serving in the high status white communities. [12,
86, 165] The results are that often the best teachers migrate to sub-
urban and inner city white schools and that ghetto schools may suffer
from a high teacher turnover and a larger percentage of uncertified and
substitute teachers. [37, 80, 245] The Office of Education study sup-
ports such findings, indicating that Negro students are more likely than
white students to have teachers with low verbal ability, to have substi-
tute teachers, and to have teachers who are dissatisfied with their
school assignment. [192, Vol.l, p.203]
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A number of other studies indicate that teachers often adapt
their expectations and norms of success to the background of their stu-
dents and the composition of the student bodies. [12, 242] Studies in
ghetto schools consistently indicate that teachers expect less from Ne-
gro children and consequently demand less of them. [37, 52] It is
likely that the maintenance of the ghetto serves to reinforce these
stereotypes and, consequently, to make effective teaching of Negro pu-
pils more difficult.
School Curriculum and School Facilities
The study found that the characteristics of facilities and
curriculum are much less highly related to achievement than are the at-
tributes of a child's fellow students in school. Nonetheless, Negro
achievement is somewhat more sensitive to variations in school curri-
culum and school facilities than is the achievement of white students,
and the relationships between achievement and school curriculum and
facilities become stronger in the later years. In general, when stu-
dent background factors are controlled, there is a slight relationship
between higher achievement and higher per pupil expenditure, a curricu-
lum that offers greater challenges, more laboratories, and more activi-
ties. [40, pp.312-316] Negro students are found to be less likely to
attend schools with well-stocked libraries and with advanced courses in
such subjects as sciences and languages. They are more likely to be in
overcrowded schools than are white students. [192, Vol.1, p.203] The
study makes no attempt to distinguish between the presence of school fa-
cilities and their use or to distinguish between the formal curriculum
and the actual transfer of information in the classroom.
These findings are extremely significant for ghetto schools.
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They indicate that the mere increase in per pupi I expenditure, the in-
troduction of new curriculum, and the improvement of the physical fa-
cilities, without other types of changes in the school system, will
contribute little to improved pupil performance. This is not to say
that higher expenditures and improved curriculum and facilities may
not be important adjuncts to improvements in the education of minority
students, but rather it is to say that these changes must be accompanied
by changes in student attitudes, student body characteristics, and teach-
er characteristics if substantial improvement is to be made in the educa-
tion of Negro students.
Student Attitude and the Schools
While this study clearly cites student attitudes as the single
tO most important variable relating to student achievement, it does not as-
sess the role of the school in forming student attitudes. Those aspects
of the curriculum and teacher attitudes relating most closely to student
attitudes have not been included in this study. However these omissions
have been covered in other studies. Since they bear on any effort to
assess the relationship between residential segregation and education,
this additional information will be-treated.
The treatment of Negroes in the school books teach the student
about himself, his race, and the schools. A group of six historians at
the University of California analyzed a number of textbooks most widely
used in the fifth, eighth, and high school classrooms in California.
They concluded:
"We are concerned first of all as historians. . . . Most of
the textbooks we examined reflect views on racial and sec-
tional themes that have been rejected or drastically modi-
fied by the best of current historical scholarship.
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"We are additionally concerned as citizens because these his-
torical distortions help perpetuate and intensify the pattern
of racial discrimination . . . it is a kind of bad history
that reinforces notions among whites of their superiority and
among Negroes of their inferiority.
" . the greatest defect in the textbooks we have examined
is the virtual omission of the Negro." [177, pp.lf.]
Another study of over 50 readers and social science textbooks
used in the New York City public schools arrived at similar conclusions.
[186] The Negro was most likely omitted from American history after his
release from slavery, and the treatment of the Negro slave was less than
balanced. Among the comments on textbooks in common use were the fol low-
ing:
"Your Country's Story alone called slavery an evil. This one
statement was contradicted in al I other books which mentioned
slavery. Your People and Mine described the founding, growth
and daily life of Virginia Colony without mentioning the pre-
sence of Negro people. . . . Several books give an implied
justification of the use of Negro slaves by repeating the myth
that they were better suited to long hard work in the hot sun
and by implying that they were better off under slavery than
they were in Africa. Thus, Founders of Our United States' tel Is
us 'They (the Negroes) were accustomed to the hot weather be-
cause they came from a hot country. They made good workers in
the tobacco field.' Our America gives no indication of the hor-
rors and suffering of slavery, but states, 'Most Southern people
treated their slaves kindly,' and, further on, 'It is true that
many slaves were well cared for.' In My Country's Growth we
learn that the Negro people 'were not used in the northern mi I Is
and factories . . . (but) on the southern plantations . . . they
worked away quite cheerfully.' We are also told that 'many of
the slaves had snug cabins to live in, plenty to eat, and work
that was not too hard for them to do. Most of the slaves seemed
happy and contented.'
"We looked in vain for mention in any of the books of any re-
sistance to slavery by the Negro people. We also looked in vain
for mention of the Negro people in any connection other than
slavery during this period. In fact, we found no indication
that the word Negro meant anything other than slave, even though
more than one-half mil lion Negroes were living as freemen at the
outbreak of the Civil War." [186, p.8]
These readers and social studies texts are representative of
the vast majority of books used in the public schools throughout the coun-
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try today, even though a number of publishers are now trying to correct
these defects and a number of the large inner city school systems are
developing special curriculum materials. However, even with improved
curriculum materials, the prevailing educational philosophy still pre-
sents difficulties in adequately dealing with the place of the Negro in
American history. The California study points out:
"The tone of a textbook is almost as important as anything it
has to say. In their blandness and amoral optimism these
books implicitly deny the obvious deprivations suffered by
Negroes." [177, p.2]
This tone appears to be the prevalent mode throughout the
school systems for dealing with all "problems" that may exist in Ameri-
can history or at present. Thus, an extensive national survey of ele-
mentary school systems concludes:
"Teachers tend not to deal with partisanship or to discuss the
role and importance of conflict in the operation of the politi-
cal system, perhaps because of the position of the school in
the community." [90, p.377]
"This pattern of emphasis in the curriculum suggests that the
school teaches only ideal norms and ignores the tougher, less
pleasant, facts of political life in the United States." [90,
p.210]
The same study places these observations within the framework
of the dominant educational philosophy:
"It seems likely that before a child is informed about conflict
and disagreement he should have sufficient time to internalize
and become attached to the ideal norms of the system. Building
on this firm attachment and acceptance of the basic worth of the
country and the individual citizen, it may then be possible to
explain the role of disagreement and debate. . . . The unpleasant
aspects of political life should perhaps be left until a later
time, when they can be viewed as deviations rather than being
mistaken for normal or usual behavior." [90, p.376]
Has discrimination on the basis of race been the deviation or
t U the norm in American history? Does the Negro child raised in the ghetto
feel that his experiences are not widely shared among the Negro popula-
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tion in America? By his early elementary school years he will be aware
that he is Negro, that he is living in a segregated community, and that
he is treated differently than white children because of his skin color.
He has already confronted this in his life experience. When will he con-
front it in school in open discussions in the classroom?
It seems likely that even with improved curriculum materials
the teachers will deal in a bland way with race issues, and particularly
those race issues of ghetto living that are most salient for the Negro
school child living in a ghetto. Several different factors will most
likely contribute to this expected bland treatment. First, there is
sufficient wisdom in the educational philosophy that it will be diffi-
cult to abandon. Second, the teachers may know too little about the
actual history and problems of the Negro, especially the lower-income
Negro ghetto dweller, to deal with the subject realistically. Third,
such discussions may well provoke anxiety in the teacher and the student,
and teachers have not been adequately trained to deal with such anxiety
either in themselves or their students. Fourth, if the teachers uncon-
sciously harbor the racial biases of many of the majority community,
they may find the fear of anxiety-creating situations and the prevailing
educational philosophy as more than sufficient explanation for avoiding
such discussions. Fifth, the teachers may feel shame or guilt about the
treatment of the Negro in America, and may consequently be hesitant to
deal with the problem realistically. Finally, the teachers and the school
administrators may be afraid of the reaction that such treatment could
provoke in the majority community. However, unless the Negro ghetto child's
life situation is confronted openly and honestly, it seems difficult to
imagine how meaningful communication can be established in schools with the
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children of the ghetto.
To restate this point, the presence of racial discrimination
and racial ghettoes makes meaningful communication between the teacher
and the students particularly difficult. However, unless the schools
face up to these difficulties, even though they may not have been of
their making, they will not be able to perform their necessary function
in a democratic society. The maintenance of the ghetto makes such a
"facing up" more difficult for students, teachers, administrators, and
the community alike!
Schools have rarely tried to deal directly with the crucial
attitudes that a student has of himself. Yet numerous studies indicate
the relationship between student attitudes and achievement and the
ability of the schools to effect students' attitudes of themselves. [25,
82]. One program that did attempt to deal directly with the attitudes
of the students was the Demonstration Guidance Program in New York City.
The basic philosophy of the program was described by the principal of
the school in which it was undertaken:
"Our assumption was that no community was so bad it didn't have
a better proportion of able kids than that. . . . Our first job
with these kids is the creation of a decent self-image. They
are encouraged to think they can achieve, and they achieve. The
opinion that a majority group holds of a minority group, in our
experience, tends to make the minority group behave according
to that opinion. So many kids are told, 'you're a Negro -- you
can't move up.' They come to believe it." [Cited 128, pp.318,
140]
The principal of the school was Dan Schreiber, an outstanding
administrator with a deep understanding of the problems his students
faced. The program was organized in Junior High School 43, New York
City, in 1956, and extended to George Washington High School later.*
* Information for the discussion of the Demonstration Guidance Pro-
ject from [37, pp.141ff.; 91; 112; 128, pp.138ff.]
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The school served 1,400 students, of whom 48 percent were Negro, 38 per-
cent Puerto Rican, and 14 percent white. The students were "disadvan-
taged". "Collectively, they suffered from all the ills which a modern
society can visit upon the children unfortunate enough to live in its
city slums." [112, p.45] The median l.Q. of the school was 82, and
reading scores were wel l below normal. Truancy was high, and more than
three-fifths of JHS 43's graduates failed to graduate from high school.
The program was originally funded jointly by the Committee on
Integration, the Col lege Entrance Examination Board, the National Negro
Scholarship Committee, and the New York Board of Education. The under-
lying assumption of the program was that culturally deprived children
were capable of much higher levels of performance than was indicated by
the I.Q. scores and current academic achievements and that it was possi-
ble for the schools to teach the children in a manner which could close
the gap between their potential and their actual achievement. In par-
ticular, the program was interested in those with college potential
who were not "making it", and indeed, whom the educational system was
now labelling as unable to "make it". The program thus focused upon
those students who were perceived to have the greatest potential.
Kenneth Clark summarized the results:
"Then the school became a pilot demonstration guidance program
and what looked like a miracle occurred. Six times as many
students went to college than had earlier. The dropout rate
fell one-half, from 50 percent to 25 percent. Eighty-one per-
cent were judged to have greater intellectual capacity than
their earlier I.Q. and achievement scores would have predicted --
their l.Q.'s in the eleventh grade went up an average of eight
to nine points. In the more than two years during which the,
tests were made, the average student gained 4.3 years in reading
scores compared with 1.7 years during a similar earlier period."
[37, p.142]
In 1955, before the program was initiated, only five JHS 43
graduates in the first year academic program at George Washington High
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School passed all their subjects. In 1960, 58 passed all their subjects.
In the high school graduating class of more than 900, project pupils
ranked I, 4, and 6. One student with an l.Q. of 97 at the beginning of
the project went off the top of the Pintner l.Q. scale at 139 before
graduating high school, and he won a $1,600 scholarship to Columbia Uni-
versity. Another started with an l.Q. of 74 and four years behind in
reading skills. Upon graduation he won a scholarship to New York Uni-
versity. Not everyone succeeded in the project, but enough did that the
project clearly demonstrated the contribution the schools could make to
improvements in l.Q. levels and educational achievement.
The Demonstration Guidance Program was closed down, but its
success resulted in the opening of a Higher Horizons Program in its
stead. The Higher Horizon Program was intended to spread the benefits
of the Demonstration Guidance Program throughout the school system and
particularly into the Negro ghetto. The program was introduced in
1959, and it eventual ly spread to 52 elementary schools, 13 junior high
schools, and II high schools. The program was introduced with much fan-
fare and it was long upheld as a model for compensatory educational pro-
grams.
Without fanfare -- without even a press release -- the New York
Board of Education closed down the Higher Horizon Program 7 years later,
in 1966. One of the major factors that contributed to the demise of the
program was a major program evaluation that concluded that the program
was producing no measurable improvement in educational achievement. Stu-
dents in the Higher Horizon schools were equal to those in similar
schools without the Higher Horizon program in terms of I.Q. change,
arithmetic achievement, and reading comprehension. [245]
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The evaluation of the Higher Horizon program did not indicate
why the program had failed to achieve the results of the earlier Demon-
stration Guidance Program, and the School Board has never offered an ex-
planation. The Harlem Parents Committee believed that the major reason
for failure was that when the program was more widely disseminated
throughout the school system it lost the "special aura" of a demonstra-
tion project. [257] It also lost the close and understanding direction
provided by the principal of Junior High School 43, and it entered segre-
gated schools.
The Demonstration Guidance Program suggests how much more ef-
fective the schools could be in altering student attitudes and improving
achievement of deprived and minority group students. The Higher Horizon
program indicates how difficult the task remains when efforts are dif-
fused throughout a school system and the basic structure of the ghetto
is not altered.
The staff of the United States Commission -on Civil Rights re-
cently reviewed the Demonstration Guidance program and more than 20
other compensatory education programs in large cities. The Report of
the Commission concludes: "Evaluations of programs of compensatory
education conducted in schools that are isolated by race and social
class suggest that these programs have not had lasting effects in im-
proving the achievement of the students. The evidence indicates that
Negro children attending desegregated schools that do not have compen-
satory education programs perform better than Negro children in raciall y
isolated schools with such programs. . . . Large-scale increases in ex-
penditures for remedial techniques . . . undoubtedly would be helpful to
many students, although it is uncertain that they could overcome the
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problems of racial and social class isolation. Compensatory education
programs on the present scale are unlikely to improve significantly the
achievement of Negro students isolated by race and social class." [192,
Vol.1, p.205, emphasis added]
Summary and Conclusions
In the previous section it was pointed out that the maintenance
of the ghetto teaches everyone that the color of one's skin makes a dif-
ference -- that the Negro cannot control his opportunities in the same
way that the white man can, purely by virtue of his unalterable skin
color. It was further pointed out that this lesson was learned not only
by Negroes inside the ghetto, but also by Negroes living outside of the
ghetto and by white Americans. The study prepared for the Office of
Education suggests how important this is to the educational achievement
of the children of the ghetto.
* The major factor associated with the achievement of
Negro students is their belief in the extent to which they can
control their environment. Growing up in the ghetto serves to
reduce the belief that one is master of one's fate, and is there-
fore probably closely associated with the poorer achievement of
Negro in comparison to white children.
* The second most important set of factors affecting
school achievement is the background characteristics of the
family. Income, education, attitude -- all were subordinate to
the overriding background factor of race in shaping the child's
attitude about himself. The background factors which independ-
ently evidenced the strongest association with educational achieve-
ment of Negro children were those related to family income. It will
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be shown in the next section that confinement to the ghettoes of
the central cities serves to limit economic opportunity, and
therefore to reduce income.
o The third most important set of variables affecting
student achievement were the characteristics of the peer group.
Residential segregation serves to confine the pupil's in-school
and out-of-school peer group associations to those of similar
social and racial background. The report concluded that "in a
segregated system, if one group begins at an educational ly im-
poverished level, it will tend to remain at that level."
. The fourth most important set of variables associated
with educational achievement were teacher characteristics. How-
ever, the report failed to treat racial attitudes of teachers.
Other studies indicate that the expectations that teachers have
for their students affects the student's image of himself and his
academic achievement. The maintenance of the ghetto, with the wide
disparities between achievement in the Negro ghetto and achievements
in the white world outside, serves to perpetuate the types of stereo-
types that lower teacher expectations and achievement levels of Ne-
gro students.
* The fifth most important set of factors associated with
student achievement were school curriculum and facilities. The
ghetto system makes certain issues particularly salient in the
life of the Negro child, and the present school curriculum is not
equipped to deal with these issues. The lack of relevancy, or
saliency, of much of the school curriculum probably serves to
further lower the interest and achievement of the children of the
ghetto.
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The analysis of the data, provided by the Office of Education
study, for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights clearly indicates the re-
lationships between the social class of the student, the social class
of the school, and the level of integration. When students of similar
social class, in schools of comparable social class, are compared, Ne-
gro students who attended classes with white students in the earlier
years and Negro students who attended integrated classes achieved bet-
ter than those in segregated learning environments. Differences in se-
gregation accounted for as much as 2 years difference in achievement
levels by twelfth grade. Furthermore, the sharpest gains appear to be
among those Negro students who attend classes in which more than half
of the students are white. [192, Vol.1, pp.89-91; 103-108] Already, in
the school year 1965-66, among the central cities of the twelve largest
metropolitan areas, more than 50 percent of the elementary school pupils
were Negro in St. Louis, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, Bal-
timore, and Washington, D.C. If the Negro population continues to grow
in the central cities while the white population increase occurs in the
suburbs, it will become increasingly difficult for Negro students to at-
tend classes in which more than 50 percent of the students are white.
In conclusion, the Negro ghettoes today are not comparable to
the ethnic ghettoes of previous years because of the increasing importance
of educational achievement and the unique manner in which the Negro ghetto
serves to lower the educational achievement of the Negro inhabitants,. If
the growing Negro populations continue to be confined to the central cities,
it is likely that Negroes will continue to perform academically at levels
well below the white population.
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28 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF NEGRO STUDENTS IN THE METROPOLITAN NORTH-
EAST, BY SEGREGATION AND SOCIAL CLASS OF SCHOOL AND STUDENT* 1966
(A) AVERAGE GRADE LEVEL PERFORMANCE OF TWELFTH GRADE NEGRO STUDENTS
BY PROPORTION OF WHITE CLASSMATES LAST YEAR
Average grade
level
Proportion 10
white classmates
None -
Less than
half 8
About
half
More than 7
half
6
social class:school low high low high
social class:student low high
(B) AVERAGE GRADE LEVEL PERFORMANCE FOR NINTH GRADE NEGRO STUDENTS
BY EARLIEST GRADE IN CLASS WITH WHITES
Earl iest grade Average grade
with whites level
1-3 8
4-6
7 -
7-9-
Never 6
5
Social class:school low high low high
Social class:student low medium to high
Source: [192, Vol. I, pp. 90, 107]
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THE GHETTO AND JOB OPPORTUNITY
The period between 1850 and the First World War was a period
of large scale immigration from Europe to the United States. This was
the period during which the ghettoes of the major cities were overflow-
ing, first with Irish immigrants, then with Italian and Jewish, and later
with Polish immigrants. It was also a period of rapid expansion of in-
dustry in the central cities of America. The ghettoes provided the grow-
ing industries with a needed work force, and the industries provided the
ghetto inhabitants with job opportunities and the promise of upward mo-
bi I ity,
In contrast, the period during which Negroes have been mi-
grating to the major urban centers has not been one of continuous growth
in the industrial labor force. The period between the two world wars
evidenced little or no growth in the industrial work force. During the
Second Wor.d War there was rapid industrial expansion in the major me-
tropol itan centers. However, in the period since the end of World War
1I there has been a substantial reduction in central city employment in
production activities. The number of production workers in the central
cities of the major metropol itan areas decl ined about 30 percent between
1947 and 1963. In some cities the decline was even more precipitous.
The number of production workers in Chicago, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, and
Cleveland declined by over a third. In Detroit, there were half as many
production workers in 1963 as there had been in 1947. [lIIH-1, IIIH-2]
Thus the Negroes, in contrast to previous immigrant groups, arrived in
the cities at a time when job opportunities for the unski l led and semi-
skilled were declining. There is no longer the symbiotic relationship
between the needs of the ghetto and the needs of growing industries.
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In part, the inability of industry to meet the employment needs
of the ghetto inhabitants has resulted from broad changes in the Ameri-
can economy. It is commonplace to note that the structure of American
occupations is changing -- that technological advances are reducing the
demand for production workers and that, as a consequence, an increasing-
ly large percentage of the American labor force is finding employment in
white collar jobs. At the present rate of technological advance, the
output per man hour is doubling in less than 25 years. The proportion
of production and farm workers in the labor force is declining. [140]
These broad changes in the economy are undoubtedly making it more dif-
ficult for the relatively unskil led Negro worker to find gainful employ-
ment. The impact of these changes is clearly reflected in the central
city industries in the major metropolitan areas. In spite of the nearly
30 percent decline in the number of production workers between 1947 and
1963, the value added by the production process in these cities increased
by nearly 75 percent. [IIIH-3] The value added by each production worker
more than doubled during this period. These changes in the structure
of employment in America are widely recognized, and they willI not be
elaborated further here.
There is another type of change that is.occurring though. This
change is equally as important, though less widely recognized. Not only
is the structure of employment changing, but the location of employment
is changing, and this change in the location of employment is seriously
handicapping the Negro ghetto dweller. This change can be simply sum-
marized.
The central cities of the major metropolitan areas are in-
creasingly performing a specialized role in the American economy. They
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are increasingly specializing in more highly skilled, white collar work.
At the same time that manufacturing employment has been declining drasti-
cally in the central cities of the major metropolitan areas, it has been
increasing in the suburban areas around these same cities. Thus, where-
as the center city ghettoes provided convenient access to employment op-
portunities for their relatively unskilled inhabitants in past genera-
tions, today the center city ghettoes are providing increasingly poor
access to such job opportunities.
In past generations, segregation served the ghetto inhabitants
by providing them with housing adjacent to job opportunities. Today,
residential segregation serves to bar the Negro from housing that is ac-
cessible to expanding job opportunities.
Two related aspects of this problem will be developed below.
First the changing economic functions of the city will be explored in
greater detail. Second, the consequences of this change will be defined
more precisely.
The Changing Economic Functions of the Central City
The following trends generally characterize the recent economic
history of the major metropolitan areas.
a Manufacturing employment is declining in the central cities
while it continues to expand in the suburban areas.
* Wholesale and retail employment is declining in the central
cities while it continues to expand in the suburban areas.
* Government employment is increasing in the central cities
and in suburban areas.
* Employment in business services, central offices, and fi-
nancial institutions continues to be dominated by the central cities,
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though it is increasing rapidly in both central cities and suburbs.
0 Employment in higher education, communications, and the
arts is expanding rapidly in both the central cities and the sub-
urbs.
0 Employment in construction has tended to be fairly stable
in the central cities while it has expanded rapidly in suburban
areas.
Data on these various trends are not available in a form that
permits systematic comparisons among central cities and between central
cities and suburban areas. However, enough data are avai lable in order
to clearly discern and explain these trends.
Manufacturing enterprises can differ so much from one another
in thei r location needs that general i zations on location trends must be
accepted with care. Nonetheless, certain forces are clearly serving to
induce many manufacturing plants to prefer suburban locations in prefer-
ence to central city locations. The single most important factor pro-
pelling industries outward is the need for efficient space. Growing in-
dustries tend to need more workers and more square footage per worker.*
Old and new industries find single story plants more efficient than the
mill-style five and six story buildings existing in downtown areas. The
advent of continuous assembly line production and the fork-lift truck
support this preference. In central city areas suitable plant space is
not likely to exist. If land is available, it is likely to be in small
* A study in New York indicated that the floor space per worker in
suburban plants bui It before 1922 was one quarter the amount of that
provided in plants built after World War I. [231, p.155] A study
of plant relocations in the Pittsburgh region indicated that after
relocation the average site area increased by 300 percent, the aver-
age building area increased by 36 percent, and the site area per em-
ployee was at least double in every case. [121, p.73]
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parcels, the acquisition of which is difficult, time-consuming, and
costly.* Finally changes in transportation, communication, and pro-
duction technology have made it possible for industrial plants to lo-
cate wel I outside of the central areas without having increased costs
for the movement of goods and services. [71] Indeed, increasing reli-
ance upon road transport not only makes suburban locations more acces-
sible, but it often serves to set the central city at a disadvantage
because of the narrow and congested streets characteristic of their man-
ufacturing areas. Thus, on the one hand, the desire for adequate,
economical space propels manufacturing industry out from the central
cities, and, on the other hand, improved transportation and communica-
tion technology permit such freedom in the location decision.
In spite of these general trends in the location of manufac-
turing industries, certain types of manufacturing industries can be dis-
tinguished which are more likely to prefer central city locations. Small
firms are more likely to be located in central areas than are large firms.
Firms with a product that may change quickly in a short period of time
are more likely to be found in central areas. Women's apparel, jewelry,
toys, and printing are characteristic manufacturing industries that are
generally concentrated in the central areas. These firms share certain
characteristic needs. Because their products are not standardized and
they may change rapidly, these firms cannot set up continuous assembly
* Raymond Vernon notes: "Acreage in central cities is calculated at
several hundred thousand dollars per acre -- indeed, in many cases,
at several mi I lion dol lars per acre -- whereas large parcels of
improved land in the suburbs can typically be had at $20,000 per
acre or less. . . . The cost of buying the land, the cost of razing
the structures, the time dimension involved in the acquisition of
separate parcels, and the restraints imposed by the shapes of city
blocks -- cumulatively, these problems virtually bar such redevelop-
ment for private builders." [230, pp.17f.]
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lines and they can not purchase well in advance. Such firms tend, there-
fore, to cluster around suppliers and subcontractors who can meet their
rapidly changing needs. The classic example is provided by women's high
fashion. The manufacturer must have access to a wide selection of fa-
brics, buttons, and trim. Styles may change rapidly, and the manufacturer
has little indication, in advance, of the demand for his product. Such
manufacturers tend to cluster in the central areas where they can find a
wide choice of materials and secure small orders quickly. In contrast,
the producers of men's work clothes can better predict their demand, order
larger quantities of materials, and set up assembly lines. Their products
are more stable and standardized. The consequences of these differences
are clearly illustrated in New York, where the number of employees in the
apparel industries declined by nearly 30 percent between 1950 and 1964.
Almost all of this decline occurred in firms with more standardized pro-
ducts that moved outside of the central city. The high fashion sector of
the industry remained strong and vigorous. [135, pp.33f.]
Unfortunately, those types of industries that profit most by
central city locations are often those that are declining. Those that
are expanding often prefer suburban locations. Thus a study of New York
indicated that the central city actual ly increased its proportion of de-
clining industries while decreasing its share of growing industries of
the region in the post war period. [92, p.26] It is not, therefore, sur-
prising that manufacturing employment is declining in central cities while
expanding in their suburban areas.
Retail employment is also declining in the central cities while
it is increasing in the suburban areas. However, the reasons for these
shifts are quite different than those in manufacturing employment. Re-
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tail outlets often follow their consumers. The rapid growth in suburban
population has thus contributed, in large part, to the decentralization
of retail establishments. However, other factors are also responsible
for the decline in retail employment in the central cities. This is sug-
gested by the fact that although retail employment in the central cities
of the 12 largest metropolitan areas declined by more than 15 percent
between 1947 and 1963, the value of retail sales increased by nearly 30
percent. [IIIH-4, IIIH-5] It is difficult to untangle the relative im-
portance of a number of factors, but it is possible that several have
contributed to this seeming paradox. First, central cities appear to be
specializing in the more expensive specialty items such as furs and jewel-
ry. Second, consumer income has been increasing, and this is probably
reflected in the purchase of more expensive items. The same size sales
force may be required to sell a $100 bedroom set as a $1,000 bedroom set.
Final ly, the trend in many retail establishments towards self-service
undoubtedly permits a greater number of sales per sales worker.
Employment in wholesale firms has also declined in the central
cities while it has been increasing in the suburbs of the major metro-
politan areas. However, this trend has not been as pronounced in whole-
sale employment as it has been in retail and manufacturing employment,
and wholesale employment continues to remain concentrated in the central
cities. Nonetheless, wholesale employment in the central cities of the
12 largest metropolitan areas did decline by about^6 percent while it
more than doubled in the suburbs between 1948 and 1963. [II IH-6] Whole-
sale firms, like retail firms, and unlike many manufacturing firms, need
quick, easy access to their customers. With the increasing reliance upon
truck transport, many wholesale firms are not tied to central locations,
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and indeed, they may prefer to avoid the congestion associated with such
locations. Also, with the decentralization of retail and manufacturing
activities, a location between the central cities and the suburbs is
becoming increasingly desirable. As an indication of the loss of ad-
vantage of central locations for wholesale firms, a relocation study for
Manhattan's Washington Market, a central wholesale market for fruits and
vegetables, noted that by moving outside of Manhattan distribution costs
could be reduced by more than 30 percent. [92, p.83] Clearly wholesale
firms will differ in their needs for central locations. It is likely
that many firms will remain in the central cities, but it is also likely
that an increasing number wi I I seek locations elsewhere.
Government employment has been increasing in cities and suburbs
alike, though not as rapidly as is often imagined. In the central cities
of the 12 largest metropolitan areas, the number of local government em-
ployees increased about 10 percent between 1950 and 1960. In view of the
continuing expansion in Federal aids for local communities and the con-
tinuing recognition of unmet needs in these communities, it is likely that
government employment will continue to expand, and to play a proportion-
ally more important role in the employment structure of the central cities.
Employment in finance, insurance, and real estate remains con-
centrated in the central cities of the major metropolitan areas, although
the numbers employed are increasing both in the central cities and the
suburbs. Data avai able for eight large metropolitan areas indicate that
more than 80 percent of the metropolitan employment in banking, securi-
ties and commodities exchange, insurance, real estate, and holdings and
other investment companies is concentrated within the central cities.
[230, p.59] Data available on individual cities indicate that employment
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is expanding in these fields and that this expansion is expected to con-
tinue. Two factors are of particular importance in the continuing domi-
nation by the central cities in these fields. On the one hand key de-
cision makers in these fields often require direct face-to-face communi-
cation with other decision makers outside of their firm and they require
easy access to a wide range of experts. In these enterprises, when
money, securities, or physical property is exchanged, the exchange often
follows a period of face-to-face meetings and bargaining. Furthermore,
either party in the transaction may require the advice of experts in such
diverse fields as international tax law, metallurgy, or city planning.
In such enterprises "time is money" and the delay in a decision can mean
the loss of a business opportunity. Such rapid, non-routine decision-
making requires the concentration of large numbers of experts and execu-
tives, and this can best be accomplished in the central areas. On the
other hand, such enterprises often require large office forces that per-
form routine and highly repetitive tasks.* These tasks are usual ly per-
formed by young women. These firms have found that they can more readily
attract and hold young, wel I-educated women if they are located near pub-
lic transportation and convenient to lunch-hour shopping, after-work re-
creation, and husband hunting. The preference of this female work force
also favors the central city location.
Headquarter offices of America's commercial and industrial firms
are also expressing a continuing preference for center city locations.**
* Though such tasks are highly vulnerable to automation, it nonetheless
appears possible that there will be a continued growth in this work
force. For example, studies in the banking industry suggest that the
growth in existing services may offset the effects of automation, and
that the introduction of automation permits the introduction of new
services that expands the work force. [140, Vol.11, p.166]
** There is no conclusive data on this continuing preference and at least
one study suggests that this conclusion may not be fully warranted.
[130, pp.39-42]
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The reasons for this preference are simi lar to those of the finance, in-
surance, and real estate firms. These firms also require rapid, non-
routine decisions that benefit by face-to-face contact; they require the
services of a wide range of experts; and they benefit by a wet I-educated
female work force. In addition, these firms also benefit by being in
close proximity to the financial community.
The concentration of headquarter offices within the central
cities attracts a number of other highly skilled activities that cluster
around them. Radio, television, and newspapers; advertising and public
relations; other types of business and. professional services -- all tend
to be concentrated in the central cities in close proximity to the offices
that utilize their services. It is likely that employment in the communi-
cations industries may not expand rapidly in the central cities. However,
the business and professional services form one of the most rapidly ex-
panding sectors of the American economy, and it is likely that the central
cities will continue to share in an important part of this growth.
Other types of office activities are increasingly located in
suburban areas. Wholesaling, retailing, and manufacturing activ ities re-
quire offices. Studies in New York, Pittsburgh, and San Francisco all
indicate that as these firms locate outside of the central city, they
will usually attach offices to the wholesale, retail, or manufacturing
installation. However, in spite of the decentralization of activities,
the larger of these firms usually retain their central administrative
offices within the central cities. [92, 121, 259] Repair, business, and
professional services are also increasing in the suburban areas, but not
at a sufficiently rapid rate to result in a decline in the central city
employment in these fields.
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Employment in higher education and the arts accounts for a rela-
tively small proportion of center city and suburban employment. However,
employment in these fields promises to increase rapidly and to fulfill a
more important role in the city and suburban economies. One witness be-
fore the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress noted:
"The American economy was built around the railroads in the
last half of the 19th century, around the automobile in the
first two-thirds of this century, and it will be built around
education in the balance of this century." [10, p.7]
Museums, art galleries, symphony and opera houses, and col lege
and university buildings are conspicuous elements in the new landscape
of most major metropolitan centers. New civic auditoriums, art gal ler-
ies, and colleges and universities are also developing in suburban areas.
Unfortunately, data are not available to measure the relative or absolute
growth of these institutions in center cities or suburbs. However, it is
clear that they are expanding rapidly. The institutions of higher educa-
tion are particularly important, for not only are they increasing employ-
ment to meet the needs of their rapidly growing student bodies, but they
are extending services into the communities and they are attracting
large research and development grants from government agencies and pri-
vate sources. Furthermore, they are attracting those growth industries
concerned with research and development. How much of this growth will
be accommodated in the central cities of the major metropolitan areas is
difficult to estimate, but it is clear that this growth will play an in-
creasingly important role in the economy of the major metropolitan cen-
ters.
Construction employment general ly provides less than 5 per-
cent of the employment in central cities. However, it is of interest
because a large proportion of construction employment is in blue-col lar
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jobs. The level of construction employment varies considerably from
time to time, and from city to city. However, in general, the level of
employment in the central cities has tended to remain fairly constant
while it has increased in the suburban areas. The office building booms
in the central areas of a number of major cities, civic centers and
public works of various kinds, and some apartment construction and re-
habilitation have generally served to keep the level of construction
from declining in the central cities. However, these types of activi-
ties are quite sensitive to changes in the cost of money and to Federal
urban policies. It is therefore difficult to predict future levels of
employment, although those cities that have attempted such predictions
indicate that they expect employment levels to remain fairly constant.
[73, 135] Suburban highway, commercial, industrial, and residential de-
velopments .promise to maintain a fairly rapid rate of expansion, though
these also are subject to fluctuations in the price of money and in Fed-
eral policy. However, the scale of suburban developments often make
them more readi ly adapted to automated or semi-automated processes, and
the labor unions in these areas may be weaker and less able to resist
such technological improvements. The future level of employment in con-
struction in suburban areas is unclear, though it is unlikely to decline.
In summary, the central cities of the major metropolitan areas
are increasingly performing a more specialized role in the metropolitan
economy. In the earlier stages in the development of these metropolitan
areas, both the population and employment were concentrated within the
central cities. However, as the metropolitan areas have expanded, the
central cities and the suburban areas have begun to perform more special-
ized functions. These changes have become more clear in the period since
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the end of World War 1I. Since 1947, employment in manufacturing, re-
tail, and wholesale activities has been declining in the central cities
whi le it has been increasing in suburban areas. Government, education,
and office-oriented activities have been growing in both the central
cities and the suburban areas. During this period, the central cities
have maintained themselves as employment centers for headquarter of-
fices, business and professional services, finance, insurance, and real
estate.
Suburban growth may be expected to continue providing ex-
panding employment opportunities in all categories of employment. In
the central cities, employment opportunities in blue-collar jobs which
predominate in manufacturing and in the lower skill white collar jobs
characteristic of retailing can be expected to decline, while more
skilled jobs in government, education, and office employment will ex-
pand.
Segregation and Suburban Jobs
When residential segregation separates the Negro from areas of
increasing employment, this reduces his job opportunities. The reduction
in job opportunities occurs through three different processes which are
difficult to measure with precision or to compare in their relative im-
portance, but which are nonetheless recognizably important.
* The difficulty of reaching certain jobs from Negro resi-
dence areas may impose sufficiently high costs on Negroes to dis-
courage them from seeking or retaining employment there.
* Negroes may have less information about, and less oppor-
tunity to learn about, jobs distant from their residential areas.
* Employers may be more likely to discriminate against Ne-
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groes if their establishments are in all white areas than if Ne-
groes lived in the general area of the establishment.
The difficulties in reaching certain jobs are particularly
serious for lower income populations which are less mobile than higher
income groups. In part, the lower mobility of low income populations
results from Socio-psychological conditions, but for the most part it
results from economic constraints.
The poor have been characterized as block dwellers, in con-
trast to city dwellers. [171, p.41] They may seldom venture far from
home and they often feel uncomfortable when removed more than 10 or
20 blocks from their home. If these general observations are true of
the white poor, how much more accurate they must be for Negro poor whose
sense of isolation from the rest of the city may be particularly acute
by virtue of their clearly identifiable skin color. These feelings evi-
dently develop early, and may be slow and difficult to overcome. They
are graphically illustrated in a study of fourth, fifth, and sixth grade
children in New York schools in low income areas. [52, pp.4, 26] This
study revealed that 65 percent of the children, excluding school field
trips, had never been further than 25 blocks from their homes. On
school field trips it was noted that the Negro children, more than those
in mixed or in white groups, "acted as if they were in a foreign coun-
try." [52, p.26] The adversities encountered in poverty and segregation
may make many ghetto residents hesitant in leaving their neighborhoods
for less familiar territory.
Nonetheless, the poor and the Negro do travel beyond their
neighborhood limits. However, there are strict economic constraints on
the extent of such trips. The severity of such constraints become clear
when it is recalled that for a family of four, with an income of $3,000
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a year, only about $12 a month, or 40t a day, is ideal ly budgeted for
transportation.
It should not therefore be surprising that most Negroes, par-
ticularly the poorer Negroes, journey to work by public transportation.
However, the journey from the central city to suburban areas undoubtedly
would cost more than 40$ a day, and would therefore, at least for the
poorer families, place a heavy additional burden upon the family budget.
Furthermore, the magnitude of this burden is apparently increasing. The
Consumer Price Index shows local transit fares as one of the most rapidly
increasing items. [229] There is, in addition to the dollar costs of
such travel, a high time cost. When public transportation is avai.lable
in the suburbs, it is likely to require more transfers and longer waiting
periods than center city systems. For a comparatively low paying job,
high dollar and time costs of commuting may hardly seem worthwhile. All
this assumes, of course, that public transportation is available which
connects the place of residence to the place of work. However, public
transportation in the suburbs is usual ly less adequate than in the cen-
tral cities, and it is likely that no public transportation is available
which can provide the ghetto dweller with access to potential suburban
employment.
The alternative to public transportation is, of course, the
privately owned automobile. However, the purchase, insurance, mainten-
ance, and operation of an automobile is costly, much more costly than
the utilization of public transportation. Studies of'consumer expendi-
tures in 1960-61 indicated that the average annual expenditure for the
purchase and operation of automobiles for those families who own auto-
mobiles in metropolitan areas, was nearly $1,000. For individual me-
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tropolitan areas, the cost varied between a low of $830 in St. Louis to
a high of $1,140 in Detroit. [l||G-I] Little is known of the costs of
automobile ownership. However it is likely that the advantages of low
value used cars are at least partially offset by high interest rates
resulting in high monthly payments. It is not, therefore, surprising
to find that lower income families are less likely to own automobiles
than are higher income families. It may be surprising, though, that
when Negro and white families of similar income are compared, Negro
families are less likely to have an automobile available than are their
white counterparts. [IID-7] Within the central cities of the 12 largest
metropolitan areas, fewer than one in four Negro families with incomes
below $3,000 have an automobile available, compared to nearly one in
three similarly situated white families. Less than 10 percent of Negro
families with incomes below $3,000 living in New York City, the city
with the best public transportation system, have automobiles available,
compared to more than 40 percent of such families in Los Angeles, the
city with the poorest public transportation system. [IIIG-1] Clearly,
if there is a sufficiently pressing need, many of these families can
obtain automobiles, although this probably results in inadequate income
left over for food and shelter. One way, or another, the costs of com-
muting long distances to work for poor families may be too high.
Labor mobility studies indicate that most workers learn about
jobs from friends and relatives, by passing the place of work and seeing
help wanted signs, and by other casual associations. Few jobs are located
by government and private employment offices or by newspaper advertise-
ments. A recent study of the methods used in obtainingf trtt time ful I-
time work supports these usual findings, but also provides data for whites
and nonwhites at different levels of education. [124, March 1966, p.94]
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This study reveals relatively minor differences for those with different
amounts of education, but it does reveal some differences between whites
and nonwhites. Both whites and nonwhites relied primarily upon friends,
relatives, or direct application. More than three out of four whites
and four out of five nonwhites found jobs through these methods. How-
ever, whites were more likely to apply directly whereas nonwhites were
more likely to rely upon friends or relatives. It is likely that this
difference results from the Negro's dislike of facing discrimination
and his reliance upon friends and relatives, through previous experi-
ence and contacts, to screen out those situations where he is most like-
ly to encounter discrimination. Fewer than 10 percent of this popula-
tion used government or private employment agencies, and less than 4
percent located their jobs through newspaper advertisements. Since Ne-
groes have less contact with white areas distant from the ghetto and
since few of their friends are likely to be employed or make frequent
trips there, the chances of learning about distant job opportunities is
significantly less than if Negroes were better distributed throughout
the metropolitan area.
There are a number of reasons for suspecting that employers
in all white areas are more likely to discriminate against Negroes than
are employers in mixed or Negro neighborhoods.
. A number of studies have indicated that those with greater
contact with Negroes are less likely to object to working with Ne-
groes. For example, a national study indicates that those with no
previous social contact with Negroes were more than twice as likely
to object to working next to a Negro on a job as those with some
contact. [24, p.148] A study in Boston indicated that those working
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with no Negroes were three times as likely to object to working
with Negroes than those who were working with some Negroes, and
that those living in all white neighborhoods were twice as likely
to object to working with Negroes as those living in mixed neigh-
borhoods. [113, p.14] If Negroes do not live in suburban neigh-
borhoods, there is thus a greater likelihood that the residents
of these neighborhoods would object to working with them.
* Some employers may be hesitant to hire employees who must
commute long distances to work because of the belief that such em-
ployees will have higher absentee rates, be more likely to arrive
for work late, and hold their job for a shorter period of time than
if it were easier for them to get to work. While such a belief is
not direct racial discrimination, it may nonetheless serve to dis-
criminate.against ghetto Negroes seeking suburban jobs.
* If employers work in communities in which there are few
or no Negroes living, they are likely to infer that Negroes are not
desired in those communities. They may thus hesitate to hire Ne-
groes because of real or imagined fears of possible reactions in
the community. One would expect that those firms where customer
contact is least important, or those with customers who do not re-
side nearby, would be least likely to discriminate as a result of
actual or expected local response.
* Many job opportunities have been created by the actions
of Civil Rights groups which have sought to reduce discrimination
in employment. Such Civil Rights groups are likely to focus their
attention on those employers in or near the ghetto areas, where dis-
criminatory acts are more evident and the groups have more power.
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Suburban employers are thus less likely to be subjected to those
types of pressures which have often served to open up job oppor-
tunities for Negroes.
Residence and Work
The relationships between residential location and place of
work have long been acknowledged. For the white household, the place
of work may influence the housing choice. However, for the Negro house-
hold, it is more likely that the restrictions in housing choice influence,
and limit, job opportunities.
When these relationships are examined for the large Northern
metropolitan areas it is found that Negroes are more likely than whites
to live in the central city and, as is to be expected, Negroes are much
less likely than whites to participate in suburban job opportunities.
Although nearly 40 percent of the jobs in the large Northern metropoli-
tan areas are in the suburban areas, only about 20 percent of the jobs
held by Negroes are in these areas. Those living in the central cities
are much more likely to work in the central cities and those living in
the suburbs are much more likely to be working in the suburbs. [I ID-6]
The use of detailed data furnished by transportation studies
in the cities of Chicago and Detroit permit a more refined analysis of
the relationships between work and residence for the Negro populations
of those cities. The percent of Negroes living in each of 98 areas
within these cities, and the distance from these areas to the nearest
point in the Negro ghetto were used to predict the proportion of Negro
workers in each of the areas. It was found that those areas with fewer
Negro residents and those further from the ghetto were less likely to
have Negro workers. It was also found that these relationships were
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stronger in Chicago where the ghetto is larger and less dispersed. This
study also suggested that the high rate of Negro unemployment was, in
part, the result of residential segregation, and that desegregation could
result in 32 to 35 thousand additional jobs for Chicago Negroes. [101]
The Department of Labor, recognizing the employment problems
of Negroes resulting from segregation, undertook a demonstration project
in Chicago with the purpose of reducing unemployment in the ghetto by
relocating Negroes to suburban jobs and housing. The Wall Street Journal
reported the results of this project. [February 17, 1967] First, about
75 suburban employers were contacted, and 80 to 90 percent of these gave
an immediate "job order." One manufacturer listed 187 jobs in a dozen
job categories. Suburban real estate agents, community officials, em-
ployers, and others were contacted regarding Negro housing possibilities
near job opportunities. The response was predictable: "Trying to move
Negroes from the inner city into white suburbs would create a crisis.
The white suburbs hereabouts are 'dead set against' integration." More
than 2,000 Negro men were contacted, and most were unwilling or reluc-
tant to relocate in unfamiliar and/or hostile suburban communities. More
than a year after the project was initiated, only 8 individuals had been
relocated: 5 moved to their new work areas, two are working in the sub-
urbs but commuting from the central city, and another quit work.
One might expect that residential segregation would have dif-
ferent effects upon different occupation groups. When the relationships
between residence and race for the different occupation groups in the
large Northern metropolitan areas are examined, the following conclu-
sions emerge:
. Among all occupational and industrial categories Negroes
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are much less likely than whites to live and/or to work in the sub-
urban areas.
* Negroes living in the central city are relatively unlike-
ly to work in the suburbs, no matter what their occupation or in
what industry they are employed. Those most likely to commute to
the suburbs are laborers and private household workers and those
least likely to commute to the suburbs are managers, clerical and
sales workers, and those in construction jobs. The likelihood of
various occupation groups to commute to the suburbs is closely
correlated with the proportion of metropolitan jobs in that occu-
pation located in the suburbs (Spearman Rank Order Correlation =
0.85).
* Negroes in all occupations except private household and
other service are less likely than whites to commute to the sub-
urbs. The disparities are greatest in those occupations where
customer contact is most important (sales) and in supervisory oc-
cupations (managers and foremen). The disparities are least in
clerical, semi-skilled and unskilled blue collar jobs. When Ne-
groes and whites are examined according to industries, the same
general pattern emerges. The disparities are greatest where cus-
tomer contact is most important (retail and finance, insurance,
and real estate) and least where customer contact is least impor-
tant (wholesale and manufacturing). The construction industry
provides the major exception, with Negroes being much less likely
than whites to commute from the center city to the suburbs for con-
struction jobs.*
* John Kain, in a further analysis of the data from the Chicago and
Detroit transportation studies, arrived at similar conclusions. He
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These findings are interesting and important for they clearly
indicate that Negroes living in the central cities find it difficult to
find employment in suburban areas. These findings also indicate that
those in jobs where customer contact is less important, those in non-
supervisory jobs, and those in firms whose customers reside outside of
the area of the firm -- in other words, those in jobs that one would ex-
pect would be least subject to discriminatory practices as a consequence
of residential segregation -- find it easier to overcome the barriers
of distance, even though these are the lower income, more poorly educated
Negroes in the labor force. Nevertheless, it appears that the loss of
Negro employment opportunities, resulting from housing segregation, will
continue to increase as suburban jobs increase rapidly while center city
jobs increase less rapidly or decline.
Segregation and Occupational Mobility
There is yet another means by which segregation may limit oc-
cupational mobility and thereby restrict opportunities for economic ad-
vance. One might hypothesize that the more segregated a social group,
the more likely it is to maintain its occupational structure, or con-
versely, the less likely its members are to advance towards the occu-
pational structure of the majority community. In other words, the more
segregated the Negro population is, the less likely it is to advance
calculated the percent of variance in the proportion of Negroes em-
ployed in the various sub-areas that could be explained by the pro-
portion of Negro residents in the sub-area and the distance of the
sub-area from the ghetto. He also found that service workers, la-
borers, and semi-skil led workers found it easier to find employment
further from areas of Negro residence than managers, foremen, and
sales workers. He also found that those in retail, finance, and
insurance were much more likely to work within or nearby the Ne-
gro areas than were those in manufacturing, wholesale, and service
industries. [103]
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from lower skilled jobs toward the more highly skilled jobs of the ma-
jority community. There is a logical basis for such a hypothesis. In-
dividuals of a group may develop realistic occupational aspirations on
the basis of information about occupational characteristics and oppor-
tunities. If an individual is confined, through segregation, to a com-
munity with low job skills, he will have little opportunity to gain use-
ful knowledge of better job opportunities from his fami ly or neighbors
and he will be unlikely to find suitable role models upon which to pat-
tern his behavior while preparing for, and later searching out, such op-
portunities.
It is possible to test these relationships by examining the
experience of a number of ethnic groups in American cities. Stanley
Lieberson has defined the dominant pattern of occupational advance from
one generation to the next in American society. Then he determined the
pattern of inter-generation occupational changes for each of 10 ethnic
groups in 5 of the major metropolitan areas. He found that the more se-
gregated an ethnic community, the less likely it was to follow the pre-
vailing pattern of occupational advance. [118, p.190] Additional analy-
sis of the data furnished by Lieberson permits further confirmation of
the relationships between occupational mobility and residential segre-
gation. When the occupational status of first and second generation im-
migrants of different ethnic groups are compared, the greater the se-
gregation experienced by the second generation group, the less advanced
they were beyond the first generation immigrants. Finally, when second
generation immigrant groups are compared, the more segregated the environ-
ment of the ethnic group, the more its occupational status differed from
that of the Native Americans.* Thus when the experience of a number of
* Residential segregation was measured in 1930; occupational status
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immigrant groups are compared, lower occupational mobility and occupa-
tional status are clearly related to greater residential segregation.
[I ID-4] These data strongly suggest that the segregation of the Ne-
gro community will restrict occupational mobility and maintain the oc-
cupational disparities between the Negro and white populations.
Summary
An increasing proportion of jobs in the major metropolitan
areas are being located outside the central cities. In some industries
jobs are increasing in the suburbs and the central cities, but in manu-
facturing, retail, and wholesale industries jobs have been declining in
the central cities while they have been expanding in the suburban areas
of the major metropolitan areas.
The confinement of Negroes in central areas at a time when
jobs are decentralizing results in the loss of job opportunities for
Negroes. Those living in the central cities are unlikely to work in
suburban areas. In part this is the consequence of transportation costs
and lack of information of job opportunities. In part this is the re-
sult of discrimination. Residential segregation results in many jobs
being located in white communities, and Negroes are relatively unlikely
to find employment in such communities, particularly in jobs where cus-
tomer contact is important or where a firms' customers reside in the
area. Transportation costs appear to weigh more heavily upon blue col-
lar workers, whereas white collar workers appear to be more limited by
job discrimination.
was measured in 1950. It is likely that this reflects the residen-
tial segregation experienced while growing up better than if resi-
dential segregation had been measured in the same year as occupa-
tional status was measured.
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Finally, residential segregation serves to limit occupational
mobility. Thus one must conclude, for a number of reasons, that if Ne-
groes remain confined to the central cities while employment suburbanizes,
that the loss in job opportunities for Negroes will increase. The ghetto
of 50 or 100 years ago provided convenient access to job opportunities,
but today the Negro ghetto serves to isolate the Negro from job opportuni-
ties.
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29 CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF JOBS IN SELECT INDUSTRY GROUPS
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL CITIES OF THE 12 LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREAS (COMBINED): 1948-1963
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Source: [LIIIH-I, 2, 4, 6, 7]
30 PERCENT OF PERSONS EMPLOYED IN SELECT INDUSTRY GROUPS LIVING IN
METROPOLITAN AREAS OF I MILLION OR MORE EMPLOYED OUTSIDE THE
CENTRAL CITY, BY RACE: 1960
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HOUSING AND THE GHETTO
Housing in the ghetto and Negro housing throughout the metro-
politan areas have been changing in character in recent years. In gen-
eral, there has been a reduction in overcrowding and in the proportion
of substandard housing. There has also been a sharp increase in the
cost of housing. The nature of the Negro housing problem is gradually
shifting from one of substandard and overcrowded housing to one of too
costly housing. It is important to understand the causes of these
changes -- to understand to what extent they reflect broad changes in
the metropolitan housing market and to what extent they are predictable
consequences of ghetto-ization.
The adequacy of housing available to Negroes is dependent upon
at least three important factors:
* The adequacy of housing available in the total metropoli-
tan housing market.
* The economic capacity of Negroes to participate in the
housing market and to obtain adequate housing.
* The maintenance of a "dual" housing market through dis-
criminatory measures which restrict the supply of housing available
to Negroes and which serve to maintain the ghettoes.
Each of these three factors interact in a manner that makes it
difficult to untangle the individual importance of each. Nonetheless, it
is possible to note how an inadequate metropolitan housing supply, the
low income of Negroes, and discrimination contribute to the inadequate
housing of the Negro population. It is also possible to suggest some of
the interrelationships, even though these relationships are not subject
to easy measure.
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The housing occupied by Negroes is clearly linked to the me-
tropolitan housing supply. For the most part, nonwhites expand their
housing supply through occupying housing vacated by white households
near the edge of the ghetto. [57] White families are likely to vacate
such housing in search of better, or more suitable, housing elsewhere.
Thus, white families are more likely to leave such areas, if there are
good housing opportunities elsewhere. This relationship is clearly evi-
dent in the differences between the 1940-1950 and 1950-1960 housing mar-
kets. Between 1940 and 1950 the white population in the central cities
of the major metropolitan areas increased slightly, the Negro popula-
tion increased substantially, and because of the war, there was little
new housing to meet the increased need. The expanding Negro population
was largely confined to the already existing Negro areas. Conversions
of dwelling units added to the number of rooms available in these areas,
and the levels of room-crowding of the Negro population in these areas
tended to increase slightly. In contrast, the period 1950-1960 was one
of rapid suburban development. Many of the white families in the cen-
tral cities of the major metropolitan areas moved to the new suburban
developments. The white population in the central cities declined,
leaving vacant housing units into which the Negro populption could ex-
pand. The boundaries of the ghettoes expanded comparatively rapidly
during this decade, and overcrowding in white and nonwhite housing was
reduced substantially. [181, pp.99-125, 166-169]
For the most part, then, Negroes obtain housing through the
turnover of used housing.* New housing is often added for the higher
* While this exchange of housing is often termed "filtering," fil-
tering often implies a reduction in the cost of the housing. This
cost reduction probably does not occur when housing is transferred
from white to Negro occupancy.
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income white population. As this housing is occupied, the new oc-
cupants leave older housing available, which is in turn occupied by a
slightly less fortunate white population who are improving their econo-
mic circumstances and housing opportunities. This process continues,
and in theory at least, improvements in one part of the housing market
eventually benefit all segments of the housing market. As a conse-
quence, it might be expected that improvements in white housing might
be accompanied by improvements in Negro housing and that the better the
housing opportunities are for the white population, the better they
should be for the Negro population.
These relationships, at least in broad outline, do appear to
exist. Thus, the period between 1950 and 1960 was one in which the pro-
portion of substandard housing decreased substantially for both the white
and nonwhite population in all the major metropolitan areas. Further-
more, those metropolitan areas with the highest proportion of substandard
housing occupied by the white population were also those with a high pro-
portion of substandard nonwhite housing, and conversely the lowest pro-
portion of substandard housing for the white population occurred in the
same metropolitan areas as the lowest for the nonwhite. [IIIF-3]
In summary, Negroes are inadequately housed in all metropoli-
tan areas, and they are less adequately housed than the white population.
Nonetheless, the expansion in the housing supply available to the white
population does appear to be associated with a reduction in overcrowding
among the nonwhite population, and a higher proportion of standard hous-
ing among the white population of a given metropolitan area appears to
be associated with a higher proportion of standard housing for nonwhites.
The nonwhite housing supply is, at least in part, determined by the total
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metropolitan housing market.
Income and Housing
There are three different aspects on the relationship be-
tween income and housing that wil I- be discussed here. First, the cost
of housing has been increasing more rapidly than income, so that low in-
come families are finding it increasingly difficult to find housing at
a price that they can afford. Second, inadequate housing can be con-
sidered, in part, a problem of inadequate income since those with high-
er incomes are more able to find adequate housing. Third, there is dis-
crimination, for even when Negroes and whites of similar income are com-
pared, Negroes are less adequately housed.
Residential construction costs have been increasing steadily,
at least since the housing peak of 1925. The cost of building materials
has been increasing much more rapidly than the cost of other wholesale
goods, and the cost of construction wages has been increasing more rapid-
ly than the cost of materials. As a consequence, the cost of housing
has been increasing more rapidly than income for several decades. A
major study of American housing concluded that "in 1929 the per capita
money income (after taxes) in the United States was $682; by 1955 it had
increased to $l,629. Nevertheless, despite an increase in real purchas-
ing power of over 50 percent, the average consumer with a $682 income
in 1929 could buy more housing than his 1955 counterpart with a money
income of $1,629." [132, p.65]
Data for the period 1950-1960 clearly indicates that the
cost of housing has been increasing more rapidly than income. White
income increased about 50 percent during this decade and nonwhite in-
come increased less than white income. Nevertheless, in the five major
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metropolitan areas for which data are avai lable, median rents increased
50 to 90 percent for the white population and 60 to 105 percent for the
nonwhite population. [LI IF-6] Furthermore, the increase in rents was
greater for the lower income groups than it was for the higher. [EI IF-5]
Thus the lower income population, white and nonwhite, is finding it in-
creasingly difficult to find housing at a price that it can afford.
The increasing costs of housing reflect the inability of the
housing industry to supply housing at costs commensurate with income.
However, one could look at the same situation in a different way and
state that the problem is not with the housing industry, but rather it
results from the inability of the low income population to create ef-
fective demand for adequate housing. Higher income families are better
able to obtain adequate housing at a cost that they can afford.
However, the high cost of housing and the comparatively low
income of Negroes do not afford a satisfactory explanation of the inade-
quacy of Negro housing. These factors do not account for the fact that
when Negroes and whites of simi lar incomes are compared, Negroes are
more likely than whites to live in overcrowded and substandard housing,
and they are more likely to be paying a disproportionately large share
of their income for housing. These disparities have been noted before.
The "Dual" Housing Market
That Negroes are largely confined to the ghetto for their hous-
ing opportunities and that Negroes pay more for equivalent housing than
do whites have been clearly established. There are two related, but dis-
tinct, factors which serve to relate confinement to the ghetto to higher
costs in housing. The first has to do with the nature and location of
housing found in the ghetto and the second has to do with the economic
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consequences of restricting the supply of housing available to the Ne-
gro population. The first affects those Negroes living in the ghetto,
and the second affects all Negroes in the metropolitan area -- those
living in the ghetto and those living outside.
Negro ghettoes are usual ly in older housing just outside of
the central areas of the cities. This locational factor, in and of it-
self, serves to increase the cost of housing for Negroes. The value of
land is usually determined by location and potential use. On the one
hand, land in more central locations is generally valued more highly
than land lying further out. On the other hand, land with older, slum
buildings may be valued less highly than land with newer, more luxurious
housing. The location of ghettoes serves to inflate land values at the
same time that the presence of the ghettoes serves to deflate the land
values. The net result is often that, from the point of view of poten-
tial land use and city taxes, the ghettoes represent an under-utiliza-
tion of the land, whereas, from the point of view of the ghetto resi-
dents, the cost of housing is inflated by virtue of their confinement
to potentially high value land. The situation is not particularly satis-
factory either from the standpoint of the economic use of land for the
city or from the standpoint of providing adequate, lower cost housing
for the Negro household.
Land value data are available for New York City, and this pro-
vides a rather classic illustration of this situation. In New York
prestige properties 5-9 minutes from the center of Manhattan can cost
$60.00 per square foot. At time-distances of 10-19 minutes, the cost
can be $20.00; in Queens, 25-34 minutes out, the price drops to about
$10.00; and in Brooklyn and the Bronx, more than 30 minutes from the cen-
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ter, property can drop to under $4.00 per square foot. Sites in the
slums of Central Harlem, 20 minutes from the center, can cost $9.00 per
square foot, whereas sites in fashionable White -Plains, more than 40
minutes from the center, can run $4.50. [260, pp.85-87] Although other
major metropolitan areas wil I not have such high land values at the
center of the city or such sharp decreases as one moves outward from the
center, it may nonetheless be expected that land values in the ghetto
areas may be at least 2 to 3 times as high as land at less central lo-
cations in the metropolitan area.
Thus one would expect that the ghetto and central city housing
markets would be different from the suburban housing market. This would
be expected to result, in part, from the differences in the cost of land,
and, in part, from the likelihood that more centrally located housing is
older. When central city and suburban housing in the large Northern me-
tropolitan areas are compared, a number of differences emerge.
* Central city housing is developed at much higher densi-
ties than suburban housing. Thus, in the major metropolitan areas,
only about 30 percent of the single family detached housing is lo-
cated in the central cities, whereas more than 60 percent of the
apartments, and more than 80 percent of the apartments with 10 or
more units, are located in the central cities. [hIF-I]
* As a consequence, suburban dwellers are much more likely
to be home owners than are central city residents. Differences be-
tween center city and suburban home ownership are particularly sharp
among the lower income families. When families with incomes below
$3,000 a year are compared only about 25 percent of those in central
cities, in contrast to 59 percent of those in the suburbs, are liv-
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ing in owner-occupied housing. About 39 percent of the central city
population, compared to 74 percent of the suburban population, live
in owner occupied housing. [IIF-3]
a When families of similar income are compared, those liv-
ing in their own homes are likely to be in newer housing with more
space. Such housing is less likely to be substandard or overcrowded
than rental units occupied by families with comparable income. [IIF-5,
IIF-7, IIF-Il, IIF-2]
* Central city housing is older than housing in the suburban
areas. At a given rent or value level, older housing is more likely
to be substandard, but it is also likely to have more space.
e When families of similar income are compared, those living
in rental units in the central city are slightly more likely to be
in substandard housing than those in the suburbs. [I IF-4]
* When families of similar income are compared, those living
in their own homes in the central city are less likely than those in
the suburbs to live in substandard units. [IIF-4]
* Central city housing is more than twice as likely as sub-
urban housing to be substandard. The better condition of suburban
housing is associated less with the higher income of the suburban
population than with the higher home ownership rates prevalent in
the suburbs. [I IF-4]
* When central city and suburban households of similar in-
come are compared, those in suburban areas attain more space. This
results, in large part, from the higher rates of home ownership in
suburban areas. [IIF-7]
* When households of similar income in the suburbs and cen-
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tral cities are compared, those in the central cities are more
likely to live in overcrowded housing. [IIF-5] This results from
the greater number of rooms available in housing in the suburbs as
a consequence of higher home ownership.
Thus, if one knew nothing about Negro housing other than it
was largely confined to the central locations of the major metropolitan
areas, one would predict that Negroes would be less likely to be home
owners than whites of similar income, and that, as a consequence, Ne-
groes, when compared to whites, would occupy older housing with less
space that would be more likely to be overcrowded and substandard.*
These expectations about the disparities between Negro and white hous-
ing would arise on the basis of a knowledge of the location of Negro
housing, and would be independent of any information on the race of the
inhabitants.
Thus the location of the ghettoes accounts in part for the dis-
parities that exist between Negro and white housing in the metropolitan
areas. However, even when the central location of much of the Negro hous-
ing is taken into account, substantial disparities in the housing of Ne-
groes and whites of similar incomes remains. The interplay between lo-
cation and other forms of discrimination is evident in the characteris-
tics of the Negro and white housing markets in the major Northern metro-
politan areas.
* When Negroes of similar incomes in central cities and
suburban areas are compared, those living in the suburban areas are
* When center city and suburban rental units are compared on the basis
of gross rent, or homes are compared on the basis of value, the same
relationships between the central city and suburban housing stocks
result as when they are compared on the basis of the incomes of their
inhabitants. [IIF-9, IIF-1l, IIF-13]
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much more likely to be home owners. However, when Negroes in cen-
tral cities are compared to whites in central cities, or Negroes
and whites in suburban areas are compared, the Negro household is
much less likely to be in owner occupied housing than is the white
household of similar income. [IIF-3]
* When Negro home owners are compared to Negro renters of
similar income, home owners are less likely to be in substandard
housing; they obtain more space; and they are less likely to be over-
crowded. However, when Negro home owners are compared to white home
owners of similar income, or Negro renters are compared to white
renters of similar income, Negroes are more likely to live in sub-
standard and overcrowded housing. [I IF-6]
* In spite of higher home ownership rates of Negroes living
in the suburbs, when Negroes in the suburbs are compared to Negroes
of similar income living in the central cities, those in the suburbs
are slightly more likely to live in substandard and overcrowded hous-
ing. Thus the disparities between Negroes and whites of similar in-
come is even greater in the suburbs than it is in the central cities.
[Il IF-4]
That such disparities between Negro and white housing remain,
even when location is taken into account, should not be surprising. Be-
cause of discrimination, Negroes do not have as wide a choice of housing
as whites of similar incomes. It is almost a truism of economics that
at a given level of demand, a reduction in the supply will result in a
price increase. Discrimination reduces the supply of housing available
to Negroes. One would expect that because Negroes are more constrained
in their housing choices than are white households, Negroes will have to
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pay higher prices for similar housing than will white families. In
other words, one would expect that if Negroes are largely confined to
any location, they would have to pay higher prices for housing in that
location, and those that were able to escape from the Negro areas would
also have to pay higher prices than would white families who would have
a much wider choice in housing.
These relationships between the restricted supply and the com-
paratively high cost of Negro housing are dramatically illustrated by a
number of case studies of the changes that occur in the price of property
as it shifts from white occupancy to Negro occupancy.
e In 1965 an apartment house building with an all white
occupancy was purchased in Evanston, a suburb of Chicago. The apart-
ments were renting for $105 per month. In the fall of that year,
the new owner began to rent to Negroes, but he raised the rent to
$155 for each Negro family. The owner's main business was buying
"white only" property and then renting or reselling to Negroes.
The owner felt that he was doing Negroes a favor because no other
realtor offices would rent or sel I to Negroes in that area. [137,
p.7]
* In Washington, D.C. in June 1964 a property was pur-
chased from a white owner for $11,500. Three weeks later it was
sold to a Negro family for $17,500. In November a property was
purchased for $13,500. Fifteen weeks later it sold for $19,300.
[267]
* A detailed study by the New York City Commission on Human
Rights of one block in racial transition found that (I) sales were
stimulated by speculators who tried to panic white families into
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selling, (2) the average price paid by the speculator to a white
owner was just under $12,000, (3) the estimated fair market value
of the properties ranged between about $8,000 and $13,000, (4) the
average resale price paid by a Negro purchaser was $20,000, or, on
the average, 73 percent higher than the speculator's price, and
(5) in addition to a high purchase price, the new Negro home owners
were burdened by exceptionally high interest rates on their mort-
gages. [16, p.6]
* A similar study by the Chicago Commission on Human Rela-
tions found that the price that Negro families paid to the specu-
lators was, on the average, 73 percent higher than the price that
the speculators had paid to the previous white owners. Furthermore,
the speculators purchased the housing with low interest mortgages
and sold them to the Negro purchasers with a high interest contract
which they held. Thus the speculator profited, at the expense of
the Negro purchaser, both on the difference in sales price and on
the difference in interest rates. [273]
* A study in Philadelphia found that speculators in racially
changing neighborhoods, on the average, more than doubled their in-
vestments in less than two years. The study also indicated that the
first Negro family to enter the area paid a higher premium than those
that followed. [160] All of these studies bear a striking similarity,
no matter what the metropolitan area that was under investigation.
Such studies do not claim to be representative of al I cases in
which property is transferred from white to Negro occupancy. However,
they do illustrate the comparatively high costs of housing for some Ne-
groes as a result of the limited supply of housing available to them.
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While It is difficult to determine what proportion of Negro home pur-
chasers must pay such comparatively high prices for housing, it is dif-
ficult to imagine that these Negro families would pay such inflated
prices if other alternatives were readily available.
If these studies are representative of a general pattern --
that is, that Negroes inside and outside the ghetto must pay higher
prices for comparable housing than whites because of a restricted hous-
ing market -- then a number- of consequences should follow. First, con-
trary to popular myth, rents and property values should increase more
rapidly in areas entered by Negroes than in all white areas. Second,
and as a consequence of the first proposition, during a period in which
Negro areas are expanding, the cost of housing for Negroes would increase
more rapidly than the cost of housing for whites. A number of studies
confirm these expectations.
The first major systematic study of changes in property value
in areas entered by Negroes was conducted for the period 1943-1955.
This study covered about 10,000 transactions in San Francisco, Oakland,
and Philadelphia and it compared price trends in neighborhoods entered
by Negroes to those in similar neighborhoods that remained all white.
In 41 percent of the neighborhoods, changes in prices in the matched
neighborhoods remained within 5 percent of each other. In 15 percent
of the cases prices in the areas entered by Negroes were 5 to 9 percent
lower at the end of the study period. In 44 percent of the cases, prices
in neighborhoods entered by Negroes were between 5 and 26 percent higher
than in the matched neighborhoods that remained all white. There was
thus a decided tendency for housing in neighborhoods entered by Negroes
to increase in price more rapidly than housing in neighborhoods that re-
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mained all white.* Furthermore, this tendency was manifest in neigh-
borhoods of differing income levels and of differing proportions of
nonwhites at the end of the test period. These findings are particu-
larly interesting because they indicate that even in neighborhoods that
were less than 10 percent nonwhite at the end of the period, there was
still a decided strengthening in housing prices in comparison to all
white areas. [115] These findings have been confirmed by other, more
recent studies. [146]
One recent study compared the changes in the value of owner
occupied housing in white, integrated, changing, and Negro neighborhoods
in 47 cities with populations of over 100,000 during the period 1950 to
1960. The study indicated, first, that in more than 99 percent of the
areas studied the value of homes increased. Second, the study found that
home values increased an average of 35 percent in all white areas, 42
percent in changing neighborhoods, 45 percent in integrated neighborhoods,
and 61 percent in Negro areas. [Cited 35, p.1228]
Both this study and data available from the major metropolitan
areas, previously referred to, indicate that the cost of housing is in-
creasing more rapidly for Negroes than for whites. It is likely that
this comparatively rapid increase in the cost of Negro housing is a
fairly recent phenomena inasmuch as Negroes are still, on the average,
spending a smaller proportion of their income on housing than are
* These price movements appear to be influenced by a number of factors:
the desire and ability of whites to move out, the willingness of
whites to purchase property in mixed areas, the alternative housing
opportunities available to whites, the demand for housing in mixed
areas by nonwhites, and the absolute and relative price levels of
the housing in the mixed areas. However, it is worth noting that
these factors combined in such a way that prices were about three
times as likely to increase more rapidly in mixed areas as to decline
in these areas relative to housing prices in all white neighborhoods.
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whites.* It is not clear why the cost of Negro housing did not increase
more rapidly than that of white housing in earlier periods. Perhaps it
is because of the increasing welfare payments that often serve to subsi-
dize the rents of low income Negroes. [65, p.328] Nonetheless, it is
not surprising to find this occurring now, during a period in which the
Negro population and demand for housing is increasing, segregation is
increasing, and the boundaries of the ghetto are expanding.
Summary
Several recent trends indicate the changing character of the
ghetto housing problem. A significant segment of the Negro population
sti I I lives in overcrowded and substandard housing. However, the pro-
portion of Negroes in such housing is diminishing. On the other hand,
the costs of housing to Negroes is increasing rapidly, and this is clearly
emerging as a major problem.
These changes have resulted, in part, from broad changes in the
metropolitan housing market. In part, they have resulted as the conse-
quence of residential segregation.
* The reduction in overcrowding in Negro occupied housing
during the past decade reflects the general reduction in overcrowd-
ing in metropolitan housing resulting from the rapid increase in
the supply of suburban housing.
* The reduction in the proportion of Negro occupied housing
that was substandard also reflects the general reduction in sub-
standard housing in the metropolitan areas.
* The increasing costs of housing for Negroes and whites re-
* Although Negroes, on the average, spend a smaller proportion of their
income for housing than do whites, a larger proportion of Negro fa-
milies pay an excessive amount of their income for housing.
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flects the rapidly increasing costs of new construction and the in-
creases in the cost of housing throughout the metropolitan area.
* The inadequacy of Negro housing results in part from the
comparatively low income of Negro households, Higher income Negro
households are more adequately housed than
In part, then, the inadequacy of Negr
these general features of the metropolitan hous
factors, alone, do not account for the inadequa
When Negroes and whites of similar income are c
I ikely to be home owners; they are more I ikel y
substandard housing; and they are more likely t
large share of their income for housing. Furth
gro occupied housing have been increasing more
lower income households.
o housing is related to
ing market. However, these
cies of Negro housing.
ompared, Negroes are less
to live in overcrowded and
o pay a disproportionately
ermore, the costs of Ne-
rapidly than the cost of
housing occupied by white households. These Negro-white disparities re-
sult from discrimination which has created separate housing markets for
Negroes and whites.
e The character and costs of housing are related to loca-
tion. If one knew only that Negroes were largely confined to cen-
tral areas and that the expans ion of the white housing market is
occurring in the suburbs, one would expect the existing disparities
in housing quality and cost.
* However, Negroes pay an additional cost, for their choice
of housing is more limited than that of whites because of discrimi-
nation. Thus, even when Negroes and whites in the same general lo-
cation are compared, Negroes pay more than whites for equivalent
housing.
Given these features of the metropolitan housing market, it
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would seem that if Negroes continue to be largely confined to the ghetto
locations that they will remain under-represented among home owners. If
white households continue to leave the central city, it is possible that
many Negro households will reduce the extent of overcrowding. However,
because of the low rates of home ownership, it is likely that large Ne-
gro families will continue to have difficulty in finding adequate space.
It is also possible that a diminishing proportion of Negro households
will occupy substandard housing, both as a result of rehabilitation and
the acquisition of standard housing previously occupied by white families.
However, it is also likely that the disparities between Negro and white
occupied housing wi I I continue, and that the cost of housing for Negroes
will continue to increase more rapidly than income. Already, in 1960,
more than 80 percent of low income Negro households were paying an ex-
cessive amount of their income for rent. It is likely that the high
costs of housing that result from the maintenance of the ghetto will
place an increasingly heavy burden upon these low income families. It
is likely that increasing housing costs will leave less and less money
avai lable for other necessities. Economic subsistance wi I I become more
and more difficult and upward mobility, as a result, will become nearly
impossible.
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SUMMARY
We are now ready to return to the conditions previously speci-
fied for the efficient functioning of the ghetto in order to see in what
manner the ghetto has lost its capacity to perform its function as a
bridge between the new immigrants' old ways and entry into the main-
streams of American society.
The ghetto must provide some sense of psychological security --
that is, the ghetto must foster the development of a sufficiently strong
sense of individual identity.
The former ghettoes offered their inhabitants the security of
a common bond in their European past. The present ghettoes offer their
inhabitants a tie to the past also. However, this tie is to a past of
slavery and denigration. Such a bond is hardly likely to contribute to
the development of a secure sense of individual identity. Furthermore,
the gap between the present ghetto inhabitants and the majority society
is probably sharper than that of previous immigrant groups, and this gap
is more readily apparent because of advances in the mass media and trans-
portation. It is likely that the perception of this wide gap serves
to further weaken the sense of self-worth. In addition, the previous
ghetto inhabitants arrived in America with the hope of finding a new and
better life. Many of these inhabitants, in the course of decades or gen-
erations, were able to move into the mainstreams of American life, and
to share in the general prosperity. In contrast, the Negro arrived in
America more than 350 years ago and he has not yet made it up beyond the
bottom rung of society. It is not hard to believe that many Negroes may
not share in the belief in the possibilities for upward mobility to the
same extent as previous immigrant groups. The earlier immigrants may
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have accepted the ghetto as a first step into the mainstreams of Ameri-
can society. The Negro may perceive it as one more form of enslavement.
The ghetto environment must provide access to the educational
opportunities which are. necessary for effective entry and advancement
in American society.
It is likely that earlier ghetto inhabitants could have re-
ceived a better formal education if they had been able to attend schools
with others who had advanced further in American society than they had.
However, the earlier ghetto inhabitants arrived in America at a time when
there was little necessity for a good formal education. Though ghetto
schools may have been inferior in those days, the consequences of an in-
ferior education were not as serious as they are today. At the present
moment education has become a major prerequisite for upward mobility.
Education is becoming more closely linked to job opportunity and income
each passing year. Thus, the inferior education of ghetto children to-
day results in a loss of opportunity that had no parallel for the earlier
immigrants.
The ghetto must provide access to employment opportunities
through which economic advancement is poss.ible.
For the earlier immigrants, the ghetto provided housing con-
venient to job opportunities. The older ghettoes were adjacent to the
manufacturing areas in which job opportunities were expanding. In con-
trast, today the lower skill jobs are decreasing in the central cities
whi le they are expanding in suburban areas. As a consequence, the ghetto
now serves to isolate the inhabitants from many job opportunities. To-
day segregation serves to bar the Negroes from information about, and
convenient access to, many areas of increasing job opportunities.
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The ghetto must provide adequate shelter for its population.
Such housing must not only meet certain physical standards of adequacy,
but it must also be available at a cost that the residents can afford.
The earlier ghettoes provided physical ly substandard and
overcrowded housing. However, they also provided relatively cheap
housing. The low cost of this housing permitted the ghetto inhabitants
to accumulate savings in order to leave the ghetto for more adequate
housing. In contrast, the ghetto today provides housing in better phy-
sical condition, but at relatively high cost. The high cost of such
housing serves to leave less income for food and other necessities and
makes it increasingly difficult to accumulate savings which are such an
important aid in upward mobility.
For the earlier immigrant groups, the ghetto provided a number
of advantages that were mutually reinforcing. The ghetto permitted a
sense of security which was reinforced by convenient access to job oppor-
tunities. The job opportunities and the comparatively low cost of hous-
ing permitted the accumulation of savings which could serve to propel
the inhabitants upward in American society.
In contrast, the present deficiencies of the ghetto serve to
reinforce each other. The psychological consequences of a history of
slavery and little upward mobility are reinforced by increasingly poor
access to job opportunities. The resulting high rates of unemployment
serve to make the ghetto inhabitant skeptical of the advantages of a
good education, and therefore serves to further downgrade the existing
education possibilities. Conversely, the poorer education makes entry
into the labor force more difficult. The poor access to job opportuni-
ties, the comparatively poor education, and the high costs of housing
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all combine to make it extremely difficult for the Negro ghetto in-
habitant to accumulate sufficient savings to depart from the confines
of the ghetto and the "vicious cycle of poverty" and to ful ly partici-
pate in American society.
CHAPTER V
THE PROSPECTS AND POSSIBILITIES
THE PROSPECTS AND POSSIBILITIES:
IF PRESENT TRENDS CONTINUE
It is useful to project past trends into the future. Such pro-
jections may serve as an indication of the future, if the present course
is not altered. But more important, such projections may clarify the
consequences of present trends, and they may thereby provide guidance in
the avoidance of undesirable consequences and the attainment of more de-
sirable ends. What follows below is not a prediction about what will
happen, but a projection of what may occur if existing trends continue
uninterrupted.
Population Changes in the Major Metropolitan Areas*
In the two decades, 1960-1980, the population in the twelve
largest metropolitan areas will increase by about 20 percent. The popu-
lation within the metropolitan area will continue to be redistributed,
declining by about 30 percent in the central city while increasing by 66
percent in the remainder of the metropolitan area. The proportion of
nonwhites in these metropolitan areas will increase slightly, from about
13 percent in 1960 to 17 percent in 1980.
The white population in the central cities of these areas will
decline by more than 50 percent. Thus, all of the growth in the white
population will be occurring in the suburban areas. In contrast, nearly
three out of four nonwhites added to the metropolitan population will
* These projections are based upon migration rates for the period 1955-
1960. The birth and death rates are based upon 1963 data as detailed
data are available for that year, but not for the period 1955-1960.
The birth rates had declined in the period 1957 to 1963, so that, in
a sense, these are conservative projections of the trend of the last
half of the 1950's. See appendix tables, series IV, for details of
the projection.
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be in the central city. As a consequence, while the white population de-
clines more than 50 percent in the central cities of these areas, the
nonwhite population increases by 50 percent. In 1960, nonwhites accounted
for less than one quarter of the central city populations (22 percent),
whereas by 1980 they will be nearly half of the population of these twelve
major cities (47 percent). During this same period, nonwhites will remain
about 5 percent of the suburban population. In 1980, 18 percent of the
metropolitan white population and 78 percent of the nonwhite will be liv-
ing in the central cities.*
The sharp decline of the white population will result from the
continuing migration from central city to suburb. Most of the nonwhite
population growth in these cities will result from natural increase.
Nearly 7 out of 10 of the nonwhites added to the population will be added
as a result of the excess of births over deaths.
Although the general pattern of population change will prevail
in all the major metropolitan areas, there will be substantial differences
among them. As at present, some metropolitan areas will have a larger
proportion of nonwhites in 1980 than others; in some metropolitan areas
the nonwhites wi I I be more concentrated in the central cities than in
* A recent survey indicates that the population trends evident in the
1950-1960 period have continued, with some modifications, in the
period since 1960. The survey, grouping all metropolitan areas to-
gether, notes that (1) in the period 1950 to 1960 the white popula-
tion in the central cities increased slightly, whereas in the peri-
od after 1960 the white population in the central cities declined;
(2) as a consequence, all the white population growth in the metro-
politan areas has been accommodated outside the central cities; (3)
in contrast, only about one in three nonwhites added to the metro-
politan population were outside the central cities; (4) however, a
larger proportion of the nonwhite population growth occurred in the
suburban areas in the period since 1960 than in the previous decade;
and (5) the average annual increase in the white and nonwhite me-
tropolitan populations declined in the period following 1960. [274,
p.1]
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others; and the metropolitan areas in the West will experience a pro-
portional ly larger growth through migration than those in the North-
east and Northcentral states.
A number of the central cities will become more than 50 per-
cent nonwhite. Washington was more than 50 percent nonwhite in 1960.
By 1970, Detroit, St. Louis, and Baltimore will be more than 50 percent
nonwhite. By 1980, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Cleveland will be more
than 50 percent nonwhite. Thus, by 1980, the majority of the popula-
tion will be nonwhite in 7 of the nation's 12 major cities. It should
be underscored that this condition will result not so much from the rapid
growth of the nonwhite population, but rather from the concentration of
the nonwhite population in the central cities.
It is likely that fewer and fewer neighborhoods in the metro-
politan areas will remain all-white during this period. An increasing
number of nonwhites will live in the suburbs, and an increasing number
will live in integrated communities. However, considering the exodus
of the white population from the central cities and the growth of the
nonwhite population in those cities, a much larger number of nonwhites
will be living in segregated neighborhoods in 1980 than in 1960. Indeed,
if the present rate of white exodus continues, some cities will become
almost entirely nonwhite. The population of the cities of Detroit, St.
Louis, Washington, Cleveland and Baltimore will be more than 80 percent
nonwh i te.
The age distribution of the population will also be changing
in the period 1960 to 1980, and the disparity in the age distributions
of the nonwhite and white populations in the central cities will increase.
The changing age distribution of the nonwhite population will be governed,
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31 POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD PROJECTIONS FOR THE CENTRAL CITIES OF
THE 12 LARGEST METROPOLITAN AREAS: 1960-1980
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to a large extent, by the low birth rates of the depression and war
years and the high birth rates in the years following the end of the
Second World War. The prop6rtion of the nonwhite population over 35 --
those born during the depression and war years -- will decline, and
the proportion of those born in the period after the war will increase.
Thus, betWeen 1960 and 1980, the number of nonwhites ages 35-45 will
actually decline, while the number of nonwhites ages 17-24 will more
than double.
In contrast, the changing age distribution of the white popu-
lation in these central cities will be largely the result of migration
to the suburbs. White families with school age children will be most
likely to move to the suburbs and, as a result, the proportion of these
adults and their children will decline in the central cities between
1960 and 1980. Those just reaching adulthood and those families with
pre-school age children may be attracted by the big cities, and they
may not so easily afford a home in suburbia. They are somewhat less
likely to move at this time. Those over sixty-five are least likely to
move out, and the -largest proportional increase in the white population
of the central cities occurs in this group. Thus, only 10 percent of
the white population in the major metropolitan areas between the ages
of 35 and 45 will be living in the central cities in 1980 in contrast to
nearly 40 percent of those over 65 years old.
There are a number of problems that wi I l become particularly
acute as a consequence of these changing age distributions.
a The proportion of school age chi Idren who are nonwhite
will be substantially higher than the proportion of all nonwhites
in the center city populations. This imbalance will be further
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aggravated by the transfer of many white students living in the
central cities into parochial or other private schools. Any sem-
blance of racial balance in the
ficult or impossible to maintain
trated in Washington, where the
cent of the population and more
population in 1965. By 1965, in
comprised more than 50 percent o
in 7 of the 12 largest metropoli
o An increasingly large
remaining in the central cities
creasing proportion of the white
between 25 and 65 years old, or
public school systems will be dif-
This is already clearly illus-
nonwhites comprised about 65 per-
than 90 percent of the public school
public elementary schools nonwhites
f the students in the central cities
tan areas. [IIIC-4]
proportion of the white population
will be over 65 years old. A de-
and nonwhite populations will be
at those ages where individuals are
most likely to be economically self-sufficient and capable of sup-
porting the children and older members of the household. There will
thus be an increasing burden of dependency upon those in prime work-
ing years and upon the public services of the city.
* The fastest growing segment of the nonwhite population
will be those between the ages of 17 and 24, or those entering the
labor market for the first time. This age group will increase more
than twice as rapidly as the total nonwhite center city populations.
If the labor market is not able to absorb this influx of new work-
ers, higher rates of nonwhite unemployment and all the attendant
problems are likely to result.
* The number of nonwhite households in the central cities
will increase comparatively slowly between 1960-1965; it will in-
crease somewhat faster between 1965 and 1970; and between 1970 and
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1980 the number of new nonwhite households willI i ncrease more than
twice as rapidly as during the 1960-65 period. Thus the present
expansion of nonwhite housing may be a deceptive indicator of fu-
ture needs for expansion. The number of housing units added each
year to the nonwhite housing supply will have to increase in the
future years, and it will have to double in the decade of the
1970's if the new nonwhite households are to be accommodated.
Socio-Economic Disparities in the Central Cities
In the decade 1950-1960, the proportion of nonwhite workers
in the white collar occupations increased somewhat, .and the proportion
in blue collar jobs declined. It is likely that these trends will con-
tinue. Nonwhites may enter white col lar jobs at a somewhat more rapid
rate because of the possible expansion of such jobs in the central cities
where nonwhites are concentrated and because central city white collar
employers may become increasingly concerned about the employment problems
of the nonwhite population and the consequences of such problems upon
doing business in the central cities. On the other hand, with the rapid
increase of nonwhites entering the labor force and the decline in blue
collar jobs in the central city, it is likely that nonwhites will find
it increasingly difficult to obtain employment in these fields and that
nonwhite unemployment may thus increase. It is likely that the occupa-
tional disparities between the white and nonwhite population may be re-
duced slightly, but also that the disparities between the white collar
Negro workers and the lower ski I led Negro workers will increase sub-
stantially. While some segments of the Negro population will be making
significant occupational advances, an increasingly large segment may -be
frustrated in their attempts to find employment and to earn sufficient
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income to subsist and support a family.
It is likely that achievement in the ghetto schools may decline
in the coming decades. Segregation will increase rapidly, and this may
contribute to the decline in achievement. Furthermore, the probable in-
crease in youth unemployment will serve to undermine incentives for
achievement in school. Nonetheless, increasing efforts may be made to
increase achievement in the ghetto schools. Such efforts may be more
successful with the better students, and those from more prosperous
families. It is therefore likely that an increasing number of nonwhites
will be attending college, but it is also likely that the achievement
levels of the majority of the Negro students will not improve substan-
tially, and in fact, they may decline. Thus, in education, as in employ-
ment, there may be an increasing gap between the Negro and white popula-
tion and between the lower and upper segment of the Negro population.
Changes in educational and occupational achievement will be
reflected in changes in income levels of the nonwhite population. It
is likely that the disparities between white and nonwhite family income
and between the income of the lower segment and the upper segment of
the nonwhite population will increase.
Changes in the housing of the Negro population are difficult
to predict. Increasing costs in the production and rehabilitation of
housing, coupled with the likelihood that the lower segment of the Ne-
gro population will make little or no economic advance, make it likely
that an increasing segment of the Negro population may not have the
economic capacity to achieve adequate housing. On the other hand, if
the white population continues to exit from the cities at the present
rapid rate, it is likely that the supply of central city housing may in-
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crease more rapidly than nonwhite demand for such housing. It is
therefore possible that the cost of housing could decli ne, and that Ne-
groes may achieve better housing at lower costs in the coming years.
Most likely, the higher income Negroes will benefit most by such changes
in the housing market. These are the families that will probably move
into the new areas with possibly high vacancy rates. The lowest income
Negroes may continue to be confined to the inadequate housing within the
existing ghetto areas. As a consequence, more successful Negroes will
probably become increasingly segregated from those less successful.
The existing ghetto areas may thus become, more and more, the
exclusive preserve of the poor, the unskilled, the unemployed, the poor-
ly educated Negro. These Negroes will not share in the general pros-
perity and they will become increasingly isolated and alienated from
more successful Negroes in the city and from the white population in the
metropolitan area. The 1965 Census in Watts and Cleveland, the only two
cities for which data are available, mark these trends. [213, 214] In
Watts, the survey included only the poorer minority group areas, and in
those areas the incomes of the residents declined in the period 1960 to
1965. In Cleveland, between 1960 and 1965, the incomes in the poorer
Negro areas declined, whereas family incomes for Negroes and whites in-
creased elsewhere in the city. The riots in ghetto areas in Watts and
Cleveland -- and in ghettoes of the larger cities throughout the country
provide ample testimony of the increasing frustration arising from the
plight of the ghetto-ized Negroes throughout the nation. If present
trends continue, it is likely that the socio-economic conditions for the
lesser skilled Negroes will continue to worsen, in absolute terms, and
in relation to the more fortunate Negroes and the white community.
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The City and the Metropol is: the Ghetto as THE Urban Problem
Charles Silberman has observed that "the urban problem is in
large measure a Negro problem." [174, p.89] The concentration of the Ne-
gro in the centers of the major metropolitan areas affects the future of
these areas, and it is of consequence for every American, white and Ne-
gro. The financial difficulties and rising tax rates in the central
cities are linked to the maintenance of ghettoes. Large sums of money
are spent ineffectively in efforts to physical ly renew the city centers
and socially renew their inhabitants because the politics of race in-
hibit more effective programming for such change. Finally, the more ra-
tional organization of the metropolitan area to better serve the needs
of all the inhabitants is prevented by efforts to restrict the housing
opportunities for Negroes.
The financial difficulties of cities result from a number of
factors. It is not the intention here to explore the complexities of
city finance but rather to suggest some of the ways in which the concen-
tration of the Negro population in the central cities serves to aggra-
vate the financial difficulties. It is well known that lower income
populations require greater city expenditures for health, welfare, po-
lice, fire, and other similar services, while at the same time, as a
consequence of their low incomes, they contribute less than their pro-
portional share of the city revenue.* Furthermore, the presence of the
ghettoes on potential ly valuable land in central locations provides an
* While distinctions between race and income are not made here, it
should be noted that a disproportionate number of nonwhites are
poor and, that white poor are more likely to find housing outside
of the centripl city than are the nonwhite poor.
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inefficient use of the land in the city and results in much lower
revenues from property taxes than if the land were utilized in a manner
more appropriate to its location.* Finally, the precise relationship
between the growth of the Negro population in the central cities and the
exodus of middle income whites to the suburbs is difficult to determine.
However, to the extent that this Negro concentration contributes to the
out-migration of the more prosperous whites, it serves to further reduce
the tax resources of the city. The increasing demands for city services
without a proportional increase in the property tax base has resulted in
increasing property tax rates. These serve to place an additional burden
upon the Negroes and others remaining in the cities and at the same time
they further stimulate the exodus of the more mobile white home owners
and business enterprises.
The Federal Government is providing increasing assistance to
the urban areas in an effort to make them better places to live -- to
revitalize them through physical and human renewal. It is estimated that
the Federal Government will spend more than $16 billion in urban areas
in fiscal 1966.** The largest expenditures, in descending order of im-
portance, are for public assistance (welfare), highways, the poverty pro-
gram, elementary and secondary education, and urban renewal. Low income
housing programs, though less costly, will also be considered. The dis-
cussion of highways will follow in the next section. It may be useful to
note the ways in which the concentration of the Negroes in the central
* One of the major appeals of the urban renewal program has been to
increase the tax base of the city by replacing slums with luxury
housing or higher value commercial use.
** These expenditures exclude loan insurance and guarantees. The fis-
cal year runs from July I to June 30 of the following year. Cf.
[65, pp.179ff.]
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cities compromises these efforts.
* The relationships between the ghetto-ization of the Ne-
gro, loss of job opportunity, low academic achievement and aspir-
ation, comparatively high costs of housing, and low incomes have
been previously defined. Given this situation, welfare payments
may serve to place a floor under the deprivation of the Negro popu-
lation, and as such they serve a useful function. However, the in-
creasing concentration of the Negro in the central city, in tandem
with the other changes that are occurring there, make it likely that
the need for welfare payments will increase while welfare payments
will fail to increase the self-sufficiency of the recipients.
* The declaration of purpose of the Economic Opportunity Act
states: "The United States can achieve its full economic and social
potential as a nation only if every individual has the opportunity
to contribute to the full extent of his capabilities and to partici-
pate in the workings of society. It is therefore the policy of the
United States to eliminate the paradox of poverty in the midst of
plenty in this nation by opening to everyone the opportunity for
education and training, the opportunity for work, and the opportuni-
ty to live in decency and dignity." [156, Sec. 2] It would appear
that the increasing Negro population in the central cities will serve
to work at cross-purposes with the poverty program. The segregation
of the Negro is a significant cause of their poverty, their inability
to participate fully "in the workings of society", and their ina-
bility "to live in decency and dignity." Unless the poverty program
confronts segregation, it is unlikely that it will accomplish its
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goals for the urban Negro population and for America.*
& Most of the federal funds for elementary and secondary
education are made under the act of that name enacted in 1965. The
declaration of purpose of this act states: "In recognition of the
special educational needs of children of low-income families . . .
it (is) the policy of the United States to provide financial assis-
tance to local educational agencies serving areas with concentra-
tions of children from low-income families to expand and improve
their educational programs by various means. . ." [157, Sec.20l]
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 states that it shall not contribute to
"the assignment of students to public schools in order to overcome
racial imbalance." [155, Sec.401b] Considering the findings of the
major study by the Office of Education, it is doubtful that this
money wil I indeed meet the "special educational needs of the low-
income" Negro children in urban areas unless integration is en-
couraged. [40] Daniel Moynihan, in a recent Senatorial Seminar with
Senators Ribicoff, Javits, and Kennedy, commented: "But I don't
think we are going to achieve what we want unless we insist on inte-
gration as our goal. You can pour money into schools, and if you
keep those schools filled with people of one lower-class community
it won't work. I can understand why people think of quality as a
substitute for equality. It begins to look attractive because it is
beginning to be clear how hard integration is going to be." [31, p.71]
o The goals of urban renewal are numerous, and at times in
* This does not impeach the goals of the Economic Opportunity Act, nor
does it criticize its accomplishments. Rather, this raises the ques-
tion of whether the act does enough, or indeed, whether or not it
can accomplish its goals without contributing to desegregation of
the Negro.
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conflict. They are not clearly stated, and they have changed over
time. Any listing of the goals of the program might include the
reduction of substandard housing, the provision of better housing
in its stead for the urban inhabitants, the retention of the central
city middle-class white families, the provision of sites for public
institutions, the strengthening of the economy of the city and the
increase of its tax base. Above these specific goals is the de-
sire to revitalize the city -- to make it a better place to live,
work, and relax. Many of the conflicts between these goals have re-
sulted from the concentration of the Negro in the central cities.
The desire to attract middle income white families and to improve
the tax base may lead to the clearance of low-income Negro housing
and the construction of luxury housing in its place. The desire
of universities and hospitals to expand may also result in the dis-
placement of Negro households. The majority of families displaced
by urban renewal have been Negro. Indeed, urban renewal has at
times acquired the epithet of "Negro removal." Because of the con-
straints in the supply of housing available to Negroes, the displace-
ment through urban renewal has often resulted in increased over-
crowding and higher housing costs --. in short, urban renewal has
often contributed to the housing problem that it claimed to be try-
ing to overcome. 'In recent years, the Negro community has become
better organized and able to resist displacement and an increasing
segment of the public has begun to question the justice of using
public funds, in effect, to subsidize the housing of the wealthy at
the cost of the poor. Urban renewal has thus shifted its strategy,
and rehabilitation, rather than slum clearance, is much more promin-
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ent now than in earlier programs. It is not surprising to find
that in an entity as complex as the modern city that goals for re-
newal might be in conflict. Many of these conflicts would exist
even if the Negro were not so concentrated in the central cities.
However, these conflicts are clearly made more acute by virtue of
the segregation of the Negro population and the resulting limita-
tions in their choice of housing outside of renewal areas. It is
likely that if the Negro households were served by an open housing
market that urban renewal might have been much more successful in
accomplishing its goals and much less hardship would have been
wrought upon the Negro population in the central cities. One might
question if urban renewal will be better able in the future to more
adequately house the center city population, which will be largely
Negro, and at the same time provide an economically more viable, at-
tractive, and desired core for the major metropolitan areas.
e Although much of the lower income populations of the major
cities are yet inadequately housed, the public housing programs in
many of these cities have added few units in recent years. While
many factors have contributed to the disenchantment with the public
housing program, the concentration of the Negro in the ghettoes of
these cities has been one of the major factors. [85, 232] More and
more, public housing has become Negro housing. In 1965 the majority
of the occupants in public housing were Negroes. In Baltimore and
St. Louis about 80 percent were Negro, and in Chicago and Washing-
ton, D.C. more than 90 percent of public housing occupants were Ne-
gro. [IIIF-7] Public housing authorities have had difficulty build-
ing new units because there was little or no available land in the
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ghettoes and that land which is available is extremely costly in
the ghetto areas. Furthermore, ghetto housing tended to be segre-
gated, and Negro groups have recently opposed public housing in
ghettoes as it serves to reinforce the segregated housing pattern.
Public housing authorities have had great difficulty in obtaining
land in the cities outside of the ghettoes or in suburban areas where
land is available and the cost is much less. Until Negroes are bet-
ter able to live throughout the metropolis, it is likely that public
housing and the new low and moderate income housing programs will
continue to encounter difficulties in obtaining land. . As a conse-
quence, the supply of such housing will not be increased as needed,
and that housing which is built is likely to displace families in
the existing Negro areas and to be more costly than would have been
necessary if a freer selection of sites had been possible.
These criticisms of the various Federal programs, and their lo-
cal counterparts, are not meant to demean the goals of these programs or
to detract from their many accomplishments. These programs seek noble
goals and represent an increasing commitment on the part of the American
people to improve the life of the poor and to create better urban areas.
However, it is doubtful if these goals can be achieved if the Negroes
continue to live in segregated center city areas and if their population
in such areas continues to grow as it has in the past. In an effort to
avoid the politically controversial issue of desegregation, these programs
may end up serving as pal I iatives, rather than striking at the causes of
the problems that they seek to solve. Such programs may be costly, less
efficient than need be, and ineffective in accomplishing their goals in
metropolitan America. The consequences of these high costs., inefficiency,
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and ineffectiveness will be borne by all Americans.
Finally, many commentators on urban problems note the multipli-
city of governmental jurisdictions, the inability of these governmental
units to coordinate their efforts, and the resulting inefficiencies in
metropolitan development. [243, 264] Part of these inefficiencies re-
sult from the complexities of the metropolis, but a large part results
from the jealously guarded desire for local autonomy. Conflicts arise
between communities, and in particular, between the center city and the
suburban communities, as each seeks to serve its special interests.
These conflicts of interest make the coordination of governments in me-
tropolitan areas extremely difficult and severely hamper the ability of
these governments to solve common problems through joint efforts.
Recently there have been important gains in intergovernmental
coordination. [13, 263] However, as the center cities become increasing-
ly Negro, and the suburbs remain primarily white, it is likely that the
conflict between the center cities and the suburbs may increase sub-
stantially, and that all the metropolitan inhabitants may suffer by the
inability of the metropolitan area to jointly solve problems. Metro-
pol itan coordination could benef it al I the residents in a number of ways --
for example, in such functional areas as water supply and distribution,
waste disposal, flood control, the control of air and water pollution,, re-
gional recreation facilities, regional economic development, housing, em-
ployment, and transportation. [258] It is perhaps in the areas of housing
and transportation where the effects of the concentration of the Negro
upon metropolitan development are most clearly evident at present.
Efforts to constrain the housing choices for Negroes serve to
limit housing choice for the white population as well. In many of the
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suburban areas of the metropolitan areas vacant land is zoned for a
much larger lot, single family residential housing that is warranted by
the actual housing demand in the metropolitan areas. Such a suburban
zoning strategy serves to limit access to most of the Negro population.
It also serves to restrict the housing choices of lower and lower middle
income white families in the suburbs. It also serves to locate much of
the new metropolitan housing much further from the center and from em-
ployment opportunities than need be. In addition, the concentration of
Negro housing in the central cities has probably prompted many white fa-
milies to locate in suburban areas when they would have preferred living
in the central cities. As the proportion of nonwhites continues to in-
crease in the central cities it is likely that even more white house-
holds will feel housing opportunities in the central cities unacceptable
to them. Thus'Negroes may find themselves living in the central areas
when they would prefer living in the suburbs; low income whites may find
themselves in the same position; some white families who would prefer
living in the central cities will find themselves in the suburbs; and other
white families who prefer suburban living will find themselves living fur-
ther out in the suburbs than they desire. Efforts to exclude the Negro
from many residential areas may thus result in a distortion of the entire
metropolitan housing market and needlessly restrict the housing choices
of Negroes and whites alike. Furthermore, the residential polarizing of
the white and Negro communities will decrease the likelihood that the vari-
ous communities in the metropolitan area will work together to provide the
broadest range of housing opportunities for the entire metropolitan popu-
lation.
The decentralization of housing and jobs in the metropolitan
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areas have already been noted. These trends have specific consequences
for the transportation system. On the one hand, the white middle class
workers in the central cities are increasingly being housed in the sub-
urbs, and at greater and greater distances from the city center where
many of the white collar jobs are sti II concentrated. On the other hand,
the blue col lar work force, and in particular the Negro blue col lar work
force, is concentrated in the central cities while blue collar jobs are
increasing in suburban areas. The consequences of these location deci-
sions are that large numbers of white workers commute into the cities
each day while a growing number of Negro workers are commuting from the
central cities to the suburbs. This pattern of cross commuting wi I I un-
doubtedly become more clearly defined as the proportion of Negroes in
the central cities increases and blue col lar jobs continue to decentral-
ize. Whi-le many white commuters would undoubtedly be living in the
suburbs and working in the central cities even if there were no Negroes
in the central cities, there will undoubtedly be an increasing number
who would have been living in the central cities if there had been a lower
proportion of Negroes in the neighborhoods and schools, if property taxes
had been lower and services had been better in the central cities, and
if those in the suburbs had been less confident that they could isolate
themselves from Negroes by living in "exclusive" neighborhoods. It is
also likely that many of the Negro suburban workers would prefer living
nearer to work if they could have obtained suitable housing in the sub-
urbs. In part, then, these commuting patterns result from constraints on
housing choices for Negroes and whites. The consequences of these com-
muting patterns are (1) high time and dollar costs for the commuters, (2)
central city traffic congestion which accelerates the decentralization of
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business and industry and further weakens the
(3) higher taxes for al I Americans to pay for
highways and rapid transit systems.
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is traveling in-
creasing distances to work, contributing to the traffic congest ion and
high transportation expenditures throughout the metropolitan areas. The
Federal government has sought to encourage more rational metropolitan de-
velopment patterns and to provide assistance to the central cities and to
the poor and minority groups in these cities and elsewhere. However,
these funds seem directed more to symptoms of the problem than to funda-
mental causes of the problem. The Federal programs fail to acknowledge
the important part that the increasing number and proportion of Negroes
in the central cities plays in these problems. Furthermore, as the cen-
tral cities gain Negro majorities, and as issues become more polarized
around Negro and white, between central city and suburb, it is likely
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that the resolution of all problems that affect entire metropolitan areas
will become increasingly difficult. If the central cities of seven of
the largest metropolitan areas in the United States will have majority Ne-
gro populations by 1980, and if Negroes are largely excluded from the
suburban areas, how likely is it that the cities will cooperate with the
suburbs on metropolitan problems if the suburbs do not cooperate with the
cities by providing housing opportunities for Negroes?
The Consequences: If Present Trends Continue
* By 1980, the central cities of 7 of the 12 largest metro-
politan areas will have a majority nonwhite population. The number
of Negroes confined to segregated areas wil I increase substantial ly.
* By 1980, most Negroes in the central cities will attend
Negro schools.
* Job opportunities in the central cities will continue to
diminish relative to the suburban areas. The reduction in job op-
portunities will be particularly severe for the lower skilled jobs.
* There wil I be an increasing gap between the lower and
upper segments of the Negro population and between the Negro and
white population in the larger metropolitan areas. The lower seg-
ment of the Negro population will become increasingly isolated and
alienated.
* Revitalization of the central cities will become increas-
ingly difficult because of the erosion of the tax base resulting
from the exodus of middle class white residents, business, and in-
dustry and because of the increasing demands that wil I be placed
upon the city by the alienated lower segment of the Negro popula-
tion. Perhaps even more basic, the physical revitalization of the
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central cities will be impossible because human renewal will be im-
possible. As President Johnson has eloquently stated:
"The ghettoes of our major cities . . . represent fully as
severe a denial of freedom and the fruits of American citi-
zenship as more obvious injustices. As long as the color of
a man's skin determines his choice of housing, no investment
in the physical rebuilding of our cities will free the men
and women living there." [35, p.1054]
* The need for metropolitan planning and coordination wil I
increase at the same time that conditions favorable to needed co-
operation will decrease. It is possible that many metropolitan areas
will become polarized -- Negro central cities vs. white suburbs --
and, as a result, effective metropolitan planning and development
will become impossible.
* As city center and suburban populations become polarized
along racial lines, and as an increasing proportion of the national
population resides in these polarized metropolitan communities, it
is likely that racial conflicts will become sharper and that race
relations in America will worsen.
Such a course of events would not be favorable for Negroes or
whites. Yet, this is the course that has been charted by existing, self-
sustaining demographic, social, and economic forces. It is unlikely that
this course will alter much without specific and bold interventions.
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POLICY ALTERNATIVES
Citizen groups and government bodies may intervene to alter
the present course of events. Several different strategies for inter-
vention have been attempted or proposed.
* Revitalize the central city.
* Revitalize the Negro ghetto.
* Desegregate the metropolitan area.
* Revitalize and integrate the ghetto, the central city,
and the metropolitan area.
Unfortunately, these various strategies have often been con-
sidered as competing alternatives. Different groups have aligned them-
selves with each of these alternatives and it has been impossible to de-
velop the type of concensus that is necessary to provide sufficient sup-
port for any one or combination of strategies in order to shape public
policy. It is therefore particularly important to consider the strengths
and weakness of each of these approaches with the hope that a rational
evaluation may provide the basis f6r the reconciliation of differences
and the mobilization of an adequate coalition to assure the requisite
actions to alter the present course of events.
Revitalize the Central City
Following World War I I America undertook to renew her cities.
The primary instrument for the accomplishment of this revitalization was
the urban renewal program, defined in the Housing Act of 1949, and later
revised. The urban renewal program had an unfortunate beginning. The
existing ghetto areas were correctly perceived as contributing to the
decline of the central cities. However, early efforts at city renewal
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were not directed at rehabilitating the ghettoes and their Negro in-
habitants, but rather with clearing these areas and dislocating the Ne-
groes. Although Negroes were not a majority of the population in the
various cities (they were not even a majority among the poor in most
cities) they nonetheless were those most likely to be removed by the
clearance resulting from urban renewal. Urban renewal acquired the
epithet of "Negro Removal." Furthermore, the land from which the Ne-
groes were cleared was scheduled for' luxury apartments, commercial, and
other uses that might serve to increase the local tax base, but would
certainly not satisfy the needs of the former Negro residents. Indeed,
urban renewal actually increased the difficulties for the Negro by re-
ducing through clearance the supply of low income housing that was avail-
able to him. [85]
However, these early efforts to remove the Negro and revitalize
the city were doomed to failure. The Negro was not removed from the city.
Instead, he shifted to an adjacent Negro area where the resulting over-
crowding often served to speed the spread of physical blight. Also the
market for luxury housing built where the Negroes formerly lived was found
to be less than anticipated. Some luxury housing was built and remained
vacant; in other cases the land was cleared, but the luxury housing was
never built. As a consequence, there has been increasing recognition that
the central cities cannot be revitalized unless the ghetto areas are re-
newed and the life conditions of the inhabitants improved. In recogni-
tion of this, the urban renewal program has been shifting from an empha-
sis upon clearance to one emphasizing rehabilitation, and the Model Cities
Program is being enacted to coordinate efforts at physical renewal with
those of social and economic development for the inhabitants of low in-
come areas.
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Revitalize the Ghetto, No Desegregation
It will be impossible, in most cases, to renew the ghetto
areas without desegregation. Most ghetto areas are presently charac-
terized by little vacant land. If needed facilities are to be provided
for schools, recreational and cultural activities, open space, shopping,
services, and possibly industrial plants, some existing residences will
have to be removed. There is not room in the present housing within the
ghettoes for those thus displaced, for there is already substantial over-
crowding in the standing housing stock. In other words, housing would
be needed outside the existing ghettoes if present overcrowding is to be
alleviated and needed facilities are to be provided.
Over and above this housing need, one must consider the needs
resulting from population growth. The population projections indicate
that between 1960 and 1980 the Negro populations in the central cities
of the 12 largest metropolitan areas may increase by 50 percent and the
number of Negro households may increase by 34 percent. If the present
ghetto areas cannot provide sufficient space for those already living
there, how will they ever accommodate such a population increase?
One might safely conclude, at least in most cities, that the
ghettoes cannot be physical ly renewed unless Negro occupied housing out-
side the ghettoes increases substantially. The social and economic con-
sequences of limiting the expansion of Negro housing to the central cities,
though outside the present ghetto areas, have been defined in the previ-
ous section. That, essential ly, is the existing trend.
Desegregate the Metropolitan Area and Integrate the Ghetto
Again, the limits of this strategy may be more clearly revealed
by some simple arithmetic. The Human Relations Consultant, George Schermer,
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has provided some revealing calculations in this regard. For Washington,
D.C. he noted:
"No more than 100 (Negro households) a year are finding housing
in a truly integrated basis throughout the metropolitan area.
. . It is estimated that the average annual rate of growth for
the 1960 to 1980 period will equal 8,800.
"If we were to simply freeze the ghettoes at their present
size -- hold the line there -- and integrate the additional
families only, it would be necessary to accommodate 8,800 non-
white families annually in the suburban areas.
"If the Washington planning authorities were to set a goal of
a 50-50 balance of white and non-white population for the Dis-
trict of Columbia by the year 2,000 it would be necessary to
accommodate an average of 12,000 non-white families on a dis-
persed pattern in the suburbs for 35 years and to attract about
4,000 white families annually into the District to re-establish
a racial balance there." [272, p.5]
In 1960, George Schermer had made similar calculations for the
city of Philadelphia. He noted in 1966:
that an average of 6,000 Negro families would have to be
accommodated in the suburbs annually for 40 years and from 2,500
to 3,000 white families accommodated in the city's then existing
ghettoes every year for the same period.
"It is now six years later. Thus far Philadelphia has moved only
a little way. Perhaps a hundred or so Negro families are moving
away from the ghetto annually but several thousand are being added
each year. By 1970 the ghetto will be at least 25 percent lar-
ger. . . ." [272, p.9]
Such calculations are not offered with the hope of discouraging
advocates of desegregation. However, these calculations do serve to in-
dicate the difficulties involved in desegregating the metropolitan com-
munity as a result of the numbers involved. Perhaps more important, they
indicate that desegregation cannot be a short term goal. Even an active
and successful program of desegregation will leave many Negroes living in
the ghetto areas for many years more.
Furthermore, those Negroes that do desegregate may not find
their difficulties ended. The psychological damage that may have resulted
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from poverty and degradation, an inferior education, lack of job skills --
these are handicaps that many in the Negro community share as a conse-
quence of racial discrimination. Desegregation may facilitate overcoming
these handicaps, but desegregation will not automatically remove them.
It is likely that special efforts will be necessary for many Negroes in-
side and outside the ghetto if Negroes are to truly participate in Ameri'-
can society on an equal footing with whites.
Ghetto Revitalization and Metropolitan Desegregation
In reality, neither ghetto revitalization nor metropolitan de-
segregation can be accomplished independently. They complement each other
in a number of ways:
* Overcrowding in the ghetto cannot be reduced and needed
facilities provided unless housing opportunities for Negroes out-
side of present Negro areas increase.
* If physical and social renewal occurs within the ghet-
toes, more Negroes will be equipped to take advantage of housing
opportunities in white areas and resistance to Negro entry into
these areas may diminish.
* White households are unlikely to be attracted back into
the central cities or into areas near, or within, existing ghet-
toes unless the Negro areas are revitalized.
* The possible return of the white middle class and a
slower rate of decentralization of metropolitan jobs could pro-
bably be achieved as a consequence of ghetto revitalization. In
turn, a slowing or reversal of the white exodus from the central
cities could result in a strengthened tax base for the city, permit-
ting greater expenditures for ghetto revitalization and providing
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more jobs for ghetto residents.
Furthermore, one can say something about the sequence that wi Il
be necessary if these changes are to occur. In all ghetto areas revitali-
zation is an urgent need and necessary steps to accomplish the physical
and human revitalization cannot begin too soon. In most ghetto areas the
high intensity of land use and extensive room overcrowding require that
revitalization cannot occur without initial desegregation. Finally, white
households cannot be expected to return to the central cities in signifi-
cant numbers before the ghetto revitalization is well under way. This se-
quence of steps is contrary to past and present public policy. Most cities
began urban renewal with the belief that they could renew their cities
without improving the conditions of life for the ghetto inhabitants. Re-
cent shifts in urban renewal policy and the newly enacted Model Cities
program reflect a growing awareness that the city cannot be revitalized
unless the ghetto areas and their inhabitants are successfully revitalized.
However, neither urban renewal nor the Model Cities program are structured
in such a way as to acknowledge the interdependence between ghetto revitali-
zation and desegregation. It is doubtful that such programs willI be suc-
cessful in achieving their goals because it is unlikely that central cities
can be revitalized unless the ghetto areas and their inhabitants are re-
vitalized, and it is doubtful that this will occur unless large numbers of
housing opportunities for Negroes are created outside of the ghetto. In
short, desegregation may be a necessary precondition for ghetto revitali-
zation, and ghetto revitalization is a precondition for city revitaliza-
tion.*
* It should again be noted that this discussion is concerned with the
large metropolitan areas, and particularly those with more densely
developed central areas. In small communities and those with low
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Social Class and Desegregation
Advocates of desegregation have often assumed that their ef-
forts should be directed towards the higher income Negro families, the
"deserving" middle class. Such families can most readily afford equity
payments for housing and they are generally considered better financial
risks. Their social behavior is thought to better accord with that of
the white neighborhoods,
nonwhite inundation of a
groes are thought to deE
social classes, and it i
is lessened since these
white neighbors. Also,
bor less prejudice than
"Fair Housing
the Wall Street Journal,
and their limited number reduces the risk of
neighborhood. Furthermore, middle income Ne-
ire integrated housing more than those of lower
s commonly believed that the risk of "back-lash"
families may be less objectionable to their
white middle class families are thought to har-
lower class white families. [268]
Flop?", the lead article in a recent issue of
summarizes most of the efforts to integrate
the upper income families: "In some cases, once a number of whites has
been found willing to sell homes to Negroes, few if any Negroes ventured
forth to buy. . . ." [February 1, 1965] Well organized Fair Housing
Groups in some of the larger metropolitan areas have obtained thousands
of pledges by white home owners, but few of these groups have been able
to recruit Negro buyers at a rate of more than 100 per year. There are
probably many reasons for this lack of success.*
density development and vacant land in or near the ghetto areas, it
is possible that desegregation may not be a necessary first step,
though it may nonetheless be a desirable step in development.
* Many standards may be used in evaluating the success of an endeavor.
Many who have participated -in the Fair Housing Programs have been
rewarded by a deep sense of personal satisfaction, and a beginning
has been made. However, when the present accomplishments of dese-
gregation are measured against need, these programs have been unsuc-
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* The higher income Negroes are not as seriously disadvan-
taged in their housing as are other Negro families. Though, at a
given rent level they are somewhat more likely than white house-
holds to live in substandard housing, they are also likely to obtain
more space than the white households.
* Higher income Negroes who wish to avoid the disadvantages
of ghetto schools may enroll their children in private schools more
easily than lower income Negroes.
* Higher income Negroes are less likely than lower income
Negroes to improve the occupational opportu
tegrated and suburban areas. They are more
professional and business services to a Neg
more, many white col lar jobs are increasing
It is the lower skil led jobs that are more
* Higher income Negroes are likely
established element of the community. They
prestige by moving out of their community.
families may be most sensitive to the rebuf
pate if they move into white neighborhoods.
* The present Civil Rights Movement
ments of many of these families towards the
nities by moving to in-
likely to be providing
ro clientele. Further-
in the central cities.
rapidly decentralizing.
to be the older, more
may lose in status and
Furthermore, these
fs that they may antici-
has altered the senti-
rest of the Negro com-
munity. These families may now feel more guilt in leaving the
Negro community than would lower income Negro families.
Advocates and opponents of desegregation are likely to stereo-
type other Negro families as "lower class." Such families are often typed
cessful. They have benefited some families, but they have made lit-
tle or no impact upon conditions in the ghetto.
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as "multi-problem" families. Broken homes, unemployment, large house-
holds, and a high rate of juvenile delinquency may characterize these
low income families. The members of these families may be alienated,
have low self-esteem, and experience a sense of powerlessness. Advo-
cates of desegregation avoid these families because it is believed that
these families would not want to expose themselves to the uncertainties
of integration and they could not afford housing outside the ghetto. It
is believed that such families could not be successfully integrated, and
that efforts to integrate these families would only increase white re-
sistance to desegregation.
Those who argue for the revitalization of the ghetto and are
least concerned about desegregation may be most concerned with improving
the conditions of this group. It is this group that would probably bene-
fit most by the increase in self-esteem that can result from organized
efforts of protest and self-improvement. It is among members of this
group that improved self esteem may be a necessary precondition for up-
ward mobility. Negroes and whites may perceive the members of this group
as unlikely candidates for desegregation, and they may oppose desegre-
gation primarily because they feel it is irrelevant to those Negroes who
are most in need of help and it would benefit those least in need of help.
Whi le most Negroes are often stereotyped as belonging to one
or the other of these two groups -- the Negro middle class or the multi-
problem lower class -- neither of these segments of the Negro community
are majority segments. If one considers the lower class to be those
households with incomes below $3,000 a year and the middle class to be
those households with incomes of $6,000 or more, one finds that in the
larger Northern metropolitan areas more Negro households fall between
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these two groups than are found in either one of them. We shall call
this in-between group the working class, those with family incomes be-
tween $3,000 and $6,000 a year. These households comprise 40 percent
of all Negro households in these larger metropolitan areas. [IIG-l]
More than 4 out of 5 Negro fami I ies in this income range are
stable fami lies -- that is, both the husband and wife are present. Ac-
tually, about 3 out of 4 Negro families in the larger Northern metro-
politan areas are stable, and even among those families with incomes be-
low $3,000 a year, more than 50 percent have both spouses present. [l iG-l]
Stereotypes about juveni le delinquency, another indicator of disorganiza-
tion or instability, are equally misleading. Although juvenile delin-
quency rates may be two or three times as high in ghetto areas as in the
rest of the city, nevertheless, in most ghettoes fewer than 10 percent of
Negro youth come into direct conflict with the law. [37, p.87]
These various measures indicate that most Negroes fall between
the seriously disorganized members of the lower classes and those of the
middle income; most Negroes live in stable families; and only a small
minority come into direct conflict with the law. Although advocates of
desegregation have largely ignored this group, it is the majority group
of the Negro community and the members of this group may have the
most to gain from desegregation. Indeed they may be the most likely cli-
entele for a policy of desegregation.
e The Negro households could improve their
stantial ly by moving out from the ghetto and there
supply of housing in white neighborhoods that is wi
means.*
housing sub-
is a large
thin their
* The relationship between income, the existing housing supply, and
the potential for new construction wi I I be discussed below.
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* As the more mobile of these lower income families seek
fulfillment of middle class goals -- better services, recreation,
a good education for their children -- they may seek residences in
white communities as they cannot afford the alternatives that
wealthier Negro families manage -- expensive vacations, private
schools, etc.
* The workers in these families are probably those most
likely to be in skilled and semi-skilled occupations -- those occu-
pations which are declining most rapidly in the central cities
while expanding in suburban areas. It is these families that may
increase their occupational opportunities or reduce the costs of
the journey to work most by moving to suburban white communities.
* In comparison to the Negro middle class, these households
are likely to be younger; they are more likely to be renters; and
they are likely to be less well integrated into the social fabric
of the community. These attributes are concomitants of high resi-
dential mobility. Furthermore, these households may be less sen-
sitive than higher income Negroes to the social rejection that may
accompany their move to white communities.
* A number of studies of successful ly integrated projects
and neighborhoods indicate that the white household is more likely
to base its location decision upon the quality and cost of housing
than upon the presence or absence of Negroes. Integrated housing
has been marketed to white families with a wide range of income and
educational backgrounds, and the evidence does not appear to exist
to support the proposition that white families with incomes between
$3,000 and $6,000 are less likely to live in integrated neighborhoods
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than wealthier white families.* [129, 250]
In short, the working class Negro household, those with in-
comes between $3,000 and $6,000, are seriously disadvantaged by living
in the ghetto; they are in need, and many seriously desire to improve
their life conditions; they may benefit more than other groups by resi-
dential desegregation; and resistance to the desegregation of these Ne-
gro households may not be as strong as often anticipated.
Assumptions about class characteristics of the Negro community
have usually resulted in narrowly conceived, and generally unsuccessful,
efforts at desegregation. However, there is a great deal of variation
within the Negro community -- variations in income, family stability,
alienation, or integration into the social fabr-ic of the local community.
If metropolitan desegregation is going to occur at a scale that is neces-
sary for ghetto and center city revitalization, then desegregation ef-
forts are going to have to respond more sensitively.to the variations
within the Negro ghetto community and a much more varied cross-section
of the Negro community is going to have to participate in desegregation
efforts. Negro leaders within the ghetto wil I have to place a higher
priority upon desegregation, and the white middle class, who have so far
led the efforts at desegregation, will have to relinquith some of their
class assumptions.
* Although higher income white families indicate less prejudice on
opinion polls, it is possible that higher income white families may
have the economic capacity to more readily exercise their prejudices
by living in, or moving to, exclusive white neighborhoods. Also,
higher income white households are apt to exclude Negroes by quiet
and subtle control of the housing market whereas lower income whites
bring more attention to their efforts. There are undoubtedly wide
variations within white communities of different social and economic
levels. Negroes may be effectively excluded from Cicero, but until
recently, they were also effectively excluded from the exclusive
suburban community of Gross Point, Michigan.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHANGE
To alter the present course of events will not be easy. Ef-
forts to revitalize the ghetto will' be difficult and costly. They will
require imagination and perseverance. The large increase in the rate
of metropolitan desegregation that is required will not be easy either.
We have examined the need for change and given some indication of the de-
sired direction for change. Let us now examine the possibilities for
directing change in desired directions.
* First, the possibilities for revitalizing the ghetto
will be explored. The promise and limitations of the Model Cities
program to accomplish this goal will be explored.
* Second, the potential for desegregating Negroes within
the existing housing supply will be examined. The financial ability
of Negroes to obtain housing in white areas in the central cities
and in the suburbs will be defined.
* Third, the significance of new construction in the shap-
ing of future metropolitan development will be examined.
* Finally, the promise of metropolitan planning and inter-
governmental coordination will be discussed.
Revitalization of the Ghetto and the Demonstration Cities Program
In recognition of the sho'rtcomings of previous efforts to re-
vitalize the cities and their ghetto areas, the President proposed a new
approach and Congress accepted this new approach with the enactment of
the Demonstration Cities program in 1966.* [261, 270] This program has
* This program was initially referred to as the Demonstration Cities
program, but it has been referred to more recently as the Model
Cities program or the program for model neighborhoods in demon-
stration cities.
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not yet been implemented, but it holds forth great promise. The act
offers Federal assistance to local communities for a concerted effort
to improve selected low income areas if local community proposals meet
a number of requirements, including the following:
* The program should be comprehensive and wel I coordinated.
The programs must be conceived so as ( I) to rebui Id or revital ize
large slum and blighted areas; (2) to expand the supply of low and
moderate income housing; (3) to expand job and income opportunities;
(4) to reduce dependence on welfare payments; (5) to improve educa-
tional facilities and programs,; (6) to combat disease and ill health;
(7) to reduce the incidence of crime and delinquency; (8) to enhance
recreational and cultural opportunities; (9) to establish better ac-
cess between homes and jobs; and (10) in general, to improve living
conditions for the people who reside in these areas.
* The program should provide opportunities for the involve-
ment of the residents of the model neighborhood area in the ,planning
of the program. The execution of the program should provide maxi-
mum opportunities for employing and, if necessary, training residents
of the area.
* The program should contribute to a well-balanced city with
maximum opportunities in the choice of housing accommodations for
all citizens of all income levels.
* The program should be consistent with comprehensive plan-
ning in the entire urban or metropolitan area.
* The program should include analysis of the costs and bene-
fits of alternative courses of action to meet urban needs. [276]
The Demonstration Cities program promises, for the first time,
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a framework within which a concerted attack upon the problems of the
ghetto can be undertaken. However, the act also has serious limitations.
e The program is inadequately funded. It is estimated
that it could serve about 70 neighborhoods, and there are hundreds
of neighborhoods in need of the benefits of such a program.
* It is not clear that the program will contribute to de-
segregation. The provision for maximizing housing choices could
provide the means for encouraging desegregation. However, the act,
as originally proposed, required that "Equal opportunity in the
choice of housing must be assured to every race." The provision
was eliminated from the final version of the act passed by Congress,
and in addition, a provision was added which prohibits this program
from requiring the racial balancing of schools through the transfer
of students.
* This act is directed at cities, and in particular, low
income areas within the cities. Although low income area plans
are required to be consistent with urban or metropolitan plans,
there is no provision for assuring that urban and metropolitan plans
will be developed so as to better serve the needs of the population
in low income areas. The difficulties of the ghetto residents that
result from the distribution of housing, job, and other opportuni-
ties within the metropolitan area have previously been defined, and
this act does not provide any assurance of changes in this distri-
bution outside the central city.
Nonetheless, these shortcomings may be momentarily overlooked
(l) if it is recalled that this is a demonstration program with the in-
tent of learning how to meet the needs of the residents of low income
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areas and the city; (2) if the analysis of costs and benefits of the pro-
gram are honest, thorough, and accurate; (3) if the shortcomings that
may be defined in the analysis of costs and benefits are overcome in sub-
sequent legislation; and (4) if the demonstration program is subsequently
expanded to a scale consistent with need. In short, the Demonstration
Cities program offers a framework for change and a promise for the re-
vitalization of the ghetto and the city, but it does not offer adequate
means to accomplish the revitalization of the ghetto now.
Desegregation and the Existing Housing Stock
Desegregation is often thought to be impeded by the comparative-
ly low incomes of Negro households. The argument runs as fol lows: fami-
lies at different income levels live in different areas of the metropolis;
Negroes have lower incomes than whites; therefore, Negroes live in dif-
ferent areas of the metropolis than whites. This argument can be tested.
A calculation of the ability of Negro households to obtain housing in
white areas provides a test of this argument, but, more important, it pro-
vides a measure of potential Negro housing demand in areas of the metro-
polis that are now predominantly white.
The expected distribution of Negro households can be calculated
on the basis of family incomes, the amount spent on housing, and the cost
of housing at different locations in the metropolitan area. For example,
if Negro families account for 10 percent of all families with incomes
above $10,000 and if income alone determined residential location, then
it would be expected that Negroes would account for 10 percent of fami-
lies with incomes above $10,000 in each area of the metropolis. By mak-
ing similar calculations for each income bracket, the "expected" number
of nonwhites in each area can be determined. The difference between the
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expected number and the actual number gives a measure of potential Ne-
gro demand in an area.
Karl and Alma Taeuber have calculated the expected distribu-
tion of the Negro population in the central cities of 6 of the 12 lar-
gest metropolitan areas.* They found that in all cities at least 50 per-
cent of the Negro households should be living in census tracts other than
those in which they lived. They found that if Negro household location
were determined solely by the present expenditures for housing and the
existing housing supply, that housing segregation would be reduced be-
tween 70 and 90 percent in the six cities. They also found that, with
the exception of Detroit, comparatively low Negro incomes and housing
expenditures accounted for somewhat more segregation in 1950 than in
1960, although even in 1950 the cost of housing was not a primary fac-
tor accounting for segregation.
Similar calculations can be performed for the metropolitan
area. For these calculations it is assumed that whites and nonwhites
at a given income level are equally likely to be home owners and that
whites and nonwhites at the same income level are equally likely to
live in suburban areas. If nonwhites were so located, there would be
a major redistribution of the nonwhite population within the metropoli-
tan area.
0 Among the nonwhite renters in the central city, some
would remain renters in the central city; some would become owners
in the central city; some would remain renters, but move to the
suburbs; and others would become owners in the process of moving
* The six cities included Ba-Itimore, Washington, D.C., Cleveland, De-
troit, Philadelphia, and St. Louis. For details of the calcula-
tions and the results, cf. [180; 181, pp.78-95]
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to the suburbs. The result of these various moves would be a de-
cline of more than 40 percent in the number of nonwhite renters
in the Il cities combined.*
* Among the nonwhite home owners in the central city, some
would remain as home owners in the central city, but many would be-
come owners in the suburbs. For the I I cities combined, the number
of owners in the central city would decline by about 15 percent.
More central city owners than this would move to the suburbs, but
many would be replaced by former renters in the central city. As
a result, the proportion of nonwhite home ownership would increase
substantially in all the cities.
* Many nonwhite renters living in the suburbs would become
home owners. However, their ranks would be more than replaced by
the flow of nonwhites from the central cities. For the II metro-
politan areas combined, the number of renters in the suburbs would
increase by more than 75 percent.
e The largest changes would occur among home owners in the
suburbs. Their ranks would be swollen by renters from the central
city and suburbs and by owners moving from the central city to the
suburbs. For the I I metropolitan areas combined, nonwhite suburban
home owners would increase by about 225 percent.
e The net result of all these potential moves would be.to
increase the proportion of nonwhites living in the suburbs from 16
percent to 40 percent of the metropolitan nonwhite population for
the I areas combined. In New York, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, and
* The data necessary for these calculations are not available for
Boston. The remaining 1I of the 12 largest metropolitan areas have
been included. [IlIA-10]
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32 NUMBER OF NONWHITE OWNERS AND RENTERS EXPECTED OUTSIDE THE
CENTRAL CITIES IF NONWHITES AND WHITES OF SIMILAR INCOME WERE
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St. Louis the number of nonwhites would about double in the suburbs.
In Washington, D.C. and Baltimore suburban nonwhites would more than
triple in numbers; in Detroit they would increase about fourfold; in
Chicago, about fivefold; and in Cleveland, about twentyfold.
e Nearly 3 in 4 new suburban dwellers would be home owners.
The proportion of home owners, in relation to renters, would increase
as incomes increase, but even among those with incomces below $4,000
a year, more than 2 in 3 additional suburban households would be in
owner occupied housing.
* More than one third of the expected new nonwhite suburban-
ites would have incomes below $4,000; more than two-thirds would
have incomes below $7,000. A larger proportion of the higher income
nonwhite population than the lower income nonwhite population would
be expected in the suburbs. However, because of the relatively smal I
number of higher income nonwhites, they would account for a relative-
ly small part of the total nonwhite increase.
These calculations reveal a much greater variety of housing in
the suburbs than is generally imagined. They point to a large supply of
low and moderate income housing already existing in many suburban com-
munities. They suggest that the existing suburban housing stock provides
a large supply of housing within the economic means of nonwhite households,
and that much of this stock is even within reach of the lower income Ne-
gro families. The existing suburban housing supply, in terms of housing
cost, provides ample opportunities for desegregation now.
Desegregation and New Construction
Though precise estimates vary, there is general agreement that
the population of the major metropolitan areas of the United States will
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more than double in the 40 years between 1960 and the year 2000. [99,
269] The supply of housing in these areas will have to double, and fa-
cilities for education, recreation, health, welfare, and transportation
will have to be provided. It will be as though there were 40 years in
which to rebuild the entire metropolitan America. The structure of me-
tropolitan areas will be reshaped. The future of our metropolitan areas
will depend, in large part, on the decisions shaping this metropolitan
growth and development in the coming years.
At present, most new construction in suburban areas is beyond
the reach of Negro households. Much of the new housing is too expensive,
and those Negroes that can afford the new construction are often barred
by discriminatory practices. However, this situation is neither neces-
sary nor inevitable. Legislation could bar discriminatory practices and
existing Federal programs already suggest the means for adding housing
that could be within the economic limits of low and moderate income Ne-
gro and white families.* While existing programs may not be adequate
to the need, they could be much better utilized and they could provide
a framework and an important first step on the lengthy road ahead. Aids
provided by the Department of Housing and Urban Development include: [275,
277]
* Low rent Public Housing programs which grant aids to
local housing authorities for the construction of low rent units
and permit the sale of detached and semi-detached units to the
tenants.
* Senior citizen housing programs which provide direct
* New housing should be distinguished from older housing. The rents
and values of most new housing today are substantially above those
of older dwelling units.
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loans or mortgage insurance to nonprofit sponsors of housing for
the elderly.
* FHA administered rent supplement programs.
o FHA insured mortgage loans to non-profit, limited divi-
dend, and certain other bodies for the construction of l6w and
moderate income housing.
* FHA insured loans for low and moderate income rental
housing available to builder-sellers, public agencies, private
nonprofit corporations or associations, and cooperatives.
* FHA insured loans to low and moderate income families
for home purchase.
* Regular FHA mortgage insurance.
* FHA mortgage insurance for servicemen and veterans
* Grants not exceeding $5,000,000 to public and private
bodies or agencies for the purpose of developing and demonstrating
new or improved means of providing housing for low income families.
* FHA mortgage insurance for land development costs up to
$250,000,000 to facilitate the development of new communities with
a diversified housing supply.
Additional aids are available through programs administered by
the Office of Economic Opportunity. [255, 278]
* Community Action Program grants are available to nonprofit
sponsors of housing for low income families to provide them with
funds for technical assistance and training and interest free loans
for preliminary development costs.*
* The income criteria defining low income families is a function of
family size, and could include a substantial segment of the $3,000
to $6,000 income group.
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* Community Action Program grants are available to non-
profit sponsors of housing for low income families to provide them
with "seed money" to attract additional financing or permit the use
of a revolving fund for the purchase, desegregation and/or rehabili-
tation, and subsequent sale of rental units or homes.
* Community Action Program grants are available to provide
guidance and a variety of services, including assistance in finding
new housing and adapting to new neighborhoods.
* Community Action Research and Demonstration funds are
available for developing new programs to better meet the needs of
low income families.
The level of funding and the nature of these specific programs
wil I undoubtedly change from year to year. However, these programs have
rarely been used to foster desegregation, and they offer a rich resource
to assist in this end. The volume of new construction expected in the
major metropolitan areas in the coming decades assures a potential for
substantial ly altering the distribution of Negroes and whites in these
areas. The use of existing and future Federal programs affords the op-
portunity to foster desegregation in the new construction. The effective
use of these programs depends upon the voluntary actions of public agen-
cies and private citizen groups. It depends upon the creation of or--
ganizations with a purpose of fostering desegregation and a competence
for utilizing these and similar programs to accomplish their ends.
The Role of Metropolitan Planning and Coordination
The location and character of new housing will not only be de-
termined by the development decisions of public agencies and private in-
dividuals and organizations, but it will be guided by the decisions of
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local planning agencies. The determination of land use, local zoning
and building code requirements, the provision of roads and public tran-
sits and sewerage -- these are among the decisions local planning agencies
will shape. These are among the decisions that will shape the future of
metropolitan areas. If these decisions are reached through consideration
of narrow self-interest by individual local communities, it is likely
that Negroes will be largely excluded from the suburban areas. If these
decisions are defined within a context of broader self-interest and ra-
tional metropolitan development goals, then it is likely that Negroes
will be included in suburban communities.
Metropolitan planning can contribute to broader housing choice,
improved transportation and communication systems, and the more conveni-
ent disposition of housing in relation to employment opportunities. [258]
The benefits that would accrue from effective metropc.itan planning would
surely benefit the white suburban residents. They would also benefit
the Negro inhabitants of the metropolitan areas.
All the large metropolitan areas and most of the smaller me-
tropolitan areas are currently engaged in some form of metropolitan
planning. However the deliberations of these agencies rarely involve
the consequences of their decisions upon the racial distribution of the
metropolitan population. Yet an earlier section of this chapter has in-
dicated the relationships between metropolitan development and the lo-
cation of Negroes within the metropolis. Metropolitan planning is yet in
its infancy, and. the benefits that would result from effective metropoli-
tan planning are long term. It offers the promise of guiding growth for
the benefit of the residents of the region. It remains to be seen if me-
tropolitan planning can fulfill this promise.
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The effectiveness of metropolitan planning will be limited by
the scope of issues dealt with in the plans of these agencies. However,
it is also limited by the ability of these agencies to implement their
plans. Most planning agencies serve in advisory capacities to local gov-
ernments, but they have limited ability to influence local decisions.
Thus decisions affecting the metropolitan future fall back upon the multi-
tude of local governing bodies and their constituences within the metro-
polis. Numerous organizational arrangements have recently been insti-
tuted in order to better coordinate local governmental activities and
facilitate metropolitan planning and development. It may be several
years before these various intergovernmental organizations are function-
ing smoothly. However, in large part, the orderly development of the me-
tropolitan areas will depend upon the success of these efforts at inter-
governmental coordination.
In the immediate future metropolitan planning and intergovern-
mental coordination will probably contribute little to ghetto and center
city revitalization and the desegregation of the Negro. Efforts to
achieve these goals cannot wait for the fruits of metropolitan planning
and intergovernmental coordination to materialize. However, in the
long run -- in 10, 20, and 40 years -- the future of metropolitan areas
and the future of the Negro in these areas will, at least in part, be
determined by the successes and failures of these efforts which are only
beginning today.
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SUMMARY:
TOWARDS A MORE JUST AND RATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE METROPOLITAN AREAS
In the next forty years the metropolitan areas will more than
double in population and area. This affords a potential for change in
the structure of metropolitan areas and the distribution of the popula-
tion. Future metropolitan form and the life styles and opportunities for
Negroes and whites will be largely determined by decisions made in the
coming decades. The fol lowing conclusions emerge from this study:
e Negroes in metropolitan areas will remain disadvantaged
unless the ghettoes and their inhabitants are revitalized.
* The ghettoes cannot be revitalized without a substantial
increase in the supply of housing available to Negroes outside the
ghetto areas.
* The central cities will not be revitalized unless the
ghettoes are.
* Suburbanites will be adversely affected if the cities,
and their ghettoes, are not revitalized.
Present efforts to desegregate have met with little success.
However, these efforts have been largely confined to middle class Negro
home owners. Desegregation efforts may be more effective if:
o Organizations promoting desegregation adapt their methods
to reach a broader cross-section of the Negro community.
* Organizations promoting desegregation broaden their scope
of action to include (1) desegregating existing rental units and
homes in a broad price spectrum and (2) utilizing governmental aids
for increasing the supply of low and moderate income housing avail-
able to Negro and white families.
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The existing housing stock offers opportunities for the de-
segregation of a broad cross-section of Negroes now. Existing Federal
aids can increase the supply of new construction available for Negroes
in a wide range of income categories in the near and more distant future.
The success of such efforts will probably be uneven within the metropoli-
tan area. Metropolitan planning and intergovernmental cooperation offer
the prospect for more coordinated and consistent change throughout the
metropolitan area in years ahead.
Desegregation, for the Negro, is only a means to an end -- a
means through which he may more fully participate in American society.
Desegregation can facilitate the achievement of that end, but desegre-
gation, alone, cannot accomplish that end. Special efforts will be re-
quired to renew the Negro's self-esteem, improve his educational achieve-
ments, and raise his job skills. But special efforts will also have to
be made to remove the barriers of discrimination that have withheld the
just rewards for hard work, the development of occupational skil Is, and
high educational achievement.
Desegregation, for the white, is also a means to an end -- a
means through which more viable metropolitan areas and a more just so-
ciety can be created. The possibility of building metropolitan areas
in which justice prevails; poverty and discrimination are eliminated;
housing, job, recreation, cultural, and other opportunities are in-
creased to provide a fuller and more meaningful life for the entire me-
tropolitan population -- this is the possibility, and responsibility,
of today's generation. The realization of this possibility will re-
quire difficult and occasionally heroic decisions by millions of Negro
and white Americans. The time for decision is now. The decisions made,
or avoided, today will shape life in the metropolitan areas tomorrow.
APPENDIX
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SERIES I:
SELECT SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION
OF THE UNITED STATES, BY RACE, SMSA SIZE, AND REGION OF RESIDENCE:1960
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NOTES ON TABLES: SERIES I AND II
Tabulations for the tables in Series I and II were prepared
from information contained in the One-in-One Thousand Sample drawn from
the 1960 U.S. Censuses of Population and Housing.* The users of these
data are obliged to include the following notation:
"Certain data used in this publication were derived by the author
from a computer tape furnished under a joint project sponsored by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the Population Council and con-
taining selected 1960 Census information from a 0.1 percent sample
of the population of the United States. Neither the Census Bureau
nor the Population Council assumes any responsibility for the va-
lidity of any of the figures or interpretations of the figures
published herein based on this material." [204, Supplement I, p.10]
The tape was prepared for final processing by Wren McMains, at
the M.I.T. Department of City and Regional Planning. The tape was pro-
cessed at the Computation Center at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.
The population of the United States, based on the One-in-One
Thousand Sample, is estimated at 179,067,000, compared to a full census
enumeration of 179,323,000. The estimated Negro population is 18,350,000,
compared to a census total of 18,849,000.
In the fol lowing tables the Negro sample excludes other non-
whites and the white sample excludes whites with Spanish surnames. The
Negro sample for the United States is 18,380 and the white sample for
the United States is 155,370. In the Northern metropolitan areas with
populations of one million or more, the Negro sample size is 5,344 and
the white sample includes 47,082.
* The U.S. Bureau of the Census has published a description of the
tape. [204]
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IB-I REGION OF BIRTH FOR THE NATIVE POPULATION, BY AGE (PERCENT BORN
IN SOUTH AND PERCENT BORN IN NORTH)
i dence Ago of Residents in 190
Total Less than 17 17-24 25-44 45 or more
North South North South North South North South North South
United States: total
1,000,000 'SO so M4 16 4-9 51 31 69 '20 7e
or more
0,000-
L 1,000,000 'S 47 82 18 52* 48 * 36 C4 22 78a 0
-N less than
500,0000
L non-metropolitan
ZOareas 5 2 60 1 s7 A3 A ; 2 i'
total 51 49 84 16 6D so 32 46 24 17
~ 1,000,000 2 Cis' 3 97 9 '8
* aless th n 10
or 16 Toamesohn17r-4e54 5 rmr
o,000,000 
-7
d_ 500,0000
Snon-metropolitan
areasq
total 2 9 1
Base less than 100
W ~ HITE
Residence Age of Residents in 1960
in 1960 Total Less than 17 17-24 25-44 45 or more
North South North South North South North South North South
United States: total
1,000,000 94~ 97 -3 42 8 92 13 .7
or more
Z' _500,000-(A 1,0oo,000 81 8 1Z 88 1 I
20
~Nless than '1 , q, 3 7 'i 1 '3 *
* 500,000
4-non-metropolitan , 97 3 3 7 9 14 ,
areasq4 6 t 73 9 7 91 A 4A (
total '14 6 % 4 912 8 'I ) 93 7
18 ,0000 I 82 16 'o 26 80 '23 77 122 7 Ior more
0
o 1,000,000 '21 79 1*Z &8 24 '76 23 77 36 70)
.l less than
'~500,000 15 66 1 90 17 8-3 16 84 17 e;
non-metropolitan
areas '7 95 5 15 1 90 8 92z 8 92
total iv9 'z i 6 14 86 14 s
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IB-2 MIGRATION STATUS: PLACE OF RESIDENCE IN 1960 BY PLACE OF RESI-
DENCE IN 1955 (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY PLACE OF BIRTH AND PER-
CENT DISTRIBUTION BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE IN 1955)
Place of Place of Birth Place of Residence in 1955
Residence
in 1960 Same State Different State
Same Different House
Different Same House Metropolitan Non- Metropolitan Non-
State State metropolitan Metropol itan
United States: total 33 67 50 30 14 3 3
1,000,000 6 -8 A? 4O 4or moref
C6 500,000-
C - 1,000,000 0 4-0 44 7
i~ ess than
C:50,0 - 601 139 43 A 7 500
- non-metropolitan
Sareas 54 4 57'
total (, 36 43 46 4 5 4
I/ 1,000,00
Sor more 4 61 45733
000-
a) 1,000,000 2(o 74 4 146 2I2
~less than I19 ei 53 402
4- 500,00000a
)non-met ropolIi tan 8583
~areas I 3
total 15 65 54 Z22 2
.4H:TE
Place of Place of Birth Place of Residence in 1955
Ro: i dence
in 1960 Same State Different State
Same Different House
Different Same House Metropolitan Non- Metropolitan Non-
State State metropolitan net ropol i tan
United States: total 29 '7 1 60 6 4
1,000,000 '31 69 51 2 3or more
C 500,000-'
, 1,000,000 39 G '4 38 3 6 4
N esan 28 72 62 36 4 5 4(0 V) 500,000
non-metropolitan 25 75 55 S32 4 40 areas
total 29 71 f2. 24 13 - 4
LO 1000,000.7 39~o 61 45 38 3 10 4
0 0 0 0,000 43 57 41 38 3 II 6
.a L less than00ha 35 6,5 40 38 6 104- 500,000 ~
non-metropolitan
areas 29 711 47 ) "2 7
total 29 71 47 '20 22 75
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IC-I EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF PERSONS 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER (PERCENT
DISTRIBUTION BY LAST YEAR OF SCHOOL COMPLETED)
A. NE6RO
Residerce Elementary School High School College
0-6 Years 7 or 8 Years 9-1. Years 12 Years 13 Years of More
United States: total 22 20 37
1,000,000
or more 104 :24 '26 9 3
0 0,0 -t -1 00 23 24 24 20
20
'a N less than
> 500,000 29 28 24 I I
L non-metropolitan
areas 31 25 22 co
total 25 25 24 8
3 1,000,000
5or more 34 23 20 14
0 1,000,000 37 24 21 7
N
7 less than
500,000 45 I'1 AI 5
non-metropolitan
areas ... 620 13 5 4
total 21 5
B. WHITE
Residence Elementary School Hijh ha1l, Colege
in 1960
0-u Years 7 or e Years 9-1I . ears 12 Year. 1.5 Years ot -.Ore
United States: total 15 24 24 16
1000,000
N 500,000-'
%. 1,000,000 26 20
00a
m LI) 500,000 i 24 2 71
+ non-metropolitan
areas 3 l 2
total 25 20 27 8
1000,00
o~ 500,000-
* 1,000,000 19 4 27 20
'less than
500,000 13 18 20 27
0-
c non-metropolitan
areas - 3
total 822 1.9 23 17
II M
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ID-I EMPLOYED PERSONS BY OCCUPATION GROUP (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION)
A. NEGRO
Residence Prof.& Man.,Off. Cler- Sales Crafts. Opera- Service Laborer Farr
in 1960 Tecn. & Propr. ical & Fore. tives priv.Hshld. other
United States: total 46 7 20 17 s IA II
1D000,000
Sor more7 27 1 I
S500,000- 1 4 c 2
1,000,000 4 24 A 21 16
-0 less than
S2500,0004 15 24 13 2
non-metropolitan
L _ _ __ _ _ 4 0 4 115 lei I 3 1areas 44 i 5 A 8 6 14 A
total 5 2 8 24 13 ?0 12 I
S1,000,000 $
~or more I i 2 5 Is 19 ?2, 13
1,000,000 .4 le 24 16 2
'less than
4- 500,000 I 1 6 17 23 22 15 7
Csnon-metropolitan
areas 3 4 19 12 14 36
total 4 - 20 17 i' 18
B. -WHITE
Residence Prof.& Man.,Off. Cier- Sales Crafts. Opera- Service Laborer *Farm
in 1960 Tech. & Propr. ical & Fore. tives priv.Hsh Id. other
United States: total fl A lB A 15 tA 2 A 4
1,000,000 8 23 10 15 %8 I A 4
or more
S500,000-'
b-~o o o 2 A 22 '1 o A B 2 Bl 3 2
2 21 (l 1 16 q
310
VN lessithan 7 1 t 1 2 t2 500,000 7 1 1 1 21
non-metropolItan S I5 2 2 1 5 I3
areas - . .
total 1 7 . A 4 A z t 4 75
ji ,000,000 5 26, 9 s t5 4 1 17 .2
Sor more
*1,000,000 2 C 2 1 4a 3 1
-less than
[200eotr po I0 ~ Ito 18 16 1 8 4 13
ae
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ID-2 EMPLOYED PERSONS BY INDUSTRY GROUP (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION)
A. NEGRO
Residence Finance, Public Retail Whole- Trans., Service Manu- Con- Agric.
in 1960 Ins. & Admin. sale Comm.,& Prof. Other fact- struc- & Min-
Real Est. Pub.Util. & Rel. uring tion ing
United States: total 2 6 2 5 i ?7 12
1,000,000
or moret 2 23 ,6 4
V) 500,000-
t._ 1,000,000 I 1 13 2 7 10 \A 28 7 I
a)
S0 Nless than
Fo 500,000 2 7 I I 2 1O 32 29
+ non-metropolitan
Oareas 1 2 3 3 9 2 18 6 2
total 2 1 2 2 12 24 2 5 Ci
5n< 1,000,000
Sor more 3 1 4 . 6 2
a 1,000,000 ( 14 2 7 2q2 16 4
-- less than
500,000 4 12 2 4 12 7V 15 7 C
0
Snon-metropol Itan 0 2
areas 26
total 4 - 5 28 14 6 26
b. WHITE
Residence Finance, Public Retail Whole- Trans., Service Manu- Con- Agric.
in 1960 Ins. & Admin. sale Comm.,& Prof. Other fact- struc- & Min-
Real Est. Pub.Util. & Rel. uring tion ing
United States: total 5 7 17 3 7 12 8 28 C 7
1,000,000 6 5 17 4 8 12 9 3 I 1
or more
N 500,000-'
t;;- 1,000,000 6 8 17 4 7 1z 8 30 S 3
a 0
0 a
+ no-etsops than
t4t n 6 7 3 7 13 A 32 6 4m 500,000
4non-metropolitan
areas 4 o 3 7 22
total 5 17 4 7 12. 0130 46
V)< 1,000,000 1 7 4 9 1 1 6 '
Sor more14 17 43 7 2 6 2
a1,000,000 12 19 s12 9 720 6 2
4-esha z 4 7 It a 22 t
S 500,000
non-metropolitan 3 7 l 4 7 '
areas 3 . 9 7 '4 7 '
total 4' o 16 3 7 111 6 22 7 10
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ID-3 EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE POPULATION 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER
AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATE OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE (PERCENT
DISTRIBUTIONS)
A. NEGRO
Residence Percent Distribution of the Population 14 Years >Id.j
in 100 Over by Employment Status ercent of Civil
Civilian Labor Armed Not in Labor Labor Force
Forcu (CLF) Forces Force unemn I oyed
total male female total ma le total male female total male feu.jle
United States: total 55 70 41 1 2 44 2A 59 \o 10 10
000,000 51 75 A3 I I 4 24 5 12 12 13
4- 500,000-' '1
S,00,000 59 77 41 2 40 21 59 8 I 3'
N an 57 70 45 2 4 40 25 55
4 non-metropolitan
0 areas- 41 A3 39 11 53 45 41 13 14~
total 57 73 43 42 25 67 12 12 12
S,000000 .2 75 50 I I 38 24 wo 4 5 7
1,000,000 56 71 44 2 42 27 56 8 '
less than
Ln 500,000 157 7: ( 2 42 26 6'i q 7
0I^ non-metropolltan 49 1 - 34 a 8 8 8
areas 4 1 41 513 o9
total 53 ~ 40 12 4(m W 6 8 &
* ase less than 100
E. WHITE
Percent Distribution of the Population 14 Years Old &
s dence Over by Employment Status Percent of Civilian
Civilian Labor Armed Not in Labor Labor Force
Force (CLF) Forces Force Unemployed
total male female total male total mole female total male female
United States: total 54 75 S4 I 3 45 22 66 5 5 5
1,000,000 15 79 36 1 2 4'5 20 C.4 5 4 5
or more
6500,000- 6  76 37 1 3 43 21 ,3 9 4 5
~- 1,000,0004
o less than 5577 35 1 2 44 2) 5 5 5
e m 500,000
non-metropolitan 62 74 31 I 2 47 24 469 S AS 6
areas
total 55 77 34 B 2421 6 5 5
1,000,000 67 7 37 2 4 4-1 19 43 4 5 3
or more
1,000,000
less than 6 43 21 , S
+- 500,000
non-metropolitan 4q 0 2 4 SO 2 71 5 0,
areas
total ___ 7 I2 1 1 47 ?4 66 5 5
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ID-4 HOURS WORKED LAST WEEK AND WEEKS WORKED LAST YEAR, FOR THOSE
EMPLOYED AT TIME OF CENSUS (PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONS)
A. NLGRO
Residence Hours Worked last Week If At Work Weeks Worked in I9Y
in 1Q60 - -29 . 30-39 . 40 or more . l 3" . 40-49 . 50-5
United States: total 20 12 r7 20 6.3
1,000,000 13 12 75 24 1
Sor more
500,000-'
1,000,000 72 71 33 I4 53
I0.
less thani_____ 1.1 12 28 (0500,000 23 510
non-metropolitan
areas 24 12 64 25 9
total 12 12/74 25 19 56
11000,000
or more 7 06
0 M00,000-
. 1,000,000 23 11 to7 '28 20 153
50 00han 23 10 (5 27 21 52
non -mtropolitan
aes27 1.! 0 33 20 45
otal 24 E le5 21 2o 50
a. WHITE
Residence Hours..Worked Last week If At Work Weeks Worked in 1959
in 1960 1-29 . 30-39 40 or -more 1-39 . 40-49 . 50-52
United States: total 12 II 77 - 6
1,000,000 1 $4 75 16 15 48
or more
S,000,000
A less than 12 47
e 500,000
non-metropolitan 9 -76 20 1 67
areas
total 12 12 7& i 115 47
N 1,000,000 A8 82 16 12 71
% or more
5ww"'- 10 8 8t 20 14 44
1i,000,000
toss than 81 70
500,000
-metropol i tan 13 IC 77 21 17 42
areas ---
total
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IE-I INCOME OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS IN 1959 (PERCENT
DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS)
A. NEGRO
Residence less than $2,000- $3,000- $4,000- $5,000- $7,000- $10,000$20 t) 02 99 $ 99in 1960 , , $3,9 9 $,9 $6,999 9i,9 rmor
United States: total 3( 14 3
I ,000,000
Z~cor more 20 12 1-3 15 2 1 127
5 500,000-0
*_ 1,000,000 2b 17 25 16 40
0 less than
500,000 1 17 23 20 2
+ non-metropolitan
o areas
total 21 12 13 15 12 6
- ,000,000
Sor more22126 1.5
o 500,000-
, 1,000,000 1l6 14 1-3
' lessthan
0 1500,000
"'non-metropolitan S'6 7 9 7
areas
total 45 lA 12 C11 4
B. WHITE
Residence less than $2,000- $3,000- $4,000- $5,000- $7,000- $10,000
in 1960 $2,000 $2,999 $3,999 $4,999 $6,999 $9,999 or more
United States: total 13 7 9 1f4 21
1,000,000 6
or more 2 62
di 500,000-
4- 1,000,000 10 5 7 A2 -2S Is
20
0o N less than5 * 500,000 27 2 5
non-metropolitan
areas 2 7
total 1I 6 10 26 22 LB
1,000,000
Sjor more
o 500,000-
0 o,000,000 3 0 10 24 20 IS
' 'ess than 13 7 %0 24
- 500,0002 --
non-metropolItan
areas
total 15 11 1 17 %?
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IF-I PERCENT OF PERSONS LIVING IN OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS, BY INCOME
IN 1959 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
A. NEGRO
sid c Al Persons Income in 1959 of Families and Unrelated Individuals
less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total 44 44 ' 67
1,000,000
or more"52Z42 8
S500,000-'
1,00,000 42 45 29 57
3C
- N less than
t Ln 500,000 54 39 5 1 ~/6
t non-metropolitan
o areas 65
total 28 35 53
1,000,000 2q
or more 49'46
0 500, 000-) ,1,000,000 41 32 54
less than
500,000 43 32 66 81
non-metropolitan
areas461 77
total 48 43 54 (5
* Base less than 100
B. WHITE
Residence All Persons Income In 1959 of FamilIes and Unrelated Individuals
in 1960 less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total 70 $0(.3 6 78
1,000,000 as 42 0.51 74
vior more
$ 500,000-
a 1,000,000 70 52 57
0 Oalss han 
~
non-metropolitan 7 72
areas 48
total 70 58 72 7
' 71 47 w 8135or more
e 1,000,000 72 56 4a 82
less than
4 500,000 70 55 62 80
non-metropolitan
areas 72 3g
total 71 43 4
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IF-2 PERCENT OF PERSONS LIVING IN OVERCROWDED DWELLING UNITS, BY
TENURE AND INCOME IN 1959 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
A. NE6RO
iAll Persons Tenure Income of FamiIies and Unrelated Individuals
Owners Renters less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total 4s 31 54 491 150 40
1,000,000 - 27 44
or more 2 47 4 I i5
fl500,000-
1,000,000 47 ~36 6'5 
-4
less than
500,000 4F 41 55 47 54 34
+- non-metropolitan
areas p3t 4n 4 33 44 332A
total 4n %1 46 3 44 A)5
1,000,000
or more 29 48 3A A'=)
o 5Uu,000-
o 1,000,000 5A b0 e5 67 S5
- less than
500,000 64 46 (o 54 54, 42
0-
non-metropolitan
areas 66o 45 sq. E5 St. 370
total g4 44 o 2.-$3 51, -5 1
* ioase less thin 100
e.WHITE
Residence A I I Persons Tenure Income of Families and Unrelated Individuals
in 1960 Owners Renters less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total '7 24 t7 24
1,000,000 713
<or more t t IL 21
di 500,000-'
+- 1,000,000
00ssthan
4 non-metropolitan 27
Zo areas IJ 16 '2 951
total 16 214 4
100000 (4 e 25 17 22 11
1,0,000 17 I3 26 10 22 5
less than
500,000
0-
non-metropolitan
areas 2A 2( 3. 22 25 1
total '20 16 31 2225 1c
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IF"3 PERCENT OF PERSONS LItING IN SUBSTANDARD DWELLING UNITS, BY
TENURE AND INCOME IN 1959 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
A. NECRO
Residence Tenure Income of Families and Unrelated Individuals
in 1960 ~All Personsan nre tdIn vdu 5
Owners Renters less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total 43 40 4 69 34
1,000,000
or more.q 8 242521C
o o500,000-o o 2 2t 27 7
1,000,000
a a0 toolia
toa
6(D000 40 32 46 47 24 372
N less than
a 500,000 2 0 29" 41
non-metropolitan
Zo areas49 5 48190 3
total 21 14 ?5 7022 0
* aless than 0
5b1,00,000 (0 32 62 48 3
o es tan 5* A 2 ~ 23
0
non-metropolitan
areas 79j 72 6.7 hAl .4 70
total 5 -4 73 35 $
* Base less than 100
- . H %I TE
Residence AlPros Tenure Income of Families and Unrelated Individuats
i 190Owners Renters less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total It16 30 135 4
1,000,000 4 2 12 2
Lor more2 92
N 500,000-'
an 1,000,000 3 1 4 o 2
3 n
4V less than 74
~ 500,-000 1 72
L- non-metropolitan
0areas 17 115 22 348I 7
total 7 14 23 4
LnCI 1,000,000 531
Sor more3 l12
*1,000,0006 3 2182
Floess than q ' 1 51
1 500,000 40
'non-metropolitan 2 I2
,areas 30 26 W512
total
-6 I
16 25 - 40
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IF-4 PERCENT OF PERSONS LIVING IN DWELLING UNITS WHERE GROSS
MONTHLY RENT IS 25 PERCENT OR MORE OF INCOME, BY INCOME IN
1959 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
A. NLGRO
'esidence Rent Income Ratio Income of fImi I i jnu cirelatej ijivi utls
i n 1900
o2 to 34% 35% or more less than $3,J000 , J-V, ,j r mr,r
United States: total C)
1,000,000 i4
or more
S500,000-
tn 1,000,000 13 1?- 752
a)
_0 N less than
m u, 500,000 -2(. 07
non-met ropol itan '0
areas (64 22
total 20 13 62 31
L 1,000,000
n or more 3 25
o u0,00-
D 1,000,000 24
'- less than
500,000 24 52 F 02
0-
non-metropolitan
areas
total 42 13 4
* Base less tnan 100
B. -HITE
Residence Rent Income Ratio Income of Families and Unrelated Individuals
in 1900 25% to 34% 35% or more less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total 13 6 44 24 4
1,000,000 15 78 5or more
500,000-'
1,000,000 12 770 0X (D
-N less than
i 500,000
non-metropolitan
otareas
total 14 6 '74 254
Ln 1,000,000754 C
Lnor more
S1,000,000 18 15 6,82
Sless than 72
*~500,0004
0Lnon-metropolitan 15 47 12 13areas
total 17 4955 20 15
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IF-5 PERCENT OF PERSONS LIVING IN OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS WHERE THE
VALUE IS 3 OR MORE TIMES INCOME, BY INCOME IN 1959 OF FAMILIES
AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
A. NEGRO
Residence Value Income Ratio Income of F ami Ile. and UnreIated Inividual,
in 140 3.0 to 3.9 4.0 or more less than $i,000 $,,0-5, I'J) ,00Y or more
United States: total 0 3
1,000,000
< or more 244
Ln 500,000-'
t. 1,000,000 *71 0a 0
'D N less than8o
C .L 500,000 8l0
+- non-metropolitan
Zareas 1 -7 t2' 00
total 16 4
1,000,000
O or more
,
0 0 0
,0 3 5 3
less than
non-metropolitan
areas
total 10 7 34
* Base less than 100
6. WHITE
Residence Value Income Ratio Income of Families and Unrelated Individuals
in 1960 3.0 to 3.9 4.0 or more less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or more
United States: total 4 0 Q20'
1,000,000 1 4 74 35 8or more
di 500,000-'
n 1,000,000 8 726
2 0
1 0 less than
m Ln 500,000 .
+- non-metropolitan
areas 8 A 46 16 1
total 4 t{e 23
L I 1,000,000
Sor more = 41
050 00 0-
-,000,000 _ 5 42 22 5
1less than
500,000 4
non-metropolitan 8 5 40 3
areas -/ 3
total 7 444 14 4
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IG-I PERCENT OF PERSONS LIVING IN HOUSEHOLDS WITHOUT EXCLUSIVE USE OF
BATH, WITHOUT TELEPHONE, WITHOUT TELEVISION, AND WITHOUT AUTO-
MOBILE AVAILABLE
A. NEGRO
Res i dence Exclusive use of Telephone Television Automobile
in 1%O Bath
United States: total 44 20 5Z
(< or more
500,000-
18100,0 31 5-100
Q less than
Llnon-metropolitan
areas 3
tot al 14 3
,000,000
-00000 4 1 40 21 56
0 lessthan 55 5 53
S500,000 5 65
0
LO non-metropolitan
areas 8 1 2
total fZ 53
* 'ased upon 20 percent sample in metropolitan ire,)s
iI. IITL
Residence Exclusive use of Telephone Television Automobi le
in 1960 Bath
United States: total 17 s2
1,000,000 3 2 
or more
5i 500,000-'
1,000,000 5 2
a)
V N less than -
1500,000
- non-metropolitan
2 areas
total 113 22
1,000,000 4 13
L or more
0 500,00-
-1,000,000 1 4 3t4
less than 851
S 500,000 1C1100a
In oon-metropolitan
areas
total 1938
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IG-2 MARITAL STATUS OF THE POPULATION, AGES 25-44, BY SEX (PERCENT
OF TOTAL EVER MARRIED, AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF THOSE EVER
MARRIED BY PRESENT MARITAL STATUS)
A. NEGRO
Residence Percent distribution of those ever married
in 1960 ever- never- married, other widowed divorced
married married with spouse married
total female total female total female total female total female total female
United States: total 87 90 13 10 74 70 17 g8 4 6 '5 tT
I 1,000,000 86 90' 12 10 73 70 18 -20 - 4 IsI or more
500,000-' 5 A 7 5
1,000,000 3 I 7 4- 320
0 N less thanM n50,000 93 ~~' S~9 '2 4 e '
non-metropol i2tan
areas
total 88 90 Iz 10 7370 179 3 1 7
1,000,000
or more 870 - f 7 7 4 1
000 11,000,000 69 91 II 75 71 1 ( )8 4 .6 4 '5
less than
' j500,000 87 90 13 10 69 63 Z0 19 S. 13 1
non-metropolitan 6 69 14 1i 77 73 1 5S -7 3 3areasI
total g7 89 tS 11 76 71 16 17 4$
" Base less than 100
B. WHITE
Residence Percent distribution of those ever married
in 1960 ever- never- married, other widowed divorced
married married with spouse married
total female total female total famale total female total female to*al female
United States: total il 93 9 7 q 9| 3 3 1 2 3 4
1 ,000,000 IZ q cZ (1 - -3 1 ( 4
or more
. 4 500,000-7. I 'Z 1~1 I 4
S 00000 9 92 923 I 4 34
.N less than 3 3 3 4e 500,000 1L3 9 - 3Z 33 11 34
t non-metropolIi tan q1 9 6 * 3 3 21 .4 * 3
areas
total o 12 10 a 2 33 ii 3 4
qoor 
more
S1,000,000 95 7 5 90 7 T 4 2. 3 4 5
s anM 5 4 5 A AStoss than) 3000 949 4s t qg q0 4 4 1. 3 3
' non-metropoIItan i S 7 5 % 4 4 S I - 3
total q3 9 7 S 9 Z90 4 4 1 2 3 3
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IG-3 PERSONS BY FAMILY STATUS AND HOUSEHOLD STATUS BY PRESENCE OR
ABSENCE OF CHILDREN UNDER 18 (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS
BY FAMILY STATUS AND PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH CHILDREN UNDER
18 WHERE BOTH SPOUSES ARE NOT PRESENT)
A. NEGRO
Residence In Families or Subfamilies
in 1960 Primary Percent of Households
Married, Other Male Female Individuals with children under 18
with Spouse Head Head which are broken
United States: total 3 17 21
1,000,000 59 3 I9 20 22
, or more
01 500,000-' 71,000,000 7 12 14I0
e
" N less than
500,000 &3 4 17 1 25
non-metropolitan
areas 52 23 2(
total -
3 1,000,000
or more
0 5W0,000-
1 1,000,000 64 1 A9
C toss than
4 500,000 57 3 2 27
non-metropolitan
areas 
-6 20 14 1 1)
total
B. WHITE
Residence in Fami l ies or Subfami l ies Primary Percent of Householdsin 1960 Married, Other Male Female individuals with children under 18
with Spouse Head Head which are broken
United States: total 76 7 s5
1,000,000 73 3 7 17 6
or more
d 500,000-
1,000,000 -
. less than 
- 2 7 5 4; 500,000
non-metropolitan 2 7
areas
total 2 7 5
i 1,000,000 4
or more
0 500,OWi- 7
* 1.0W00 428l
4esethan 7 500,000
non-metropol I tan .8 6
areas --
total *-
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IH-I PERCENT OF SMSA RESIDENTS WORKING IN SMSA RING, BY OCCUPATION
GROUP AND INDUSTRY GROUP
A. OCCUPATION GROUP
Res i dence Prof.& Man.,Off. Cler- Sales Crafts. Opera- Service Laborer Farm
in 1960 Tech. 6 Propr. ical 0 Fore. tives pr v.Hsh d. o e
United States: total 34 31 '27 31 43 36 is 33 !
1,000,000 40 33 3w 46 38 43 37 A4
or more
S500,000-'
1,000,000 36 -37 '29 33 45 35 78 36 40 A4
Slessthan 3 31 24 27 39 37 28 32 39 94
*u500,000
t non-metropolitan
areas
total 3dw 33 28 34 44 37 3-9 55 42 IO
'-0,000 30 24 2S 33 39 26 2d 30 32 A3
or more
l,000,000 31 '27 !7 IS 34 20 31 25 26 3
les then -27 22 22 40 35
1500,000 3 
4 2 6 9
non-metropol iten
areas
total' 2ap . % 31 29 '29 27 29 86
B. INDUSTRY GROUP
Residence Finance, Public Retail Whole- Trans-., .ervice Manu- Con- Agric.
In 0960 Ins. & Admin. sale Comm.,& Prof. Other fact- struc- & Min-
Real Est. Pub.Util., & Rel. uring tion ing
United States: total 20 42 34 22 25 35 SI 3 40 4
1,000,000 22 42 38 24 25 41 3( 40 46 79or more
S5M0000-
1,000,000 22 53 35 -21 29 33 39 38 78
1 *.
00* 19 40 32 24 '21 29 2 3S 40 A I
non-metropoi iten
areds
total 22- 44 34 24 24, 37 35 39 44 4?
"000,000 23 30 38 IS l_ 34 '21 29 3or more 3 1 2 6 C
1,0000~o 39. 22. 14 19 fi 25 21 32 54
less. thn~
ot*oo . II 47 23 15 27 '27 25 39 26 -a
non-metropol i tan
areas
Ito 39 27. 15 30 25' 32 30 48
-300-
SERIES II:
DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION IN NORTHERN METROPOLITAN AREAS
OF ONE MILLION OR MORE: 1960
-301-
111B-1 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF NEGRO PERSONS 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER,
BY RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND LIFE TIME MIGRA-
TION STATUS BY AGE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY LAST YEAR OF SCHOOL
COMPLETED)
Elementary School High School Ccllege
0-6 Years 7 or 8 Years 9-Il Years 12 Years 13 Y jrs .r 2 oru
same state
different
state
same state 9 18 32 3I
ot not in
o South 7 3L 26
0 . South 26 25 24 
-
B. LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND AGE
Elementary School High School Col lege
0-6 Years 7 or 8 Years 9-Il Years 12 Years 13 Years or icre
w 17-24 71 3  4 1O
25-44 4 14 37 33 12
E 45 or
older 25 32 25
17-24 4 11 3I 40 1
25-44 ( 23 022
e 45 or
older 11 43 *2914 1403
A. RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS
-302-
I IB-2 OCCUPATION GROUP OF EMPLOYED NEGRO PERSONS, BY RECENT AND LIFE
TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS BY AGE
(PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION GROUP)
A. RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS
Prof.& Man.,Off. Cler- Sales Crafts. Opera- Service Laborer
Tech. & Propr. ical & Fore. tives Priv.Hshld. Other
same state 9 3 3 7
different
- state
same state 72 4 5 7 17 A
.4-
not in
$ South 2 6 23c
- =-iM
0 South 4 Z 28 14 21 13
B. LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND AGE
Prof. & Man.,Off., Cler- Sales Crafts. Opera- Service Laborer
Tech. & Propr. ical & Fore. tives Priv.Hshld. Other
+17-24 6 21 3 -3 24e o l 8
25-44 7 1 2 '5114l7 A9
oder 4 10 4219 1 10
17-24 6 14 4 8 a4 a 234 |
S 25-44 5 2 10 1 7 31 2 (9 12
oder 31 4 20
-303-
I IB-3 EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE NEGRO POPULATION 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATE OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE BY RECENT AND
LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS BY
AGE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONS)
A. RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS
Percent Distribution of the Population 17 Years Old &
Over Dy Employment Status Percent of Civilian
Civilian Labor Armed Not in Labor Labor Force
Force Forces Force Unemployed
same state 0 3 12CIAn
* different 43
rent 45 4 3 1 11L- state
same state 94 14
not n
o South (,/. 3 Z12+- 4-+
0O4A South (0-3?
B. LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND AGE
Percent Distribution of the Population .17 Years Old &
Over by Employment Status Percent .of Civilian
Civi lian Labor Armed Not in Labor Labor Force
Force Forces Force Unemployed
(? 17-24 O5 IS
' 25-44 (8 3z 13
43d4ror 545 0 45 Io
o- lder-
17-24 0 2 23
,25-44 70 30 (O0 d
145 or 4
__older (
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I IB-4 EARNINGS OF NEGRO PERSONS 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER IN 1959, BY
RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS (PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONS)
less than $2,000- $3,000- $4,000- $5,000- $6,000
$2,000 $2,999 $3,999 $4,999 $5,999 or mo-e
ULA same state 34
0 different
state 5 24 10 8
same state 33 16 1 17 10
0 -
not in
South 35 7 (
ca. -4-
0 0 South 35 15
IIB-5 INCOME OF NEGRO FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS IN 1959, BY
RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION
STATUS BY AGE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONS OF PERSONS 17 YEARS OLD
AND OVER-)
A . RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS
less than $2,000- $3,000- $4,000- $5,000- $7,000- $10,000
$2,000 $2,999 $3,999 $4,999 $6,999 $9,999 or more
U n same state 
-
mestN 21' 11 1 14 '21 14
Sdi fferent
1state 3' s
same state 11 13 13
(D not in
' South 22 13 1S 5I 20 10
0. +-.+- ----- ------
0 South 22 1 15 21 13 4
B. LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS AND AGE
less than $2,000- $3,000- $4,000- $5,000- $7,000- $10,000
$2,00 $2,999 $3,999 $4,999 $6,999 $9,999 or more
17-24 20 8 13 10 23 13 13
L 25-44 16 10 14 2 24 14
~45 or 30 5 9 16 (4 67
"'older
17-24 26 1 I2 15 17 I2 4
-S 25-44 16 1 Z4 17 23 13
45or 
.10 13 13 601 de r 1
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IIB-6 PERCENT OF NEGRO PERSONS LIVING IN THE CENTRAL CITY, IN OWNER
OCCUPIED UNITS, IN SUBSTANDARD UNITS, IN OVERCROWDED UNITS,
AND PAYING 25 PERCENT OR MORE OF THEIR INCOME IN RENT, BY RE-
CENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRATION STATUS
Percent of SMSA Percent in Percent in Percent in Percent Paying
Population in Owner-occupied Substandard Overcrowded 25 Percent or vore
Central City Units Units Units of Income for Pent
U same state
;~ C different
state 39
same state 
- 84 34
CD L not In
South 79 39 102
o n South 84 
-5 21
I I B-7 NEGRO FAMILY STATUS AND HOUSEHOLD STATUS BY PRESENCE OR ABSENCE
OF CHILDREN UNDER 18 FOR RECENT AND LIFE TIME MIGRANTS (PERCENT
DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY FAMILY STATUS AND PERCENT OF HOUSE-
HOLDS WITH CHILDREN UNDER 18 WHERE BOTH SPOUSES ARE NOT PRESENT)
In Families or Subfamilies Primary Percent of Households
Married, Other Male Female Individuals with children under 18
with Spouse Head Head which are broken
U nAsame state 59 3 - 20 2C LA%
different
- - state 21 22
same state 0 '20 18 24
a not in
+* South 2
O' South 59 .3 (9 '9 1
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IID-I UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDER-EMPLOYMENT OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE,
BY RACE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION)
White Negro
Civilian Labor Force WAD 1004)
Unemployed 4 .5 12.3
Worked less than 40 236
hours last week -
Worked less than 40 hours last week and/
*_ or worked less than 50 weeks last year
0 Worked 40 or more hours Earned less than
E last week and worked 50 $3,000 last year 4o.S
or more weeks last year Earned $3,000 or
more last year
-307-
IID-4,5 PERCENT OF SMSA RESIDENTS LIVING LN CENTRAL CITY AND WORKING
IN RING, BY INDUSTRY GROUP AND RACE AND BY OCCUPATION GROUP
AND RACE
A. INDUSTRIAL GROUP
Finance, Public Retail Whole- Trans., Services Manufac- Construc-
Ins., & Admin. sale Comm., & Prof. Other turing tion
Real Est. Pub.Util. & Rel.
Total 3 7 9 7 14
Negro 1 * 3 4 9* 4
B. OCCUPATION GROUP
Prof. & Man.,Off., Cler- Sales Crafts. Opera- Service Laborer
Tech. & Propr. ical & Fore. tives PrIv.HshId. Other
Total 2 , 7 8 10 13
Negro 4 * 4* 5 O* 10 94 7 12
* Base less than 100
I ID-2,3 PERCENT OF SMSA RESIDENTS EMPLOYED IN CENTRAL CITY, BY IN-
DUSTRY GROUP AND RACE AND BY OCCUPATION GROUP AND RACE
A. INDUSTRIAL GROUP
Finance, Public Retail Whole- Trans., Services Manufac- Construc-
Ins., & Admin. sale' Comm., & Prof. Other turing tion
Real Est. Pub.Util. & Re[.
Total 78 56 62 76 75 sA 45 6O 54
Negro q2 Z* & 9O 8* 90 -74 7e 63*
B. OCCUPATION GROUP
Prof. & Man.,Off., Cler- . Sales Crafts. Opera- Service Laborer
Tech. & Propr. ical & Fore. tives Priv.Hshld. Other
Total 47 70 G4 64 42 !73 5(
Negro 97* 90 * 1 92* SI 81 67 7? 7
* Base less than 100
-308-
I ID-6 PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND PLACE, OF WORK OF EMPLOYED METROPOLITAN
POPULATION, BY RACE
I ID-7 PERCENT OF EMPLOYED PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLDS WITH AUTOMOBILE AVAIL-
ABLE, BY INCOME IN l959 OF FAMILIES OR UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS, BY
RACE
All Income in 1959 of Families or Unrelated Individuals
Employed Less than $3,000 $3,000-$5,999 $6,000 or More
Total CA 32 5 C
Negro 50 2 1 4S
r ID-8 TYPE OF TRANSPORTATION TO WORK, BY SEX AND RACE (PERCENT DISTRI
BUTION)
All Transportation to Work
Employed Automobile Rail, Subway, Walk or Other
or Bus at Home
-Total loo 46 41 1 12
+Negro 60 34 54, 9
0 Total 100 56 33 2 16
c Negro Io 45 46 19
2 Total )OO 26 455
E
.Negro_ 100 1721 9
-309-
IIF-I TYPE OF RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES IN SMSA (NUMBER IN SMSA AND
PERCENT IN CENTRAL CITY)
Trailer I-unit I-unit 2 units 3 or 4 5-9 10-19 20-59 50 units Total
detached attached units units units units or more
Number of
Structures 1f6 7323 1616 1824 115 Sb2 572 8I loo7l 424
in SMSA's (000's
Percent of SMSA
Structures in 24 31 8 67 £2 79 92 90 el 53
Central Cities
I IF-2 NUMBER OF TYPES OF HOUSING INADEQUACIES, BY TENURE AND RACE
(PERCENT D ISTR IBUT ION OF HOUSEHOLDS)
All Households in Households in
Households Owner-occupied units Rental Units
Wh ite Neg ro Wh ite Neg ro Wh ite Neg ro
Households 100 100 100 100 100 100
no
inadequacies -71 41 36
excessive cost * 17 18 621
inadeqacy overcrowded ** 12 12
substandard * 3 9 ( 5
excessive cost
and overcrowded I 32
two excessive cost
inadequacies and substandard 1 4 0 15
overcrowded and
substandard 1_ _ __ __
three excessive cost and over-
inadequacies crowded and substandard
* Rent-income ratio 25 percent or more or Value-income ratio 3 or more
** More than I person per room
*** Dilapidated and/or lacking one or more plumbing facilities
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I IF-3 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS, BY RACE AND
LOCATION
Al I Households White Households Negro Househol ds
All Households 42
Less than 28 17
e $3,000$300 '32 3
01$59004
- $6,000 5 34
or more 52 53 44
Al I Households 747 2
Le an th
$3,000-
S $5,900
$6,000
- ,or more
I IF-4 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SUBSTANDARD AND OVERCROWDEb UNITS, BY
INCOME IN 1959 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS, BY RACE
LOCATION, AND TENURE
Percent Substandard Percent Overcrowded
SMSA Central City SMSA Central City
All Rental All Rental All Rental All Rental
Units Units Units Units Units Units Units Units
All Households l| 7 12 8 7
3es Ofhanes n3,00 1 21 (7 22 7 7
0 $3000-
3C: $5,900 78 I Si
0
o$6,000 4 4 6 10
Ior more
All Households 2Z 27 21 22 21 24
S Less than 22
$6,000Lr morcr) 4) $3,000
-311-
IIF-5 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SUBSTANDARD AND OVERCROWDED UNITS BY
INCOME IN 1959 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS, TENURE,
AND LOCATION
-Percent of Dwelling Units Substandard Percent of Dwelling Inits Ovorcrowcec
All Units Owners Renters All Units Owruors <e n -or
All Households 2 t4 A5
Less than 29 29
$3,000
~ 2 14 12
~ $6,000
or more 
1
All Households 4 2 16 7
eiLess than
- $3,000 j 14 9 22 4
S$5,900 10 14
$6,000 7
or more
I IF-6 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SUBSTANDARD AND OVERCROWDED UNITS BY
INCOME IN 1959 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS, TENURE,
Percent of Dwelling Units Substandard Percent of Dwelling Units Overcrowded
AllI Units Owners Renters AllI Units Owners Renters
All Households '2
3Less tan
: $3,000-2
3 3 $5,900 70 r0
or more 970
All Households 2227 .22 t4 2
L~ess than33t
Z215,0 24 1.9 2
j rmre11 '2 1 Z
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I IF-7 NUMBER OF ROOMS IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS, BY INCOME IN 1959
OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS, TENURE, AND LOCATION
(PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER OF ROOMS)
All Units Owners Ronters
7 or 7 or 7 or
-2 3-4 5-6 more 1-2 3-4 5-6 more 1-2 3-4 5-6 more
All Households 13 40 36 (0 1 17 60 '22 ' 64 23 ~3
Less than
$3,000 27 43 25 5 3 24 S7 16 3T 49 14 1
L $3, 13 4, 34 7 1 22 T8 )9 19 57 22 2
L 6,5000
or $6,00 A 34 48 15 - 0 13 62 24 8 s6 32 4
All Households 4 24 52 1A 1 15 4c 24 12 SS -9 4
11 40 39Less than
~55 37 48 I0 ) 23 42 15 12 56 26 4
$6,00 24 0 11 41I k8 57
ml
0) b
U
28 6 50 39
1-2 3-4 5-6 7 or
more
1-2 3-4 5-6 7 or
rore
IIF-8 NUMBER OF ROOMS IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS, BY INCOME IN 1959
OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS, TENURE, AND RACE (PER-
CENT DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER OF ROOMS)
Al nt enesOnr
1-2 3-4 5-6 7 or
more
I,.c r
17 56 '25I lG 61
21 42 30 7 3 26 56 I -63 52 13 1
10 4Z 4o 9 1 23 .61 1 C 7 l '2. 2
2 24 53 20 0 1I 62 27 7 54 34 4
16 40 36 10 I ISa 5 '25 224Ai26 5
26 42 27 6 4 '235 18 31 47 21 2
13 42 36 'A I 17 58 Z4 18 S1 28 3
14 S3 45 19 a 16 53 SI -7 48 37 8
- ~
Al 3 28 154 (Is 23 SS 1 7
A l l Un its Owners Renters
13
-313-
I IF-9 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SUBSTANDARD UNITS, BY NUMBER OF
ROOMS, LOCATION, AND GROSS MONTHLY RENT OR VALUE
A. RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
Central City Ring
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-2 3-4 5 or Units i-2 3-4 5 or
more more
All Renter- (4 AZa
o ued units
Less than 33 39 &5 3*
31 7 7 20* 7411 $79
or more
* Base less than 100
B. OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS
Central City Ring
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units I 4 5-6 7 or Units 1-4 5-6 7 or
more more
All Owner-
ocupied Units 7
Less than
$75'00 7 4 4* 21 311 13
7,500- 3 3,,
u $9,900
$10,000 1 0
or more
* Base less than 100
I IF-10 'PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SUBSTANDARD UNITS, BY NUMBER OF
ROOMS, RACE, AND GROSS MONTHLY RENT OR VALUE
A. RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
White Households Negro Households
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-2 3-4 5 or Units 1-2 3-4 5 or
more more
Al enter-II 35 4 27 62 19 15
occupied units
Less than A2$032 59 4  2 24~
$8
or 2 Is 44* 11 14
Base less than 100
B.0I 60-E OCCUP5I ED UN IT
White Households Negro Households
All Number of Rooms All Nuinber of Rooms
Units 1-4 5-6 7 or Units 1-4 5-6 7 or
more more
All Owner-
Occupied Units 1 
2
Less than (3 8" 244 31 Z4" 
$759,00-1 9.0 3 Is 2 3" * 5
$10,000 e ss| 0
or more
* Base less th'an 100
-314-
IIF-Il YEAR OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS BUILT, BY LOCATION AND GROSS
MONTHLY RENT OR VALUE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY YEAR BUILT)
A. RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
Central City Ring
1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950- 1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950-
earlier 1939 1949 1960 earlier 1939 1949 960
Ail Renter-
occupied units
*.Less than
Lr$60 4 5 -7 I5
?60- (2. 5 . 14 14 13A $79
or 58 1s (0 15 3(a
Sor more
B. OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS
Central Citv Ring
1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950- 1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950-
ea, ier 1939 1949 1960 earlier 1939 1949 1960
All Owner-49 1, 1 200 is A
o ed Units
L87 7 4 >2 I6 0S
2 $7,500- 7I I 4 47 18 18 17
m $9,900-
$10,000 3 I 1 26 1 53
or more
I IF-12 YEAR OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS BUILT, BY~RACE AND GROSS
MONTHLY RENT OR VALUE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY YEAR BUILT)
A. RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
White Households Negro Households
1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950- 1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950-
earlier 1939 1949 1960 earlier 1939 1949 1960
All Renter- 75
occupled units
Lessthan 7 5 4 - 7 7
$60- 74 7 4 4
$79
* 8 I"S so 14 11 25 76 i1?
or more
B. OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS
White Households Negro Households
1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950- 1929 or 1930- 1940- 1950-
earlier 1939 1949 1960 earlier 1939 1949 1960
All Owner- 31 17 41 17 1 11
occupied Units
|Less than 79 10* * 3j $75'00 75 *& 9 e e C 4' 3
$7,500- 41 3 '3
e $9r900$10,000 2i i I s 44 47 21 14 l
or more
* Base less than 100
-315-
IIF-14 NUMBER OF ROOMS IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS BUILT BETWEEN
1950 AND 1960, BY RACE AND GROSS MONTHLY RENT OR VALUE
(PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER OF ROOMS)
A. RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
White Households Negro Households
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-2 3-4 5 or Units 1-2 3-4 5 or
more more
All Renter-
occuiedunits iI 35 6 4 '27 '2 J9 15
Less than
~$60  5 2 '3* 1 13
U or more
* Base less than 100
B. OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS
White Households Negro Households
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-4 5-6 7 or Units 1-4 5-6 7 or
more more
All Owner-
oued Units 1 6 1 1 8 va 6
than
$7,500-I~ 4 1 4 1
S $9.900 3 5 2 3* G 8* 5**
$00 0
* Base less than 100
IIF-13 NUMBER OF ROOMS IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS BUILT BETWEEN
1950 AND 1960, BY LOCATION AND GROSS MONTHLY RENT OR
VALUE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER OF ROOMS)
A. RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
Central City Ring
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-2 3-4 5 or Units 1-2 3-4 5 or
more more
All Ranter- 1 t3
occuied units 14 4- to '5
SLess han 33 I 6s 1 2-$60
S $79 7I 7 7 116 -20~ 67 S 3 4 i
or mre
Base less than 100
B. OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS
Central City Ring
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-4 5-6 7 or Units 1-4 5-6 7 or
more more
All Owner-
Occupied Units 5 1 7
Les s than
$I7 500 7 4 42. 31 13 14
0a0 0 I 0 I 0 c
or more
*Base los_: thar 100
-316-
I IF-16 NUMBER OF ROOMS IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS, BY RACE AND
GROSS RENT OR VALUE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION)
A. RENTER OCCuPIEU UNITS
White Households Negro Households
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-2 3-4 5 or Units 1-2 3-4 5 or
more more
All Renter-
occuped units 17 55 Ito e2 41'I
+ Less than o 37$60-
S $60- 20) 1co 261
U1 $79 10 51(n 8
or more '37 M 45
B. OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS
White Households Negro Households
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-4 5-6 7 or Units 1-4 5-6 7 or
more more
All Owner- 10 1 0 2 0 7occu led Units (00 (3 '2 25 100 17 27
$7,500 an 0 31 52 17 100* l 56 26
S$7,500-23 ,3io 1
S-,90 0 2 3 eo3 14 100 * 119 55 2
$1 0,000 100 27 1&& 1 .57 27
* Base less than 100
I IF-15 NUMBER OF ROOMS IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS, BY LOCATION
AND GROSS RENT OR VALUE (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION)
A. RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
Central City Ring
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-2 3-4 5 or Units 1-2 3-4 5 or
more more
All Renter- (00 53 25 100 12 55 33
occupied units
Less than 
.110 34 '[(D $60 o 7 (33 51 I'
0 $- o 19 9 222 45 23
$0o I 3 36 100 5 53 42
or more
B. OWNER OCCUPIED UN iiS
Central City Ring
All Number of Rooms All Number of Rooms
Units 1-4 5-6 7 or Units 1-4 5-6 7 or
more more
All Owner- nt 61 S 14 62 25
occupled Units
Les than .26 40 20 38 4j
7500-
, -,500- 16 64 26) 00r 29 G61
Z $9.900
$10,000 67 100 1C) 3 7
or more
-317-
IIlG- l RACE,. HOUSEHOLD S IZE, AND INCOME (PERCENT D ISTR IBUT IONS)
Percent Dis'tribution by income Percent Distribution by Household Size
All Househol d S ize All Househol ds S ize
Households 1 2 3-5 6 or Households 1 2 3-5 6 or
note more
All Households 100 00o 100 100 1 00 1S 29 48 8
- " Less tan
W' $3,000 17 53 20 7 4 0o A6 4 I 2
3C a $5,90027 31 31 2 '22 o 17 22 44 70 -
ormor 65 15 49 /.8 74 Ito 4 2S 69
All Households 100 1W 1o 0 100 17 2!; 42.
$3.000 7 4 41 2q 2 3 Ito 29 27 13 1
on 0 $3,000-
$ L 5900 40 33 40 41 4 116 )4 25 43 18$6,000 23 3 70 29 32 i C 2 21 i4 22
.r mor.em ,
I IG-2 RACE, HOUSEHOLD STATUS, AND INCOME (PERCENT DISTRIBUTIONS)
A. BY INCOME
All in FamiIles or SubfamliI ls Primary
Households Married, Other Male Female Individuals
with Spouse Head Head
All Households 6 O 100 100 ioo
' Less than
.s o 3,000 17 8 14 32 63
i $ 55,900 27 27 37 320-
o6$6,000 56 32 I6or more
All Households to - o100 100 100 100
Less than
$3,000- 40 4 4 . 2 31
2 $6,00  23 33 204
or More
B. BY FAMILY STATUS
All In Families or Subfamilies Primary
Households Married, Other Male Female Individuals
with Spouse Head Head
All Households 100 74 3. 7 17
a 3 of an
'D $3,000 0034 2. 13 1
40 3 923C $5,900 2
or more
All Households sac 'S 3 i's 25
0 Less than 100 2732 36
00 0 3,0014 $3,000- 50 .
ea U 0 31
or more
-318-
SERIES IIl:
DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION IN THE TWELVE LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREAS
-3l9-
NOTES ON TABLES: SERIES IlI
Comparability of Data
1. Race and Color: Some tabulations are by color (white, nonwhite);
others are by race (white, Negro). Whites include those with
Spanish surname, a group that general ly has a lower socio-economic
status than other whites. Nonwhites includes Negroes and, among
others, Orientals. The latter group aresof higher .socio-economic
status than Negroes. Therefore, in areas with a substantial num-
ber of whites with Spanish surname and/or nonwhites other than Ne-
gro, disparities between whites and nonwhites would be less than
disparities between whites without Spanish surname and Negroes.
The racial composition of the central city populations are defined
in Table IIIA-5.
2. Color and Housing: Low income nonwhites are much more likely than
low income whites to be living in public housing. Public housing
provides standard housing at low cost. Tabulations comparing the
housing of whites and nonwhites include households in public hous-
ing. As a consequence, disparities between low income whites and
low income nonwhites in private housing would be even larger than
these tables indicate. [8, p.45]
3. Between 1950 and 1960, boundary changes occurred in 4 of the twelve
largest metropolitan areas.
o Chicago SMSA added McHenry County, increasing the SMSA
population by 84,210 to 6,742,969.*
a Boston SMSA added the towns of Norfolk, Topsfield, Sud-
* All population figures are for 1960 unless they are otherwise noted.
-320-
4. BetwE
of 4
bury, Holbrook, Duxbury, Hanover, and Marshfield.
* St. Louis SMSA added Jefferson County, increasing the
SMSA population by 66,377 to 2,060,103.
0 Baltimore added Carrol I and Howard Counties, increasing
the SMSA population by 88,937 to 1,727,023.
en 1950 and 1960 boundary changes occurred in the central ci
of the 12 largest metropolitan areas. [201, Table 9]
e In Los Angeles SMSA, the central city of Los Angeles
annexed land with a population of 7,557 to increase
the population to 2,479,015. Long Beach annexed land
with a population of 49,159 to increase the city popu-
lation to 344,168.
e in Chicago SMSA, the city of Chicago annexed land with
a population of 6,976 to increase the population to
3,550,404.
e In Detroit SMSA, Pontiac city, with a 1950 population
of 73,681, was included as a central city in 1950 but
only Detroit was counted as the central city of the me-
tropol itan area in 1960.
0 In Pittsburgh SMSA, the city of Pittsburgh annexed land
with a population of 91 to increase the population to
604,332.
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II IA-4 ESTIMATED POPULATION CHANGE RESULTING FROM NET MIGRATION AND
ESTIMATED POPULATION CHANGE RESULTING FROM NATURAL INCREASE:
1940-1950 AND 1950-1960
Area* Population Estimated % of Change from % of Change from
Change Net Migration Net Migration Natural Increase
1940-1950 1950-1960 1940-1950 1950-1960 1940-1950 1950-1960 1940-1950 1950-1960
New York 349 S4 274 103 so 56 20 4
Los Angeles 148 3IA 124 215 84 67 16 33
Chicago 240 207 176 7.3 39 27 41
Philadelphia 147 1C7 '7 71 4( 40 -4 4O
Detroit 190 205 IS0 $5 79 41 21 59
San Francisco 146 115 123 t4 84 47 16 53
Boston 20 32 11 so 5(0 2O 44
Pittsburgh 24 26 10 3 42 |9
St. Louis 6 r a 43 23 b6 28 34 72
Washington,D.C. ti1 I(58 67 59 40 37 40 3
Cleveland C7 %06 55 57 92 54 Is 46
Baltimore 72 111 37 37 5I 53 4A &7
* All areas are single SMSA's except (1) New York, which includes the New York-NortheastenNew
Jersey Standard Consolidated Area, (2) Chicago, which includes.the Chicago combined SMSA's, and (3)
Boston, which tis comprised of the State Economic Area, including Boston, Lowell, and Lawrence-
Haverhill SMSA's.
Sources: [18, 193]
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IIIA-5 PERCENT OF CENTRAL CITY POPULATION NONWHITE, NEGRO, PUERTO
RICAN OR OF SPANISH SURNAME, FOREIGN STOCK, AND MEXICAN
STOCK: 1960
Central % Nonwhite 5 Negro 5 Puerto Rican stock % Foreign Stock 5 Mexican Stock
City of Total of Nonwhite & Spanish Surname of Total of Foreign Stock
of Total
New York 12 95 6 460
Los Angeles 17 80 1 33 17
Chicago 24 q7 I 3
Philadelphia 27 9 ?9 0
Detroit 2q c9 0 32 1
San Francisco 16 55 7 43 5
Boston 10 2 45 0
Pittsburgh 17 9O 30 0
St. Louis 29 48 0 14
Washington,D.C. 55 A8 0 13 I
Cleveland 29 .9 0 31 0
Baltimiore 399 0 5 0
Source: [203, Table P-i]
II IA-6 PERCENT OF SMSA POPULATION IN CENTRAL CITY, BY RACE AND
NATIVITY: 1960
SMSA Total Neg ro Wh ite
Total Native of: Foreign
Native Parentage Foreign Parentage Born
New York 73 49 71 64 73 83
Los Angeles- 42 74 39 %, 45 63
Lona Beach-
Chicago 57 91 52 44 59 73
Philadelphia 41 79 40 35 51 40
Detroit 44 s4 37 32 43 55
San Francisco- 0 3 31 43 57
Oakland A 63 3S
Boston '27 31 26 23 27 54
Pittsburgh 2S 42 22 21 24 29
St. Louis 34 73 30 1211 19
Washington,D.C. 38 85 23 21 30 44
Cleveland A9 98 Al 37 42 55
Baltimore 64 86 46 43 57 f7
Source: [205, Tables I and 5]
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II IA-7 INDEX OF RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION OF WHITE FROM NONWHITE, 1940-
1960, AND INDEX OF RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION OF FOREIGN BORN
WH ITE FROM NATIVE WHITE, 1930 AND 1950
Central Segregation of Foreign Born White from
City Segregat ion of Nonwhite from White Native White
1940 1950 1960 1930 1950
New York &1. 673 74.1
Los Angeles 84.2 844 81.8
Chicago . 9. 17/ 9.24 3.
Phi ladelphia 88O 81-0 L71 44.3 4-.
Detroit It.9 . 4.5
San Francisco 2' 74-6 64.,3
Boston 48C.5 839 4
Pittsburgh 192 84.0 84.4t 42 4 4
St. Louis 9?2 AZA Aa5 48.8 37.6
Washington,D.C. 1.0 80.1 79.7
Cleveland '..5 '-. 44.9 40.1
Baltimore 9%I 91.5 896
Sources: [181, Table 4; 118, Table 4]
II IA-8 INDEX OF RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION OF WHITE FROM NONWHITE IN
SELECT- CENTRAL CITIES AND SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES: 1960
Central City Index of Segregation Select Index of Segregation
Nonwhite from White Suburbs Nonwhite from White
New York '79.3 Mount Vernon 732
New Rochelle 7.
White Plains 79-3
Yonkers 7.1
Los Angeles 018 Compton 844
Pasadena 83
Santa Monica G3.
Chicago 9 ?A6 Evanston 872
Joliet 90.2
Philadelphia 87. 1 Camden 74.5
Chester 874
Detroit 94,5 - Highland Park 774Inkster '4o
Pontiac 90.5
San Francisco 012, Berkeley . fi
Richmond 77,3
San Mateo 87,6
Vallejo .83.1
Boston 83.9 Cambridge 65.5
St. Louis 90.5 Centreville t
East St. Louis - 0
Washington, D.C. 74.7 Alexandria 876
Baltimore Am.(0 Annapolis - 80.9
Source: [181, Table 12]
I
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I IA-9 NUMBER AND PERCENT OF NONWHITES IN THE CEN-
TRAL CITIES LIVING IN CENSUS TRACTS WITH
SPECIFIED PERCENT 'OF TRACT POPULATION NON-
WHITE: 1940-1960
A. 1960
Number of nnwhitefsinecensus tracts Porcont disiribul io o1 nonwhi us by
(numbers In thousands) purcunI n nwhil Iu ii cuu:, I ruct
Consus tracts with specified Consus tracts with specified
percent of tract population nonwhite percent of tract population nonwhite
0-9 10-24 25-49 50-74 75-89 90-100 0-9 10-24 25-49 50-74 75-89 90-100
New York
Total oc: lO o 18 Mi.S iMo Uno A Is I( 17 11 32
Manhattan 3i. E, $4.7 27.2 239 23 .3 1( 4 5
Brooklyn 1 40. 04- ' 42.8 110 t I $ 25 11 27
Los Angeles
Total 41. 1 Ia 46.0 71. {1., $6.8 , 6 I1 is 27 '21
Negro £1 94 I0A S3. 9P tf 1 10 11 312 21'
other nonwhite .77 64 41 2 Is
Chicago ." 184 34. 63.1 W40.9 5.0 1 2 4 6 A 61
Philadelphia 42 11.1 4,4 123.1 107.4 2127 3 6 9 23 40.)
Detroit 3 1(, 42.3 13914 4 1422 1 3 9 27 30 2q
San Francisco
Total .I.0 'X3 33.1 424 16.1 4.7 12 16 -24 31 12 6
Negro 4.G 2 . 11.2 0 6 12 &
other nonwhite I.-S' I 1 17-1 44 9.7 Is 20 26 8 1I
Boston 7.1 49i 14 1.7 22.0 72 10 10 4 23 32 11
Pittsburgh C.4 7.8 2.42 24 If.A 297 , 7 24 22 it& 25
St. Louis 4.7 6.(, 1.9 3, 7 $4 942 2 3 3 17 92 44
Washington, D.C. 4.3 12.3 40 6 WO 240 1 3 l0 iS 23 46
Cleveland A.I C1 185 42A 474 IVDA 4 2 1.7 19 32
Baltimore 7.4 V1 2A, 4 41 IKA 2 2 7 i'1 21 S
B. T19505't?B . 1950 umber of-lnmonwhituh. in census TraCTS i'1rcnT e r~rluul O io -ur
percent nonwhite in census tract
Census tracts with specified Census tracts with specified
percent of tract population onwhite percent of tract population onwhite
0-9 10-24 25-49 50-74 75-100 0-9 10-24 25-49 50-74 75-100
New York
Total 74 7M -4S 114S 4141 10 1 is 63
Manhattan 26 -4.1 2 o 27 4'Brooklyn 21.A 210z U-4 U-3 11%2 110 7~:
Los Angeles I 1(, 57 87.7 4 16 17 1
Negro -114 3
other nonwhite 7..,,,
Chicago -0.4 us &44 40 388.2 A 5 7 74.
'Philadelphia -7 42 113 '"-1 , 4.7 5 1I 1l' 28 37
San Francisco 13 211 4 4 1 .6
Negro . . . 77 il . 9 1 6 2
other nonwhite 44 163 40 10.2
Washington, D.C. - . 0, I/ 441 1471 3 4 25 16 52
C. 1940
Number of nonwhites in census tracts Percent distribution of nonwhites by
(numbers in thousands) percent nonwhite In census tract
Census tracts with specifled Census tracts with specifled
percent of tract population nonwhite percent of tract population nonwhite
0-9 10-24 25-49 50-74 75-100 0-9 10-24 25-49 50-74 75-100
New York
Total 4. 5 20 42 58.7 234.7 13 II 14 2 49
Manhattan l, I 17.2 22.1 3S4 2 .
Brooklyn 26.0 174 1 7 i £ 1
Chicago 12.1 7* 1 .$ 1.0 241.3 4 3 4 *6
Philadelphia 228 40,7 2.1 IV. 1 41.3 A I6( 2 U6 19
Washington, D.C. 7.7 U-{& 412 42. 7.4 4 14 22 23 37
Sources: for 1960 [224, Table CJ, for 1940 and 1950 [129, Table A-2]
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I IIA-IC ACTUAL AND EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF NONWHITE HOUSEHOLDS,
WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA, ON THE BASIS OF INCOME ONLY:
POPULATION IN R-I NG
al I less than $4,000- $7,000.- $10,000
Incomes $4,000 $6,999 $9,999 or more
actual expected actual expected actual, expected actual expected actual expected
New York 30180 13W 13,157 2645 10.6 'Z4.M* 45, !,532 2,70 8446
Los Angeles 437s 102471 V,013 4640 15/0' 3762 7,/.8 I7,00{ 4.3D& $944
Chicago .704 6106 ,,310 22,826 (.,3'U4 2797C 2,846 IS,7(,9 1,T80 AJ5
Philadelphia M414 &WIAO 1477 37,703 |1,862 '2lj47 4)G6 I),,0 I,29 6,289
Detroit I7955 47,,3 0,247 24l' ,78 24,110 Z667 9,118 1,033 4,I8
San Francisco 5S/.'i AU0 23,300 W, I/4 70,151 2Z.420 8089 11,142 4,0"' 6433
Boston f4.
Pittsburgh | 14 ,92 .,924 \ASS £,324 |050 1, 40 2527 440 1,003
St. Louis 21,ro3 4j,724 1.7%, ZZ(37 6,754 13,440 L316 3, C 1 637 2110
Washington,D.C. IS7lI3 41187 7,215 24271 S,135 21,166 Z19 12,707 1,24.4 7,841
Cleveland 1,5.3 2q,077 506 q,211- (.25 14103 271 ',346 \(, 3,s2
Baltilnore 10,(.39 3392 6,470 13.0) 352 2706 1,082 4,57 35 '2,4)7
Note: The number of nonwhite households expected in the ring was calculated under the assumption
that in a metropolitan area whites and nonwhites of similar income are equally likely to be
homeowners and equally likely to be living outside the central city.
Source:Calculated from [202, Tables 3 and 13]
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IIlA-Il ACTUAL AND EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF NONWHITE OWNERS AND
RENTERS, WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA, ON THE BASIS OF
INCOME ONLY: POPULATION IN RING
A. IN OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS
all less than $4,000- $7,000- $10,000
incomes $4,000 $6,999 $9,999 or more
actual expected actual expected actual. expected actual expected actual expected
New York 12,q24 41,157 3,500 13.791 4,987 14.254 2.482 Is'1l I, 13 7601
Los. Angeles 24447 58,I7 S,89( 17,43 9,271 20,187 s.424 l2A45 3,0(o 7.29Z
Chicago 1,490 542SZ 2,492 17,80 3,23S' 18797 1,709 12,419 l,11i4 8,630
Philadelphia 18,"38 61,215 e.744 22,734 7.044 21,944 3,056 ,740 ),5(o 4.755
Detroit 16oZ3 I1,0 3,520 I7A 4,206 21,311 L,418 8,924 8(9 4,59-3
San Francisco '2n18 36,27S' (,15| 10,720 1474 19,017 5,.3) 7,834 3,28Z 4,704
Boston V1A.
Pittsburgh 6.112 20,32i 3.627 10,05 28q3 7,412 442 2,030 350 882
St. Louis 11,310 29,021 4,050 l,07 3.65 l,2o j,023 .001 S:4Z i.Si
Washington,D.C. &,528 33.718 3.081 8,188 2,911 10,733 1,523 6,525 1,013 4,272
Cleveland 846 21AZ4 246 5,92T Z94 7.740 17 S 4A 27 124 3132
Baltimore 5,04 23,734 2,260 8,148 LAZ 9,290 (91 4,127 429 2;149
B. IN RENTER OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS
all less than $4,000- $7,000- $10,000
incomes $4,000 $6,999 $9,999 or more
actual expected actual expected actual, expected actual expected actual expected
New York W.6 22-48 q.667 12,074 5677 7.7C4 \,86S -2,62 I C7 831
Los Angeles 19.Th 44A4 10,137 22,(4/ 4,(34 is9s 2,662 4,41 4.95 1,52
Chicago 8,374 24,403 3,818 1i,020 3,091 '1,078 1,679 3JS0 38(6 1,156
Phi ladelphia I,.228 '24,6 14,013 14,%7 4,80/4 7,18.3 ,1 o4 1,741 30s 534
Detroit 7,832 15,954 47Z7 8,939 2,472 5,978 40 1,642 144 37s-
San Francisco 'M,841 Z,283 17,149 14,44. A1,417 9,403 2A8 3,369 8 17 9 29
Boston
Pittsburgh 8,718 17,233 5,77 7450 2,433 3, 55s 398 49-7 90 12)
St. Louis 10,193 IZb3 7.746 8,130 2,OS9 3,254 213 '07 -IZ
Washington,D.C. 8,285 28,249 4,134 12,083 2.224 10,435 674o 4,382 25') 1.9
Cleveland 71 7,453 298 3,211 331 2,9S3 93 '2 1 35 4M
Baltipore 5,433 10,248 3,210 !,733 ),7Z 3A1 391 829 16(7 12(8
Calculated from [202, Tables 3 and 13]
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I I lB-1 AREA OF BIRTH OF NATIVE NONWHITE POPULATION IN THE CENTRAL
CITY OR CITIES: 1960
% Born in State or % Born in South % Born in Remainder
Region of Residence of Regions
New York 4 39.2 .6
Los Angeles-
Long Beach 57161
Chicago 41.6 44.1 4.3
Philadelphia --2.19 7
Detroit 44.5 A8.0 75
San Francisco-
Oakland 50.2 35 .A
Boston 522 3563 12.5
Pittsburgh 5/2 35.7 8.2
St. Louis 51. 3.0,
Washington,D.C. 444 43.0 12..6
Cleveland 44.5 47.8 7.7
Baltimore 519 6.4
Source: [201, Table 98]
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I1IB-2 PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF NONWHITE IN-MIGRANTS BY REGION AND
DIVISION OF ORIGIN AND PERCENT OF IN-MIGRANTS FROM OTHER
METROPOLITAN AREAS: 1955-1960
Region Division of South Percent of
In-rni grants
Same North- North - East South West South from other
State east Central West South Atlantic Central Central SMSA's
Jew York 2.5 IA .o 2.19 u 47,0 7. 2,3 48.6
.os Angeles- .9 e.5 19.7 155 44 5.3 11.5 276 7.4Long Beach 4. 17 t
Thicago 46.3 .5 19.1 4.4 z7 &  44.2 14.3 44.0
'hiladelphia 7-8 * 172 .0 2.7 4.3 599 4.0 2.4 537
)etroit a3 6,5 t..A 3.9 64,4 210 33.8 q4 56./s
;an Francisco-
Oakland 134~ 14.0 16.2 41,3 7.1 76~ 2(..4 "s.3
3oston 4,A 25.1 103 5.k 542 39,2 10, 4 AA6 L4
littsburgh 17.O 10,1 204 3A 48.1 ,43 11.1 2.7 579
3t. Louis 0.2* 3.1 214 50 46,3 4.3 3,. 11.5 4(1
Vashington,D.C. ' S.* 3-5 7. 36 6$5 4O-8 A./ 3.1 47.Z
,leveland i- 10.8 14.6 2,& 40-9 22.4 B4.2 4,1 64.2
3altimore 8.8 131 4.2 2A 71.3 (4.5 3.1 1.7 43.7
+ Since SMSA crosses state boundaries, "same state" refers only to that portion of the in-migrants
living within .a given state within the SMSA and from a remaining portion of that state.
;ources: [207, Table 34; 208, Table f]
I IB-3 PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF NONWHITE OUT-MIGRANTS BY REGION AND
DIVISION OF DESTINATION AND PERCENT OF OUT-MIGRANTS TO OTHER
METROPOLITAN AREAS: 1955-1960
Rogion Division of South Percont of
Out-Migrants
Same North- North East South West South to other
State east Central West South Atlantic Central Central SMSA's
New York M32 24.0 S. 1 12.0 7,7 30.A 3.2 3.6 45.4
Los Angeles- 453 G-0 11.2 164 I 1 5.1 23 14-7 77.7Lorng Beach
Chicago 1O.4 7-0 29.7 24.0 28-1 8.1 12.2 18.4 4413
Philadelphia 14- 2.- 7.2 100 415 34-3 34 3A 49.6
Detroit tI.5 10.0 258 17.6 30.1 13.11 10.0 6.2 73.7
San Francisco-
Oakland S10.0 S.A 6.9 14.M 144 4.2 1.4 11.0 7S4.
Boston 14A 3Z8 It .P 24.A 175 2( 4.8 7,.7
Pittsburgh 184 19.1 2S6 10.4 27.5 1q.8 44 3.3 72.7
St. Louis (P.A* .4 302 2.12 21.1 5.0 9 7.2 7t,
Washington,0.C. 5.9 2T,3 1.1 12.2 44.5 319.0 34 4.1 67.2
Cleveland 2.2 13.7 S.2 1..2 26.7 12.8 \(A9 4.o 705
Baltimore IS t 284 58 71 317 34.3 2.7 2.7 44,
* Since SMSA crosses state boundaries, "same state" refers to out-migrants from that portion of the
SMSA lying in a given state to remainder of that state.
Sources: [207, Table 36; 208, Table 5]
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II IB-4 CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDENTS IN 1960 BY MIGRATION STATUS,
1955-1960: PERCENT EMPLOYED MALES IN WHITE COLLAR OCCU-
PATIONS, PERCENT OF MALES UNEMPLOYED, PERCENT OF HOUSE-
HOLDS SINGLE FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS, PERCENT AGE 15-24 OF ALL
PERSONS 15 AND OVER, AND PERCENT 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER
COMPLETING ONE OR MORE YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL
A. Age and Education
Percentage Age 15-24 of All Persons Percentage Over 25 Completing One Or
Age 15 and Over More Years of High School
non-migrant in-migrant out-migrant .,on-migrant in-migrant out-migrant
New York I5 41 s0 4S d 43
Los Angeles- 17 3) 75
Long Beach
Chicago 40 29 62 6 4
Philadelphia 1034 49 0
Detroit Is 34 32 51 4 40
San Francisco-
Oakland 1 416677
Boston i7 38 25 45 14 0
rittsburgn 19 29 39 48 57 44
St. Louis 34 35 42 s0 46
Washington,D.C. Is 4 32 64 67 6
Cleveland 17 34 26 64 64 42
Baltimore 21 29 4 g
B. Occupation, Employment Status, and Household Status
Percent employed mCles l'urcuwl uf mulu l'urcuil Ul hueu ld:.
in white collar occupations unemployed single family households
non- in- out- - non- in- out- non- in- out-
migrant migrant migrant migrant migrant migrant migrant migrant migrant
New York 2e 24 32 I Il 17 161 23
Los Angeles- 30 34 29 9 13 1 21 20 25Long Beach
Chicago 21 21 0 to 1 13 It 17 22
Philadelphia 18 25 27 II 13 12 20 14 '2
Detroit 14 25 18 le 24 16 5 14 22
San Francisco-
Oakland 27 1) 37 I1 17 12 22. 26
Boston 23 24 50 7 7 II '2( 29 25
Pittsburgh 12 28 32 16 26 14 101 14 23
St. Louis 17 21 26 50 II 14 20 14 24
Washington,D.C. 27 21 38 5 6 12 1 4 20
Cleveland 16 18 24 12 17 1O <0 14 22
Baltimore. 16 23 22 10 12 14 - 6 1 ?4
Source: [208, Tables 4 and 5]
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II IB-5 CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDENTS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL
CITY OR CITIES IN 1960 BY MIGRATION STATUS, 1955-1960: PER-
CENT EMPLOYED MALES IN WHITE COLLAR OCCUPATIONS, PERCENT OF
MALES UNEMPLOYED, PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE-
HOLDS, PERCENT AGE 15-24 OF ALL PERSONS 15 AND OVER, AND PER-
CENT 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER COMPLETING ONE OR MORE YEARS OF
HIGH SCHOOL
A. Percent of nonwhites in white collar occupations, by migration status
Central City (Cities) Ring
Same Mover Mover from Mover from Same Mover Mover from Mover from
House within Ring of outside this House within CC of same outside this
CC Same SMSA SMSA Ring SMSA SMSA
New York -27 26 27 028 1q 40 14 25
Los Angeles- 3 83 ~ 2 22
Long Beach
Chicago 22 20 24 22 16 26 10 20
Philadelphia *20 Is 29 21 IS 27 12 '21
Detroit 5 5 3 262 6 A24
San Francisco-
Oakland 2 5 2 30 29 '27 -32 23 36
Boston 23 Is '28 17 27 48 3 48
Pittsburgh IN t 4 32 24 A 24 6 32
St. Louis 2. 16 13 21 14 1.5 12 20
Washington,D.C. '32 26 27 30 20 39 335 26
Cleveland Is 15 19 i8 21 ?9 17 20
Baltimore 18 34 17 21 14 26 9 30
B. Percent of nonwhite males unemployed, by migration status
"nntral City (Cities) Ring
Same Mover Mover from Mover from Same Mover Mover from Mover from
House within Ring of outside this House within CC of same outside this
CC Same SMSA SMSA Ring SMSA SMSA
New York 7 7
Los Angeles-
Lona Beach 1 11 41
Chicago i0 7 Is 32 
Philadelphia 30 12 9 14 8 6 to 11
Detroit 15 Z 3i 24 is 17 18 2
San Francisco-
Oakland 9 2 1019 11 10 13 14
Boston 97 3
Pittsburgh 14 14 Ia 29 33 i's 22
St. Louis 13 146 32
Washington,D.C. - 6 5 ( '3 4 4
Cleveland 7 3 1 3 33 7 7 7
Baltimore A 33 A 33 8 4 4
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II IB-5 (CONTINUED)
C. Percent of nonwhite households single person households, by migration status
Central City (Cities) Ring
Same Mover Mover from Mover from Same Mover Mover from Mover from
House within Ring of outside this House within CC of same outside this
CC Same SMSA SMSA Ring SMSA SMSA
New York 27 24 023 129 o7 \4 10
Los Angeles- 2 4 2 2 ~ 1 4I
Long Beach
Chicago 23 20 ?Z1 121 is 10 12
Philadelphia 22 20 [6 16 11 13
Detroit 16 )( to 12 13 7 12
San Francisco-
Oakland 24 23 18 I914 14 I's 14
Boston 32 2 2 6 2 16 12 l7 l
Pittsburgh 21 21 14 19 is 9 I3 Z
St. Louis 23 11 12.1 16 19 10 16 16
Washington,D.C. 19 17 18 3 10 9
Cleveland 17 (0 Is 17 16 | l
Baltimore t1 8 5 o I II 15 17
D. Percent of nonwhites ages 5-24 of those 15 or older, by migration status
Central City (Cities) Ring
Same Mover Mover from Mover from Same Mover Mover from Mover from
House within Ring of outside this House within CC of same outside this
CC Same SMSA SMSA Ring SMSA SMSA
New York 4 20 -21 1 14 20 42
Los Angeles- is 24 2Ire q '20 30
Lonog Beach
Chicago 5 0 22 41 17 1 22 V
Philadelphia 16 22 -25 3 l 24 26 -
Detroit 19 27 34 9 1 24 32
San Francisco-
Oakland 14 Is 23 34 13 20 22 35
Boston 14 20 25 37 is 1. 22
Pittsburgh I6 21 28 28 t 22 25 31
St. Louis Is 21 26 34 Is 2 25 33
Washington,D.C. Is 20 2 40 IA 16 26 44
Cleveland 14 ti 26 35 15 Is 14 26
Baltimore 17 20 All 37 20 23 28 45
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I11B1-5 (CONTINUED)
E. Percent of nonwhites 25 years old or mote that have completed one or more years of high school
Central City (Cities) Ring
Same Mover Mover from Mover from Same Mover Mover from Mover from
House w ith in Ring of outs ide this House w ith in CC of same outs ide this
CC Same SMSA SMSA Ring SMSA SMSA
New York 67 £2 65 2 43 63 57
Los Angeles- 46727 6 q4
Long Beach 73
Chicago so S3 59 56 46 &1 50 6
Philadelphia 4 63 44 - .% 41 47 ' l
Detroit 49 64 67 60 47 64 61 57
San Francisco-
Oakland .61 68 4 856 &9 40 70
Boston 69 60 69 43 0 46 78
Pittsburgh 49 52 61 67 41 56 49 57
St. Louis 44 45 5o 4A 32 60 40 63
Washington,D.C. ' 6 66 40 18 35 42 43 41
Cleveland 52 5 44 64 49 e, sq 4j
Baltimore 39 42 48 62 29 4 4'2 44
Source: [208, Tables 4 and 5]
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IIIC-I EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF PERSONS 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER, BY
COLOR: 1950 AND 1960 (PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY LAST YEAR OF
SCHOOL COMPLETED)
A. 1960
Less than 4 Years High School - 3 Years 4 Years College
High School 4 Years College or More
white nonwhite white nonwhite white nonwhite white nonwhite
New York 58 70 24 21 8 5 tO 4
Los Angeles- 57 29 25 115 ' \Long Beach 7 -0
Chicago 56 71 25 Is 10 7 A 4
Philadelphia 69 77 25 17 7 4 5
Detroit 57 73 27 18 8 4 8 3
San Francisco-
Oakland - 8 42 22 22 10 to 10 4
Boston A6 32 25 11 7 11 7
Pittsburgh 58 76 28 -s 7 4 7 2
St. Louis 43 78 23 14 7 5 '7 3
Washington,D.C. 34 48 219 Is 14 7 21 7
Cleveland 55 73 27 19 5 A 3
Baltimore 63 ac 22 13 7 4 8 3
B. 1950
Less than 4 Years High School I - 3 Years 4 Years College
High School 4 Years College or More
white nonwhite white nonwhite wh i to nonwhite white nonwhite
New York 2 77 23 1e 4 3
Los Angeles- 47 45 22 13 8 4
Long Beach
Chicago 76 24 1 8 4 7
Philadelphia 44 94 23 1 5 3 7
Detroit 62 .25 13 74
San Francisco-
Oakland 48 71 118B i 6 t 4
Boston 6I 48 32 22 8 65
Pittsburgh 45 A2 23 13 3 4 2
St. Louis 49 5 3
Washington,D.C. 73 29 15 6 18 4
Cleveland 59 78 26 14 8 4 . 3
Baltimore 47 87 V O 8 6 3 7 2
Source: [154, .Table B]
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IIIC-2 MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY THE POPULATION 25 YEARS
OLD AND OVER, BY COLOR, LOCATION, AND FOR THE LOWER SEGMENT
AND UPPER SEGMENT OF THE NONWHITE POPULATION: 1950 AND 1960
A. 1960
Median Years of Education Ratios
SMSA CC SMSA
SMSA CC Ring nonwhite SMSA Ring nonwhite
white non- white non- white non- lower upper nonwhite white non- lower half
white white white half half white white upper half
New York 168 95 102 s Q5 9S S 73 173 -S& .84 I.O .59
Los Angeles 122 11A 1-2 11.1 12.1 11.2 8.2 12. .41 1.01 -q4
Cnicago It 1.3 102 q-3 12-1 1 70 122 .84 .8 97 .67
Philadelphia 107 91-0 9.8 U110 I.7 AA (. 12.9 - -4 .84 1.0 *
Detroit 11. '.2 10-3 9-3 117 .0 7.1 12.1 .- 6 66 1.03 .S9
San Francisco Q?2 10.2 1?-1 1O3 12.3 107 71 171 .84 198 .46 .5
Boston 121 165 113 102 122 It7 *0 12.5 .87 -15 ../ .64
Pittsburgh 10.7 8 102 q-1 '1M . 3.0 -83 .94 L6 .46
St. Louis "Al 8.6 8. 8.7 10.7 2 -2.9 7 'i 1 *4 . 7
Washington,D.C. t25 91 i24 l- 171 8.5 4-,8 2A- '96 t' l -'
Cleveland 114 146 A7 q-6 122 300 7,0 12.2 .84 ,80 ,95 T7
Baltimore o.1 83 1.3 84 109 6. 5.7 11.2 -82 . 1.38 .5I
B. 1950
Median Years of Education Ratios
White Nonwhite Nonwhite Nonwhite Lower Half
Lower Half Upper Half White Upper H0~
New York 4.6 6 - 4W.
Los Angeles (2.1 9,8 7.2 124
Chicago 102 -1.8
Philadelphia -.8 8- S(. 09
Detroit 10.3 65 6A12 8
San Francisco 12.3 88 6.2 12.2 73
Boston 11.6 '-s 76 1.3
Pittsburgh q'2 8.2 5.5 10.7 99 ,'sI
St. Louis A ~79 5.3 10-0 89 3
Washington,D.C. 124 6.4 I - .0
Cleveland 10.7 6.7 -0 1.' '81 . 2
Baltimore q.0 7.- 4.9 95
Sources: [200, Table 87; 201, Table 76]
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IIIC-3 ENROLLMENT IN PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN THE CENTRAL CITY,
BY COLOR: 1960
Urban Place Total Nonwhite Percent Nonwhite
New York 437O27 ,4
Los Angeles 215)17
Chicago 3 3$'9 1142' 44
Philadelphia B2, S u5
Detroit M$94'I2 64'25 4 1
San Francisco 4603) 2?,002
Boston q 69 10,2)
Pittsburgh -44317 14,069 36
St. Louis 72,222 3517 5
WashingtonD.C. 10724 "'Am
Cleveland 90 4Z746 47
Balti.nore (34203 5'iB5
Source: [201, Tables 73 and 77]
II IC-4 ENROLLMENT IN PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN THE CENTRAL CITY,
BY RACE AND RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE SCHOOLS: 1965
total number percent of percent of Negro percent of Negro percent of white
of students students students in schools students in schools students in schools
Negro 90-100 % Negro 50% or more Negro 90-100 % white
New York 51 2,044 31.0 20.7 55.6 56
Los Angeles 323,224 I9.2 39.5 7.5 14.7
Chicago 390,226 52.6 89.7 94. '888
Philadelphia i 54Q3 54 720 90.2 577
Detroit 4,338 55.3 72.3 91.5 4o
San Francisco 49,13 26.8 121.1 723 65-1
Boston 5W570 eA 35.4 79.5 76.5
Pittsburgh A7,363 3.4 4-5 82
St. Louis 40/02 (013 q0.9 q 3.7 4-
Washington,D.C. 91,494 90.A 90.4 99.3 34.3
Cleveland 92395 53.9 82.3 q44 802
Baltimnore 118,759 64.3 84.2 192.3 7.0
Source: [192, Vol. 2, Table A-I]
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I lID-I PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED PERSONS, BY OCCUPATION GROUP
AND COLOR: 1950 AND 1960
A. 1960
Prof. & Man., Off. Clerical Sales Craftsmen Operatives Other
Tech. & Propr. & Foremen
white non- white non- white non- white non- white non- white non- white non-
white white white white white white white
New York 13 Ii 3 20 12 2 13 ( l 25 17 46
Los Angeles- '6 3 1 13 8 3 5 ! 20 17 45Long Beach
Chicago 12 5 cj 1 19 12 8 !2 16 7 V ; i8 46
Philadelphia 13 i is2 to 9 8 9 26 1& 47
Detroit 13 5 '2 17 9 9 '2 17 . 2O 2 16 46i
San Francisco-
Oakland ic 7 10 4 2 13 9 3 14 7 12 5 20 sj
Boston 5 10 9 2 11 o 8 2 13 7 16 26 20 43
Pittsburgh |3 4 9 1A 6 9 2 17 7 17 19 19 6)
St. Louis 14 1 8 2 20 12 9 2 5 19 19 17 64
Wash ington,D.C. 23 7 11 2 27 IS 8 2 12 6 6 12 13 53
Cleveland 13 5 j 218 9 9 21 A 1Q 26 1 0 46
Baltimore (3 5 9 I 19 8 9 2 17 7 17 21 16 S6
B. 1950
Prof. & Man., Of. Clerical Sales Craftsmen Operatives Other
Tech. & Propr. & Foremen
wh i te non- wh i te non- wh i te non- wh i te non- wh i te non- white non- white non-
white white white white white white white
New York 12 4 12 3 19 A1 a *2 14 6 20 29 15 47
Lcs Angeles- 13 A 13 4 16 8 14) 3 16 7 17 20 15 54
Long Beach
Chicago 10 3 10 3 19 9 8 2 1) 8 '2 31  44
Philadelphia |1 3 10 2 16 6 8 2 17 7 '23 25 15- 56
Detroit 9 3 9 2 15 6 £ 2 1q q2d38 1440
Oakland I 4 12 5 1A 10 1o 4 b ~7 14 17 17 53
Boston 12 5 9 2 IS 7 9 *2 15 6 19 2d, It S0
Pittsburgh 10 2 8 - 16 4 8 1 8 ( .1 23 20 62
St. Louis C 10 42 10 6 W 2 16 5 22 20 17 39
Washington,D.C. -20 4 10 2 31 16 9 I 14 6 7 1s 10 66
Cleveland 11 3 10 2 17 6 9 2 Is 9 22 27 13 51
Baltimore 10 3 Il S 18 4 ' 2 (9 6 20 20 13 43
Sources: [200, Table 76; 201, Tables 74 and 78]
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I I ID-2 PERCENT OF EMPLOYED PERSONS IN WHITE COLLAR OCCUPATIONS AND
PERCENT OF CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE UNEMPLOYED, BY COLOR: 1950
AND 1960
lorcenl of Lnployed Persons Percent Unomployed
in White Collar Occupations
1950 1960 1950 1960
white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite
white white white white white white white white
New York 51 18 ..5 52 2.7 .46 .o 9s i.t 44 67 1.5
Los Angeles- 19 .37 61 27 .3 7.0 11.7 1.7 6.7 10.0 1.8Long Beach
Chicago 47 17 .Yi 48 20 42 3A 11-4 3-4 3.3 1l1 34
Philadelphia 46 13 2 41 19 .3-9 4.4 114 2.5 3.9 10.2 26
Detroit 41 13 .32 47 16 -38 11.7 ?2 6.2 17. 2.
San Francisco-Oakland - 53 23 .43 64 27 .6 4.8 144 2.4 6.2 I2?, 24
Boston 48 14, .33 51 24 .47 6 8.6 1.6 3.7 4.7 (.8
Pittsburgh 41 1 .22 47 13 .28 5.7 124 2.2 6.4 14.9 2.3
St. Louis 45 14 -3) 4& 22 .44 3.1 101.6 34 3t 16.2 29
Washington,D.C. 49 23 .33 69 29 .42 22 5.7 25 1. 15.5 2.9
Cleveland 47 13 .28 49 IS .37 .7 1O.4 3.0 4.3 12.2 ?.9
Baltimore 46 11 23 50 (G C .32 40 .4 2.3 4.3 .7 0
Sources: [200, Tables 35, 36, and 76; 201, Tables 73, 74, 77 and 78]
Percent of Employed Persons Percent Unemployed
in White Collar Occupations
Total Nonwhite Total Nonwhite
CC Ring CC CC - Ring CC CC Ring CC CC Ring CC
New York 48 65 ;67 25 14 1.74 5 3 (.7 7 5 .4
Los Angeles- 5S 48 1.06 27 26 1.4 46 6 .. 9 5 1. PLong Beach
Chicago 32 6 45 22 17 1i9 5 2 2.5 12 7 1-7
Philadelphia 40 50 -O 2 16 1,2 6 -5 2.0 11 8 1.4
Detroit 40 46 '97 23 15 1-53 * 6 1.1 17 16 1*,
San Francisco-4
Oakland s51 52 .66 28 246 1.08' 6 5 1-' Ii 10 1, I
Boston 44 53 .3 21 33 64 5 3 1.7 7, 4 1.4
Pittsburgh 43 42. -2- 6 1 1 i)AS' 1 7 (. 3 15 v5 1,0
St. Louis 37 46 .80 18 16 1.13 AS 4 1.3 9 I3 .7
Washington,D.C. '50 A 7 1.06 3O 20 I-SD 4 2 -O 6 4 1,5'
Cleveland 33 55 .40 IA 2) .40 8 3 27 12 7 1.1
Baltimore 40 40 1,00 18 12 1,50 e 4 1.S to 6 1,7
Source: [4, Tables B-I and B-2]
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II ID-3 UNEMPLOYMENT AND SUBEMPLOYMENT IN SELECT SLUM AREAS: 1966
A. Unemployment in SMSA's and their Slum Areas
Area Slum Percent Percent Unemployed
Area Nonwhite SMSA Slum Area Teenagers in slum area
New York Central 4a7Harlem 9
Los Angeles S. Central
Los Angeles 81A.2 10.7n.a
Philadelphia North91Philadelphia e 8U 2
San Francisco Fillmore- 57 45 35Miss ion45
Boston Roxbury 70 3.4 6.8 21.1
St. Louis 29 121 46
Cleveland 4 neighbor-hoods r . S
* Out of school and out of work
B. Subemployment in 'Slum Areas
Sub- Part time employed Full time employed, Non- Lost
employment* of employed earns less than $60 Participation Adults
Volun- Involun- per week ($3,000 per in Labor Force Census
tary tary year, 50 weeks) Ages 20-64 Qndercount
New York 29 a 4, 12 IO.3 1)..
Los Angeles 33 V4. - . 4. 111 20
Philadelphia 34 3 20 14
San Francisco .25 7 7 n ZA.
Boston 24 j 7 210.75
St. Louis 19 27 30
Cleveland -. O 0. -4 n4, 14.7 n.a,
* A new index dc..ioped by the Department of Labor in order to more accurately record the employment
situation in slum areas. This index includes: (1) those unemployed and actively looking for work,
(2) those working part time when trying to find full time work, (3) heads of households under 65
earning less than $60 per week working full time and individuals under 65, not heads of households,
earning less than $56 per week in full time jobs, (4) half the non-participants in the 20-64 year
old age group, and (5) a conservative estimate of unemployment in the male undercount group.
Source: [226,227]
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II ID-4 CORRELATIONS (SPEARMAN) BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION AND
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS AND BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION AND
INTER-GENERATION OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY: 1930 AND 1950
(Occupational dissimilarity between foreign Occupational dissimilarity
born white males and native white males of between second generation
native parentage in 1950) minus (occupation- white males and native white
al dissimilarity between second generation males of native parentage
white males and native white males of native in 1950
parentage in 1950) vs.
vs. Residential segregation of
Residential segregation of second generation second generation whites from
whites from native whites of native parentage native whites of native paren-
in 1930 tage in 1930
Chicago -SO 1.0
Philadelphia .53 '(0O
Boston .70 .90
Pittsburgh .E0 180
Cleveland .60 .0
Source: Computat ions based on [I 18, Appendi x F]
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II IE-I MEDIAN INCOME OF PERSONS WITH INCOME, BY COLOR, LOCATION,
AND FOR THE LOWER SEGMENT AND UPPER SEGMENT OF THE NON-
WHITE POPULATION: 1950 AND 1960
A. 1960
Median Income Ratios
SMSA CC Ring SMSA SMSA CC SMSA
Nonwhite Ring Nonwhite
white non- white non- white non- lower upper nonwhite white non- lower half
white white white half half white white upper half
New York '3765 2-35 4U5 4431 8024 4953 11WS 1850 .70 .79 .90 .35
Los Angeles 3856 2848 7287 50) 7218 5412 1250 4565 .74 lo .13 .28
Chicago 4010 2715 7231 4742 91,0 6285 1195 435 -4 Z .89 ,90 .27
Philadelphia '344 2319 619 4746 7114 4465 1045 SOW .44 ,8& qS ,28
Detroit 4182 2444 (.774 43" 74Bo 4508 USi 4515 .58 -11 q7 .21
San Francisco . 342 2857 7064 530C 7647 534 1220 410 .12 '93 -0 .27
Boston 3211 238 571 4235 7035 5314 tIM 316l .70 .84 79 .30
Pittsburgh 3543 1Ui2 513 3083 0161 3915 655 3745 .55 ,98 .98 .23
St. Louis 3737 il8 5853 371 6W142 3338 830 3545 .51 .84 1.11 .23
WashingtonD.C. 4377 2587 ZiZ 48tW f5 4774 iiS 4115 ,59 ,10 1.0) .24
Cleveland 4006 24198 631 4750 7M5 5514 1075 43.5 ,12 .74A .86 .24
Baltimore 380 2175 4538 4.123 4125 4181 915 355 .58 .92 .99 .25
B. 1950
Median Income of Persons with Income Ratios
Nonwhite nonwhite lower half
white nonwhite lower half upper half white upper half
New York 2554 1700 965 2315 ,47 .41
Los Angeles 2297 1485 £15 2545 .73 .32
Chicago 2615 11 990 290 .72 .37
Phiiadelphia 242A 1550 815 2W4 ..44
Detroit 2102 ?T 1O40 3O;5 -79 ,34
San Francisco 7557 liz 900 2715 .76 .33
Boston 211 Il1 895 '2380 .77 .39
Pittsburgh 239 I405 75 2425 .&8 .32
St. Louis 2463 145 71o ?240 .58 .1
Washington,D.C. 2M92 1835 1605 2530 .3 .40
Cleveland 2411 1725 946 2581 .4' .33
Baltimore 2399 345 110. 2205 .54 .31
Sources: [200, Table 87; 201, Table 761
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IIIE-2 PERCENT OF FAMILIES WITH 1959 INCOME BELOW $4,000 AND PERCENT
WITH 1959 INCOME OF $8,000 OR MORE, BY COLOR AND LOCATION:
1960
$4,000 or Less $8,000 or More
Total Nonwhite Total Nonwhite
CC CC CC CC
CC Ring AIng CC Ring RinI CC Ring Ring CC Ring Ring
New York 2% 1. 2.1 44 34 L-2 6 4 q . IA 19 .7
Los Angeles- 2p 17 36 Zq 2 I:.Z q 41 1,0 ' '24 -6
Long Beach
Chicago 2Z 1o '2.0 40 32. 1.3 37 -.7 IS 21 .9
Philadelphia 27 16 1.7 4' 4 LI 27 3q .7 12 14 A
Detroit 26 14 -4 A2 1. '31 '43 *7 13 13 1.0
San Francisco-
Oakland 22 (5 1S 35 '32 1.1 36 43 .6 31 20 1-6
Boston 24 15 1.7 47 35 1.3 25 39 .6 13 25 ,'5
Pittsburgh 28 22 1.3 53 51 1.0 25 2q -9 8 7 1-1
St. Louis 32 17 1,A 54 5A -9 2 10 8 1,3
Washington,D.C. 28 I 2S 38 42. .9 34 53 ,o 22 1 .8
Cleveland 25 10 2.S 39 27 1.4 24 ' .5 16 23 .7
Baltimore 29 16 1.8 46 47 (.0 26 3 .7 12 )( 1.1
Source: [4, Tables B-1 and B-2]
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I I IE-3 MEDIAN INCOME OF WORKERS IN SELECT OCCUPATION GROUPS, BY
COLOR: 1960
A. All workers, craftsmen and foremen, operatives
All Workers Craftsmen & Operatives
Foremen
total nonwhite nonwhite total nonwhite nonwhite total nonwhite nonwhite
white white white
New York 6,119 3654 .70 5,S37 4,o| ,7A 4,396 4AZ ,4
Los Angeles- 4 452 73 gled 4669 ,77 ',A09 4,241 .83
Long Beach
Chicago U5 4,104 '73 C2& A14 .73 4569 4,753 ,82
Phi ladelphia 5,W77 6W .71 5503 4, 4 .73 4,% 379 ,8 0
Detroit 6,404 4,196 .76 4,379 4,4W .73 5,09q 4,393 .86
San Francisco
Oakland 0 ~ 5 4,263 .75 AZ3 S,Z17 .64 6,270 4,4919 ,05
Boston C010 321 .65 6,578 3,A61 .74 4,501 3,454 77
Pittsburgh 5,04.8 73,4, .1Z 4484 3,9Z .73 4,614 4,16 '86
St. Louis 6,260 3,4( ,44 6,04 4737 .44 4,q07 3,776 ,77
WashingtonD.C. 5357 63 .4 40S 4,027 .7 4,W0 3,47 .87
Cleveland 6,571 4163 .75 4030 4,574G .76 5,219 4,%2 ,7
Baltimore 4,16 -4330 .9 %273 S,765 .70 4AA 3,562 ,s
B. White Collar Occupations
Professional Managers, Officers, Clerical Sales
& Technical & Proprietors
total non- nonwhite total non- nonwhite totai non- nonwhite total non- nonwhite
white total white total white total white total
New York 7.173 4,771 7 1,344 3,7x .5' 401 ' 3,917 .83 515 3.524 ,4Z
Los Angeles- zo 6 18Aii .8 5,2 434 .4
Long Beach 774. , 7, 5, .6 V8 4, .8 5,8 4. ,7
Chicago 7-3 SZ2 -71 8A* 4 4M &67 Sl027 43% '97 -$76 4-01 .45
Philadelphia *7 4.Mf . 0 7,9 Si1 .54 4V80 4i70 62 sA3i .- Ss
Detroit 7411 -4X .4 0.085 4.M4 .54 5A10 4J. .8T Z I.3 .4
San Francisco
Oakland c ,224 !.10 .2 71.&I S,02) .43 6,1S4 4.43? Sp 53)b 5.8t .W4
Boston e-1 4.74 .0 7A24 4lo .57 4,518 3,1M .62 5,345 ?All .44
Pittsburgh 4.9I 4.11 ,4 22J4 L,72 .1 602) 4402 .61 5,113 ?,xig .45
St. Louis 4-93 4e2J -e 7Z&" 3,3S A4 4,447 4,23 .$5 .A4,4 A70 .47
Washington,D.C. 80A9 5.05 .6 0447 4.31 .62 4A% 4,X4 ,86 cz2 ?A4 .4-7
Cleveland 7.3.2 V.Z .71 # 445Z .54 5.205 d,S 1 .90 £,825 2'K3 .49
Baltimore 4,7t4 41% .72 7,118 3,713 ,Tr2 4OZ 5,419 .62 V17 '34o .46
Source: [201, Table 124]
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I I IF-I OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS, BY COLOR OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD:
1950 AND 1960
Number of Owner-Occupied Dwelling Units Percent Increase Percent Owner-
1960 Increase: 1950-60 1950-60 occupied: 1960
white nonwhite white nonwhite white nonwhite white nonwhite
New York i,l0(, 140 59,M0 403,4 2%143 62 10O 34 16
Los Angeles 
-
1Long Beach I%3b~ 7A~4&Z 141 4I 6. 4
Chicago 9I'517 45,60O 36,4 20,T61 S7 83 6"1 is
Philadelphia 803S 82A7O 213,W 42,461 '6 1046 70 4
Detroit 704,%? 40A41 22A14 33,471 46 125 7) 41
San Francisco-
-Oakland 407,160 34,173 1 3313T 2Z'-iZ 40 )7Z 56 -37
Boston 3o), I -I 5s0 (I,11, 2,711 39 '16 S2 2{
Pittsburgh 44b,37V 15,877 I21.43 - .324 37 64 6I 66
St. Louis 36904016 27,448 12,E 11,473 51 72 42 34
Washington,D.C. 244,547 44,5T5 945M M'14,4 65 80 49 35
Cleveland 310,576 20,467 qO.84 I. I 41 2.I e 2 30
Baltimore 27,83% 32834 Mr 17,0O4 47 10 44 36
Source: [154, Tables D-I and F]
I llF-2 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS BY
FAM ILY - NCOME I N 1959 AND COLOR OF HEAD O)F HOUSEHOLD: 1960
Percent Homeownersh ip i n 1960 by Fam ilIy I ncome i n 1959
All Under $4,000-, $6,000- $7,000- $10,000
Fami I ies $4,000 $5,999 $6,999 $9,999 & Over
total non- total non- total non- total non- total non- total non-
white white white white white white
New York 34 16 11 8 2 6 37 22 44 31 64- 47
Los Angeles- 54 41 37 26 4-9 A4Z 0 2 6' 6I 7qLong Beach
Chicago S l 10 - O 16 Z 1 1 23 60 29 72 44
Philadelphia 70 46 W 30 S 3 78 02 72 87 ' 6 1
Detroit 71 41 9V 27 43 46 77 6 6 44 A9 7$
San Francisco-
Oakland - 6 - 34 1q 43 40 60 V2 48 60 78 72
Boston 62 21 32 13 44 24 C6 '5z 44 38 77 SO
Pittsburgh 45 W A41 Ur4 42 43 72 -3 77 54 84 71
St. Louis 6Z 34 42 25 T7 42 70 SO 74 67 84 44
Washington,D.C. 49' X 24 21 34 34 .4 A4 59 57 73 71
Cleveland 42 30 43 16 W0 29 44 40 72 48 82 45
Baltimore 94 U 42 22, 40 43 72 63 78 42 S4 73
Source: [154, Table D-1]
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II IF-3 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SUBSTANDARD AND OVER-
CROWDED DWELLING UNITS, BY TENURE AND COLOR OF
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD: 1950 AND 1960
A . 19bU , oy enure
Owner Occupied Dwelling Uniis Rentor Occupied Owell ing Uni.t
% Substandard % Overcrowded % Substandard 5 Overcrowded
white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite whi1e non- nonwhite
white white white white white white white white
New York I 5 50 4 i 26 8 25 3.1 i2 24 2.0
Lo neIes--C, 7 1#5 '2 1 6 .7 9. 20 -2.2
Loo Beach..
Chicago 8 4C) 7 16 2.1 13 29 .2 17 30 3
Philadelphia 6 40 14 I0 216 a 20 25 7 '22 3
Detroit 9 13 1A4 14 14 1 21 2.3
Saen Francisco- 2 2 17 3.4 1 . 7 z 3. |OaklandI
Boston '2 '1 4 5 A 1.6 12 25 2.1 8 14 11b
Pittsburgh ( 2. 35 7 14 2,) '20 43 2.2 12 2( 2,2
St. Louis S 25 C.0 1O 20 2,0 23 47 2.1 16 32 2-O
Washington,D.C. -8 80 6 14 2.8 6 17 28 7 27 3-
Cleveland 1 4 40 5 10 zo 1 17 1.9 8 23 21
Baltimore 3 9 3.0 3.O 1 8 20 10 '26 2
B. 1950 , by Tenure
Owner Occupied Dwelling Units Renter Occupied Dwelling Units
% Substandard .5 Overcrowded % Substandard % Overcrowded
white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite
white whitee white white* white white* white white
New York 5 15 5.4 7 15 2.3 13 36 30 17 25 1.5
Los Angeles 5 7 1.5 I 16 2.1 Iz 27 2.3 12 26 -2.2.
Chicago 10 34 34 8 20 2.4 23 62, 2.7 1 41 12.7
Philadelphia 1 (l 42 ?.A. i8 54 3. n.a.
Detroit 8 16 '2.1 9 18 2,1 16 37 2.4 12 29 2.5
San Francisco- -
Oakland 3 I . O.1 1 25 ,..
St. Louis Id 59 3.3 12 26 2.2 41 81 2,4 23 38 1.7
Washington, D.C. '7 24 20 n... - 39 4.3 )..
* Ratio calculated before rounding.
C. 1950 and 1960
Percent Substandard Percent Overcrowded
1950 1960 1950 1960
white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite white non- nonwhite
white white white white white white white white
New York 9.9 13.8 3A 6-4 23O 4.3 I?.4 244 2.0 8.8 22.3 ".4
Los Angeles 8.2 q.O '2, 3-2 4.2 1,9 9.7 22.7 2.3 f-0 174 2.2
Chicago 174 S4.3 3.4 6.B 254 37 11.7 3. 31 8.5 21.3 3.2
Philadelphia 10.O 42.6 AS -3.1 13.8 4. 7.1 21. 31 4.9 64 3.3
Detroit 10.1 2.3 2-1 3-4 103 2.' 4 25.3 2.4 8.4 175 2.0
San Francisco-
Oakland 9.1 254 -2.8 6.0 14.9 3.0 7.8 21.8 3.9 19.0 1'J.7 3.3
Si. Louis '291 75.0 2.7 it.1 344 3s5 1(.4 35.2 ..1 ||-8 24 m 2.4
Washington, D.C. 0.0 339 4.2 3.7 t3.e 3.7 q.3 2'7 3.1 4.2 22?* 3.6
Sources: (129, Tables 21, 22, 25, and 26; 202, Tables I, 2, 11, and 12]
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II IF-4 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SUBSTANDARD DWELLING UNITS, BY TENURE,
LOCATION, AND COLOR OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD: 1960
Owner Occupied Dwelling Units Renter Occupied Dwelling Units
White Nonwhite White Nonwhite
CC Ring CC CC Ring CC CC Ring CC CC Ring c
""g V1 g . -Rig Ring
New York 1.3 0.7 1.7 4.5 73 046 a.3 46 .2 24.5 S.2 0.7
Los Angeles 0.9 1- 0.7 1.1 6.0 a2 77 5.0 1.6 A.2 11.4 a.8
Chicago 1-B 1.7 LO 5.5 10.8 0.5 14.0 A.i 1.5 ?Ao 44.0 0.6
Philadelphia O-6 NO 03 2.6 1-8 02 7.3 a8 0. 18.0 -32. 0.6
Detroit 0.8 2.2 0.4 3.5 02 0. q.2 q.9 09 130 27- 0.5
San Francisco O.7 0-9 0.8 2,3 2.0 1-1 14.6 4.I 2.4 285 11.7 24-
Boston - . L. ,O.A. O.C .-
Pittsburgh 5.5 .2 0.9 176 256 0.7 21.4 19. 1.1 A. 49.6 08
St. Louis 4.4 5.4 0.9 110 44.4 0.3 24.8 19.1 1.3 41.4 86 0.4
Washington,D.C. 6.7 1.6 o .4 2.4 32.1 0.1 S. 4-1 22 (3.8 45.5 03
Cleveland 1.4 - 1.9 3.5 143 0.2 11.4 4.3 2.7 174 14.7 0.9
Baltinore 1.2 3.7 0.3 28 41.A 0.1 5.6 \'.5 '04 14.8 59 0.3
Source: [202, Tables I, 2, W|'and 12] - .
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II IF-5 GROSS MEDIAN RENT OF NONWHITE OCCUPIED RENTAL UNITS BY FAMILY
INCOME IN 1949 AND 1959: 1950 AND 1960
Less than $2,000- $3,000- $4,000- $5,000- $7,000
$2,000 $-2,999 $3,999 $4,999 $6,999 or more
1950 1960 1950 1960 1950 1960 1950 1960 1950 1960 1950 1960
New York 39 6I 42 63 '44 4/ 46 & 49 71 7e
Los Angeles 3(6 44 39 47 43 72 44 74 4 76 46 90
Chicago 38 71 44 6( 47 65 0 89 S3 9( S'e 106
Detroit 44 (8 45 74 47 77 49q 7& 62 81 55 e3
St. Louis '27 46 1 S6 -33 40 38 65 39 6i 42 74
Sources: [129, Table A-10; 202, Table 13]
II IF-6 GROSS MEDIAN RENT OF OCCUPIED RENTAL UNITS, BY COLOR OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD: 1950 AND 1960
Median Rent (dollars) Percent change
White Nonwhite 1950 to 1960
1950 1960 1950 1960 white nonwhite
New York 4 IS 42 47 63 40
Los Angeles 45 85 31 72 A9
Chicago 50 69 43 88 7-8 I6
Detroit 50 79 4, -7v 65
St. Louis 40 70 2A 57 ~/ 017
Sources: [129, Table A-10; 202, Table 13]
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1 7 F-  RACIAL DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS IN PUBLIC HOUSING IN THE
CENTRA L C ITY: 1960 AND 1965
1960 1965
AllI Percent Percent of all All Percent. Percent of all
occupied Negro Negro occupied. occupied Negro Negro occupied
units Occupied units in projects units Occupied units in projects
75 percent or 75 percent or
more Negro more Negro
New York 40,452 4-21 19 '5.271 43.S 1
Los Angeles 9,5 a 63,2 76 5AGO 68-7 o
Chicago * liaO O $- n4. 28, ' 6 90.5 q4
Philadelphia ,6o11 ('2,2 49 13,S76 62.S 86
Detr'oit 7,597 .5E. 7q 7,9!53 S-91 96
San Francisco 4346 54.2 V)4 5,403 .79 6
Boston 10,0)3 16. 58 10,41- 26: %6
Pittsburgh 6,85'l 48.! M4. 8,13e 0-.6. 1.
St. Louis 5,S74 7.S 77 65'6 836 67
Washington,D.C. 7,o(.7 92.6 '1 ,463 93 99
Cleveland 6,bst4 T,3 6{ 7,224 470 "37
Baltinore 9,125 70.7 as 1,-527 768 95
* Includes occupied units and unoccupied, but available, units
Source: [279, 280]
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II IG-I PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH I OR MORE AUTOMOBILES AVAILABLE,
ALL FAMILIES AND SELECT INCOME GROUPS, AND AVERAGE EXPENDI-
TURE PER YEAR FOR AUTOMOBILES BY FAMILIES OWNING AUTOMOBILES:
1960, AND 1960-61
Percent of Households with I or More Automobiles Available
All [959 Family Income, Select Income Grous Average expenditure
Families Less than $5,000- $10,000 per year for automobile
$3,000 $5,999 or more for families
wh i te nonwh i te wh i te nonwh i te wh i te nonwh i te wh i te nonwhIte owning automobiles*
New York 53 26 24 8 48 34 73 56 130
Los Angeles S3 74 46 44 86 65 'S 96 1,080
Chicago 1 47 26 20 65 66 M9 7O&0
Phi ladelphia 3 27 ie 9 so 45 10 ,oC
Detroit $4 44 32 53 71 i 67 1,140
San Francisco 63 65 27 24 42 44 91 87 1,l6
Boston A,070
Pittsburgh 70 45 30 '23 72 43 A91 82 1060
St. Louis 75 47 35 23 76 63 q3 0 PC
Washington,D.C. SI 47 32 21 61 554 A6 7'9 1040
Cleveland 63 42 37 30 -0 73 96 84 950
Baltimore 7Z 40 32 19 73 5z 9 74 940
* Includes purchase and operation of automobiles. Purchase is net of trade-in allowance (or sale)
and discounts, but includes financing charges.
Sources: [202, Tables 3 and 13; 223, p. 2]
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I IIG-2 INFANT MORTALITY RATES IN CENTRAL CITIES, BY COLOR: 1955-
1957 AND 1960-1962
Rate per 1000 Live Births Percent Change
1955-57 1960-62 1955-57 to 1960-62
white nonwhite nonwhite white nonwhite noiwhite white nonwhite
white white
New York 22 3 . i.8 2.- -A IA 0-0. ''.
Los Angeles 234 3-2 1,4 22.1 30'. . -s.6 -7,b
Chicago 22.5 42, 1A 22.7 3-1 1-7 0.9 -9.5
Philadelphia 2f.1 44,1 1.8 25.8 40.3 1. 2.8 -
Detroit 23.( 35.4 I.S 24.4 343 1.5 6.4 2.6
San Francisco 122.2 28.1 1,3 22.8 275 1.2. 2.7 --
Bostcn nl4. n.. 232 35.9 1.A
Pittsburgh 20.9 41.5 -. 0 2.3 3.5 1. 21.1 -4.8
St. Louis 23.5 390 1.7 239 4 .9 1.8 1.7 74
Washington,D.C. 2I 20$.8 1.5 277 3-0 1.4 4 q 0.5
C!eveland 24.0 40 .7 4. .3805 1. 2 -5.2
Baltimore 24.9 429 1.7 W I 462 1. b.6 -4 3
Source: [94, Table 5]
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II IH-I NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, BY LOCATION:
1947 AND 1963 (NUMBER IN THOUSANDS)
SMSA CC RING % of SMSA
1947 1963 % Change 1947 1963 % Change 1947 1963 % Change in CC
1947-1963 1947-1963 1947-1963 1947 1963
New York ,633.6 )47.2 11 4-2 V7 a q34 M-4. q1
Los Angeles 3588 740 107 17 191.( A.&& 143 47 3
Chicago 45 &04 -9 W74 Q.6 2A '2171 S 27 71 66
Philadeiphia 532.6 53 8 I 31742 294.A -IA 203,9 27ai 33 62 41
Detroit 655'8 49&9 -l1 134 N" -41 2174 213.3 35 41 41
San Francisco 1634 1942 20 414 "o.4 -2 162.0 135.6 33 37 31
Boston 27I.4 2M33 6 101.7 82S -1-9 10-7 -24-8 24 37 26
Pittsburgh 338O 2722 -19 81. SO 0 2a4 I*45 24 24 30
St. Louis 41.5 251.7 4 1172.A 1--1 -26 7.4 B4.6 1- 71 *
Washington,D.C. 22 6di 123 17.8 22 24 4.7 - &0 496 7'i 44
Cleveland 298A ?JA3 4 2214 i18.9 -24 462 11141 14 3 6
Baltimore 170. 1 10.5 I i 12ai 103A -14 4q.Z Z-4 ~4 7 15
Source: [218]
I IlH-2 NUMBER OF PRODUCTION EMPLOYEES IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES,
BY LOCATION: 1947 AND 1963 (NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)
SMSA CC RING % of SMSA
1947 1963 % Change, 1947 1963 % Change 1947 1963 % Change in CC
1947-1963 1947-1963 1947-1963 1947 1963
New York 81Z2 708 -4 741.2 f) . '71 ma, I
Los Angeles 2&A$ 4149 74 1322 187.1 42 141.(# 307,8 106 47 38
Chicago 75- i 'I35 -22 552.1 -Z4 -34 2240 243,1 70 69
Philadelphia 4376 3748 -14 24 185.7 -31 /.q.2 181.1 12 41 W
Detroit 4.9 320V7 -21 2814 1414 -s 5u' 18&3 2 GC0 43
San Francisco 31-2 t14O -3 47.8 3T4 -24 83.4 qa6 0) 36 26
Boston 25.4 1924 -1l 795 -57.2 -28 135.9 13.4 0 37 30
Pittsburgh 240 181.1 -34> 5.s 39/ -39 244W4 141.5 -42 23 22
St. Louis 2004 179.4 - (0 14L2 U£.6 -37 &9 90 (6 54 71 49
Washington,D.C. 3s 279 . .167 100 11.3 11 3,5 16.4 37N 74 41
Cleveland 2-1.9 142 -1 817 . |5l4 -34 -37,'2 7&.6 |11 | 3 59
Ba l ti more 1386 134 .-3 V7 7.1 -22 -41.1 :S? 41 7o 57
Source: [218]
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II I H-3 VALUE ADDED BY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, BY LOCATION: 1947
AND 1963 (IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
SMSA CC RING % of SMSA
1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change in CC
1948-1963 1948-1963 1948-1963 1947 1963
New York ( ,006 11,437 10 5.5z ').A. 4A6 n).4. 92 SO
Los Angeles 257 B9 337 cit &'37 140 1122 68i3 416 45 35
Chicago 5529 1029 1 : ~6,324 !.$ 54 1705 4403 1 S e9 65 7
Philadelphia 2,003 .032 IS 1.,79 2,771 58 J44 3253 2i2 43, A
Detroit 9,1 qS90 I3W 1,831 2,8/6 65 loe 3875 2 63 4
San Francisco 1,04 218 146 410 611 4.9 6o39 I957 26 -39 Z-4
Boston I,512 3,014 117 54/6 933 71 $46 201 114, 39 3)
Pittsburgh 1.706 2,879 5i 421 461 S5 1287 2228 '73 '25 23
St. Louis 1,214 3.11 4) 9() ,417 6Z M:5 1104Z 32, 7 47
Washington,D.C. I11 626 331 99 '257 IO 20 26, )240 S 46
Cleveland 1,54( 3,37q 119 1,210. ,A7 .55 2 s-6 1382 440 1G3 g
Baltimore 890 2,336 12 147 1,293 94 223 1043 368 74 55
Source: [218]
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IIIH-4 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN RETAIL TRADE, BY LOCATION: 1948 AND
1963 (NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)
SMSA CC RING % of SMSA
1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change in CC
1948-1963 1948-1963 1948-1963 1947 1963
New York 11.2. .4 6 583 e I al.3 -11 7M.9 100b 147 6 72
Los Angeles 2il.8 8%fZ Esc Is. 168.1 9 g3{.3 1226.5 ,4 63 43
Chicago W3.1 I1.4 1 2-6 2377 - i 1o-3 1589 56 74 40
Philadelphia -232 242.8 45 143 11.b -23 77,9 (24,0 Gi { 49
Detroit 1&3 1q4.1 4 12.8 &2 -36 635 1077 161 '71 44
San Francisco 14Ci W4.6 17 47,1 41.4 -9 75" 14AO 43 47 3f,
Boston 15-A 1(.7 5 915 .0.0 -76 77.9 '67,4 38 S1 3
Pittsburgh 144.4 124.0 -14 70.7 46,4 -34 73,9 77,46 5 49 38
St. Louis 1l111 147.1 5 74,3 co.1 -36 67,( 47,6 O 47 43
Washington,D.C. 97. 1315 35 744 40 -1 2.1.2 47,5' 218 78 4'i
Cleveland 100.3 166 6 80. 536 -33 20.2- 624 159 60 S1
Baltimore 92.2 I4 13 8.4 4,7 -20 114 31.8 Z43 67 42
Sources: [196, Tables 2 and 5; 215, Tables 3 and 4]
IIIH-5 RETAIL SALES, BY LOCATION: 1948 AND 1963 (IN BILLIONS OF
DOLLARS)
SM4SA Cc RING % of SMSA
1948 1963 5 Change 1948 1963 5 Change 1948 1963 % Change in CC
1948-1963 1948-1963 1948-1963 1947 1963
New York ',4 D6.6 65 8.O0 S 31 0.4 g.5 2IC B g 1
Los Angeles 4.7 (0.7 126 2.4 4.5 88 2. 4.2 170 SO 4Z
Chicago 6-0 9-9 45 4.3 .6 29 1.7 43 15-3 -- 57
Philadelphia 3.3 5.7 7? 2.) 25 Is 1.2 3,2 247 61 53
Detroit 1.0 C.4 79 2,1 2,3 10 ,9 3.1 724 0 43
San Francisco 24 45 91 1-.O I5 43 1,4 % 114 44 33
Boston 2.1 4.0 74 I.1 1,2 14 1,2 2-8 133 48 31
Pittsburgh 20 '29 45 .9 1.0 11 1. I 9 73 44 34
St. Louis Ii4 2. - 8$2 a 10 1.1 W- 7 183 o- 3S
Washington,D.C. -5 14 V77 1.1 14 28 ,.4 2O 4oo 74 42
Cleveland I 2.7 75 1.2 1.3 a ,3 1,4 367 77 47
Baltimore 1.2 2.3 85 Li 1.3 25 .. Q 100 8V 6
Sources: [196, Tables 2 and 5; 215, Tables 3 and 4]
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II IH-6 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN WHOLESALE TRADE, BY LOCATION: 1948
AND 1963 (NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)
SMSA CC RING % of SMSA
1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change in CC
1948-1963 1948-1963 1948-1963 1947 1963
New York SI% 3X 2 4- 212i -7 14.2 434 2C& '94 87
Los Angeles Al.9 15.2 47 ". 82.9 26 25b 70,.3 172 72 54
Chicago lb-8 1X.2 17 13.2 -,54 -9 $17 ( D 303 92 71
Philadelphia 724 11.6 % "40 4-2.1 -3 SA 2 ' 244 8
Detroit 00 48.0 34 4G-1 4..S 3 4,1 I7 339 '0 48
San Francisco 433 74.1 17 47.' 370 -23 1'.4 37 1 14( 7. 60
Boston 40.5 6.9 9 463 34.0 -27 14.2 319 126 77 '2
Pittsburgh 3-8 39.4 7 30,5 2.7 -22 6,3 15-7 149 93 a0
St. Louis 483 4.9 3 A3.8 3. -2 4,5 ,14. 229 9 70
Washington,D.C. 18,8 30.2 41 17.1 1q; Is e 1.7 10,5~ GA I 45
Cleveland 38.2 44.4 .1 3s 34o -8 I A 12 4 7b& q(G 73
BaltI more 24.1 '32.7 '25 24.7 27.5 II 1, .2 373 84
Sources: (196, Tables 2 and 5; 216, Tables 4 and 5]
II IH-7 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN SELECT SERVICES, BY LOCATION: 1948
AND 1963 (NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)
SMSA CC RING % of SMSA
1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change 1948 1963 % Change in CC
1948-1963 1948-1963 1948-1963 1947 1963
New York 231.2 449.7 A4 21I5 379.2 -78 177 70-5 216 AZ 84
Los Angeles 77-3 24Z.0 '213 4S9 1227 (17 3IA 4,3 280 69 51
Chicago 107.7 20-2 67 el9. 143.4 40 18.1 1578 -219 63 71
Philadelphia S4 104.7 SS 41-1 fKA 69 15 39.3 164 73 .2
Detroit 48.7 0a1 86 40.5 5..6 40 8,Z Z3.6 312 l3 63
San Francisco ~19 9.O 140 220 453 106 7S' 41.7 164 56 48
Boston 379 737 94 19.3 W4.9 86 18,6 37,6 103 {| 4A9
Pittsburgh 27.7 41.0 77 N.7 2.2 57 11.0 22,6 107 40 S&
St. Louis 244 525 98 K9.6 3.6 41 64, 20.7 .14 75 61
Washington,D.C. 240 72.1 201 19.7 42.7 117 4,'3 29,4 984 62 59
Cleveland 24.2 44.1 102 20.6 324 56 3,4 16.7 39 84 4
Baltimore 'Z04 4A 102 9.tA .2q.3 67 2,0 ms2 5Z1 qO 7o
* Includes hotels, rooming houses, camps, personal services, miscellaneous business services, auto-mobile service and repair, miscellaneous repair, motion pictures; amusement and recreation ser-vices. Excludes medical and other health services, legal and educational services, museums- and
art galleries, nonprofit organizations, and private household workers.
Sources: [196, Tables 2 and 5; 217, Tables 3 and 4]
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SERIES IV:
POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD PROJECTIONS IN THE TWELVE LARGEST METROPOLITAN
AREAS, BY COLOR: 1960-1980
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NOTES ON TABLES: SERIES IV
The population and household projections were calculated by
5 year age cohorts. The logical program was written by Richard Langen-
dorf and this program was translated into computer language by John Bid-
welI. The data were processed at the Computation Center at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.
The Basic Arithmetic
I. Start with 1960 population, by age, color, and sex.
2. Add births for women by age and color, 1960 to 1965.
3. Separate the new-born into males and females.
4. Subtract deaths in the population, by age, color, and sex, 1960 to
1965.
5. Advance the age of the survived 1960 population by 5 years. (I + 4)
6. Add net-migrants by age, color, and sex, 1960 to 1965.
7. Total population for 1965, by age, color, and sex. (2 + 5 + 6)
8. Total households for 1965, by age, color, and sex.
9. Repeat cycle of calculations for each 5 year period. (I - 8)
Review of Basic Data
The data for population and households are from 1960; migra-
tion data are from the period 1955-1960; and natality and mortality are
from 1963. Detailed data are available from these various periods. How-
ever, the selection of these particular periods may introduce a bias in-
to these projections. Because of the economic recession, it appears that
migration into the major metropolitan areas was substantially less in the
1955-60 period than in the previous five years. Also, white and nonwhite
birth rates declined by more than II percent in the period between 1957
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and 1963. It is difficult to know if these changes represent short-term
variations or whether they may indicate longer-term trends.
1. Population, 1960: The population for the metropolitan areas and
their central cities are available by 5 year age groups, color,
and sex. [203, Table P-2]
2. In-migrants, 1955-1960: The number of in-migrants 5 years old
and over for the metropolitan areas and their central cities are
available by age, color, and sex. [208, Table 4] The number of in-
migrants are listed by 5 year age groups for ages 5 to 34, and 10
year age groups for those between 35 and 65. For these calcula-
tions it is assumed that each 10 year age group is divided equally
into two 5 year age groups.
3. Out-migrants, 1955-1960: The number of out-migrants 5 years old
and over for the metropolitan areas are available by age, color,
and sex. [208, Table 5] The number of in-migrants are listed by
5 year age groups for ages 5 to 34, and 10 year age groups for
those between 35 and 65. For these calculations it is assumed
that each 10 year age group is divided equally into two 5 year
age groups. It is also assumed that the proportion of metropolitan
out-migrants from the central city is the same as the proportion
of metropolitan residents living in the central city, for each
color respectively.
4. Birth rates, 1963: Birth rates are available for women by 5 year
age groups by color for the United States. [122, Table 10] The non-
white national rates are adjusted for the major metropolitan areas
by decreasing them by 15 percent. This adjustment is an estimate
based upon two empirical observations: when children ever born per
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1000 nonwhite women for U.S. total and urban are compared, the urban
fall 13 percent below the total; and when birth rates are related
to income, children ever born per 1000 nonwhite women with incomes
at the medial level for the 12 largest metropolitan areas falls 16
percent below those at the U.S. median. [122, Tables 3 and 9] Birth
rates for white women are decreased by 8 percent to adjust them for
urban areas through similar calculations.
5. Sex Ratio at Birth, 1963: The sex ratio at birth is available by
color. [122, Table 12]
6. Mortality rates, 1963: Mortality rates are available by age, color,
and sex for the United States. [222, Table 1-4] There does not ap-
pear to be any rational basis or particularly important reason for
assuming that national rates differ significantly from those in
large metropolitan areas.
7. Heads of Households, 1960: Data are available for the ratio of
heads of household to total population by color, age, and sex for
urbanized areas. [210, Table 2] The given age groups are 14-17,
18-24, 25-44, 45-64, 65-74, and 75 or more. These can be adjusted
graphical ly in order to assign head of household ratios for 5 year
age groups. These values, graphically extrapolated, were checked
by-comparing this to the actual number of nonwhite households in
the central cities of the 12 largest metropolitan areas. The
estimated and actual number of households varied up to 10 percent
within individual cities, but there was only a 1.02 percent dif-
ference between the actual and the estimated number of households
for the 12 city total.
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IVA-I POPULATION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL CITY, BY COLOR
A. NONWHITE
1960 1965 1970 1980
SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring
New York ,287 1,34 14( I,42 1,242 1M0 1,410 1,374 256 1,966 1,431 337
Los Angeles 514 AIt 178 7L2 485 244 80 544 516 1,2;0 742 4f8
Chicago 120. 637 63 L0O0 932 98 1,144 1,029 15 L439 ,143 21
Philadelphia /8 55 14 746 W&0 14 814 42 106 $86 744 241
Detroit 5"6 A7 79 403 519 64 40 662 M 750 6A9 101
San Francisco 34(v IZ 21 397 rS 2 2b 443 117 246 668 271 2A7
Boston 67 46 1I 6 77 Z. 109 87 22 1 S I9 1 26
Pittsburgh 103 O( 2 170 106 64 (77 110 47 201 124 77
St. Louis 27 24 6) 314 '227 87 333 256 96 390 '275 1(5
Washington,D.C. 419 4 V .61 66 474 92 634 532 16O4 &)6 476 160
Cleveland WZ0 263 7 211 204 7 323 SO 6 404 400 4
Baltimore 382 328 5'4 4Z0 360 40 4(61 394 67 668 4b6 62
B. WHITE
1960 1965 1970 1980
SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring
New York %56 440 '246 C104 SMS 3,111 8a0Z292 5,M 8,453 3,716 2 4,841
Los Angeles 4,147 2Al0 4PE6 V,? $08 4,711 7659 -114 ,0 9311 2,43 7,048
Chicago ,50 2,23 1Z 53S4, '2261 3,0(7 ,4T\ 1,853 3,1 5-829 '59 4,87X
Philadelphia 3,/, IA,7 2A94 5768 ,21,7 IA4) 3,81 1."2 ZA14 4.293 441 3,,12
Detroit 3,1i5 1,182 2P13 3,171 AT6 2,313 3,155 526 '2,6-0 3,171 127 o,04
San Francisco 2436 .04 L832 2,960 S35 O2S 2,710 46 2,244 3,113 3 0 27n
Boston '2502 428 ,874 Z, 41 564 0,37 5.63 484 1oti n.10 341 -2,
Pittsburgh '.,241 62 C ,031 2,272 441 0787 2,226 380 1,04b ?212 257 23S
St. Louis 1,742 $34 1,228 l,797 387 lA1 ),926 23(o ,590 ,C7, 39 1,137
Washington,D.C. 1,SO'2 345 1,157 1,4 27,6 37i 1,912 213 ).S11 2,00) 77 0?2
Cleveland 1,535 422 q13 1,522 475 1,047 1,921 324 l,395 M 677 5. ,5r
Baltiimore 1,344 4|0 734 1,397 499 ib |,436 342 1o76 1,602 95 4467
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IVA-2 PERCENT OF POPULATION NONWHITE, INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CEN-
TRAL CITY
1960 1965 1970 1980
SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring
New York 12 15 5 114 17 6 I5 21- 4 1A 30 7
Los Angeles 0 17 4 to 19 5 10 1 6 12 ZS 4
Chicago 17. 24 3 16 29 3 17 36 3 20 S4 6
Philadelphia 14 27 e 17 31 6 17 37 4 19 64 6
Detroit I5 29 4 14 38 4 17 51 3 l 84 3
San Francisco i2 Is I'S 24 10 14 30 10 IO 4 10
Boston 3 10 1 4 1 I 4 I' t Is ZS I
Pittsburgh 7 17 3 7 11 3 7 22 3 6 33 4
St. Louis 14 29 4 Isd 37 46 Is 15 17. 68 6
Washington,D.C. '2S 56 7 24 63 4 24 71 4 29 90 6
Cleveland 14 79 I ( 37 10 49 0 20 67 0
Baltinore 2Z S5' 7 '23 42 6 24 62 4 27 81
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IVA-3 AGE OF THE POPULATION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL CITY.
BY COLOR (12 SMSA TOTAL)
A. NONWHITE
1960 1965 1970 1980
AGE (Years) SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring
less 5than 540 4W 160 871 767 64 Ig2 G"3 320 1,277 1,003 274
5-16 IA44 1,153 291 1,820 IAS4 3.h 2,051 1/.5( 45 2446 1,80 S4h
17-24 6M 481 i1A ~715 6 16 972 748 244 1,333 ,04 '279
25-34 939 7g.6 171 6I2 712 10 903 707 196 1,437 l,lZ3 -314
35-44 12 730 162 9.6 778 107 936 74-1 146 902 W82 220
45-64 1A16 677 191 1/2Z4 194 '230 ),398 1,122 276 1,410 1,256 354
65or 301 244 57 -327 26 ) -382 310 72 4'4 39& 98
more
B. WHITE
AGE (Years) 1960 1965 1970 1980SMSA CC Ring SMSA CC Ring SMSA - CC Ring SMSA CC Ring
less 5than 4,i 56 2,713 U3.23 1,3$0 2443 3 42 2021 4908 4 A54
5-16 A,4t3 3,240 'As3 9.159 2.947 f,812 9.438 2,375 7,21,3 '1.84 .6 1554 6.2Z
17-24 3.459 679 .160 4,45 1,51 Z86 ,55, '.583 3.1773 -9,851 1,0?q 4,822
25-34 537S Z244 3,131 4.80b 1,C78 3,130 ,673 1,441 332 7,213 1,29 4-W4
35-44 SA47 Z439 3532 6.831 LAl) 3.20 5,195 1,278 3.887 4,871 45V. 4,215
45-64 %,463 4,438 4,426 U22 4.29(. .3 Z. 15AW 3.796 4.35 015 4132 7,73
65 or 3 404 Z6 L5 ,79 3 419 L8 143 .537 1.742 1,85 3,874 1.54 Z370
more
IVA-4 PERCENT OF WHITE AND NONWHITE SMSA POPULATION IN CENTRAL
CITY, BY AGE, AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE WHITE AND
NONWHITE POPULATION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL CITY,
BY AGE (12 SMSA TOTAL)
Percent of SMSA Percent Distribution of the Population by Age
AGE Population
(Years) in CC 1960 1980
1960 1980 CC Ring CC Ring
white non- white non- white non- white non- white non- white non-
white white white white white white
total 44 81 19 76 100 166 to0 100 too 100 100 O0
less 5than 13
5-16 37 8o 1(4 77 16 '23 24 25 17 25 22 28
17-24 44 so 18 7q 9 10 9 10 11 14 13 14
25-34 4Z 82 18 78 13 16 14 I5 14 15 (, 15
35-44 41 82 13 76 14 15 Is 14 7 9 I I II
45-64 61 '2 22 76 26 1e 19 17 24 17 21 17
65or 54 81 39 so 12 5 5 5 11 5 6 5more
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I VA-5 HOUSEHOLDS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL CITY, BY COLOR
AND AGE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD (12 SMSA TOTAL)
A . SMSA
1960 1970 1980 Change Change
1960 to 1970 1970 to 1980
under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or
35 over 35 over 35 over 35 over 35 over
.White 90-7 l,loZ 304( lo,o46 4i4 q844 131 -S4 W38 -184
Nonwhite 410 121 52(a 1437 827 1671 36' 220 301 134
Total 3317 11319 3s72 1,486 -5011 11,43S 17S i -& 1439 -50
B. CENTRAL CITY
1960 1970 1980 Change Change
1960 to 1970 1970 to 1980
under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or
35 over 35 over 35 over 35 over 35 over
White 1241 487) 917 3562 777 '2280 -344 -1289 -140 -13oZ
Nonwhite 217 914 410 1144 47 12 15' 13 152 'z37 69
Total 14 58 5845 1,327 4728 1424 3415 -331 -1137 017 -1233
C. RING
1960 1970 1980 Change Change
1960 to 1970 1970 to 1980
under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or under 35 or
35 over 35 over 35 over 35 over 35 over
White i446 tZ3I 2129 444 34O7 1584 483 i23s 1278 J116
Nonwhite 93 '223 1 1& 211 180 35/o '2.3 48 4.4 /5
Total 1731 .644 2245 6757 3687 7940 SLr6 1303 i342. il 3
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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